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The console that defines a 
world class recording facility 

9ODU 

elortric she 
"Since the console's installation, Studio B has been non-stop busy. 

The 9000 is truly the archetype of all recording consoles." 

Mary Campbell • President • Electric Lady 

Solid State Logic SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #2612 

International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford 0%5 1RU, England • Tel: +44 (1865) 842300 Fax: +44 (1865) 842118 

Paris +33 (1) 34 60 46 66 • Milan +39 (2) 262 24956 • Tokyo +81 (3) 54 74 11 44 • New York +1 (212) (15 1111 • Los Angeles + 1 (213)463 4444 Toronto +1 (416) 431 9131 • Singapore +65 285 9300 
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ACTIVE MONITOR SERIES 
Perspeet I. y C Mo t o r ng 

Two Pros And Their Tannoys.. 

Five centuries ago, Leonardo da Vinci 

brought art and science together to 

create beautiful images using his 

knowledge of engineering, physics, 

geometry and perspective. • His 

images were so clearly rendered, 

so precisely represented, that the 

mechanisms he drew then could 

be recreated today. • Da Vinci main-

tained that the artist had to use the 

methods of science, and the scientist 

the tools of art. • Now, five hundred 

years later, Tannoy once again blends 

science and art to deliver the world's 

most advanced monitoring systems. 
...eadadalk ai-111111.111_. 

render the musical image created by 

the top recording engineers and 

producers. U The AMS monitors are 

technically uncompromised 

designs, combining hand-selected 

models of Tannoy's exceptional 

Dual Concentric' drivers, with 

the finest quality electronics 

design and construction. 

• Beginning with the precise 

phase coherent drive units, the 

AMS series builds on Tannoy's 

unrivaled reputation for accurate 

imaging perspective. • Active 

monitors provide unparalleled 

low frequency accuracy, due to 

the extremely low impedance 

coupling of the amplifier and 

drive units, and the elimina-

tion of parasitic passive crossover 

elements. • Precise tailoring of 

the active filter elements allow 

matching of production 

tolerances to within 0.25dB, 

guaranteeing superb stereo 

imaging. • The amplifiers use 

aero-space tolerance components 

and design, with the components 

selected for their sonic qualities 

as much as their reliability. 

• The amplifiers are truly 

unlimited in performance to 

ensure that there is no coloration of 

dynamics due to over-protective 

protection,circuitry. 

.19.111.111MI MOM Pairemliii•; -: « I 

lick Guzauski, Producer • credits include: 
Wariah Carey • Eric Clapton• Barbara Streisand 
Bryan Adams* Michael Bolton • Boyz to Men 

"'l have relied on Tannoy point source Dual Concentric 
udspeakers for several years. Their resolution of time 
nd space put them in a league of their own. Now with 

the advantage of state of the art filtering and amplifica-
tion, the overall precision of the image and critical 

mpIng factor makes them an unbeatable 
any In 1, e." 

• Through the exacting application 

of science, the AMS monitors provide 

the accurate perspective to clearly 

• • 1-- • 
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• 
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• These are studio monitors designed 

to step aside and let you inside the 

musical perspective. 

óe Chiccarelli, Produc 
credits include: 

• Tori Amos • Frank Zappa 
• American Music Club 
• Cracker* Dog's Eye View 

it's the first time I've used 
near field monitor 
where I felt like there 
wasn't any glass 
between the control 
room and the artist. 
The transparency am 
pitase coherency of ti 

um us ea -iini=7«:  midrange allows you 
. to move a micropho 

ea et I" le • a quarter of an inch 
ler 

8i Weil 
z - 

-ph;8O- cOurtesy. Of Royalton° stuchos 

- - • and truly hear the di 
fermi., a remarkable 

. iglievement." 

• All of the specifications and hype 

in the world cannot replace a real life 

encounter with the Tannoy Active 

TIMM Monitor Series. 

• We guarantee that 

your smile will be 

bigger than the 

Mona Lisa's, and 

  your  art—who knows— 

even more famous! 

Tannoy/TGI North America. .300 Gage Avenue, Unit 1 • Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8 *519 745 1158 • Fax: 519 - • Web site: littp://www.tannoy.com ' 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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PC•1148° 
hen we designed the 

PCM 8o's basic comple-

ment of effects Presets, we also 

provided the ability to plug in hot, new 

Audio Software/FX cards. Simply plug in 

any of our cards and you've now super-

charged the effects processor everybody is 

talking about. New effects and algorithms. 

Hundreds of stunning new Presets. 

Sophisticated PC-Card architecture that 

supports our commitment to functionality 

and continuing upgradability. 

PCM 8o FX cards offer a library of over 

700 new Presets — each one tailored for 

a particular application - with a unique 

Adjust Knob that lets you quickly audition 

variations of the effect. We put the most 

useful parameters of each preset into the 

PCM 8o's "Soft Row" so you can fine tune 

the Preset without having to hunt for the 

appropriate parameters. Engineer or 
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musician,  there's a Lexicon FX card for 

practically any imaginable sound. Right 

now, you can instantly load-up on your 

creative options with any of these new 

FX Cards: 

• Dual FX — 25 Algorithms / 250 Presets 

deliver highest quality stereo multi-

effects, unprecedented routing capabili-

ties & a powerful new digital sub-mixer. 

• Pitch FX — 6 Algorithms / loo Presets 

combine Multi-Voice Pitch Shifting 

with PCM 8o Stereo Algorithms. 

• Harmony FX (Coming 1997) — 

Intelligent Pitch Shift Algorithms / loo 

Presets offer Diatonic Harmonization, 

Automatic Pitch Correction and more. 

• Scott Martin Gershin Post FX — loo 

superb post-production Presets featuring 

Surround Delays for Film & Reverbs for 

Orchestras. 

• David Rosenthal Music FX — woo 

powerful performance Presets featuring 

brilliant reverbs 8 effects for keyboards, 

guitars, vocals. 

And don't forget, you can use any 

Preset as a template to create your own 

stunning versions of Lexicon effects - and 

store up to 2,000 of those Presets using 

standard PCMCIA SRAM cards. 

So check out the PCM 8o FX cards and 

experience the future today, at your 

Lexicon dealer! 

F'1ti Irttic) The Future 
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HEADWXN INPUT 

013 
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12 

18 

24 

Up Pmgaili Re» 

Bats simits ail Control 

neon LC« 
* Noe cepat, Bypass 

DUAL FX - V1.0 250 

PITCH FX - V1.0 100 

Scott Martin Gershin 100 
(Post FX) 

David Rosenthal 100 
(Music FX) 
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exicon 

Heard In All The Right Places 
Tel: 617/280-0300 Fax: 617/280-0490 E- Mail: info@lexicon.com 

H A Harman International Company 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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Cover: Crescendo, a new audio 
post facility in the heart of the 
San Francisco ad district, opened 
in September with two identical 
rooms, each based around an 
Otan i Status console and Fairlight 
MFX3 workstation. The facility, 
designed by John Storyk and 
constructed by Dennis Steams, 
is a satellite to the venerable 
Russian Hill Recording and was 
built exclusively for spot work. 
Pictured here is Studio Roma. 
The story is in the Sound for 
Picture supplement. Photo: Bob 
Wolsch. inset photo: Steve 
Jennings 
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4 sub buses • AFL/• 

TRIM control 
(on the channel strip) 

with 60d0 total mic gain 
&-I0d13"virtual pad" 

for line inouts. 

6 AUX SENDS per ch. Aux 
1 & 2 switiaMe 

pre/post. Aux 3 &4 
(post-fader) become 5 & 
e via Shift switch. 

HI EL _~ 15c1/3 shelving 
at 2kHz. 

SWEEPABLE 
MIDRANGE. Wide, rrLsical 
peaking EQ with '00Hz 

to z range. 
±15419 range. 

LO ED. ±15413 shelving 
at 50Hz. 

LOW CUT FILM is 
a muet for live sound 

and acoJstic 
(microphone) recording. 
Sharp, 18618/octave 
75Hz high-pass filter 

lets you add Low 
shelving EQ to rocale 

vithout booeting 
undesirable mic 

thumps, stage rem bic, 
wind noise, P-pope etc. 

PAN control with 
constant loudness to 

maintain stereo 

MUTE switch. 

MUTE 8 
OVERLOA3 LEO. 

-20d6 
PRESENT & SOLD LED. 

SOLD. In-place AL or 
PFL (pre fade fisten). 

BUS ASSIGN for 
Subs 1-2, 3-4 & 

• 

60mm FADER with 
true log taper, spec,al lip 

seal & iong-life wiper   
material. 

FL • swept mid eq • low cut filters • 16 mic 

MORE BUSES, MORE PREAMPS, 
INTRODUCING THE NEW 1G-CH., 

Four submix buses, swept mid E0, AFL/PFL, new materials, new technologies and the soul 

The original CR-1604 defined 
the modern compact mixer. Now 
we've "raised the standard" by 
adding over 20 new features 
like true 4-bus design with 
assign switches on every 
channel, 16 high- — 
headroom/low 1 
noise mic 
preamps, separate 
stereo Control Room/ 
Phones bus, effects 
return to monitors — 
for just s100 more* 
than the original 
CR-1604! No matter 
where you mix or what 
you mix, you'll find 
a lot to like on the 
new CR1604-VLZ. 
Call for a free 40-page 
brochure and applica-
tions guide today. 

Stereo AUX RETURNS-' 
I 8 2 with 20dI3 gain 
above Unity for 
boosting weak 
effects. 

NEW AUX SEND I 
2 MASTERS. 

NEW AUX SEND 1 B--

2 SOLO switches with 
LEDs. 

• NEW Aux 

20, wua 1h, 

MORE THAN JUST SWEPT 
MIDRANGE. Most mixers 
(except very expensive ones) 
have narrow EQ bandwidths 
— OK for drastic corrections 
but not very useful for gentle 
tonal changes The CR1604-
VLZ has wide, midrange EQ 
bandwidth that is far more 
musical-sounding and can be 
used more generously than 
narrow mid EQ. 

5-WAY PHYSICAL 
CONFIGURATION via our 
famous rotating input/ 
output "pod." Out of 
the box the CR1604-VLZ comes in with 
jacks to back Use on a tabletop Ø or 
rack-mount it with the free rack rails 
included 0. In minutes, with just a 
screwdriver, you can rotate the pod for 
an ultra-compact 8-rack space 
configuration 0. Optional RotoPod-V12 
bracket places the input/output jacks 
on same plane as the controls 
(rackmount O or tabletop e). 

10Int,2011k, 

4 sub buses • AFL/ •• 

Return 3 
ASSIGN SWITCHES to 
Main Mix, Subs 1 & 2 
or Subs 3 & 4. 

NEW Aux Return 4— 
ASSIGN to Control 
R m/Phones. 

NEW PHANTOM -Et 
POWER LEO. 

NEW CONTROL — 
ROOM/PHONES level 
control. 

NEW TAPE INPUT 
LEVEL control and 
TAPE TO MAIN MIX 
switch. 

NEW CONTROL 
ROOM/PHONES 
SOURCE MATRIX. Just 
like our &bus 
monitoring system, 
this creathe feature 
lets you route any 
combination of Tape, 
Subs 1 & 2, Subs 3 & 
4 or Main Mix to 
Control Room/Phones 
bus. Lets you create 
custom headphone 
mixes (press MAIN 

MIX and let 
performers in the 
studio hear what 
you're hearing in 

the control room), run 
simultaneous 
broadcast or Ihe 2-
track recording mixes, 
monitor 2-track tape 
deck output (if you re 
doing commercial 
production, press 

TAPE and share it 
with VO talent 
in the studio), route a cue/click 

track to phones or create a second 
stereo main output with its own level 
control. 

AUX 
SENDS 

SOURCE 

,r 

1 

CR-1604-VLZ 
16 CHANNEl MI 

2 MN 

He. PTA 

INE MIXER 

LAMP 

OPTONS 

• hue MX I? à 
TO SUES 

- 1-0 

R/ MUMS 
Y SOLO 

STEREO AUX RETURNS 

LEFT RIGHT 

o 61.0 

- T 

- 
• — • 

4 — • 

E. 

TAPE jaTig 

11111 ¡Tm  i• 2 - • 

- - e 
Sue 3-• I 

0 

10 - 

ER - • • 

SUBS 1-2 

NZ 
vue: Mu( 

à 1111 

PRE 

EPA 

o - • 

PLOT SOO 
LIGHT 

ASS/Gh TO MAIN MIX 

1.1 GI-1 
2 4 

e 
e 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

PHONES 

MAIN 

FRF 

*THE BIG ASTERISK: Suggested U.S. 
retail for the CR1604-02 is $1199. This 
is actually 1E55 than the combined price 
of the old CR-1604 and X1R10 mic 
preamp expander (needed to get a full 16 
mic preampe). &iced higher in Canada. 

FL • swept mid eq • lo 

BUILT-IN 
power supply. 

BNC lamp socket. 

-NEW EFFECTS 111 
MONITORS controls 
fold Aux Return 1 & 
2 back into Aux 
Sends 1 & 2 50 
that on-stage 
performers can 
hear outboard 
effects. 

Stereo AUX 
— RETURNS 384 

with 20e3 gain 
above Unity for 
boosting weak 
effects. 

Global AUX RETURN 
SOLO with LEO. 

LED METERS with - 
30 to +28 range. 

—NEW LEVEL SET 
LED. In conjunction 
with individual 
channel Solo lets 
you quickly and 
accurately set input 
levels to Unity Gain, 
minimizing noise 
and maximizing 
headroom. 

- Global SOLO level 
control. 

- RUDE SOLO light. 

- NEW Global AFL/ 
Pa SOLO switch. 

- HEADPHONE 
output. 

NEW BUS 
ASSIGN to Left 
and/or Right 
Main Mix. 

—NEW eOmm 
SUB-MASTER B 
MANIA faders 
with accurate, 
5•13us log taper. 

PHANTOM POWER 
switch. 

- :es= - ,••••-

0 
16 



m p . • -2Cli:113 signal pr's t LEDs • Contrail Roo. /Phares s 

NA 

ctiton w/swi 

BOOTH #M8038 

ching matrix 

MORE ELI MORE FEATURES, MORE EVERYTHING .. 
4-BUS CR1604412 MIC/LINE MIXER. JUST s1199. 
of DE BoBus...we packed the new ER161:14-VLZ with a 5-year "wish list" of the most-requested mixer features. 

NEW YLI (Very 
Low Impedance) 
CIRCUITRY 
developed for our 
808us consoles, 
reduces noise and 
crosstalk in 
critical signal 
path areas. 

The perfEt mixer for use with 8-track digital recorders. SOLID STEEL main chassis. 

Low ED Boost Only 
Low El Boost with low Cut 

Ingfrogerytudruido MEd 

 NEW MONO OUTPUT(ballunbal.) has 
separate volume control. 

— NEW RCA TAPE inputs & outputs 
(unbalanced). 

NEW Separate CONTROL ROOM 
OUTPUT(ballunbal.) so you don't tie up 
your headphone output with an amp. 
NEW INSERTS on every channel   

SUBMASTER OUTPUTS (bal./unbal.;. 

116. 1 

Made with pride in the depths of the 
North-west rain • rest. USA. 

lc:1996 MACKIE DESIGNS INC ALL 0915 REM] 

LSEALED treaty controls resist dirt, smoke 
end diet cola. 
Maximum RFI INTERFERENCE PROTECTION 
via meal jacks, blocking capacitors, etc. 

—  NEW LOW CUT FILTERS on all channels. 
Low Shelving EQ can be very useful on vocals 
but adding Low EQ also boosts stage rumble, 
microphone thumps and wind noise that aren't 
good for your PA system. Our sharp-18db/ 
octave filter cuts out the bad stuff . elow7fiz 
and leaves the good stuff (unlike the shallow 
6d8/octave or 12c/E3/octave low cut" filters on 
some mixers that also slice off audible low 
bass & don't fully cut out subsonic stuff). 

— NEW Si STUDIO-GRADE MIC PREAMPS 
with —29.5d8m E.I.N. — the same ones as or 
our acclaimed 843us consoles that are 
regularly used to record platinum albums. 
DIRECT OUTS (balfunbal.) channels 1-8. 

teee 
tsei 

El 

irect I u outs 
channels 1-8 Channels 9- IS 

tc subs 1-4 and 
Main Mix 

MIKE Wood-Red Road • Woodinville • WA • 98O72 < 800/89R-320 
e-mail tp, salas4mackie.com • Represented in Conoco by S.F. Marketing 

Outside the USA 206/487433 
FIR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

• 

** _ .zveryth,.rg except 
noise.. 'Melee even 
LESS of than thanes 
to VLZ.oircuitry. 

Record on cirs. 1-8. 
routing tracks to 
your 5-trace -ecorder 
via post-fader dire:3 
outputs (separate 
inserts let you add 
compression or 
other effects, as vou 
record) — and/or 
combine che to tape 
usina the 4 sub-
maj.ers. Mbnitor 
and then mxdown via 
che 9-16. 

• From 
CR/PHONES 

e0E/487-4337 
UM/363-8855 
q.,2[6/485-152 



FROM THE EDITOR 
OMAR WARS 

Recently, while browsing the rec.audio.pro newsgroup on the Internet, I 
noticed a posting from a reader who misses the "old" Mix. Essentially this 
person was lamenting our occasional coverage of products and procedures 
that—in his opinion—are not professional quality. Sure, it might be fun to 

revisit the 1970s pre-digital period when recording budgets were at their 
peak, more studios had a maintenance staff, second engineers dutifully 

aligned the decks before the session, and string players could still make a liv-
ing doing studio work. 

The key here is defining "professional." According to the old audio joke, 
"professional" is a phrase describing any piece of gear that weighs too much 
to be shipped via UPS. But seriously, the distinction between pro and semi-
pro has become muddled. Today you might find racks of MDMs in the dub-
bing theater for a feature film; or a low-cost, 12-channel mixer handling dia-
log tracks on a location shoot; or $299 reverbs racked in with $5,000 and 
S10,000 units in the effects racks on a major album mix or live touring rig. 
The gear may be considered semipro, but I doubt that any of the engineers 
using the gear in these situations consider themselves anything less than 
professional. 

Further clouding the issue is the realization that in some cases—such as 
digital rnultitracks and recording consoles—there are low- and high-priced 
items, but few options in the middle ground. For example, with digital 24-
tracks, once you go beyond the $ 10,000-$15,000 range of MDM systems, the 
next step is Sony's PCM-33245 24-track, carrying a $62,000 base price—sans 
optional SMPTE sync, remote, or digital I/O. Where are the professional 
$40,000 digital 24-track tape recorders? 

And nestled among the $500,000 consoles at AES are synths, sample 
libraries and music software; go to NAMM and you'll see Amek, EAW, 

Focusrite, Manley, Meyer, Otan i and TC Electronic—hardly low-end suppliers. 
Surely, this month's NSCA and NAB conventions will offer a similar blend of 
high-end and entry level products. 

In keeping with this month's NSCA theme, Mark Frink drops in on the 
Smashing Pumpkins tour, and also examines the creative use of compressors 

in live sound. Our NAMM coverage reports on the show's hot new sound 
reinforcement, recording/music and software products. Mel Lambert chats 

with audio innovator John Meyer and road tests D&R's Cinemix console, 
which will be at NAB. Speaking of post-production, our semi-annual Sound 
For Picture" supplement has articles on sound for X-Files, the post communi-
ties in Seattle and San Francisco, film scoring and sound effects recording. 
There's much more, of course—and like a mix of pro and semipro gear, 
there's something here for just about everyone. 

See you at the shows, 

George Petersen 
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WORLD AUDIO NEWS.= 

CURRENT 
WELCOME TO NAB'97! 

This month, thousands will descend 
upon the Las Vegas Convention Center 
for NAB'97 and NAB Multimedia Radio 
World, April 5-10. This year's show is 
bigger than ever: It's expected to break 
attendance records by drawing nearly 
100,000 attendees. Also, several new 
conferences, exhibit areas and an addi-
tional demonstration theater have been 
added at the Sands Expo Center. In ad-
dition to a sold-out Radio/Audio Hall at 
the LVCC, NAB is offering a second 
Radio/Audio exhibit area at the Sands 
this year. Intemet@NAB.97, now in its 
second year, includes an exhibit area for 
service providers, designers and other 
Web-related companies. Several new 

conferences this year will present the lat-
est information on cutting-edge tech-
nologies. 

For the most up-to-date show infor-
mation, visit the NAB Web site, at 
www.nab.org, or use NAB's fax-on-de-
mand service: 301/216-1847. 

OUT COSTA, 1942-1997 
Gaetano "Guy" Costa, engineer, innova-
tor and audio industry pioneer, passed 
away Tuesday, February 11, at his home 
in Westlake Village, Calif. 

In his early career days, Costa and 
his uncle built Don Costa Productions, 
which later became MGM Recording 
Studios (now Cherokee Recording Stu-
dios). Costa was also responsible for the 
design, construction and operation of 
the famed Hitsville Studios in Holly-
wood, and for two decades worked 
with Motown Records and the Gordy 
Company. Costa also served as SPARS 
president (1987-88) and in 1988 found-
ed Quadim, a highly successful tape-du-
plication and CD mastering facility. 

Costa is survived by his wife, Nancy; 
two sons, Paul and Brian; and two 
daughters, Stephanie and Suzanne. The 
family requests that memorial contribu-
tions be made in Guy's name to the 
Make-A-Wish Foundation: 800/332-
9474. 

COMPANIES PROVIDE COPYRIGHT 

PROTECTION FOR DIGITAL MUSIC 

Redwood City, Calif.-based Liquid Audio 
announced an agreement with Solana 

Technology Development Corporation 
(STD) under which Liquid Audio will li-
cense STD's digital streaming technolo-
gy, Electronic DNA"' (E-DNA), for use in 
its Internet music-on-demand products. 
E-DNA is a system for applying digital 

data to compressed audio streams while 
maintaining the integrity of the audio. 
Liquid Audio will use E-DNA to embed 

copyright and distribution information 
into music streams that customers can 
sample and purchase over the Internet. 
Used in combination with Liquid 
Audio's mastering tools for Internet 
audio content creation, playback tools 
for purchasing and publishing, and 
audio delivery tools, the technology will 
provide means of copyright protection 
and secure tracking and management of 
music sold and delivered via the Inter-
net. Availability is expected some time 
this quarter. 

VOYETRA, TURTLE REACH MERGE 

Voyetra Technologies and Turtle Beach 
Systems signed an agreement merging 

TEC SCHOLARSHIP 

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 

Applications for the TEC Awards 
Scholarship Grant are now avail-
able. Administered by the Mix 
Foundation for Excellence in 
Audio, the Scholarship Grant was 
created in 1995 to award funds to 
deserving individuals pursuing ca-
reers in audio and currently en-
rolled in an audio program. Last 
year, grants were given to Erik 
Todd Lutkins, a senior at Middle 
Tennessee State University, and to 
Daniel Overholt, a senior at Cali-
fornia State University, Chico. 

If you are interested in receiv-
ing an application, send or fax 
your name, address and tele-
phone number to Mix Founda-
tion for Excellence in Audio 
(MFEA), 1547 Palos Verde Mall 
*294, Walnut Creek, CA 94596; 
fax 510/939-4022. Applications 
will be accepted until Friday, 
August 1, 1997. 

the companies into a new entity, 

Voyetra Technologies Inc. (VTI), led by 
Voyetra founder Carmine Bonanno. 
VTI continues to specialize in the de-
velopment and distribution of music 

and audio software for Windows, and 
is enhancing this core business with 
digital audio and music synthesis pe-
ripherals, through Turtle Beach's 
strength in hardware development. Visit 
the Voyetra Web site at www.voyetra. 
com for more information. 

NSCA IN CHARLOTI1 
The NSCA Expo'97 is in Charlotte, NC 
April 16-20. In addition to more than 
480 exhibits, NSCA has put together an 
all-new education program, including 
two new series of seminars: The 
"Lunch and Learn" program, featuring 
nationally recognized speakers/busi-
ness experts; and the "Exploring" series 
on new technology. Special events this 
year include the first annual Jason Perl-
man Memorial charity golf tournament 
on Thursday, April 17, and the annual 
"Contractor Caper" cocktail reception, 
held that night in the New Charlotte 
Convention Center Ballroom. For show 
registration information, call 800/446-
6722. 

1997 SPARS TEST AVAILABLE 

The newly revised 1997 SPARS test is 
now available for use by employers, stu-
dents and educators in the audio indus-
try, according to Shirley Kaye, SPARS 
executive director. 

The test, a set of four modules ad-
dressing technical, administrative, music 
recording and audio post-production 
skills, is designed to provide a basic tool 
for assessing aptitude and preparedness 

for employment via a standard method 
for evaluation. 

The SPARS test can be taken by indi-
viduals, administered by educational in-
stitutions or used by employers in 
evaluating job candidates or determin-
ing benchmark skill levels for various 
job classifications; this year's test is an 
outgrowth of the earlier, late-'80s SPARS 
testing program. The test is available for 
use by all SPARS members, for fees 
ranging from $25 for a single module to 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 
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INDUSTRY I\ 
Amek's (North Hollywood) Rupert 
Neve was awarded a Grammy for 

his contributions to the technical 
evolution of music...Telos Systems 
in Cleveland brought onboard John 
Casey as vice president of marketing 
and sales.. John Haeny was ap-
pointed international product man-
ager at Fairlight ESP (Culver City, 

CA)...The Sandy, UT-based Harman 
Music Group named James Holmes 
to the new position of marketing co-
ordinator/designer for dbx and 
Allen & Heath, and Brad Jensen to 
the post of technical marketing 
communications for dbx Profession-
al...Jean Tardibuono was named na-
tional sales manager and Philip 

Paske named western states techni-
cal support engineer at JR Pro Sales, 
in Valencia, CA... Graham-Patten, 
headquartered in Grass Valley, CA, 
announced an OEM agreement with 
Fidelipac Corp. In other Graham-
Patten news, Technical Industries 
Inc. (Birmingham, AL) and Digital 
Images (Alexandria, VA) are the 
company's newest sales representa-
tive firms...Kris Jackson was named 
training manager, Vicky Neal named 
marketing communications coordi-
nator and Jane Hutter named sales 
administrative assistant at Otani 
Corp. in Foster City, CA...Focusrite 
Audio Engineering Ltd. moved to 
new UK headquarters. The address 
is 19 Lincoln Road, Cressex Business 
Park, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 
3RD; phone 44/1494/462-246; fax 
44/1494/459-920... Sweetwater 
Sound Inc. (Ft. Wayne, IN) appoint-

ed Jeff Radke as president of its sales 
division.. Sonic Foundry, based in 
Madison, WI, promoted Rimas 
Buinevicius to the post of chief ex-

ecutive officer and brought onboard 
Roy Elkins as vice president of sales 
and marketing.. Jeff Alexander was 
hired by Crest Audio (Paramus, NJ) 
to fill the post of marketing manag-
er...Westlake Village, CA-based 360 
Systems named Lonnie Pastor to the 
newly created position of director of 
marketing for export sales. In other 

OTES 
360 news, the company opened a 
European sales office near Amster-

dam, headed by newly appointed 
European sales manager Peter Lee. 

Call 31/299/433-627 for more infor-
mation ... Quantegy Inc., based in 
Peachtree, GA, hired Tausche Mar-
tin Lonsdorf to handle a full-service 
marketing program...In a restructur-

ing move, Klipsch Professional 
(Hope, AK) announced that Tom 
Gallagher will be responsible for do-
mestic sales and marketing, assist-

ed by Chuck Mulhearn, who will 
guide international sales, and Ginny 
Sanders, who will provide interna-
tional documentation and market 
support assistance...The Plant Re-
cording Studios in Sausalito, CA, re-
ceived a BASF Master Award, the 
first given to a recording studio, for 
its recording of Metallica's Load... 
Uster, Switzerland-based Weiss En-
gineering hired Andor Bariska for 
software development and interna-

tional sales, and Marcel Vogt for 
quality control and customer ser-
vice...Freed International has 
moved. The new address is 13501 
SW 128th Street suite 204, Miami, FL 
33186; phone 305/378-1818; fax 
305/378-6669... PreSonus Audio 
Electronics' (Baton Rouge, LA) ad-
vertising and dynamics director 
Laura Odom received a Gold Amer-
ican Advertising Award from the 
Advertising Federation of Baton 

Rouge...Neumann (Old Lyme, co 
presented Sam Ash Music Stores 

(Hicksville, NY) and Westlake Audio 
(Los Angeles) with Dealer Excel-
lence Awards, in recognition of 
outstanding sales achievement... 
Studio Tech is the newest dealer 
for Grace Design (Boulder, CO) mic 
preamps...Orlando, FL-based Plan-
et Hollywood named Larry Howard 
as director of the audio visual de-
partment...And finally, Mix would 
like to congratulate our editorial 
assistant, Anne Eickelberg, and 
Electronic Musician editorial assis-
tant Rick Weldon on their recent 
marriage! 

-FROM PAGE 10, CURRENT 

$60 for single use of all four modules. 
Discounts are available on purchases of 
ten or more tests; all grading is done at 
the SPARS national office. Call 800/771-
7727 for more information. 

WEB DEBUTS 

Avalon Industries introduces a home 
page at www.avalondesigns.com. It in-

cludes information about Avalon gear 
and accessories, a price list, reviews, 
user list and a world dealer network. 

BandPages is a new Internet service 
for musicians that provides online 
media kits, tour dates, recording and 

distribution information, band graphics 
and more. Visit www.bandpages.com. 

Charles Salter Associates has a 
new interactive Web site at www. 
ansalter.com. Features include service 
information, projects, animations and 
audio simulations. 

Electronic Specialists introduces 
www.elect-spec.com, a page that in-
cludes a comprehensive product listing 
with descriptive material, application 
notes, specifications and prices. Product 
photos are also featured. 

Visit Groove Tubes' Web site, at 
www.groovetubes.com, and find the 
latest product information and news. 

HHB introduces a Web page at 
www.hhb.co.uk. The site features de-
tailed product information, technical 
specifications and application notes on 
a range of HHB-manufactured and dis-
tributed products. 

Voce announces a home page at 
www.voceinc.com. There, find product 
information, news, links and photos. 

Weiss Engineering's new Web site, 

at www.weiss.ch, features information 
on its digital audio products. 

CORRECTIONS 
In the January "New and Improved Re-
mote Recording Trucks" story, a photo 
on page 95 pictures the National Mobile 
Television unit, with engineer Mark 
Brooks at the board. 

February's Intelligent Devices Field 
Test listed an incorrect e-mail address. 
Intelligent Devices' address is intdev@ 
clarknet. 

February's "Current" listed an incor-
rect telephone number for Glenn Mead-
ows of Masterfonics. The correct 
number is 615/259-4452. 

CHECK OUT THIS MONTH'S 
MIX ONLINE! 

http://www.mixmag.com 
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Diana Krall, Dr. John, Michael Bolton, and 
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Open up. 
And say ahhh... 

Then say hello to Roland's new JV-2080 

Synthesizer Module. It's the latest evolution in the 

world's most popular line of sound modules. 
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Use 3 insert effects simultaneously, each with 40 
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production environment that just may leave you 

speechless. So check out the JV-2080 at your local 

Roland dealer. And to audition the full line of 

Roland Expansion Boards, call ( 800)386-7575 ext. 

753 to get our Expansion Board demo CD ($ 5.00). 

Chances are, OH won't stay silent long. 

11=)_ Roland 
JV-2080 Synthesizer Module 
Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle. 
Los Angeles,  CA 90040 (213)685-5141 
Roland Canada Musk Li J..3450 Parkwood Way. 

Richmond, B.C. V6V 2%13 '604)270-6626 yea 
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SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE 
A LIFELONG SEARCH FOR THE PROPER SEQUENCE 

SLUSTRAIION: SW SUCHR 

IIwent to NAMM, too. I went a few days early so that I could 
lay out on the beach before the 

show and get a bit of a tan. I fig-
ured this would get rid of that spe-
cial "I have just served three years 
of hard time" pallor that is just one 
of the plethora of prized by-prod-
ucts of sitting inside, banging away 
at a computer nonstop for three 
weeks (as is the time-honored tra-
dition of poor, unfortunate souls 
who are crunching to get a new 
product ready to show). But alas, I 
met with rain. So I ate. Then I ate 

some more. The more it rained, the 
more I ate. Then I bought some 
larger pants. And, of course, the 
cool shirts I brought with me were 
chosen to go with a beautiful Cali-
fornia Tan—so they went back in 
the suitcase, and I got some special 
ones to complement my ceramic-
white self. 

Then the show opened, and 

blinding sun streamed down from 
cloudless blue Paradise skies—for 
each and every day of NAMM. 
Then the show closed and it rained 
endlessly for a week, so I gave up 
and came home. There was some 
stuff at NAMM, but I didn't look. 
Thank you for reading my NAMM 
report. 

Oh, wait—there was one more 
point of interest. At least once dur-
ing every one of our breakfast busi-
ness strategy meetings, Minnie or 
Daisy would come pet my hair 
until I turned bright pink and lost 
the last bit of macho business clout 
that I had. But then they would do 
it to the other guy, and he, too, 
would be rendered powerless in 

child-like pinkness. I will miss this 
existential ritual. 

While sitting in Laguna Beach 
watching a tabby play on the sand 

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

in the rain, I began to think about 
adaptation and evolution. If a Cali-
fornia sun-cat (for those of you 
who don't know, cats don't usually 
tolerate water very well) can adapt 
to rain so that it may actually enjoy 
playing in it, what can humans 
adapt to? Or more to my point, 
what have we already evolved into? 
I am speaking of music. Not 

disco or other evolutionary dead-
ends, but the actual concept of 
music itself. What is music to a 
human? I will take a moment right 

here to tell you that I am not about 
to address the obvious points, that 
there are natural rhythms within 
and about living creatures, so to 
mimic these produces some pleas-
ant responses. No. I am going to 
take you deeper into the human 
collectiveness (or accidentally re-
veal the true depth of my own 
warped vision of life...you decide). 

You hear a tone. Fine. Then 
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you hear another one. Okay, your brain 
instantly says, "Mrnm. Two tones. What 
is their relationship?" Now certain fre-
quency differences produce no interest-
ing answer to this neural question—but 
certain others do. If the two tones are a 
certain interval apart, the brain gets real 
interested, notifies the conscious mind 
to wake up and stand by, and wait for 
the next pitch. Somewhere in here, 
when there are enough pitches with the 
proper intervals in a sequence, it be-
comes "music." 

We, as social beings, must for some 
reason actually be sensitive to these 

changes emotionally—and not to "non-
musical" sequences. Look at the model: 
All of our sensory input systems have 
flaws and nonlinearities. The eyes are 
heavily weighted toward lime green, 
while our ears are subject to dramatic 
tilting of their frequency response as a 
function of age, or serious denting of 
that frequency response as a result of 
traumatic damage. And then there is the 
Fletcher-Munsen curve—the entire 
curve shape changes constantly as a 
function of amplitude. 

But there seems to be something 

more to all this. Apparently, the ear (ac-
tually the ear-brain system) is nonlinear 
in other ways than just amplitude re-
sponse curves as a function of frequen-
cy. In fact, it looks like there might be a 
specifically nonlinear emotional re-

I am going to 

take you deeper into the 

human collectiveness 

(or accidentally reveal 

the true depth 

of my own warped vision 

of life...you decide). 

sponse map as well! There seem to be 
certain frequencies within the system's 
20 to 20k Hz (yeah, right—if you are 
three) range that, if experienced in a 
certain relationship to other frequencies, 
in a particular sequence or pattern of 
frequencies, are found to be extremely 
pleasant. Further, it is common to expe-

rience memories—and both happy and 
sad emotions—when exposed to these 
certain frequencies in a certain order. 
There is some sort of trigger built in that 
links these tone sequences to events...if 
the sequences are "correct." 

If a sequence is not correct, it is ex-
tremely distasteful, to the point of the 
listener actually distorting his or her fa-
cial features to express their distaste for 
these mispositioned frequency events. 
So there must be points or grids or 
notches that these tones have to fall 
into to trigger positive responses. If you 
hit one, then you hit another one with 
the proper relationship, this happens. 
What is even more amazing is that it is 
not absolute. In fact, these hot points 
can be moved so the relationship of 
these frequencies stays the same, 
though the actual frequencies all 

change. So it is the first note that you 
hear that determines what you will ex-
pect next, or what will then be pleasing 
or not in that sequence. 

We in the Great Western World Of 
Mickey-D and Mickey M have deter-
mined that there shall be 12 of these 
magic soul-seeking frequencies, and as 
many doubled and halved versions of 
these as we can hear. Other worlds 

---gastr S449 
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Contact Aphex for the full technical scoop 

i The award winning, #1 selling Tubessence aria 

preomp is the perfect marriage of solid state and vacu-

um tube circuitry. Upgrade the sound of all your arias 

with uncolored detail, presence and warmth. 

These products are covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patent numbers: 4150253, 5359665, 5334947, 5450034, 5424488, 5483600. 



have decided that there are less or 
more, in some cases many, many more 
microtonal frequencies that are legiti-
mate. But "they" also eat animals that 
we consider pets. I personally am more 
comfortable living within the minimal-
ist Western provincial tonal world, and 
petting my pets. 

And then it goes on. A pleasant 
event in one's life is very often linked 
not to a smell or a sight, but to a song 
heard at the time. People will relate that 

event to its song forever: "Oh! This is 
our song," or, "I heard this song when I 
spent the night out in the desert that 
one time." It is truly incredible that we 
have this built into us. 

But the question is: why? Why would 
a creature incorporate a mechanism to 
respond emotionally to a sequence of 
tones? What the hell for? Unless, of 
course, it's the obvious; some year in 
the future a huge space ship will appear 
in our skies, gracefully land in the desert 
or on a popular beach somewhere, the 
door will open, some creature will 
come out, hold up a little tape recorder 
and play those tones, and we will all file 
in and become.. .dinner. I can't think of 
any other reason. It certainly is how I 

would do it if I were farming. I would 

start a colony on a planet and genetical-
ly code them with a response like this 
so I could easily round some up when 
my freezer got low. 

Oh. Wait. There is just one more 
possibility (okay, I admit it's a probabil-
ity). We attract mates with our song. 
Not as blatantly or beautifully as birds, 

Why would a creature 

incorporate a mechanism 

to respond emotionally 

to a sequence of tones? 

but basically we all do (except, of 
course, some of the newer alternative 
bands). I think that's why Harleys work 
so well for this—it's the sound. 
Now on to perfect pitch. I have al-

ways thought of perfect pitch as a bless-
ing, a sort of mysterious gift. Sort of like 
being Kim Basinger—she is some other 
life form. I'm not Kim Basinger, but Kim 
Basinger apparently is. She's a super-
star: She's up there, and I'm down here, 
and that's the way it is. And that's how I 

feel about absolute perfect pitch; it 
would be incredible, but I don't have it. 
There are some other life forms that do. 
These people look basically like me, 
but apparently they have a power I 
don't have. I have only relative perfect 
pitch, and that's it. 

But in reality, absolute perfect pitch 
might be a curse. Maybe it's a defect, a 
shortcoming. Could it actually be the in-
ability to slide or move those notches, 
those response positions? That might be 
the true curse of absolute perfect pitch. 
If the tones don't exactly hit these hard-

wired points, if they don't hit the right 
sequence in absolute terms, it is horri-
bly uncomfortable for those afflicted 
with this disorder. These people often 
complain of it as a curse. They can't lis-
ten to a song on the radio if it has been 
wound up a shade to squeeze one 
more play into an hour. They can't tol-
erate working with VSO'd tracks. What 
does Doppler sound like to these poor 
unfortunates? Or low batteries in that 
cassette player strapped to them in the 
gym? Ick. 

ssr has had a perfect pitch in his left ear 
ever since that marathon concert in 

1967. 
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Is there really a 
tube in there? 

When Tubessence was first introduced 

with the Model 107, some people had trou-

ble believing that it was a real tube gain 

stage. Skeptics say, ' It's a tube simulator', 

or ' It's a starved-plate amplifier', or 'The 

tube's not in the audio path'. 

The 'Reflected Plate Amplifier' 

(US Patent #5450034) is a true vacuum 

tube circuit which has the desired charac-

teristics without the heat, weight, fragility, 

sonic variability, short life and high fre-

quency roll-off of conventional tube 

designs. 

Ing: The Wove Dependent Compressor simultaneously 

controls average and peak levels for the hottest tracks pos-

sible without the artifacts of other compressors. Finally, an 

'auto' compressor that sounds better. 

107 Aphex Tubessence Mic PreAmp - 2 channel 

109 Aphex Tubessence Parametric Equalizer 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #4103 

: Got enough ECI? Two channels of fully paianietric, SYSTEMS 
two bond, tube EC), great for mastering or touch up. Track Improving the way the world soundssm 
needs major work? Hit a switch and it's o mono four band. 11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A. 
Unparalleled sound and flexibility. 818-767-2929, Fax: 818-767-2641 

Foreign patents issued or pending. Aphex, Aural Exciter, Big Bottom, Logic Assist and Tubessence are trademarks of Aphex Systems Ltd. 
FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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105 Aphex logic Assist- - 4 Channel Gate 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

NEXT YEAR'S GEAR 
THE NAME OF THE GAME 

1M aybe it's a sign of the in-
evitable depersonalization 
of a technological society, 

but have you noticed that these 
days some of our most advanced 
tools are being given "human" 
names? No longer satisfied to use 
numbers and those obscure, funny 
letters at the end of the alphabet, 
manufacturers are now taking real 
people's names and sticking them 
on products. I'm not talking about 
devices named after their inventors, 
like Neve, or Dolby, or Theremin, 
or even Joe Meek, who at least in-

spired the equipment that bears his 
name, even if he happened to ex-
pire a few decades before it was 
developed. What's bugging me is 
the names of historical figures 
being put onto equipment that has 

absolutely no connection to them. 
For instance, what kind of 

audio gear should be called a 
"Mozart"? You might suppose that 

it would have to be something that 
can't be used by anyone over 35, 
that's producing fully-realized 
mixes almost before it leaves the 
factory, and that rolls a pair of dice 
to determine how the outputs will 
be configured. How about a "Hen-
drix"? Shouldn't whatever that is 
have THD figures up in four digits 
and be operated left-handed and 
upside-down while it's on fire? Or 
an "Einstein"? You'd think this 
would have some kind of mecha-
nism that makes it heavier, and 
shorter, as the music gets faster. 

BY PAUL D. LENRMAN 

And for that matter shouldn't the 
tempo of the music be totally dif-
ferent depending on where in the 
control room you're sitting? And 
there's something in the film world 
called a "Hitchcock"—my guess 
would be that it takes pictures of 
the operator and inserts them at 

random into the reels he or she is 
working on. 
My confidential sources at 

LLP&P (LirpaLoof Projection and 
Prognostication) tell me that this 
trend will continue for some time, 
but it won't stop at historical fig-
ures. Contemporary personalities, 
and even some fictional ones, will 
also find their names on the audio 
and video equipment of the near 
future. In the interests of responsi-
ble journalism, I am now going to 
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DA-38. The World's most reliable and durable MDM. e"4 
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We had you in mind when we created the DA-38, the "Musician's Digital Multitrack Recorder." We gave it great 
sound and full MIDI capabilities (MMC-38) to allow seamless sequencer integration. We designed simplified • 
menus to give you virtually instant access to all its advanced features including an electronic patchbay for input 
routing to any track, digital track copy for composite edits, shuttle knob control and instant lock up with 100% 
compatibility to any DA-88. 

Want more? Demand that your dealer give you the best deal in town. 

p.,SC 41 

FAX-BA C-K 
For further information, call TASCAM FAXBACK 

800.827.2268 and request document # 2530 

TASCAM 
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MOIR 
INSIDER AUDIO 

break several punishable-by-death 
non-disclosure agreements to bring 
you news of these products. Here's 
what you can expect to see in the 
months to come—but please don't tell 
anyone where you got this informa-
tion: 

Clinton—A stereo image collapser, 
ensuring mono compatibility across an 
extremely wide spectrum. No matter 
which side an input comes in from— 
the far left, far right or anywhere in be-
tween—it emerges precisely centered. 
Has a unique self-erasing scribble strip: 
Any label you try to put on the unit has 
disappeared the next time you look at 
it. Reportedly supported by a number 
of foreign patents, but nobody knows 
for sure. 

Hillary—An intelligent multifunc-
tion auxilliary unit, packaged with the 
above. Contains the "brains" of the 
duo, and some users live in fear that 
its networking and control functions 
could end up running their whole stu-
dio if the unit is not carefully moni-
tored and kept in its place. Other users 
think that wouldn't be such a bad idea. 
Rush—A unique signal processor, 

6 6 

very popular with users having only 
one ear (and a corresponding volume 
of brain matter), that ignores anything 
even remotely near the left input. 
Outputs are parallel, and labelled 
"Right!" and "Ditto!" Extremely effec-
tive distortion algorithm, such that any 
data that goes in emerges completely 

Shouldn't a "Hendrix" 

have THD figures 

up in four digits and 

be operated left-handed 

and upside-down 

while it's on fire? 

unrecognizable and way, way out of 
phase. Unit is much bulkier than it 
needs to be, and output is unneces-
sarily loud. Inputs and outputs are 
XLR, but all internal circuitry is utterly 
unbalanced. 
Helms—A timing generator and 

corrector, based on a design that was 

popular in live minstrel shows before 
the age of television. The ultimate in 
"instant vintage" gear, it has a non-re-
settable internal clock that runs approx-
imately 90 years slow, and it positively 
will not synchronize to, or even recog-
nize, color video or blackburst. Circuitry 
is not flammable, yet it steadfastly sup-
ports its right to smoke. Available in 
white only, of course. 

Perot—A dither generator that pro-
duces a strange kind of rabble-rousing 
noise-shaped signal. Has an advanced 
data-compression and simplification al-
gorithm that can knock the most com-
plex equations and formulas down to 
earthy and nonsensical homilies. Fea-
tures a very attractive but totally mis-
leading full-color display, and really 
wide stereo spread. 
Vangogh—A stereo to mono con-

vertor, very crude but highly effective. 
Direct interface with a Perot (above) 
not recommended. 

Billgates—An all-purpose device 
that performs every function and opera-
tion you can think of in a studio, 
although it does none of them particu-
larly well. Has a tendency to crowd out 
gear from competing manufacturers, 
and in some cases actually absorbs it. 

ve always waited to take 
my studio condenser on the road." 
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Takes up more rackspace than you 
would believe possible. In spite of the 
fact that it runs far more sluggishly than 
other similar products, and its confus-
ing front panel contains dozens of 
badly labelled controls that you will 
never use, will somehow become an in-
dustry standard. The initial price seems 
quite reasonable until you realize it ex-
acts a small fee from every user each 
time you plug it in. 

Kevorkian—An interruptible power 
supply for studios that are no longer 
functioning as well as you would like 
them to. Lets you "pull the plug" once 
and for all on unwanted vintage gear. 
Buyers should be warned that using it 
in some states may led to prosecution. 
Madonna—Peculiar yet clever 

piece of gear that constantly re-invents 
itself in terms of appearance and func-
tionality, so that every time you use it, 
you have no idea what it's going to do 
or what it looks like. (Manufacturer's 
previous model was "Bowie.") Re-
quires extra front panel clearance for 
distinctive cone-shaped controls. Very 
cheap and flashy, but should manage 
to last long enough on the market to 
develop a patina of respectability. 

Elvis—Reissue of long-discontinued 

vintage microphone preamplifier and 
sandwich maker, the original of which 
still shows up from time to time in out 
of the way studios, post-production fa-
cilities, supermarkets, fast-food restau-
rants and stamp collections. Available in 
three models, "Young," "Old" and "Re-
ally Decrepit." 
Clemens—Highly accurate ultra-

high-speed multimedia delivery system. 
Should give good service for a number 
of years, but then requires a very ex-
pensive upgrade. Next upgrade, for ex-
ample, is priced at $24 million, and 
owners will discover afterwards that 
their systems will now only work in 
other people's studios. 

Dr. Tim—Another reissue, this one 
a recently discontinued chemically-
based reality transposer. Has three 
switches: power, frequency adjust, and 
momentary data loss. Original was un-
fathomably popular in the '60s, but 
when it was taken off the market all re-
maining units were shot off into space, 
or perhaps cyberspace. 

Letterman—Latest model in a long 
line of popular workstations. Previous 
model, "Carson," was hailed for origi-
nality and inventiveness, but newest 
incarnation is surprisingly devoid of 

any interesting capabilities or content. 
Continued use of old, original algo-
rithms may lead to tedium and force 
users to seek other tools. Advanced 
and highly lucrative—although unsta-

ble—networking capabilities. Actually 
very unfriendly to almost all input; 
what gets past the formidable set of 
filters is usually destroyed, while the 
user watches. Case made of pure, un-
alloyed irony. (More lightweight, 
slightly less expensive model, with 
fewer sharp edges, available as 
"Leno.") 

Shaffer—Musical generation and ac-
companiment software for above work-
station, which in spite of great 
technology, solid pedigree, intelligent 
programming, and brilliant add-ons, not 
to mention some of the hottest "guest" 
algorithms in the business, manages to 
make everything sound the same. 
Ahnold—A digital delay line with 

exceptionally high feedback gain. It will 
be back. And it will not stop. Ever. 
Cage—Random signal generator 

using extremely elaborate processes 
based on Eastern philosophies, which 
often result in no sound at all. 

Picasso—Stereo image processor 
—COIV71NUED ON PAGE 251 

"Now can." 
Based on the reknown RE2000, the RE500 combines a 

true-condenser element with rugged Electro-Voice 

reliability. Now you can have that studio confidence 

on the road. 

See your local Electro-Voice representative for the 

official tour. 

For more iafornurtion on true-condenser design, ask fir the 

True-Condenser Supplement to the Electro-Voice PA Bible at 

800/234-6831. 

Elect' 

Ey 

ElectroVoice® 
MI 1,1u, lu il loll- tree till. i 34-6831 In Canada. 613/382-2141 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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STEALS 

CENTER 

STAGE 

AT 

NAMM 

Mackie Digital Console 

the song remains the same, but technology marches forward. 

From January 16-19, 1997, a record 42,000-plus industry pro-

fessionals made the annual trek to Anaheim, Calif., for the 1997 

NAMM Show, put on by the National Association of Music Merchants. 

Originally a trade show where new musical instruments were unveiled to 

music store owners, dealers and distributors, NAMM has developed into 

a premier venue for unveiling new pro audio products. And this year's 

event did not disappoint. 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 
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By far, the mus' talked about product at the 
show was the Mackie Digital 8-Bus Mixer. Slat-
ed to ship after mid-year, this 48x8x2 comes 
with 24 analog lime/tape inputs, 12 mic pre-
amps, 4-hand pan:metric EQ, meter bridge, 12 
balanced aux sends/channel, ESAM II- and 
MMC-compatible transport control with push-
button and jog wheel controls, remote track-
arming from fader strips (or punch-in/out 
footswitch), joystick port for multichannel 7.1, 
5.1 and LCRS panring, SMPTE location display, 
S/PDIF I/O and optional plug-in cards for up to 
24 channels of ADAT, TDIF. AES/EBU or 
S/PDIF digital I Based on Mackie's proven 

. 141•14•MIL 

— mar  

UltraMix software, the automation is extensive, 
with recall of every control ( including head-
ph ne mixes) and 100mm long-throw moving 
facers and disk storage of rrtix data. And there 
art_ ports for connecting a QWERri keyboard 
and VGA monitor for high-res display of all au-
tonation data, status, EQ cerves. etc. The con-
sole's most unusual feature is an internal 33.6kB 
me dem, for downloading «Aware upgrades, 
thi-d-party updates or auto-diagnostics via any 
ph me line. Pricing is expected to be less than 
$8000. 

Those in the nondigital trtixer camp may be 
interested in the WC tube S-hus console from 
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TL Audio (distributed by 
Sascom Marketing of Oak-
ville, Ontario). Available in 
frame sizes from 16 to 56 
channels, VTC is a fully 
modular, in-line design 
featuring 4-band EQ, one 
stereo and six mono aux 
sends, and faders on both 
channel and monitor path-
ways. Retail is approxi-
mately $ 1,000/channel; op-
tions include various patch-
bays, fader/mute automa-
tion and 8/16/24-channel 
expanders. 

Those on smaller bud-
gets may want to check out 
the Aksis (Los Angeles) 
Studio 32, a 16-channel, 4-bus, in-line 
board with 40 inputs on remix, all 
priced at an affordable $ 1,299. The con-
sole features 16 hybrid/discrete inic pre-
amps, 3-band EQ with parametric mids, 
onboard power supply and direct outs 
on each channel. 

Fostex DMT-8VL 

WORKSTATIONS: 

FORGET EVERYTHING YOU 

THOUGHT YOU KNEW 

Six months ago, the workstation mar-
ket had seemingly leveled out, with a 
dozen or so manufacturers seeking 
niche markets. Now, two major new 
players have entered the market, and 
with numerous I/O cards now becom-
ing available, the workstation world is 
going to get a lot more interesting in 
the months to come. 

The workstation bargain of the show 
was Layla from Event Electronics 
(Santa Barbara, Calif.). Layla by Echo' is 
essentially a 20-bit multitrack recording, 
editing and mixing system for the PC 
and Macintosh. The core Layla system 
($999) comprises a PCI bus card 
(equipped with Motorola's powerful 
new 56301 chip for onboard DSP) and 
a rack-mount breakout box handling 
analog and S/PDIF digital audio I/O, 
word clock and MIDI sync connections. 
The system includes multitrack record-
ing/editing software, although the hard-
ware is compatible with various PC and 
Mac audio recording and editing soft-
ware packages (except Digidesign). 

Layla's rack box has 20-bit A/D and 
D/A converters on the eight balanced 
analog inputs and 10 balanced outputs. 
Simultaneous recording on all eight in-
puts is supported, while its OmniBus" 
audio assignment architecture allows 
users to freely configure the outputs as 
monitor mixes, aux sends and discrete 
channel outs. S/PDIF I/O, with 24-bit 

resolution, is standard. If more tracks 
are required, the user merely plugs in a 
second PCI card and stacks another 
rack box, which slaves to the first at 
sample accuracy. The PC version of 
Layla ships next month; a Mac version 
is due this summer. 

Paris from Ensoniq (Malvern, Pa.) 
is a modular 24-bit system that com-
bines recording, editing, mixing and 
processing in a single disk-based envi-
ronment. A basic system (priced from 
about $3,000) includes a PCI card, 
cross-platform software that can be 
run under MacOS or Windows 95/NT, 
hardware with 16 I/Os, and a control 
surface that includes 16 channel 
faders; master stereo fader; rotary con-
trols for EQ, aux sends, pan and con-
trol room monitor level; jog/shuttle 
wheel; transport controls with autolo-
cate; numeric keypad; and mute plus 
solo buttons. The system can be ex-
panded with additional DSP cards and 
interface boxes for up to 128 I/O. 
Add-on modules will include analog 
I/O (XLR/TRS jacks), digital I/O 
(S/PDIF, AES/EBU, ADAT and TDIF) 
and SMPTE timecode units. 

Paris' integral auto-
mated 128-track digital 
mixer offers dynamics 
processing, 4-band par-
ametric EQ, aux sends 
and real-time effects, in-
cluding highly realistic 
reverb based on En-
soniq's acclaimed DP-4 
Series. Support for 
third-party plug-ins is 
also planned. Paris also 
supports the use of 
multiple cards to further 
extend real-time pro-
cessing power and I/O 
capability. 

A year ago, Roland (Los 
Angeles) took NAMM by 
storm with its VS-880 self-
contained 8-track digital 
recorder/editor/mixer. But 
the new VS-880 V-Xpanded 
model ($2,695) takes this al-
ready-powerful box to the 
next step with a 1GB hard 
disk and Version 2 soft-
ware. The latter adds an en-
tire new bag of tricks, with 
mix automation, improved 
tempo mapping, better EQ, 
effects insert capabilities 
and faster audio editing. 
Ten new effects algorithms 
(when used with the VS8F 
Effects Expansion Board) 

include mic simulation (emulates the 
sound of expensive European micro-
phones), voice transformer (gender and 
pitch shift effects), 19-band vocoder, 
hum canceler, Space Chorus, gated re-
verb and vocal canceler, for eliminating 
center-panned elements from existing 
material. VS-880 owners can upgrade to 
Version 2 for $125. 
New from Fostex (Norwalk, Calif.) 

is the DMT-8VL hard disk digital multi-
track recording/editing system ($1,295) 
with eight tracks of uncompressed, CD-
quality audio, 18-bit ADCs and 20-bit 
DACs. Each input strip has 2-band EQ, 
aux send, stereo in-line monitor section 
and an 80nun fader. The DMT-8VL han-
dles eight additional line inputs plus 
two stereo aux returns at mixdown, for 
a total of 20 mix inputs. Recording and 
edit operations are managed from a 
dedicated control surface and shuttle 
wheel. 

There are plenty of MIDI users who 
don't have/need/want a computer-
based system, so the MPC-2000 from 
Akai (Fort Worth, Texas) is an inte-
grated sequencer/sampling drum ma-
chine that's the perfect solution for 

AKAI 

— — 

2000 
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Akai MPC-2000 
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Got a computer? 
Start recording. 

Digital audio recording is as easy as tape. Introducing 

Audiowerk8. Emagic's cross platférm, PCI husmaster 

digital audio recording card. With 8 discrete outputs, stereo 

inputs and digital I/O, Audiowerk8 Ships with VXIR, 

the "Virtual Multitrack Recorder". Software so transparent. 

the manual is optional. 

I .1 

Audiowerk8 and 

VMR gets you up 

and running wie 

a complete plug 

and play digital 
7 

audio recording 

solution. It make 

hard-disk record-

ing as easy to usl 

as tape 

•I he \\I R control surface is simply a virtual representation 
of an 8 track linear tape deck. Just like any multitrack, 

\ \ IR lets you record an instrument on any track, punch in 

on the fly, mix with a traditional mixer, add outboard 

effects and you done. 

Playback of 8 tracks while recording two further tracks. 

Practically unlimited number of alternative tracks. 

Seamless cycle and punch in/our on the fly. 

Soft scrolling wave form display. 

Up to 24 position memories, set & recall on the Hy. 

8 discrete outputs and stereo digital I/O with Audiowerk8. 

'pgrade to Logic Audio Discovery or Logic Audio for 

increased track potential, DSP and Automation. Logic Audio 

lii support multiple AW8 cards and can even be used in 

tiindem with any other supported audio soundcard, 

Audiowerk8 with VI\ IR erases the boundaries 

icrween linear tape and modern digital audio recording. 

.1 he Choice is Simple. \ ISRP $ 799: 

Emagic Inc 

Tel. + 916. 477 1051 

Fax + 916. 477 1052 

All trademark, are property of their respective holders. 
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rap, hip hop or live performance ap-
plications. Priced at $ 1,495, the MPC-
2000 combines a 64-track/100,000-
note sequencer, 16-bit sampling en-
gine (32-voice), and Akai's renowned 
pressure/velocity-sensitive finger pads 
for fast, creative production. 

MONITORS: COMING 

ATTRACTIONS 

Tannoy (distributed by TGI of Kitch-
ener, Ontario) unveiled System 1000 
($1,795/pair) and 1200 ($2,495/pair) 
near/mid-field reference monitors. The 
combination of Tannoy's 10- or 12-
inch dual-concentric DMT drivers and 
compact cabinets delivers high power-
handling, low distortion and rock-
solid, point-source imaging. 

Haller (Tempe, Ariz.) provided a 
sneak preview of its TRM-8 studio 
near-field speakers, which combine an 
8-inch woofer, 1-inch waveguide 
tweeter and onboard hi-amplification 
in a vented cabinet. The internal 75-
and 100-watt amps use Hafler's patent-
ed Trans•Nova design. 

Expected this summer is the SMS"' 
Surround Monitoring System from Ale-
sis. The SMS system includes two dif-
ferent models, a low-profile shielded 
speaker for the left/center/right chan-
nels and a wall-mountable surround 
speaker (a standard setup would in-
clude three LCR and two surround 
speakers). The LCR speaker has three 
response settings for approximating 
theater listening conditions. The sur-
round speaker has settings to emulate 
Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby Digital/ 
DTS playback curves. 

MICS, MICS, MICS... 
It never fails to amaze me how cer-
tain products run in cycles. For some 
reason, this time around it 
was kick drum mics! New dy-
namic entries in this genre 
include the Audix (Lake 
Forest, Calif.) D-4 priced at 
$299 and the Electro-Voice 
(Buchanan, Mich.) NID 868, 
retailing at $370. Meanwhile, 
MK Sound (Coos Bay, Ore.) 
has completed its line of 
drum mics with the Dyna B 
07 ($269), designed specifi-
cally for kick miking. The 
ATM87R from Audio-Tech-
nica (Stow, Ohio) takes a 
slightly different approach: 
it's a condenser boundary 
mic designed specifically for 
high-SPL, low-frequency ap-
plications. List is $299. 

Groove Tubes (Sylmar, Calif.) un-
veiled two new mics. The 5sc ($699) is 
a single-pattern (cardioid) condenser 
with a 1-inch diameter diaphragm, 
switchable highpass filter, -10dB pad, 
shock-mount and case. The 6" sets a 
new price point for large-diameter cap-
sule, 3-pattern (cardioid, onun, figure-8) 
condenser mics with tube electronics. 
Including hard case, shock-mount, 

monic bars and controls for key click 
noise, overdrive, digital reverb, vibra-
to effects and tube amp simulation 
complete the effect. An orchestral 
voice section with strings, choir, elec-
tric piano, brass, bass and more are 
available for layering or keyboard 
splits. And, yeah, it's MIDI, and has re-
ally good onboard rotary speaker em-
ulation based on composite object 
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cable and tube power supply, the 6 is a 
paltry $ 1,395. This one's a winner all 
around. 

The RODE NT- 1 (distributed by 
Event Electronics, Santa Barbara, Calif.) 
is a large-diaphragm cardioid studio 
condenser mic. By cutting out some of 
the frills (no shock-mount, no change-
able polar patterns), the mic is an af-
fordable $499, with case. 

KEYBOARDS AND ALL THAT 

It's been awhile since anyone put out 
a serious combo organ product (the 
last ones that really got me going were 
Korg's BX3/CX3 in 1980). Roland's 
VK-7 ($2,495) is a 61-key model using 
"Virtual ToneWheel" technology to re-
create the classic organ sounds of the 
'60s and '70s. VTW assigns 91 voices, 
which are in constant independent os-
cillation for a true sound. Nine har-

Nemesys GigaSample 

sound modeling. But coolest of all was 
an 11-pin output jack for connecting it 
to a real Leslie cabinet. 

Need a B3 sound, but on a budget? 
The $899 V5 organ module from Voce 
(Ridgefield Park, NJ.) puts tone wheel 
control and great organ presets into a 
compact MIDI-controlled module. And 
the company's Spin II rotary speaker 
simulator ($399) is housed in a 
fuzzbox-sized case, yet offers complete 
parameter control, speed and on/off 
footswitches, and natural-sounding 
speed ramp ups/downs. On the pro 
audio side, Voce is about to begin de-
livering a line of affordable, high-qual-
ity tube outboard gear, including com-
pressors and ink preamps. We'll keep 
you posted. 

Expanding the compressor and re-
verb offerings in its Nano Series, Ale-
sis showed three mini-MIDI sound 

modules, each offering 64-
voice stereo sounds from a 
one-third-rackspace chassis. 
NanoSynth ($499) has 8 MB 
of sounds-512 preset pro-
grams and space for 128 user 
settings. The $399 NanoPi-
ano has 512 presets with 
acoustic and electric pianos 
(with or without layered 
strings), vocals and pads. 
NanoBass ($299) has 256 
preset acoustic, electric and 
synth basses. 

GigaSample from Neme-
sys, (Cedar Park, TX) and 
East-West, (Beverly Hills, 
CA), is a system that uses 
a clever cache scheme that 
somehow sidesteps the prob-
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LIKE OTHER TOP PERFORMERS, 
THE LONGEST LASTING BATTERY USES A STAGE NAME. 

Around the house, DURACELL® batteries go by the name The Copper Top'. But on the job, the longest 

lasting batteries answer to PROCELL® PROFESSIONA_' BATTERIES. PROCELL batteries are DURACELL" batteries. 

The longest lasting professional akaline batteries you can buy. You get the same DURACELL performance. The same 

DURACELL dependability. The same DLRACELL value, and more, because 

PROCELL Professional Batteries are specially priced and packaged for IV- /-1" "ear 41e site'‘ 
professional use. Now that's one act thats hard to follow. For more information DURACELL® 
or a distributor near you, call I -800-4PROCELL. Ext. 35. PROCELI! PROFESSIONAL' BATTERIES 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 



lem of RAM limitations to play samples 
directly from hard disk. At NAMM, the 
companies demo'd a 1.5GB (!) sampled 
Steinway directly from disk, with no la-
tency or delay time. GigaSample will 
initially be available as a $10,000 turn-
key system, with a software-only PC 
system to come in the future. 
Yamaha (Buena Park, Calif.) is back 

in the sampler business. Housed in a 
two-rackspace chassis, the new A3000 
features 64-note polyphony, three ef-
fects blocks for each program, 4-band 
EQ, onboard sequencing and expand-

The Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster reissue: a 

lefty guitar strung right-handed, complete 

with backwards Fender logo on headstock. 

ability to 128 MB using 72-pin SIMMs. 
Retail is $ 1,700. Options include an in-
ternal hard disk, SCSI interface, up to 
12 analog outputs and S/PDIF I/O. But 
best of all, it offers a clever, user-
friendly interface based on five rotary 
knob/push-switches, making parame-
ter tweaking and voice editing an al-
most fun process. 
A must see: Fender's Jimi Hendrix 

memorabilia exhibit, with original gui-
tars, amps, posters, lyrics and clothes 
from the great one. Today, 30 years 
after the debut of Are You Experienced?, 
this man's studio brilliance and guitar 

wizardry remain as fresh 
as ever. And the grace, 
power and absolute soul 

of Jimi's playing will never 
• be equaled. But the reason be-

hind Fender's exhibit was to launch 
"The Jimi Hendrix Stratocasterr" now 
available as a special reissue model, 
complete with left-hand body and neck 
flipped over and restrung for right-
handed players. And the controls, 
whammy bar, and wrong-side body 
cutout are exactly in those awkward po-
sitions that Jimi had to endure as a 
southpaw player in a world where de-
cent left-handed guitars are a rare ex-

WITH SONY, WHAT YOU PLAY 

IS WHAT THEY HEAR. 

ception. The Fender Stratocaster is one 
of the greatest achievements in guitar 
history, hut this reissue is merely silly. 

CELEBRATE! 
"I rachtionally , NAMM has always been 
the site of good parties, with ample 
concerts and events providing the 
backdrop for socializing and schmooz-
ing in the wee hours of the morning. 
Mix magazine is 20 this year, and 
Crown International can now claim a 
half-century of excellence, as can 
AKG. Companies beginning their 25th 
year in 1997 include Audio-Technica 
U.S., CAE/LittLite, E-mu Systems and 
Roland. And still a year from the Sweet 
16 mark, Fostex turns 15 this year. 

Mark Frink continues our NAMM 
coverage elsewhere in this issue, with 
the show's sound reinforcement prod-
uct hits. In other news, the expansion 
of the Anaheim Convention Center is 
slated to begin later this year, so 
NAMM will move to the Los Angeles 
Convention Center for the Winter 1998 
and 1999 seasons, returning to the 
land of Disney in 2000. It's a long way 
off, but in the meantime, pencil in July 
11-13, 1997, as Summer NAMM returns 
to Nashville. See you there! • 

Picking the right tape can 

he !woke war performance. 

Inventing much of the 

DAT format was not 

enough. So we unleashed 

the technology behind 

Sony Pro DAT Plus— tape. 

Manufacturing more DAT 

than all other companies 

combined, we create audio 

products that you can 

trust. For more informa-

tion, call 1-800-955-SONY. 

SONY 

PDP-124A 



America's fastest Milli Music Retailer 
...fur the third straight year! 

Source: Inc. Magazine Top 500 

Sure, any dealer can sell you the latest MIDI in-
stlt nents and recording equipment. Call them 

— they'Ill be glad to take your order ( and your 
money). But only Sweetwater offers the kind of old-fashioned, per-

sonalizad service you deserve from a sales staff that really knows their stuff. You 
also g et dependable on-time sawing and technical support other dealers can only 
dream about, plus the industry's largest inventory in stock in our giant warehouse. 
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You've seen )ur informative, fun color ads for years. Now check us out on thE Internet. 
It's te most compretensive music site on the planet- " www.sweetwater.com"! 

Veteeepe: Sweetwater Sound Online 
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Over 100 000 musicians world-wide 
already get a copy of our exclusive 
Sweet Noes newsletter. Cal us today 
to receive your free subscriplion! 

(219) 432 - 8176 
5335 BASS ROAD • FT. WAYNE, IN 46808 • FAX (219) 432-1758 

sales@sweetwater.com http://www.sweetwatercom 

E[AlleM tezo'. 

make 
:the 
RIGHT 
eAte 
Sweetwater Sound 
first opened its doors 

in 1979 A whole lot 

cf other muslc deal-

ers llave come and 

gone since then, but 
tnanks to our innova-

twe customer com-
munications, afford-

able prices and 

ftiendly , knowledge-

able sales engineers, 

we've grown at an 

astounding rate We 

offer thousands of 

çrocucts from tie 

best names in the industry, like Korg Roland Kurzweil 
Alesis. Digidesign and Tascam, to name lust a few . So if 
you're shopping for equipment, why not make the right 

call and find out why thousands of other musicians have 

nade Sweetwater Sound their first choice for all their 
hardware and software needs? 

«, 

THE ULTIMATE 
MUSIC RETAILER! 

'\ • - • —% 
' _ - 

CALL NOW! YOU MAY BE PRE•APPROVED FOR OUR LINE-OF-CREDIT ACCOUNT! 
(Amount may vary up to $50,000 depending upon individual credit history) 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARO 



Music 
Software BY SARAH JONES 

Hardware 
Hits 

AT WINTER NAMM 

G
oori news for budget-minded musicians: Digital technology is 

getting cheaper, as Winter NAMM offered new product ver-

sions with improved performance and expanded features at 

the same or lower prices as their predecessors. The technology buzz at the 

show focused on software emulation, acoustic modeling and third-party de-

velopment—plug-ins, plug-ins, plug-ins. Here are some of the products that 

made the biggest impact at NAMM. 

Emagic's (Grass Valley, Calif.) impressive entry into the hardware market 

is Audiowerk8, a PCI card with two analog ins (converters are 18-bit), eight 

discrete outs, S/PDIF I/O and full compatibility with MacOS and Win-

1 T 
dows95. Audiowerk8 ships with easy-to-use VMR (Virtu M al ultitrack 

Recorder) control software, and, of course, it's compatible w 

Perhaps most impressive is the price: $799. 

h L9gic Audio. 
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By the time you read this, Digidesign's (Palo Alto. 
Calif.) Pro Tools 4.0 should be shipping. New features in 
the PowerPC-native 4.0 indlude expanded automation ca-
pabilities, more EDL editing features, new fader structure 
options and a fresh-looking interface with plasma-style 
metering. Call Digidesign at 800/333-2137 to order a free 
demo video. Digidesigi afso introduced its newest albeit 
sort of retro. TDM plug-in package, the LoFi,,SciFi family 
($395). LoFi offers controlled, creative degradation (yes. 
degradation) of audio quality through bit-rate reduction 
and distortion—great for those trip-hop tracks. SciFi em-
ulates analog synth-type effects using ring modulation, 

nona3 

union!, 

norse3C 

.Issrus3C 

Meeting 

sistrilUssrus 

.0 from Digidesign offers new 

ture options and an improved 

Sto Machine - : tharusl 

WAS' SFX Machine lets you save modular synth/multi-effect 

paraneter settings as presets. 

frequency modulation and variable frequency resonators. 
And its a lot lighter than an ARP. 

Steinberg North America (Chatsworth, Calif.) an-
nounced that Cubase VST technology has gone multi-
platform—the virtual studio is now implemented on 
PowerMac, Windows95 and Silicon Graphics systems. 
VST 3.02 (starts at $399) includes up to 32 tracks of 
digital audio, up to 128 real-time EQs, open plug-in in-
terface and complete Cubase MIDI and scoring. Also 
debuting was Cubasis AV, an entry-level recording/ 
editing tool co-developed with Apple. 

Soundsc-ape (Cardiff, UK) introduced Version 2.0 

"te: 



SSHDR-1 software, offering numerous 
new features including expandability 
to 128 physical tracks (256 virtual 
tracks) up to 192 physical outputs, 
customizable digital mixer featuring 16 
internal buses, fully parametric EQ and 
an "audio toolbox" with chorus, 
flanger, multi-tap delay and more. 
New hardware includes the SSAC-1, 
with enhanced processing, an expan-
sion port to a 512-channel audio bus 
and TDIF interface; and the SS810-1, 
with 10 inputs/12 outputs, ADAT/TDIF 
digital I/O, 20-bit Crystal ADCs/DACs 
and word clock in/out. 

Plymouth, Minn.-based Digital 
Audio Labs announced its long-await-
ed V8 is shipping! V8 is a PC-based 
system of audio cards, ADAT and DA-
88 interfaces, digital and analog I/O 
modules, and peripherals that, com-
bined with third-party software, form a 
highly customizable 16-track worksta-
tion. For prices, visit www.digitalau-
dio.com. 

The newly merged Voyetra Tech-
nologies (Yonkers, N.Y.) and Turtle 
Beach Systems showcased Turtle Beach's 
MultiSound Pro Series: products com-
bining Turtle Beach's PC audio hard-
ware and Voyetra's audio software ap-
plications and utilities. The MultiSound 
Fiji" card ($299) features 20-bit ADC/ 
DACs and Turtle Beach's Hurricane" ar-

chitecture. The MultiSound Pinnacle"' 
($429) adds the Kurzweil MASSEies1-
wavetable synth engine for MIDI syn-
thesis. Bundled with both boards is 
Voyetra's Digital Orchestrator Plus" SE 
digital audio/MIDI sequencer software. 

Cool Edit Pro, the new multitrack 
(up to 64 tracks!) version of SynthIlium 
Software's (Phoenix, Ariz.) popular 
Cool Edit 96 shareware application, is 
a digital audio recorder/editor/mixer 
for Windows; it lets you record, play 
and edit files up to 2 GB, in any of 
more than 25 formats. Built in are 
noise reduction features and effects 
such as 3D echo, pitch and tempo 
change. Shipping this month at $399. 

Metalithic Systems (Sausalito, Calif.) 
unveiled Digital Wings for Audio Ver-
sion 1.3, now with multiple levels of 
undo, 2-channel mixdown for master-
ing, waveform view, MIDI master/ 
slave option and 33 MB of bonus sam-
ples. And if that's not enough, the 
price has dropped to $ 1,195 (8-in/8-
out breakout box with S/PDIF I/O is 
$795 extra). 

The PCI24 from Lucid Technology 
(Edmonds, Wash.) is a 2-channel PCI 
audio I/O card for Mac and Windows. 
The PCI24 transfers digital audio in ei-

ther AES/EBU or S/PDIF format, and 
features real-time sample rate conver-
sion; the card couples to external 
DACs and ADCs or DAT recorders. Re-
tail is $499. 

Sonorus (New York City) announced 
the release of STUDI/0", a PCI card 
providing a 16-channel digital audio in-
terface for PC-based workstations. 
STUDI/0 includes two 8-channel 
ADAT optical interfaces (software-con-
figurable for S/PDIF I/O) and an analog 
monitor output. Available this summer, 
for $989. 

Zefiro Acoustics' (Irvine, Calif.) ZA2 
is a 2-channel ISA interface card for 
PCs. The ZA2 can simultaneously 
record and playback to any device 
using S/PDIF (TosLink or co-ax) or 
AES/EBU interfaces. Using Windows95 
or NT drivers, dual ZA2 cards can be 
used in a single system for 4-track 
recording or playback. Retail: $495. 

Arcadia, Calif.-based MIDIMAN 
showed its Dman 2-channel card for 
hard disk recording that can be used to-
gether with a program like SAW+, Sam-
plitude, Cakewalk Pro Audio or Logic 
Audio to multitrack on your PC. Add 
the EQ-man stereo graphic equalizer for 
control over both tracking and mixing, 
or even automating EQ in mixes. 

DSP WORLD 

Berkley Integrated Audio Software 
(Sausalito, Calif.) introduced the SFX 
Machine—a combination modular syn-
thesis/multi-effects plug-in for the 
BIAS Peak. For each of its eight stereo 
modules, SFX Machine lets you select 
from nine sources, apply any of 11 
DSP algorithms and then perform any 
of 13 modulations to create multilay-
ered effects. Use one of the many pre-
sets, create your own settings, or "ran-
domize" and see what you come up 
with. And it's only $299. 

CreamWare (U.S. offices in Sumas, 
Wash.) debuted the FireWalkers plug-
in, a set of eight real-time DSP modules 
featuring 8-band parametric EQ, graph-
ic FFT analyzer, effects including multi-
modulation chorus, stereo flanger and 
pan modulator, and a signal generator, 
transposer and high-resolution VU 
meter. Designed for tripleDAT and the 
new MasterPort ($998) PC audio card, 
the FireWalkers plug-in set lists for 
$498. 

PurePitch from Wave Mechanics 
(distributed by Wave Distribution,West 
Milford, N.J.) is the first real-time, for-
mant-preserving pitch shifter for Pro 
Tools. Created by Eventide H3000 
co-developer and Wave Mechanics 

founder Ken Bogdanowicz, PurePitch 
creates natural-sounding harmoniza-
tion and pitch correction by compen-
sating for the changes in formants that 
occur naturally in the human voice. 

Barcelona-based DUY, S.A. showed 
five DSP plug-ins for Digidesign's TDM 
Bus and Sound Designer II. DaD Valve 
simulates a classic valve sound, with 
1,600 configurations including opti-
mized responses for 38 different instru-
ments. DUY Shape uses a 3-band filter 
with continuous crossover points and 
three independent user-defined Shaper 
curves for dynamic/frequency en-
hancement. Digital DeClicker removes 
pops and clicks, operating indepen-
dently of content. DUY Wide is a mul-
tichannel spatial enhancer; and Max 
DUY performs sound level maximizing 
based on DUY's exclusive Intelligent 
Level Optimization algorithm. Visit 
www.duy.es for more information. 

Steinberg (Los Angeles) showed Red 
Valve It, a "virtual tube amp" TDM plug-
in. Red Valve It combines a speaker em-
ulation with a preamp comprising a 
drive section, 3-band EQ and gate. 
Tube models are implemented in the 
input stage and in the drive section, and 
processing is 24-bit. MSRP: $399. 

Waves Ltd. (Knoxville, Tenn.) an-
nounced the PAZ PsychoAcoustic An-
alyzer, a new plug-in designed to cre-
ate an accurate visualization of the 
psychoacoustic experience by provid-
ing an accurate frequency analysis (in-
cludes weighted curves), stereo dis-
play with polar coordinates, and loud-
ness/peak metering. It's available in 
the TDM and MultiRack RealTime 
DSP/SDII bundles. Additionally, 
Waves' TDM plug-in bundle includes 
more plug-ins for the same price of 
$2,300; the MultiRack bundle, at 
$1,200, offers more plug-ins at $450 
less than the previous bundle. 

INTERNETTING 

Headspace (San Mateo, Calif.), a music 
software company co-founded by 
Thomas Dolby, introduced Beatnik, a 
Web-based software system for cre-
ation and playback of interactive 
music. The system includes the Beat-
nik Editor, for importing music and 
sound and customizing it for efficient 
delivery over the Net; the Beatnik 
Browser plug-in to manage playback; 
and the Beatnik Web site, where mu-
sicians and content designers can ex-
change code and showcase work. 
JavaScript functions allow for a per-
sonalized musical experience, and 
Beatnik outputs music in Headspace's 
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'NO OTHER MIXER IN 

THE GL4000's CLASS OK•ERS YOU 

MEW F.O.H. or 10 mix monitor plus live recording 

MUM Level Trim subgroup XLR outputs 

Solo in Place with Quick Sob 

1111fflIF Matrix to Aux link 

111Mar 4 Band full sweep EQ with Q switching 

MOM Sys-link Expandability and Expander Modules 

4 Stereo Input Channels with Width Control 

Redefining Performance... 
at a price you can afford 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARE 
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Introducing a brand new microphone 
that's 50 years old. 

You're looking at a brand new mic. One designed to do what most other new mics can't... 

Sound like an old mic. It's called the Soundelux U95 and it represents a harmonious collection of 

five decades of our favorite components. Together, they capture sound with remarkable clarity and 

the natural warmth attainable from only a handful of tube classics. If you know this sound, you'll 

know why the U95 is so special. Introducing the U95 by Soundelux. Your new favorite old mic. 

For the full story and the name of the Soundelux dealer nearest you, call us. 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH *1514 

DISTRIBUTED BY: 

Group One, Ltd. (East) Group One, Ltd (West) 

Phone (516) 249-1399 Phone (310) 656-2521 

Fax (516)753-1020 Fax ( 310)1,56-2524 
Manufactured by 

Soundelux Entertainment Group. Inc. 

FOR PRODUC1 INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

RMF (Rich Music Format) platform-in-
dependent standard. Download the 

Beatnik Editor for a (limited) free eval-
uation at www.headspace.com. 

Berkeley, Calif.-based Wildcat Can-
yon Software debuted the Internet Music 
Kit, a program that provides a three-step 
process for creating, translating and em-
bedding MIDI files onto a Web page, 
using Wildcat's WebTracks technology 
for playback. The basic kit is $49; a 
Deluxe version including a professional 
composition program, is $ 119. Also, 
Wildcat's Autoscore sequencing/nota-
tion software ($ 150) will recognize 
whatever you sing or play into the sys-
tem and notate it in real time. 

SEQUENCERS, NOTATION 

AND MORE 

Sequencers are getting more sophisti-
cated: Passport Designs (Foster City, 
Calif.) showed Master Tracks Pro Audio, 
a product that combines IQS' SAW SE' 
digital audio system with Passport's 
own Master Tracks Pro MIDI sequencer. 
This modular system for Windows al-

lows the editing of sound files, synching 
with MIDI sequencing and linking to 
the Net—a great value at $249. 

Opcode (Palo Alto, Calif.) debuted 
Vision Version 3.5 at the show. Vision is 
now PowerPC native and offers several 
new DSP features including Sample 
Rate Convert, Invert Phase, EQ, Nor-
malize and Fade In/Out; also new in 3.5 
is support of QuickTime files, Adobe 
plug-ins and all major audio files. A 
bonus: the price dropped $100 to $395. 
In other Opcode news, Overture Ver-
sion 2.0 notation software boasts more 
than 100 new features, including Post-
script drawing tools, automated MIDI 
and music management, Smart Guitar 
Tablature- and a jazz articulation 
palette. Retail is $494. 

Cakewalk's (Watertown, Mass.) Pro 
Audio 6.0, introduced at NAMM, fur-
thers the company's commitment to 
integrate third-party software by sup-
porting Microsoft ActiveX open stan-
dard for streaming audio and video 
media. Pro Audio 6.0 offers some of its 
own new ActiveX real-time DSP com-
mands including pitch-to-MIDI transla-
tion, pitch shifting, time translation, 
and reverb, chorus and delay effects. 

Also supporting ActiveX is Sonic 
Foundry's (Madison, Wis.) Sound Forge 
4.0. In addition, Sound Forge 4.0 sup-
ports RealAudio 3.0 and includes a 
preset manager, nondestructive cut 
list, a noise reduction plug-in that will 
keep residual sound only ( useful in 
forensics) and real-time monitoring of 
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TOOLS 

remodel your  _studio_ 

NEW 
Pro Tools 4.0 

from Digidesign" 

cJiçjiijri 

More professionals use Pro Tools than 
all other workstations combined. Why? 
Because Pro Tools provides powerful features for 
recording, editing, mixing, and mastering. With 
up to 48 tracks of record and 64 channels of digital 
and analog I/O, Pro Tools has become an industry 
standard with unsurpassed price performance. 

Patch in your favorite gear from Apogee, dbx, Dolby, 
Drawmer, Focusrite, Lexicon, and t.c. electronic, 
— or expand Pro Tools' capabilities with software 
Plug- Ins from these companies and 100 others. 

And now Pro Tools 4.0 has arrived. 
Among the dozens of new features are: 

• THE MOST POWERFUL MIX 
AUTOMATION IN THE WORLD 
AT ANY PRICE 

• PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL VIDEO 

• MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING TOOLS 

• EDITING—DURING—PLAYBACK 

• LOOP RECORDING 

• SPEED, SPEED, SPEED — POWERMAC 

NATIVE! 

Whether you're using Pro Tools Ill, Project, 
Audiomedia, or PowerMix systems, you can 
rest assured that Digidesign's new Pro Tools 4.0 
software will take you to new heights in 
creativity and productivity. 

To remodel your studio with Pro Tools 4.0 or 
any of Digidesign's audio solutions for music, 
post, multimedia, and radio broadcast, call 
1-800-333-2137 ext 283. And ask 
about our free Pro Tools video. 

Pro Tools. 
The Perfect Fit for 
Your Audio Needs. 

A Division of Avid Technology, Inc. 

©199' Digidesign. a divIsion of Avid Technolie. Inc. All features and specifications subject to change without nigice. Audiomedia. Digidesign. Pro Tools, Pro Tools Project and Pro Tools PowerAlix are 
trademarks in' registered trademarks of Digidesign or Avid Technology. Inc Apogee. dbx• Lexicon, and t.c. eledronic' are trademarks cif registered trademarks of their respective owner. 

www.digidesign.com 



Playback and Record for the Spectrum 
Analysis plug-in display. Download a 
free update from www. sfoundry.com. 
New plug-ins from Sonic Foundry in-
clude CD Architect, offering extensive 
PQ editing; and the Acoustics Modeler 
plug-in, which models the acoustics of 
real environments and recording de-
vices. Look for the new Waves Native 
Power Pack for Sound Forge. 

Mark of the Unicorn's (Cambridge, 
Mass.) FreeStyle Version 2.0, new at 
NAMM, automatically senses the tempo 
of music played into the system and 
lines up bar lines to produce editable 
notation. Users can drag barlines and 
beats, and even tap along with a rubato 
performance to identify beats. FreeStyle 
2.0 also lets you insert meter and key 
changes, and draw tempo changes with 
a mouse. Lists for $ 199. Also, Digital 
Performer Version 2.0, featuring Power-
PC-native code, sample rate conversion 
and PureDSP, is available at $895. 

For those looking for the fanciest, 
schmanciest notation package, Sibelius 
Software, based in Cambridge, UK, 
made its U.S. debut with the introduc-
tion of Sibelius 7, an amazingly fast, 
publishing-quality music notation sys-
tem already in place at institutions 

such as the Royal Academy of Music 
and Julliard. Sibelius 7 takes advantage 
of a RISC microprocessor (the package 
will only run on an Acorn system) to 

perform tasks such as part extraction 
and reformatting—resizing staves or 
even pages—almost instantly. Sibelius 
7 software retails at $ 1,499; the Acorn 
system runs around $ 1,999. 

Coda Music Technology (Eden 
Prairie, Minn.) introduced Vivace, a 
practice tool for musicians that com-
bines a synthesizer/sound card and a 
pitch-to-MIDI converter with a modular 
hardware control system to provide In-
telligent Accompanimenr—following 
tempo—for soloists. Vivace's repertoire 
catalog includes more than 1,100 titles. 
Systems start at $499. 

Vancouver-based Justonic Tuning's 
Pitch Palette is the Rolls Royce of 
tuners. This software will analyze the 
harmonic content of each note played 
by an electronic/fixed-pitch instrument 
and—via a huge menu of historical 
and international scale temperment 
options (including floating or stable 
tonal center, microtuning and user-de-
fined settings)—let you customize the 
intonation. $199 for the PC version; a 
Mac version is planned. 

A cool new feature of PG Music's 
(Buffalo, N.Y.) "Band-in-a-Box" Version 
7.0 is Automatic Soloing, which gener-
ates solos over MIDI jazz arrangements 
and displays the notes onscreen. Pick 
from a menu of more than 100 "soloists" 
such as Django Reinhardt and John 
Coltrane, and define parameters such as 
Range, Phrasing and the very 'Trane 
"Outside." Prices start at $ 189 (upgrades 
start at $49). 

For the one-stop shopper, Rack 
Mount Solutions (distributed by Wave 
Distribution of West Milford, NJ.) of-
fers the StudioPC, an IBM-compatible 
computer designed for music produc-
tion/recording. The Windows95/Pen-
tium-based system is preconfigured for 
Digidesign's Session 8 system. It's 
housed in a 19-inch rack-mount chas-
sis, with shock-mount drive bays. Op-
tions include CD-R, Jaz and SCSI Bar-
racuda drives; and several RAM, hard 
drive and video options. A variety of 
front panels, including Chrome, Clas-
sic Tweed and Snakeskin, accessorize 
any fashionable studio. Look for a Mac 
version later this year. 

Sarah Jones is an assistant editor at 
Mix. 

MULTI-MODE AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSOR 

AUDIO Toys, INc. • 800-642-8063 • MAY oudiotoys corn 

UT 
While most agree the Pro' looks great 
from the outside, we at ATI know it's 
what's INSIDE that counts...and that's 
where the Pro' really delivers. The heart 
of the Pro' is a proprietary high voltage 
(± 48v) preamplifier design, a fully para-
metric 4-band equalizer with switchable 
peaking and shelving and 24dB/octave 
high and low pass filters. A patented 
award winning compressor is incorporated 
with additional control provided by a fully 
parametric noise gate/ducker. All this and 
MORE in a single 1U space. How much 
more? More patching, linking, switching 
and external control than you can find on 
any other processor. Contact us today for 
the name of your local Pro' dealer and 
get the INSIDE scoop on ATI. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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0 "I just sold mu Mackie 8-bus and purchased the he',; Ghost console. The 
difference is amazing. The Ghost is the '::armest sounding board I've ever used. 

- Mike Perkin (The lab Recording Studio, Emmaus, Pa) 

"I replaced a console that was male than3 tinms the price, and got a 
quieter, more tlansPeeet and sweeter scunding console! Big = sole feel, 
with an amazing ;aloe! - Ilut Devers, Itrownell Saind, Oregon. 

.......am- - 

• "An incredibly musical console, ultra flexible with a real usable EQ. It is absolutely the 
best sounding project studio board that I've heard". - Howard Givens, Spotted Peccary Studios." 

110 "I love the desk, the BQ is just marvellous. Ghost is the best 8 
bus recording desk an the market." - Iee Rant, Engineer. COIntuitivehandling, flexible 'muting, great Soundcrait scund. 

Recording Erigineer, au Studios, India. 

II "I use the Ghost for several radio shows doing live  Fernandes' 
.... 

live performances. The 4 is amazing, I'm on air in 5 minutes! Doing dance stuff is one, doing live stuff is another. But I use only one board  
lor both of them, The Soundcraft Ghost." •- Barney Broomer, Sonic One Rotterdam.  

1, "lase of operation and the 

rumercus in-line inputs form,/ synthesizers and samplers is 1..by I pardhased the Soundcraft Ghost console." 
- says President of Saban Intextainment and producer of mi,ged Morphin Power Rangers Sbulii levy. 

II "I didn't hnow how useful mute groups could be and how good the EQ had to be until we 
used the Soundcraft Ghost." - Stefaan Winded, la lines Musicproductions b.v.b.a., Belgium. 

1, "It sounds great and the IQ is very precise vhich sakes it very easy to pin-point the frequencies I need to work 
on. Ghost enables ne to finishmiates on the console at home, without having to use any other studio." - mil Kelsey (Remix beineer) 

"The console is very user-friendly and is constructed so well that it can 
easily withstand the rigors of even the most hectic of production schedules." 
- Corey Dissin, Producer at Paul Turner Productions. 

0"Botiinvself and our Production Director Jeff Ihoma.s used the 
console for Pomu-Station and were equally very, very impressed. For 
the money, the console is fantastically versatile, has good headroom 
and a vers impressive EQ." - Alex Iakey (Engineer for PowerStation) 

"Let us know what you think about the Soundcraft Ghost by visiting our web site at 
http://www.saundcraft.com or via e-mail to info@soundcraft.com" 

SOUNDCRAFT. HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDU!TRIES LTD.. CRANBORNE 94013E. CILANiORNE RD 

POTTERS BAR. HERTFORDSHIRE, EN6 3IN. UK. TEL .44 (0)1707 665000 FAX *44 (0)1707 660;42 
SOUNDCRAFT US, HARMAN PRO NORTH AMERICA. INC, AIR PARK BUSINISS ŒNTER 12. 1449 DONELSON PIKE 

NASHV1LLE.TN 37217. USA TEL I -615-399-2199 FAX I -615-367-9046 

e Soundcraft 
Il A Ha-man Incernational Company 



A  
T ONE TIME, BUYING AN 8-BUS CON-
SOLE WAS A RELATIVELY SIMPLE TASK. 
Manufacturers were few and options were min-
imal. Today, there are dozens of models avail-

able from a variety of manufacturers, and several 8-bus 
digital consoles are either shipping (RSP/Rocktron, Sound-
tracs and Yamaha) or slated for introduction later this year 
(Mackie, Tascam and a few yet-to-be made public). 
Whether you're looking for a board in the $3,500 or 
$35,000 price range, the selection process takes some 
time—even for experienced professionals. 

The first step is determining your needs. Fortunately, 
8-bus consoles are well-suited to typical 8-, 16- and 24-
track production tasks, and there is no necessary correla-
tion between the number of available output buses 
(groups) and the number of recording tracks. To be sure, 
extra buses can simplify certain tracking and mixing op-
erations, yet there are few real-world situations that cannot 
be handled with a well-designed 8-bus board, especially 
when combined with direct channel outputs and a flexible 
patchbay. 

I've often observed tracking sessions where a lazy (or 

unknowing) recording engineer ran every channel going 
to tape through the buses—including mono feeds such as 
bass guitar, kick drum and lead vocal—thus subjecting the 
signal to a longer signal path, more amps and more noise. 
A simple patch cord from the channel's direct output to 
the tape's track input would result in a cleaner, punchier 
signal, with minimal effort from the engineer. In such 
cases, an 8-bus board with patchbay (internal or external) 
could sonically outperform a non-patchbay 16- or 24-bus 
board and offer more versatility as a bonus. 

(At the same time, let's not completely ignore 4-bus 
boards. I've cut some really fine albums on 2-bus and 4-
bus boards. Most manufacturers build less-expensive 4-

bus versions of their 8-bus boards: If you're on a tight 
budget, these are worth considering.) 

A major decision is whether to buy a modular or one-
piece mixer. The additional flexibility of a modular de-
sign—with its interchangeable input, output, channel and 
effects return modules—is accompanied by an equally sig-
nificant increase in price, as compared to a similarly 
equipped, nonmodular board. However, modularity al-
lows buyers to custom-configure mixers to fit particular 
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needs. For example, if your applica-
tion requires a lot of stereo sources, 
then stereo modules may fit the bill, 

in less space and at a lower cost than 
two mono modules. And many console 

manufacturers have recently begun offer-
ing "standard" and "deluxe" modules, the 

latter usually providing amenities such as im-
proved EQ, phase-reverse switching or more 

sends than the standard version. 
"Shortloading"—another advantage of modular con-

soles—involves buying a console frame that's larger than 
your present needs dictate. For example, a shortloaded 

MAKING THE RIGHT 

Its 
40-channel frame may only have 32 channel modules, 
with blank panels inserted into the remaining eight slots. 
Shortloading not only allows for future expansion but also 
reduces a console's original purchase price. And some 
nonmodular mixers have optional expander sections (usu-
ally in 8-channel increments) for increasing console ca-
pacity. However, keep an eye on the future availability of 
modules or expander sections, especially if you hear any 
rumors about the manufacturer discontinuing the model 

you bought. 
Ironically, something as simple as the width of the 

THERE ARE FEW 

REAL-WORLD SITUATIONS 

THAT CANNOT BE HANDLED 

WITH A WELL-DESIGNED 

8-BUS BOARD. 

channel sections can play a major role in determining con-
sole ergonomics. The knobs, switches and faders in a 

board with wide channel strips may be easier to find and 
access during a hurried session; at the same time, such 
wider channels can increase the overall size of the board 
by as much as 50% over more compact designs. Either 
way you look at it, this is a trade-off in size vs. ergonom-
ics, and your own work habits may dictate which is the 
more appropriate. As a means of saving space, some con-
soles also employ concentric controls—usually in EQ sec-
tions and/or aux sends; again, these represent another 
trade-off to be considered in the size vs. function debate. 

In terms of inputs, the old rule of thumb—needing 1.5 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

times as many inputs as tape tracks—has long since be-
come obsolete. With racks full of stereo signal processors, 
and the availability of MIDI instruments and disk-based 
virtual tracks, even a basic 8- or 16-track studio may re-
quire 48 or 64 channels when mixing. If in doubt, and you 
have the cash, buying a slightly larger mixer than you 
think you'll need is often a good idea. 

Effects return modules pack a lot of line-level inputs in 
a small amount of space, which is just the ticket for most 
project studios. These are typically available with two, four 
or eight inputs; however, when compared to channel in-
puts, effects returns are fairly limited in terms of equaliza-
tion, sends and solo/mute capabilities. 

Along with the need for Inputs! Inputs! Inputs!, con-

soles now also require Sends! Sends! Sends!, and the once-
standard complement of two or three effects sends is 
considered passé by modem production standards. Today, 
six, eight or more aux sends are pretty much the norm. 
Here are a few things to watch—or watch out—for: 
• The presence (or absence) of concentric controls, es-

pecially when you have to access the lower control in a 
concentric knob pair. 
• Switches for changing the auxiliaries from pre- to 
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GUIDO DIGITIL.. 
TODAY OR TOMORROW? 

A " 
t the supermarket, the "paper or plastic?" decision 
is fairly simple, but when it comes to consoles, the 
analog or digital?" question requires some serious 

thought. The easy answer is obviously to go digital, as 
this is the direction the industry is heading in. Yet while 
digital consoles offer many advantages, they also have 
their drawbacks. 

Technology is changing at a rapid pace. Will the digi-
tal console you buy today keep up with tomorrow's dig-
ital products? If 96kHz, 32-bit recorders with IEEE 1394 
("Firewire") ports somehow become available and af-
fordable a year from now, connecting the deck to an ana-
log console may be easier than interfacing to a 20-bit 
digital mixer. This may be a far-flung example, but it is 
something to keep in mind. Remember, it wasn't too long 
ago that 66 MHz CPUs were state of the art... 

At the same time, today's low-cost, 8-bus digital con-
soles offer a lot of performance for a price that can't be 
matched in an analog board for under $ 100,000. Once 

considered frills for the rich and famous, even the most 
affordable digital consoles typically provide moving fader 
automation, instantaneous reset of all console parame-
ters, programmable, fully parametric equalization and 
noise gates on all channels. 

Signal processing is often standard on digital consoles, 
but how difficult is it to integrate favorite analog I/O de-
vices to your new digital wonder? But—if desired—can 
all the aux sends be used to control external outboard 
gear, or are certain aux sends "locked" into use only with 
the onboard DSP? 
A major consideration with digital consoles is er-

gonomics. Most digital boards have some sort of central 
channel control section, with a single set of EQ controls 

that can be assigned to any channel. In operation, such 
approaches are easy to get used to, while keeping the 
engineer in the sweet spot for critical listening. Another 
plus of many digital consoles is their compact size, but if 
this goal is achieved by eliminating too many of the con-
sole controls, you may find yourself scrolling through 
endless screens of console parameters or banks of soft 
knobs to find the control you need. 

The best console of all is one that strikes a balance of 
accessibility of features without becoming too cluttered, 
but here, this is a matter of personal choice and deciding 
how any mixer design fits into your working style. 

—Geotge Petersen 

DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

Relied upon by mastering 
facilities, recording engineers 

and serious listeners the world 
over, the DA-1000E-20 

20-bit DIA Converter sets the 
reference standard 
for high-resolution 

digital to analog conversion. 

the nitirruite sound. 
Leading recording engineers agree that 
Apogee's award-winning 20-bit AD- 1000 
AID Converter out-performs the competition. 
With ADAT, AES/EBU, S/PDIF 
and available SOIF outputs, 
UV220 processing to flawlessly encode 
20-bit detail to 16-bit, and now, optional 20-bit 
PaoRae' recording, today the AD- 1000 
performs better than ever. 
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The FC-8 Format a 
Converter translates 
eight channels of digital 
audio between ADAT 
optical and TDIF 
- linking the commonest 
modular digital multi-
track formats quickly, 
cheaply and easily. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA. 
Tel: +1 310/915-1000 Fax: +1 310/391-6262. Email: info@apogeedigital.com Web: http://www.apogeedigitaLcom/ 

FOR OVER A DECADE, Apogee has dedi-
cated itself to one purpose: making 

digital audio better. First, we produced 
award-winning retrofit filters for pro 
digital recorders. 

Next, we addressed the entire digital 
audio conversion process, paying equal 
attention to both analog and digital 
circuitry. The resulting AD-500 A/D 
converter also won awards, as did our 
UV22 process for flawless conversion of 
20-bit signals to the 16-bit domain. We 
also introduced a companion DIA. 

Today, we offer 20-bit stereo A/D 
and DIA converters, the AD-1000 and 
DA-1000E-20, and now the the FC-8 
format converter. Together they offer 
unmatched features, performance and 
sound quality. 

Hear Apogee today at your autho-
rized dealer. For the ultimate sound, you 
need ¿be ultimate converter., —Apogee. 

FnR FoRnniuty IA IIQr ncenco Crinnrc rnon SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1718 

The digital masters. 



the new 

The latest 
generation of the 
legendary M PC 
family, featuring: 
• 32-voice, 16-bit Akai stereo 
sampling engine 

• 2MB RAM expandable to 
32MB with SIMMs 

• 16MB Flash ROM capacity 

•64-track sequencer with 
100,000 note capacity 

• New easy-to-use graphic 
interface 

• Large 248x60 LCD featuring 
graphic waveform editing 

• Standard SCSI interface 

• Polyphonic and monophonic 
playback modes 

• Beat Loop function for 
perfectly sync'd rhythm 
loops 

• 16 velocity- and pressure-
sensitive drum pads 

• MIDI clock/MTC/MMC 

• Compatible with E-mu and 
Roland sample libraries* 

• Note Variation slider for 
control of level, pitch, attack, 
decay or filter 

Options 
• Multi-8/Dm expander increases 
outputs from 2 to 10, plus S/PDIF 
digital I/O $299 

• SampleVerb 4- bus effects 
processor* $399 

• SMPTE reader/generator * $299 

$1499 MSRP 
*to be supported in v1.3 0/s software 
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half the calories 
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all the phat 
AKAI MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
1316 East Lancaster Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas 76102 
phone: 817 336 5114 fax: 817 870 1271 email: akaiusa@ix.netcom.Com 

http://www.akad.com/akaipro 

In Canada contact: Power Music Marketing 3349 Bloor st. W. #24. Toronto. Ontario M8X 1E9 



Once the 
domain of 

over- $ 100,000 
boards, moving 
fader automation 

has begun 
appearing on 
8-bus mixer 
designs. 

post-fader operation. This feature adds 
flexibility at the mix, when pre-fader 
sends are of little value. 
• Pre/post-EQ switching on aux 

sends. Some input modules include in-
ternal switches or jumpers that allow the 
user to configure the sends to be routed 
either before or after the EQ section. 
• Switched pairs of aux sends. Some 

consoles cut costs (and/or space re-
quirements) by installing a switch that 

routes a pair of aux controls to a specif-
ic numbered pair of aux buses. For ex-
ample, a console with six aux buses 
might have only four aux-send knobs, 
with a switch that converts the 3-4 aux 
sends to become a 5-6 aux pair. The 
board may truly have six aux sends, as 
claimed; however, only four may be ac-
tive on any channel input at one time. 

Regarding design philosophies, 
recording consoles fall into two basic 
categories: "split" or "in-line" monitoring 
sections. The split approach incorpo-
rates a separate tape monitor section, 
usually located on the opposite side of 
the master section from the inputs. De-
veloped in the early 1970s by MCI, the 
in-line console places all input, tape 
monitor and output controls for one 
audio channel within a single module. 
By their nature, in-line consoles have 
dual inputs within a single module, thus 
doubling the number of available inputs 
during the mix phase. Many in-line de-
signs also provide switching that allows 
part or all of the main EQ to be as-
signed to either of the module's signal 
paths. The signal paths in most split 
consoles are easier to follow, and the 
tape monitor section can double as 
extra inputs during mixdown. 

When it comes to inputs, the in-line 
board usually gets the edge: For exam-
ple, a typical 32-input by 24-monitor 
split console provides 56 (32 + 24) in-
puts on remix; a 32-channel in-line 
board would provide 64 (32 + 32) in-
puts on rernix. Both styles of consoles 
have their fans and detractors in the 
recording community; what works best 
for you is largely a personal preference. 

Patchbays offer more food for 
thought in the console decision-making 
process. These can be either right- or 
left-side mounted and integrated into 
the console or located elsewhere. Once 
the norm, console patchbays with %-
inch TRS jacks now compete with units 
fitted with the more compact TT (Tiny 

Telephone) jacks. An in-console patch 
bay is not inexpensive, but in terms of 
future production convenience and the 
elimination of installation hassles, this is 
one option that you will never regret or-
dering. And while you're at it, don't for-
get to budget for high-quality patch 
cords in a variety of lengths. 

Another consideration that's fre-
quently overlooked is multitrack-to-con-
sole interfacing: Most modular digital 
multitracks require cables with either 
EDAC or D25 sub terminations on one 

SEE what you 
- introducing electrolumi 

DK-Audio MSD200 Master Stereo Display combines a 

Phasemeter, Audio Vector Oscilloscope, and Peak Program 

Meter in a compact (7" x 5" x 1.7) easy-to-use unit. 

It provides an astounding 160 viewing angle and is easy to read 

even in adverse lighting conditions. 

The MSD200 Audio Meter provides a fast crystal-clear graphical overview of the entire audio 
signal, making it a superior and more versatile solution for mixing than traditional meters. 
Electroluminescent screen technology provides unprecedented clarity and sharpness - even 
from across a large control room. Menu-guided access to all functions makes the MSD-200 
easy to use. Software upgradable features can be added via PC. 

PHASE Mrreft 

Displays the average phase relationship between 

two audio signals. The visual indicator clearly 
dis la mono stereo ancl reverse phase on a 

AUDIO VECTOR OSCILLOSCOPE 

Illustrates the audio sigtal in the M-S domain on 
thy two Lxcs provided. 

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

The Fast Fourier Transfcrm Analyzer Option is an 
ideal tool for analyzing freiquency, distortion and 
noise components across the audible bandwidth. 

PEAK PROGRAM METER & ADJUSTABLE SCALES 

Indicates the level of the audio signal for each 

channel. You can select between Flying Peak, Peak 
Hold and Fast Peak plus six internationally 
standardized scales. Reference levels can be set 
individually for the two channels. 

OVERLOAD INDICATORS 

Bright red LEDs above each PPM immediately 

indicate if your signal is in overload. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Built-in signal generator offers a choice of user-

definable noise waveforms for spectral alignment. 

nescent screen technology from DK-Audio 

t.c. electronic 
TC Electronic Inc, 705-A Lakefield Road.VVestlake Village, CA 91361 Phone. ( 805) 373-1828 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARO 

Distributed and supported by: 
111,1,11 Uhl AA 

Fax :(805) 379-2648 Email: usinfo@tcelectronic.com VVVVVV: http://www.tcelectronic.com 

Please Call 800 51 8-4546 for further information on DK-Audios wide product-range 



We Want To 
Make Something 
Perfectly Clear. 
Vou've recorded th performances red on the finest digital recorder. 
1 Collected with the ate microphones. You're almost done. The only thing left is 

the mix. You need a great mix, because without it your project is lost in a fog. Stay crystal 
clear with the 20/20bas Direct Field Monitors from Event. 

Clarity. True, it does take the right ingredients for a monitor to reproduce with clarity. 
Each 20/20bas cabinet has the right ingredients, put together by pros with years of 
studio monitor clygn experience....Bi-amped with 2 hi-powered amps, an extra-lare, 
front-mounted bas g port, an active 4th order crossover, calibrated trim controls, 
circuit breaker, 8" woofer, natural silk dome tweeter. ..we could go on. 

But these are just features. The sound these menitors deliver is the important thing. 
A sound truly pleasing and amazingly accurate. 

'The sweet hie end and the massive tight bottom made me think I was listening to a 
much larger cabinet. "-FRANCIS BUCKLEY, EQ MAGAZINE 

"I heard details in imaging and ambience that I had never noriced bor. 
...the 20/20bas is exceptional. "-ROB SHROCK, ELECTRONIC MUS4CIAN MAGAZINE 

"The Event 20/20s turned out ta be damned fine monitors. "-PAUL WHITE, SOUND ON SOUND 

"If the 20/20 monitors are any indication of what we can etpect from Even; Electronic, 
/this is a company worth keeping a close eye on. "—Loam ALLDNIN, PRO AUDIO REVIEW 

The 20/20bas Monitors from Event... 
Make your next mix perfectly clear. 

[1E1:U111'1ln 11'11: 
Post Office Box 4189 

Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4189 

Voice: 805-566-7777 

Fax: 805-566-7771 

http://www.eventl.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 



end and either XLR or TRS %-inch on 
the other, in order to provide +4dB, bal-
anced line interfacing. But before order-
ing cables, you'd better know whether 
the console you're considering handles 
balanced +4dB signals. While such in-
terfacing offers longer cable runs with 
greater immunity to hum and noise, 
using the MDM's -10dB connections 
may be preferable if most or all of your 

outboard gear is the unbalanced -10dB 
type. Paradoxically, a pro console run-

ning balanced +4dB levels on all line in-
puts/outputs may not be as good a 
choice in that particular situation. 

In terms of equalization, switches 
that take the EQ out of the signal path 
are essential, while true parametric 
equalizers (those having continuous 
control of gain, frequency and band-
width) are virtually unknown in analog 
consoles in the under-$25,000 price 
range. More commonly encountered are 
equalizers with low- and high-frequen-
cy shelving characteristics, combined 
with sweepable (continuously variable 
control of frequency) midrange sec-
tions. Such equalizers are fine for most 
purposes: The shelving LF/HF sections 
are generally quite smooth and impart 
less phase distortion than sweepable 

types, and I rarely use much console 
equalization anyway, usually deferring 
such processing to a couple of outboard 
filter sets for surgical correction and to 
some tube gear for that warm, fuzzy 
sound. 

If you're really hung up about EQ, 
then go out and get some nice external 
units to supplement the console. If your 
mixes require having all 24 or 32 con-
sole EQs active, then you're probably 
doing something wrong somewhere 
along the way. Equalization is to engi-

neering what spices are to cooking: a 
little goes a long way. 

Automation is a matter of personal 
preference, as systems can range from 
simple MIDI control of console muting 
to a full-blown package handling mutes, 
function switching and faders. Today's 
console buyer can select from propri-

etary systems provided by the mixer 
manufacturer or from a number of 
third-party suppliers. Meanwhile, VCA 
systems have taken advantage of PC-
based hardware to offer flexible, user-
friendly, cost-efficient packages. And 

once the exclusive domain of over-
$100,000 boards, moving fader automa-
tion has begun appearing on affordable 
8-bus mixer designs. Even if you don't 

have the money for automation now, 
find out whether the console you're 
considering will support retrofit au-
tomation packages, should you decide 
to upgrade at some future date. 

But before you buy any console— 
analog or digital—be prepared to 
spend some time critically listening to 
the mixer's sound, especially in terms 
of the equalization sections. No matter 
how expensive or well-designed, no 
equalizer sounds completely neutral, 
and the coloration—or lack of col-
oration—that the EQ imparts on the 
signal is what gives it character. Before 
buying, bring some tapes or CDs of 
audio signals you know and really lis-
ten to the sound of the mixer to see 
how it fits into your musical aspirations. 
If the sound is right, the price is rea-
sonable and the product offers the right 
combination of features and functions, 
then you've probably found the right 
mixer for your needs. 

Mix editor Gone Petersen lives in a Vic-
torian home on an island in San Fran-

cisco Bay. When not writing about or 
producing audio, he authors technical 
manuals on industrial safety, OSHA law 
and toxic waste handling. 

got meek? 
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1 9 9 7 
EDIfORS' 
CHOICE Exclusively Distributed By: PM' 23773 Madison Street Torrance, California 90505 • voi 

Gulp down a Joemeek and give 

your tracks raw aggressive 

kick butt impact only a Meek 

can give. Praised by the press, 

demanded by the professionals 

and sought after for its extreme 

vintage sound. Starting at just 

S499.99, you can easily dunk a 

Meek into your studio and feel 

the power. 

Own a piece of history for yourself 

JOEMEEK 
lassic photo-optical compressors 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #S2560 

310 373 9129 • facsimi 310 373 4714 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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uk Waves 

Wavas Headóanters 

IMr5duces o -(sunwrij of Processing Power 
in Thire?m New Cost- Elective Bundles 

Complete audio processing solutions for Pro Tools TDM, Sound Designer II, Studio Vision Pro, Cubase VST, Peak, 

Sound Forge, Deck II, Sound Edit 16, Premiere, WaveLab and CakeWalk. 

Professional-Quality Processing on Your 
Mac or PC Without Additional DSP Hardware! 

Waves Native Power Pack lhas all the professional audio 
processing you need for multimedia and Internet authoring, 

sound design, or music production — without expensive DSP cards. 
From EQ to Reverb, its complete system of software processors plug into 

MULTIRACK REAL-TIME BUNDLE 

Replace Racks of Noisy Hardware With 

a Waves Comprehensive Software Solution 
Waves MultiRack bundle lets you convert any audio DSP 

card equipped Mac into a multichannel effects processor 

for a fraction of the cost of a dedicated unit. Even if you 
only own a single DSP card, such as Audiomealia II, 

Waves MultiRack will let you run effects in the 

The Essential Tool Set for TDM 

Owners Now Includes Five New Processors 
Thousands of Pro Tools owners know that sonic excellence, 

and fast, intuitive user interfaces, are just two reasons why 
Waves TDM Plug- Ins crest above all others. Plus, only Waves 

lets you do more with less hardware, with proprietary 
VVaveShell'y implementation that lets you 

NATIVE POWER PACK 

A $4000 value -
- NPP Bundle Price: $600 
your favorite audio programs using only the 

CPU of your PC or Macintosh. Enhance your 
professionalism and unleash your creative power 

with the new Waves Native Power Pack. 

A $4500 value 
— MultiRack Bundle Price: $ 120G 

background while you run your DAW or sequencer program. 

Unlike rackmount effects, Waves MultiRack Mac interface 
makes previewing, editing, and saving effects a snap. 

Get the most from your Sound Designer II and DSP cards ----

turn your computer into a high-quality rack processor. 

Over three times the cost if purchased individually 

— TOM Bundle Price: $2300 
run multiple Waves Plug- Ins on a single DSP Farm chip! 
With more than $ 1500 worth of new products included for ' he 
same price as the original bundle, the new Waves TDM bundle 

is more essential than ever. When there's RC compromising 

your performance, these are the Waves to catch. 

Waves MultiRa,— 4:k All new Waves bundles Include: 
TOM bundles also Include:. Li Ultramaximizer Mastering Limiter, Q10 Palographic EQ, 
PAZ PsychoAcous' ',nalyzer Cl Compressor, Cl Gate, Si Stereo Imager, TrueVerb Virtual-Space Revert): 
Full Cl COmr WaveConvert (o stand-alone, high-fidelity application that converts formats, 

and MultiRack uliffly bit depths and sample rates while simultaneously maximizing lnets), 
•rockPack Lite (n ine-less SDII audio file rompression program) 

MPS 
Our new bundles make it easier cnd more arfcrdable than ever to put the 
power of Waves to work on your next project. Call us tor the complete 
story ( including upgrade options), or visit today. 

6716 Central Ave. Pike, suite 8, Knomille,, Tf‘ 37912 USA 

e 1.423.689.5395 fax: 1.423.68&42t60 wavesesdaves.com 

Europa/Middle East tel: 44.1637.877170 fax.: 44.1637.850495 

Tel-Aviv, Israel tal: 972.3.51C7Œ67 tcx: 972.3.5105881 

FOR PRODUCT 100, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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1985: change of ownership signing. (L to R) Pat Gleeson, 

Susan Skaggs and Howard Johnston 

S
raying alive for 25 years is a major feat 

for any business. For an independent 

music-recording studio, it's closer to a 

miracle. San Francisco's Different Fur 

Ltd. is one of the select few that 

has managed to do just that, cel-

ebrating its silver anniversary 

last year. Unlike some studios 

that tend to specialize in a cer-

tain style of music, Fur has 

been home to a rather amaz-

ing variety of independent-

minded and cutting-edge artists, 

from Herbie Hancock, Brian Eno 

and the Kronos Quartet to George 

Winston, Bobby McFerrin, Faith No 

More and Primus. There's always been a 

certain kind of hip vibe about the place that 

attracted creative types—a vibe that comes from 

an appreciation for original and unusual talent and 

the willingness to nurture it. 
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The main control room (above) and 

studio (right) 

Huey Lewis & The News recording session 

Left: Patrick and Pat Gleason. Below: 

Randy Newman and Mark Knopfler while 

on promotion tour in 1988. 

Tom Lord-Aige (second from left) and Starship with 

Susan Skaggs 



Howard Johnston and Susan Skaggs 

Control room as it appeared on cover of Mix 

magazine in 1987, with Joan Jeanrenaud of the 

Kronos Quartet 

Different Fur Studio 1979: John Storyk-designed control room with Harrison 4032 console 

It's not too surprising that Fur has 
made 9:3 many artists feel comfortable; 
look back to its beginnings and you'll 
find a unique combination of art and 
business. The driving force behind the 
creation of the studio was composer/ 
keyboardist Patrick Gleeson, an elec-
tronic jazz pioneer known for his work 
with Hancock and on the synthesized 
portion of the score for Apocalypse 
Now, among other projects. Always a 
risk-taker, in 1968 Gleeson left a suc-
cessful career as an English professor 
at San Francisco State University to 
become a full-time musician/studio 
owner. 

"I always played piano when I was 

a kid," he says, "and I would have been 
a musician all my life, but I came from 
a family where that was not acceptable. 
So, I was a good boy and got my Ph.D 
in English. But there came a time when 
I realized that all I really wanted to do 
was make music. And I realized that I 
was going to become an angry alco-
holic unless I started doing what I 
wanted to. So I quit teaching and went 
in 50/50 with a guy named John Vieira. 
We bought a Moog synthesizer and 
began doing little sessions. We didn't 
know much, but we had a Moog! And 
almost anybody else who had one at 
the time knew even less then we did. 

"Then, as it was the '60s, it occurred 

to us to start a commune of musicians. 
So we did; we had a harpsichordist and 
a couple of jazz musicians, and we 
found this little redwood warehouse 
building for sale for $25,000. Of course, 
we didn't have that kind of money, but 
we made a deal with the owner for a 
lease/purchase. When we moved in, 
because of the fact that Moogs were 
monophonic, we realized that to really 
make music, we needed a recording 
studio. So John and I began building. 
And that broke up the commune. Be-
cause, as it turned out, he and I were 
very serious. The other folks liked to 
make music, but they sure as hell didn't 
want to haul sheetrock. John and I 
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? 7-Bus Spirit 117 - a one-man 
Ty with professional FOH audio 
ality and features: 

H PedigrEE 

agned b soundcraft co-founder Graham Blyth 
man with over 6 million mic preamps to his 
dit - LX7 benefits from 25 years of live sound 
iertise behind it. LX7 is exclusively built using 

t century Surface Mount Technology in 
indcraft's UK factory alongside some of the 

rld's largest touring and theater FOH consoles. 
lso shares much of the electronic design 
nciples of Spirit 8, our flagship console. 

Bus Outputs 

addition to the two Mix Buses, we've included 
Woups for channel sub-grouping, and an extra 
no Bus for center speaker clusters, side/rear 
; or subwoofer feed.With up to 29 outputs 
eluding direct outs and auxiliaries) LX7 will 
idle just about anything you throw at it. 

Near-Silent Inputs 

7's 24 Mic Inputs will satisfy even the most 
nit-hungry application.With UltramicTM 

tented high-headroom (22dBu) preamps giving 

tear-silent 60dB of gain range, you can plug in 
tually any source without worry of clipping. 

also added two stereo inputs and two stereo 

urns. 

twine 4-Band British EO 

ith 2 Swept Nlids 

rget the Brit-sound imitators - LX7 brings you 

e same big console EQ as our best-selling Spirit 
carefully formulated to combat poor venue 

oustics and feedback. Where most consoles give 

u just one swept mid control, le spoils you 
ith two.You can A/B test treated sounds too, 

ing the EQ In/Out switches. Why accept 
,ything less. 

cep 18dB/Octave High 

r.signed to be effectively a brick wall filter tor 

w frequency stage rumble. 

NIUltipUrpOSE AUXillariES 

t/Post switching in pairs on every 

'armlet provides 6 Post- or 4 Pre-

¡der sends so LX7 is equally 
mnfortable with monitor 

ax and effects-heavy 

mfigurations. 

ultipurpose Direct Outs 

Li • • S'U 

sly LX7 offers 16 individually pre/post 
witchable Direct Outs so you can record 

ve to multitrack, create individual channel 
ffect sends or record to multitrack in 

se studio. 

fetes! cone. witt% metal Vies 
and bat» peg« 0901 

APPLICATIONS 

LIVE SOUND 
Performing Bands, 
Rehearsal Studios, 
Installations, Clubs, 

& Theaters, 
Places of Worship 

MULTIPURPOSE 
Live & Studio 
Recording 

Remote Truck 
Audio for Video 

SPIRIT 
H A Harman International Company 

$2499.95 
US Suggested Retail 

Professional 

.100mm Faders 

low-resolution 60mm 

faders can't cut it when finely-

tuned fades are needed. LX7 is 

armed with professional 100mm 

dust-protected faders, giving you 
66% more finesse. 

Other FEatUrES 

• Six 12-segment LED meters on 

the Groups and Mix Outs 
• Full engineer tallcback/monitoring 

capability 
• 2-Track Return mutable to Mix 
• Inserts on every channel including 

groups and mix 
• Control Room Outs with 

Level Control 

Spirit by Soundcraftr", Inc. 
11820 Kemper Road 
Auburn, California 95603 
TeL (916) 888-0488 
Fax: (916) 888-0480 

This equipment 

complies with the 

EMC Directive 

89/336/EEC 

SEE US AT NAB 

BOOTH #6940 

http://www.spfr1tbysøui'idCraft.Ct m 
••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 1111.• • 11••••• ••••••••••• Mann 



SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #7218 

Sound and Noise Control 
Products with Solutions  

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG 
ACOUSTICAL 
SOLUTIONS AND SAMPLE 

INC. 
800 - 782 - 572' 4 
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Me. 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE: http://www.acousticalsolutions.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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MANLEY 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

13880 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 
TEL: ( 909) 627-4256 
FAX: ( 909) 628-2482 
emanley@netcom.com 
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Limiter Compressor. Fleele for tracking or 2-
track buss work& mastering, it's taken off like 
WILVVIRSI Engineers put it on their "must-
have" list ancl tell us there is simply no better 

limiter on the planet. 

worked 12-hour days; I did soldering, 
he did design, and we built the first 
board together." 

It was the association with Hancock 
that really got things off the ground for 
the studio. "By 1971," continues Glee-
son, "I'd been doing a few sessions for 
the Jefferson Starship and [producer/ 
manager] David Rubinson, and we had 
an 8-track recorder, as well as the Moog. 

I heard that David had signed Herbie 
Hancock, so I called him, told him what 
I was doing and offered to help out. 
Herbie came over, and with that my ca-
reer really started. We worked together 
on Crossings and on Sextant, and I 
joined the group for a couple of years, 
touring and recording. And even after I 
left the group, Herbie continued to 

Never give no for 

an answer— 

that's something 

I realized when 

I became an owner. 

—Susan Skaggs 

record many of the synthesizer parts for 
Head Hunters at our studio. 

"So that was how we started. And 
there were two main things that helped 
us to survive. One was, out on the road 
I was playing an ARP 2600, which no 
one had seen before. And everyone 
was always asking me where to get 
one, because you couldn't buy them in 
a music store. So I started getting them 
for people, and I became a dealer, a 
very successful one. And the other 
thing was, my big Moog wasn't really 
portable, so people had to come to our 
studio to record!" 

Precedent was set with those early 
synthesizers. Fur was to be home to 

many more "firsts" in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, including the first SSL con-
sole, the first Synclavier, Sonic Solutions 
system, half-inch analog tape machine, 
and digital sessions with both 3M and 
Sony multitracks. 

In 1985, Gleeson sold Different Fur 
to two of his employees, engineer/pro-
ducer Howard Johnston and studio 
manager Susan Skaggs. "My lawyer said 
they'd never make a go of it," laughs 
Gleeson, "but I never had a single 
doubt." 

"We had a good CPA who helped 
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PCM-R500 
MI MODIAMOMI 

POWER 

LEVEL 
mows  

HIMIMMIM .118014 . ERASE 11EPLA, .0cwIt 

shu 

w PCM-R500•DAI,R alnly catches 

your eye. But it's not jus er pretty face. 

It's packed with professional features not 

usually found in this price range. Ike four direct-

drive motors, which give you better tracking, a 

lower error role, longer motor and tape life, and 

precision high-speed cueing anc shuttling. 

It has a software set-Jp menu for easy, 

MA omm 

5 0.0..13, 

OFEWCIASE MP RAY PRAM HE, 

uper 

ping, the technology that delivers 

superior, nepr 20- bit resolution sound without 

sacrificing compatibility with the industry 

standard 16- blt format. 

Call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. R500 right now to 

learn more about the PCM-R500 DAT recorder. 

You'll love it because it's loaded. But hey, being 

good-looking never hurt. 

The PCM-R500 Professional CAT Recorder 

- 4 Direct-Drive - Vortable Shuttle/ - AES/EBU and - Nue, High Resolution 
C.J.ing Wheel FDIF Digital I/O Pulse A/D Motors 

- SBM (Super Bit Mapping) - A/D and D/A 
Filter in Converson Circuitry Monitoring Analog I/O 

Modes 

- Balanced XLR - User Set-up 
Menu 



OEM/MFRS 

PROCESSING PURITY 
WITH THE PP10 

Atjk THE EQUIVALENT OF OVER 30 QUALITY 

OUTBOARD DEVICES IN A SINGLE SYSTEM 

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN A HOST OF 

DEDICATED PRODUCTS 

am& 24-BIT RESOLUTION 

e-â SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR RECORDING, 

BROADCAST, POST-PRODUCTION AND LIVE 

PERFORMANCE 

• 

feu, ems VD. 11. MC& 1.01. 

k DIGITAL STEREO AS STANDARD, CAPABLE OF 

EXPANSION TO 16 CHANNELS 

Adà• 20- OR 18- BIT ANALOGUE OPTIONS 

,drà&A REMOTE CONTROL OPTIONS 

The range of Pythagoras Audio 
Software currently supports 8 separate 
audio paths. It can access over 30 

separate processor 
types and allows you to 
construct chains of 
processors in each 
channel. 

*EXPANDER/GATES 

OLO-CUT FILTERS 

*PARAMETRIC Os 

• COMPRESSORS 

*NOTCH FILTERS 

BRICRYJALL LIMITERS 

▪ DUCKERS 

▪ cRossFAnts 

118mixtpri, 

Contact us now for a brochure pack, copies of 
press reviews, and full details of the latest 
Pythagoras Audio Software packages. 
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Penny & Giles Studio Equipment Ltd 
Units 35/36, Nine Mile Point Industrial Estate, 
Cwmfelinfach, Ynysddu, 
Newport, Gwent NP1 7JB, UK 
Tel: +44(0)1495 202024 
Fax: +44(0)1495 202025 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE 

The Penny & Giles Audio 

Multiprocessor System - universally 

acclaimed for its sonic purity. A 

unique approach to audio 

processing - delivering exceptional 

transparency, accuracy and clarity. 

The system's software- based 

processors can be used many times 

in a single patch, and on multiple 

channels if required, with the ability 

to save and recall all settings. 

Ogii0 'AQ 
OGPiiiieWO 

Construct processor chains and 

signal routes with complete 

freedom of choice, selecting the 

optimum blend of processors for 

each application. More power, 

more control and more potential. 

Access a new sphere of digital 

audio with the complete multi-

channel processing system from 

Penny & Giles. 

IMIN111111110r 

Penny7L6les 
1~1888/14a1I 

Penny & Giles Incorporated 
2716 Ocean Park Boulevard 
Suite # 1005, 
Santa Monica, CA 90405, USA 
Tel: +1 (310)393 0014 
Fax: +1 1310/ 450 9880 

READER SERVICE CARD 

us with our deals and found us an in-
vestor who leased us the console with 
no money down," recalls Skaggs, now 
president of the company. "Somehow 

we got everything with nothing 
down—the building, the business, the 
console—and now we own them!" 

You don't get those kinds of deals 
unless people have great faith in your 
abilities; there are those who think 
Skaggs is a booking genius, but she 
shrugs off compliments with a few 
words of advice: "Never say no. And 
never give no for an answer—that's 
something I realized when I became 
an owner. If I had to rent a piece of 
gear, or I needed something and peo-

ple told me they couldn't get it for me, 
I'd find a way to get it. And once you 
have that mind set, it's really not that 
hard." 

Fur has never really 

been a lockout studio. 

We have a customer 

base that comes to us 

often—doesn't stay long, 

but comes back often. 

Howard Johnston 

There's been lots of construction 
over the years, from the redesign of the 
control room when the SSL was in-
stalled to the redo of the upper floors 
of the building, which now house two 
artist management companies, as well 
as offices leased by a producer and a 
recording artist. The cross-pollination 

those tenants provide has also added to 
the cachet of the studio. 

"We try to be a center," says partner 
Johnston, co-producer of George Win-
ston's Grammy-winning album Forest 
and the current chart-topping Linus 
and Lucy, as well as engineer on proj-
ects for Bobby McFerrin, The Residents 
and Bobby Brown. "We try to create an 
environment," he says, "and we are re-
ally happy to have the management 
companies and a producer in the build-
ing—it brings more energy here." 

So what makes Different Fur differ-
ent? (The name, by the way, originally 
Different Fur Trading Company, was 
the brainchild of contemporary poet 
Michael McClure, who came up with it 
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Nothing gets your audio into shape and on CD 

faster than WaveLab 1.6. It's the only professional 

PC mastering tool that lets you run 6 plug ins 

simultaneously. Editing with WaveLab isn't lust fast. 

it's instantaneous. You can even process audio without 

recording to disk. And, for unheard of flexibility 

and expression, all plug in parameter movements 

can he automated and recorded during playback. 

Best of all. WaveLab edits and masters in 24 hits 

to give your sound files an ultra high 192(1B 

dynamic range. 

WaveLab 1.6 comes with 8 real time plug ins 

including dynamics processing. time and pitch 

correction. parametric EQs. revert) and more. 

steps ahead 

*Mel uswa 
flORTH AMERICA 

We'll also include the "Grungelizer- plug in fret 

which adds vinyl record noises and other Judi 

"ageing- tools that add character to your recording 

Other available mastering plug ins includ 

Steinberg's Loudness Maximizer for added sont 

"punch- and the first all digital phase coheren 

aural enhancement system called Spectralizer. 

WaveLab also features a powerful audio databas 

that lets you build your own sound file libraries an 

Jailor them to your specifi needs. When you're ready t 

master to ( DR. WaveLalis exclusive drag and drol 

utility allows you to assemble your songs for hurnin 

without ever leaving the WaveLab environmeni 

Steinberg WaveLab 1.6. Comparisons ultimately fail. 

Steinberg North America. 9312 Deertng Avenue. Chatsworth CA 91311 5852 USA Phone: 1818 ) 993 4161 Fax ( 81181101 7452 Fax On Demand 1800)888 7510 
inherg Canada 589 Marlee Avenue, North York Ontano, Canada MOB 315 Phone. 14161 789 7100. Fax I 1161 789 i 667 At trademarks are registered by their reVeow (0mPanies. 
'lmtmum ssstem requirements Windows 95,. NT 4 liar higher Pentium 90MHz processor or better for the realtime engine Some plug ins require a 133MHz processor or Fetter 

To download a dema program, visit our website at bttp://www.stemborg na.com or tall Steinberg for a tree (D ROM demo. I 65 shipping and handling charge) 



want 
great vocals? 

Record Direct, bypass the mixing console and go 
direct to tape through a Focusrite Mic Pre, Eq 
and Compressor. 

• We know most people haven't the budget for all that high quality 

outboard so Focusrite designed a box that can do it all. 
- . 

The Focusrite Voicebox contains the 5 essential elements to 
. record vocals direct. 

2. 

Compressor 

High quality 

Compressor that seam-

lessly controls vocal 

dynamic variations without 

adding distortion. 

Superb Output Fader guarantees 

accurate level matching without 

affecting previous mic gain, 

and Ea settings. A quieter 

Er lower distorton route to 

tape than your console. 

5. 

Fader 

0.1.1.1111 
VOICEBOX 

Console 

1. The hest Mic Pre Amp 

Pre-Amp designed to accurately repro-

duce the subtle detail of a 

vocal performance. 

At $ 1,349.00 (FETAIL) The Voicebox truly 

GREEN RANGE 

3. 

De- Esser 

A voice 

optimised 

and 

extremely 

musical 3 Band Ell 

section powerful 

enough to bring 

out the char-

acter in any 

voice. 

An essential second 

stage of dynamic 

control to remove 

sibilance. 

represents Affordable Excellence 

*rough Revolutionary Engineering. 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1514 

Brochure Et further Information: 
Focusrite USA: Grc up One Uri ( East) Tel: 516 249 1399 (West) Tel: 310 656 2521 

Email: maria68@ibm.net Focusrite Home Page: http://www.focusrite.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

as he was being recorded by Gleeson.) 
Or, at any rate, what makes Different 
Fur successful? 

"We're kind of a throwback," muses 
Johnston. "We're a full-service recording 
studio in the sense that even to this day 
we follow everything through, to mas-
tering and CD playback, or as much as 
a client wants us to—backing it all up 
with a great engineering staff. We de-
velop real relationships with our clients; 
we understand budgets and that being 
time-efficient is important whether the 
money is coming from an individual 
artist or from a record label. When new 
clients come to Fur, we try to point 
them in the right direction, and they ap-
preciate that and come back. And in 
general, we try to make everybody's life 
easier because they come here—we try 
to make everybody feel special. 

"Another interesting thing is, Fur has 
never really been a lockout studio with 
long periods of exclusive use by one 

client. We have a customer base that 
comes to us often—doesn't stay long, 
but comes back often. And that's where 
the booking genius comes in. Susan is 
very service-oriented, and she does a 
great job of making room for people ef-
ficiently. That's different than in some 
other studios I've worked at, where it 
can take two-thirds of a day to get a 
piano sound. Because everything is 
modular, all the equipment has to be 
brought in, and they just sort of slowly 
roll into action, probably because they 
are used to lockouts, where you spend 
the first day just getting ready to record. 
That's a different mentality than we 
have at Fur, where we have lots of ses-
sions all the time." 

The future? "I don't know, that's a 
tough one," says Johnston. "I do be-
lieve that you have to provide some-
thing that people can't get somewhere 
else, even if it's only knowledge, or 
cooperation. And as long as you pro-
vide something that makes their life 
easier, or that makes the project go 
better, or that allows them to think 
about music more than the project it-
self, then there's room for recording 
studios. What do Susan and I see for 
the future? I guess we hope it's more 
of the same." 

Maureen Droney cut her recording 
teeth in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
working as a staff engineer at the Au-
tomatt from 1980 to 1984, then free-
lancing at The Plant, Fantasy, 
Starlight and.. .Different Fur, among 
many others. She is now Mix 's Los An-
geles editor. 
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The answer is: The blarket 

will degrade sound quality. 
The so called BOSS effect 
(Blanket Over Sound Sys-

ter-i can also be achieved 
without the blanket, but is 

nevertheless an undesirab;e 
effect. Often times, when 
the blanket isn't present 
an.d1 tne PA still sounds had 
the culprit is none other 
than the system's graph'c 

EQ! 

Symetrix is making a couple 

of rew concert sound 
qualhy graphics that will 
blow the blanket off your PA! 

lie details: 

S Constant Q equalizers extibit 
superior feedback control cnaracteris-
tics, but don't all sound the same. 
Filters must combine witn minimum 
rpple to achieve Dredictabfe fre-
quen.cy response. Q must be opti-
nized to limit interaction Detween 
adjacent bands. Our filters exhibit the 

best combination of minimun 
ripple and maxirr um selectivi:y. 
The graphs to the right were made 
w-th all faders at maximum boost, 
not a typical setting, but a tes: that 
car. immediately pinpoint an 
equalizer's problems. The ripple from 
the well known brand X is not hard 
tc hear! The Sym,etrix graprnrs not 
only look better on paper., they 
sound significantly better! 

Ee TH D+Noise (1 kHz at +4dBu, eq 
in, all bands flat) is <0.002%. A very 
important spec in any EQ., .t can on4 
be ,acheived with meticul•ous design 
and exacting craftsmanship. 

iS Precision grounded center 
detent metal shaft faders. Two 
Important concepts: 1) —he center 
de:ent means that when a fader is ir 
:he center (grounded) position its 
filter contributes zero noise. 2) Metal 
shaft faders operate more siroothly 
and reliably over time. They cost 3 lot 
more than plastic ones found in 
competing units, but we be ieve -.hat 
without them you don't have a 
professional EQ. 

blanket placed over my PA 
or degrade sound quality? 
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Symettix 531E0 °Brand X EQ 

II 

Al - T, 

Vaealble low and high cut filters. 
Visible woofer cone movement is the 
result of subsonic audio passing 
though your system. Our variable low 
cut filter stabilizes your speaker voice 
coils without sacrifycing low end audio. 
Ultrasonic audio destroys horns. The 
531E and 532E variable hi cut filter 
removes the high frequencies you can't 
hear, and saves you money at the 
saine time. 

The two position range control 
switches the 31 graphic faders 
between a standard +/-1-2.dB range 
and a high resolution i-/-6dB range_ 

FOR PROOUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CD 

• Large high contrast knobs and 
crisp graphics. A feature we know 
youll appreciate late at night when 
you're really tired. (Many EQ's don't 
ever have knobs on their faders!) 

• Servo controlled output 
stages eliminate large electrolytic 
caps from the output. The result is 
zero DC output offset, a low -3db 
rolloff point (6Hz), and the elimina-
tion of output loading effects. 

LED input level ladder. An EQ's 
dynamic range spec can only be 
achieved when the incoming signal is 
properly adjusted With the 531E and 
532E input signals are set precisely 
where they need to be. Dynamic 
range of over 112dB is assured 

• We've got more features: internal 
power supply, failsaIe relay bypass, CE 
compliance, XLR and 1/4" connectors, 
high tolerance multi dialectnc film 
capacitors (resulting in low sensitivity 
to temperature changes), and many 
more. We can't go zurther here, but if 
you call us we'd love to. 

Specs can tell you a lot, but the 
sound is everything. Give our 
single channel 531E or dual chan-
nel 532E a try and we're sure you'll 
agree that these EQS can indeed 
blow the blanket off your PA1 

O etrix 
Lynnwood, WA, LISA 

TEL (800)288-8855 / (206)787-3222 
FAX (206)787-3211 

WWWSYMETRIXAUD1O.COM 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1817 
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STEVEN EPS1 EIN 
CLASSICAL MASTER AND ALL THAT JAZZ 

Steven Epstein still has the first 
record he ever owned, a 
copy of Mozart's Piano Con-

certo no. 21 that was given to him 
at the age of two. Presciently, per-
haps, that record had a Columbia 
label; for nearly a quarter century, 
and his entire adult life, Epstein has 
worked as a classical music pro-
ducer for Columbia/CBS/Sony. 
He says it's the only job he ever 
wanted, from the time he was 14 
and listening intently to classical 
music in his parents' living room 
in Queens, New York. While still 
in high school, he went to Tom 
Frost of the CBS Masterworks label, 
and told him about his dream of 
being a classical producer; when 
Epstein finished college in 1973, 
Frost and Masterworks co-director 
Tom Shepard hired him. 

Since then, Epstein has pro-
duced more than 200 records for 
CBS/Sony, and he has a slew of 
Grammy nominations ( 18) and 
awards ( 13) to show for his hard 
work, including trophies for Pro-
ducer of the Year in 1984 and 1995. 
In the classical realm, he's pro-
duced works by giants of every 
period—Bach, Mozart, Handel, 
Beethoven, Brahms, Mahler, 
Tchaikovsky, Dvorák, Rachmani-
noff, Schoenberg, Ives, to name 
just a prominent handful—and 
with many of the finest orchestras 
and musicians in the world: im-
pressive soloists like Yo-Yo Ma, 
Cho-Liang Lin, Isaac Stem, Pinchas 
Zukerman, Mstislav Rostropovich 
and Midori. But he has also 
worked at the fringes, producing 
music by lesser known composers 
from the Baroque period to mod-
em times. 

And then there is his 13-year as-
sociation with jazz and classical 
trumpet virtuoso Wynton Marsalis, 
whom Epstein once said "is the 
closest I'm ever gonna get to 
Mozart." Indeed, Marsalis is an in-
credibly prolific composer and mu-
sician, equally at home cutting 
albums of jazz standards, piccolo 

trumpet pieces from the 17th cen-
tury, and his own always-ambitious 
works for large and small groups. 
The most recent collaboration be-
tween the two is Wynton's Blood 
on the Fields, a sprawling three-
hour musical saga about slavery 
and freedom. 

Today, Epstein has the exalted 
title of senior executive producer 
for Sony Classical, but he's still out 
there in the trenches, so to speak, 
producing an average of eight to 
ten records a year. New discs com-
ing down the pike from him in-
clude recordings of Respighi's 
Roman Trilogy (" Pines," "Foun-
tains," "Feste"), the organ sympho-
ny by Saint-Saens, a concerto by 
the Chinese composer Tan Dun 
(with Yo-Yo Ma), and a percus-
sion-and-orchestra piece by Take-
mitsu. Somehow, too, he manages 
to find time to bop from New York 

BY BLAIR JACKSON 

to Montreal's prestigious McGill 
University to teach a course in clas-
sical music production. Just a kid 
from Queens, loving every minute 
of his dream job. 

What are you working on these 
days? It seems as though you work 
on such an interesting variety of 
music. 
Sometimes it seems like a juggling 
act. Right now I'm making a 
couple of adjustments in a record-
ing we did of the Concerto for Or-
chestra by composer Richard 
Danielpour, with the Pittsburgh 
Symphony and David Zinman con-
ducting. Richard Danielpour has 
written some very virtuosic music 
for orchestra. 
Virtuosic? Do you mean "hard to 
play'? 
Difficult to play, surely, because 
each part is quite soloistic. It is 
challenging, but very accessible 
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Your smartest buy in a basic DAT 
recorder. A third sampling 

frequency (32kHz) offers up to 
4 hours of extended play. 

AES/EBU and S/PDIF optical 
1/09 offer professional interface. 

The most affordable timecode 
capable DAT recorder, bar none. 

Fully loaded with all options, 
nothing comes close to the 

D-15TCR. Chase functions are 
built in and instant start is 

available without pre-loading. 

Your best value in a studio 
timecode DAT recorder. Ifs the 

third generation machine from the 
company that first offered a 
timecode DAT recorder (the 
Fostex D-20). A workhorse 
professional DAT recorder. 

The pinnacle of sophistication in 
a timecode DAT recorder. 

Dedicated softkeys help you breeze 
thru menu settings and commands. 
Ease of routine maintenance has 
made it one of the most reliable 
DAT recorders in the industry. 
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to the listener, with its striking melodies 
and exciting, well-crafted orchestrations. 
That's a 24-bit, two-mic recording. It's 
really spectacular sounding. That should 
be out in April. 
Can you hear the difference with the 
24-bit? 
Yes. In fact, we ran two versions, a 20-
bit and 24-bit. Of course, it all gets re-
solved down into 16-bit [for CD release], 
but there is a difference in the relative 
sound. The 24-bit has more resolution 
in the softer passages, a greater sense of 
the room and more dynamic range. 

I've also been working on a piece by 
Wynton called Blood on the Fields, it's a 
massive score—three CDs—and it's writ-
ten for a big band. The core of it is his 
septet, and then there are three vocalists 
who sing virtually throughout the work. 
The singers are Cassandra Wilson, Miles 
Griffith and Jon Hendricks. This is the 
first time Wynton has written this kind 
of extensive vocal piece. It's like a jazz 
oratorio. We're mixing that now. 
What kind of things are involved in 
mixing a work like that? 
Well, it's not your typical big band sort 
of writing, where the writing is general-
ly in block form, with the usual solos. 

This is very complex music, densely 
harmonized, somewhat polyphonic, 
and with wonderful melodies through-
out. Each tune presents its own difficul-
ties as far as what melodic lines to bring 
out, who's leading. We've been honing 
and refining it to get it right. 
How long did the sessions go on? 
They went on for four or five days. It 
wasn't too bad. The musicians had it 
down. 
When you work with somebody like Wyn-
ton for many, many years as you have, 
and in all different genres, from jazz to 
baroque, how much does the work itself 
affect the sort of pre-production you do? 
Doing Standard Time Vol 2 must be dif 
ferent from doing Levee Low Moan or 
Gabriel's Garden or the new work... 
It does change. The piece we're doing 
now, Blood on the Fields, is actually 
scored, though the solos, as usual, are 
done spontaneously, but based on the 
progressions that Wynton has written. 
But most of the material is scored out, 
so you have something concrete on a 
piece of paper that you can mark up 
with regard to cues and tempo, like an 
orchestral score. You can prepare this 
kind of piece in a much more detailed 
manner, as opposed to something like 
Standard Time, which might have some 

Distributed and supported by: 

t.c.electronic 

charts, but nothing really written out. 
When you go in knowing that some-
thing is scored exactly, does it give you 
the latitiude of knowing you have 
more freedom to do punch-ins or 
multiple takes for assemblage? 
Sure. 
What is your philosophy on that issue? 
My concept of recording jazz, which I 
know is also Wynton's, is to have it all 
take place in real time, 99.9 percent of 
the time, so everyone can play off every-
one else, and to know that it's happen-
ing in a particular environment, or a 
particular room, which will also offer a 
certain amount of character to the 
recording. Unlike a really dead studio. 

Recording jazz for me falls right in 
between recording classical and record-
ing pop, in that in classical, of course 
you want a sense of the room, as you 
do in jazz. But in classical you don't 
want to get that close to the instru-
ments. You want to have intimacy with 
jazz, so it's closer to pop in that sense. 

In jazz, from a producer's stand-
point—at least from my standpoint, and 
my background is more in classical 
music—when you're doing something 
that doesn't have a score accompanying 
the music, you pretty much have to go 
on instinct and you have to judge 

TUBE-TECH LCA 2B 

STEREO COMPRESSOR 

AND LIMITER 

Tube- Tech stands for uncompromised 

Danish design philosophy and craftman-

ship. True to its heritage, the [CA 2B 

Stereo Compressor and Limiter has 100% 

transformer coupled circuitry and tubes 

that deliver the unmistakable sound of 

high quality vintage equipment. 

The [CA 2B is a two channel unit with 

independent compressor and limiter for 

each channel. It boasts the best technical 

specifications such as a Frequency 

Response of 5 Hz to 50 kHz and a Noise 

Level of less than -85 dBu. 

Tube-Tech...in a class by themselves. For 

a dealer near you, call I - 888-4VVARMTH. 

TC Electronic Inc., 705-A Lakefield Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361 Phone: (805) 373-1828 Fax :(805) 379-2648 Email: tcus@tcelectronic.com WWVV: http://www.tcelectronic.com 
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Virtuct(lly no competition). 

Starting at $39,500, the Virtua Digital Console is in a class all its own. 
The Soundtracs Virtua has signaled the beginning of 

a new era in digital consoles. 
For audio engineers, digital consoles have made the 

seamless integration of complex and diverse audio and 
video equipment possible, while achieving a high quality 
audio mix at breakneck speed. But what has been a distant 
luxury for some, has suddenly become an affordable reality. 

The Virtua integrates a vast array of analog and digi-
tal studio devices, allowing them to be processed, bussed, 

compared and mixed in an intuitive, fast, and flexible 
manner, which shortens the production process. And 
with specs like rapid format configuration, instant para-
meter recall and dynamic and snapshot automation, the 
Virtua is everything you want in a digital console—at 
less than half the cost of the competition. 

We think once you've done your homework you'll agree 
that Virtua is at the head of the digital console class regard-
less of its price. At $39,500, it is simply in a class all its own. 

SOUNDTRACS 
Phone: (516) 393-8520 • email: soundtracs@korgusa.com SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #S5763 

Soundtracs products are fully supported and marketed in the United States by Korg USA, Inc. CI996 Soundtracs USA, 316 South Service Road, Melville, NY 11747-3201 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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whether you think the performance is 
okay, or "Maybe we could do one that 
swings a little more." But I certainly 
defer to Wynton in those cases. If 
there's something I think is grossly 
wrong, I'll make a comment, but my 
main job in jazz recording is to make 
sure the sound is right, the balances are 
right, and to help the progress of the 
session along. And to offer some aes-
thetic points. But when a jazz soloist is 
playing a solo, he's composing at that 
moment. One person can think it's 
great, one person can think it's not 
great, but it's not really black-and-white; 
it's a gray issue. So that's why it's good 
to have at least two or three takes of a 
performance that you can compare to 
decide which is the best. 
it must be a different discipline work-
ing with jazz players and with classical 
musicians. 
Yes, that's true. In classical you're ad-
hering very closely to the printed page, 
to the musical score, whereas in jazz 
that isn't the case. In jazz, yes you want 
it to sound as good as it can, but if 
there's an occasional strange note or 
dirty note, that's fine; it might actually 
add to the feeling of the piece. In classi-

cal, if you listen to a piece of music 
that's been known through decades or 
centuries and you hear a flubbed horn 
note, for instance, you have to do some-
thing about it, obviously. At the same 
time, you want the performance of an 
orchestra or ensemble to feel sponta-
neous. 
How conscious are you of the recorded 
tradition of a piece? For instance, all 
the Beethoven symphonies and piano 
concertos have been recorded numer-
ous times, and there are certain ver-
sions that are more highly regarded 
than others. If you were going to record 
the Emperor Concerto, would you 
check out other versions first to see 
what other Interpretations were like? 
I might. If there's a version that every-
body talks about, I'll probably check it 
out just to see what someone else did. 
But I think the primary goal in my job is 
to capture what the artists I'm working 
with are doing, because it's their voice, 
it's their character and personality that 
you want to convey from the studio or 
the concert hall onto the tape. People 
aren't buying it to hear the producer's 
interpretation, although certainly the ef-
fects of a producer's contribution in a 
classical recording and a jazz record-
ing—and certainly in a pop recording— 

Analog & Digital A2-D 
Audio Measurement System 
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will be there, not only from the stand-
point of making sure the notes are cor-
rect, and making a suggestion or two 
about interpretive matters, but also in 
creating the sonic atmosphere and char-
acter: the producer's stamp, which 
should be identifiable by the listener. 
I think a lot of people get so used to cer-
tain versions of classical pieces that it's 
difficult for them to be open to new in-
terpretations. I've certainly felt that 
way about things I know fairly well, 
like certain Beethoven symphonies. I'll 
pick up a new version and say, "No, no. 
This is all wrong. It's too slow!" 
Oh, everybody goes through that! It's a 
very tricky question because you be-
come so familiar with a perfonnance that 
another version might not seem as valid. 
In my job I have to be very careful about 
where I decide to make a comment 
about tempo or interpretation, because 
again, it's not my interpretation; it's the 
musicians' and the conductors'. But on 
listening to a playback, I might say to the 
conductor, "Do you think we could have 
more clarinet in that section?" and he 
might say, "No, I think it's fine," because 
that's how he likes it. Or he might say, 
"Sure, let's bring it up a bit." 

In the old days, meaning the late '60s 
-CONTINUED ON PAGE 252 
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Lc. electronic 

When TC Electronic set out to make the 
nnovative Wizard M2000 and Finalizer 
ve knew we were in the process of 
:reating something truly unique, 
lut let's be realistic for a momert: 
rhat's a statement everyone cou'd make! 

THE WIZARD FINALIZER: 

"Master Piece" 

Hugh Robjohns, !,end 0.1 Sound, >men re- 1996 

"My wife stole mine 

and put it in her studio" 

Roger Nichols, EQ, December lore 

"- the Finalizer offers a tweaker's paradise" 

Ty Ford, Pro Audio itzview, febnral, 

"Very few pioducs hav€ 

thrilled me like the Finadzer 

Florian Richter MusikMagazic, Feb•uar, :997 

"Resistance is useless" 

Fritz Fey, StudioMagazin,Oktabers9,4 

dte 

Editors Pick 1996 

Musician segment, December age§ 

Editor's Pick 1996 

Musician Magazine, Deeemeer 1996 

Don't take our 
word for it! 

- take theirs: 
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JOHN MEYER 
FOUNDER AND DESIGNER AT MEYER SOUND LABS 

j
ohn Meyer is one of those rare 
individuals who are driven by 
a single cause: in his case, to 

improve the quality of sound re-
production. Although Meyer lacks 
a formal scientific background, he's 
paid his dues in touring sound, has 
accumulated an enviable under-
standing of the physics of sound 
propagation and has developed in-
novative ways of overcoming the 
many inherent limitations of loud-
speaker technology. 

Meyer Sound products are in-
stalled and in regular use at such 
venues as Walt Disney World's 
EPCOT Center and Disney-MGM 
Studios in Orlando; Boston's Sym-
phony Hall; El Teatro Gran Rex in 
Buenos Aires; and the Royal Shake-
speare Theatre in Stratford-upon-
Avon, England. Meyer Sound 
systems are also first-choice equip-
ment for music festivals, such as 
the Telluride Bluegrass Festival and 
the Montreux Jazz Festival, and in 
live theater shows, such as Les Mis-
erables and Beauty and the Beast. 

Born in 1943 in Oakland, Calif., 
John Meyer took engineering 
courses at Heald Institute of Tech-
nology before joining the staff of 
Harry McCune Sound Service, a 
San Francisco multimedia rental 
firm for which he designed several 
loudspeaker systems. Invited to 
Montreux, Switzerland, in 1973 to 
consult for the Institute for Ad-
vanced Musical Studies, Meyer em-
barked on an extensive program of 
research into the myriad sources of 
nonlinearity in audio transducers. 
The fruits of these studies include 
a body of fascinating data on dis-
tortion sources in microphones, 
along with an ultralow-distortion 
horn driver design. Upon his re-
turn to the U.S. in 1975, Meyer 
worked as a consultant in sound 
contracting and served as technical 
director for a direct-to-disc audio-
phile record company. In 1979, he 
founded Meyer Sound Laboratories 
Inc., the professional loudspeaker 

manufacturing company of which 
he is president. 

Have you always been interest-
ed in sound? 
Yes. I remember as a little kid 
taking out a book on how to 
make sound. It showed a gear 
and a battery; if you put that 
in series with a speaker, 
it would make a clicking 
sound. By moving that wheel 
around in a circle and inter-
rupting the battery, it would 
make a musical sound from 
the speaker. We had a 
sound department at Oak-
land High where we ran 
movies during lunch. We 
had a pretty sophisticated 
sound system; in electron-
ics shop we built things 
like mixers. So that also 
gave me a lot of practical experi-
ence in high school. By that time I 
had also gotten my license to oper-
ate a radio station, and I worked at 
KPFA and KPFB [San Francisco], 
where we experimented with bin-
aural sound in the late '50s. So I 
grew up in that world of high tech, 
and understood linearity and quali-
ty transmitters. 
Was audio your first choice of a 
career?.. 
Yes it was. I always felt bad when I 
went to concerts. I remember, in 
particular, a Donovan concert at 
Oakland Coliseum, because the 
sound was so bad that no one 
could hear. I knew that it should be 
possible [to improve the quality of 
live sound], so I could contribute by 
building systems that would be very 
high-quality. I always wanted to de-
velop sound system design to 
bridge the gap between an audi-
ence and the artist. 
And you found that the commer-
cial systems didn't perform the 
way you thought they should? 
Very much so. My first start was a 

BY MEL LAMBERT 

company I set up 
in 1969, called Glyph. We built 
large, 8-foot by 8-foot exponential 
horns, and then a 4-foot horn with 
Altec-Lansing parts. We also built a 
flying, quadraphonic sound system 
in the San Rafael Ballroom, called 
Pepperland; our first groups were 
Pink Floyd, Steve Miller and Joan 
Baez. We [handled sound] for a 
bunch of people right away. And 
that led me to a job at McCune 
Sound, where I built the horn-
loaded, tri-amplified JM3. 

During the early '70s, while I 
was with McCune, the company 
was doing rental work for the con-
cert industry. We handled sound 
for Creedence Clearwater [Revival], 
Grateful Dead, Elvis Presley and 
Herb Alpert. We did the Kool Jazz 
tour, which was a stadium tour, 
and got into a lot of concert work. 
In 1973 you were invited to the In-
stitute of Advanced Music Studies 
in Montreux, Switzerland. How 
did that come about? 
I was starting to do more classical 
work at McCune—outdoor con-
certs at Stanford, and symphony 
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INSIGHTS 

music. I got involved with the Institute. 
which was contemplating building a 
high-quality P.A. sound system for clas-
sical music. My primary search was to 
discover the origins of nonlinearity in 
audio transducers. One of the things 
that became very clear was that horns 
were a very good way of controlling 
sound. But we needed some way—a 
horn or lens—to control the sound and 
keep it off the walls and the ceiling. But 
horns were known to produce quite a 
bit of distortion. Eventually, I came up 
with a way of countering this distortion, 
for which I was awarded 
a patent. 
What, in essence, did you 
come up with in your 
horn design? 
The problem with horns is 
that air is non-linear; it 
does not transmit sound 
the same for all frequen-
cies. You have to move 
the diaphragm in a non-
linear way in order to 
compensate for this distor-
tion. Basically, there are a 
couple of different ap-
proaches. One is to calcu-
late the distortion and 
then subtract it from the 
input. The other is to use 
electronics and other me-
chanical means. We opted 
for a combination of both to provide 
the correction. 
And these developments became part of 
the Meyer Sound processors that you 
later built into your active systems? 
Yes. We have been slowly implement-

ing it over the years. We have kept 
refining the process so that each gen-
eration we make gets better, with 
lower distortion. Theoretically, we 
should be able to get to a very high 
level of pressure. Air by itself is 
around three percent distortion at 130 
dB SPL, so we have been able to 
lower this by more than ten times in 
the laboratory and more than three 
times in production. 
Basically, you're preconditioning the 
signal to take into account the non-
linearity response at certain frequen-
cies of the horn and its interaction 
with air? 
Right. 
And that principle is now incorporated 
in both your P.A. and studio systems? 
Yes, to a degree. Now that we have 
self-powered systems, it's much easier 
to implement these kinds of things than 

when you have to use a separate power 
amplifier. Integrated systems allow us to 
build a product where everything is 
much tighter-coupled. The [touring-
sound] industry was starting to plateau 
because there were too many un-
knowns that would keep you from get-
ting it perfect. 
In 1979, you set up Meyer Sound Labo-
ratories with your wife, Helen. Was the 
company established with the idea of 
manufacturing systems that incorpo-
rated some of these new technologies 
you'd investigated in Montreux? 
Yes. Our charter was to build equip-
ment that wasn't available to the audio 

Meyer in 1985, pre-S1M, working with a Hewlett-Packard test system on location 

trade; it had nothing to do with what 
anyone else was doing. We wanted to 
he very out-front so that people who 
were involved with us weren't looking 
at the competition. 
Your first product was a custom-de-
signed woofer for theaters showing 
Apocalypse Now. How did that connec-
tion come about? 
We built a studio monitor in Switzer-
land called ACD, which I was demon-
strating in Berkeley. Tom Scott 
[engineer at Francis Ford Coppola's 
original American Zoetrope Studios] 
heard about it, and we started talking. 
The studio wanted to have this low-fre-
quency sound for the napalm explosion 
during the helicopter attack in Apoca-
4pse. So we built a special subwoofer 
that would go down to 30 cycles and 
be linear; we tried it out at the North 
Point [Theater, San Francisco]. Coppola 
said he really wanted to feel that low-
frequency sound strongly. 

Then we started showing it to 
the Grateful Dead, and it started 
to become popular in rock 'n' roll. It 
ended up being a double 18-inch in a 

sixth-order box, so it wouldn't be big. 
Meyer Sound's next product was the 
UM-1 Ultra Monitor, again using this 
ultralow-distortion driver in a bi-am-
peed stage monitor cabinet with your 
patented horn and control electronics 
unit. This is where you're pre-distorting 
the signal to ensure linear overall re-
sponse? 
The Ultra Monitor's performance was 
controlled by suspension and how the 
driver is functioning. You can do it 
physically or electronically. Most of the 
pre-distortion work of the Ultra Monitor 
was done in the driver itself; the driver 
causes frequency variations that we 

pick up with the electron-
ics. Technically, they're 
both designed to make this 
work. 
Who did you get to make 
this special driver for you? 
We first modified drivers 
built for us by Yamaha in 
Japan, and we bought 
about 95 percent of the 
output. Now we work with 
several vendors and do 
more of the assembly work 
here in the company. 
The UM-1 was followed in 
1980 by the UPA-1, which 
was the first speaker cabi-
net designed to be arrayed 
We started recognizing 
that when we put a lot of 
my horn-loaded JM-3 

speakers together, they started losing 
their fidelity. We tried to figure out 
what this was and discovered that 
there was a lot of interaction between 
cabinets that wasn't disappearing with 
distance. We put a lot of work in the 
UPA to get the cabinets to work next 
to each other. The cabinet is trape-
zoidal. Now in products like our [self-
powered] CQ-1 and CQ-2, we can 
refine that coupling to an even higher 
degree. 

The UPA was, to my knowledge, the 
first effort to get [P.A. cabinets] to array. 
Back in the '30s, the first real arrays 
were multi-cellular exponential horns; 
they were multiple-section horns made 
by Jensen and Altec. They pretty much 
disappeared because when you walked 
in front of them you could really hear 
the sound lobes. 
In 1981, you unveiled the MSL-10, a 
high-power, high-Q system. What was 
the thinking there? 
We had a job to do at the Oakland Col-
iseum. They wanted the audience and 
the players to be able to hear the sys-
tem. I wanted to make sure that an 
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INSIGHTS 

array would work. It eventually led to 
the development of our MSL-3; the 
MSL-I..0 was a perfect way to try it in a 
fixed, stadium situation. If that worked 
well, we would go back and break it 
into pieces, so that users could put 
them together, depending on the size 
they needed. We wanted to really un-
derstand what array systems were 
going to sound like in a stadium. 
So it's better to build a Imge-format sys-
tem, and then divide it down? 
Yes. That's what we told Starship and 
Grateful Dead, who were first going to 
try it on the open stadium, to make 

sure it all worked. We did a sound 
demonstration to make sure that their 
pieces would work. 
Hou, do you think the live sound in-
dustry bas changed in the past decade-
and-a-half? Has it become more 
demanding in terms of quality and 
power? 
In the '70s, I thought that sound was 
terrible. Overall levels have increased 
to a point where it's starting to 
plateau again; pretty much when you 
go to concerts you can hear above the 
screaming of the people. Overall, as a 
professional community, we've made 
a lot of gains, but I think that we're 
just barely started in terms of what 
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Meyer in 1968 

can be done—multichannel sound 
has not been explored yet. 
Big doesn't necessarily mean beautiful 
in live sound. What advice would you 
offer for somebody designing a sound 
systein? 
As our field becomes more profession-
al, and more solvent, a lot of people 
come to the market thinking that this 
would he a great place to make some 
money. You see a lot of consumer-type 
companies coming into the marketplace 
to sell something that looks like a "pro-
fessional" loudspeaker. The problem is 
that there is more to making a sound 
system work than having a trapezoidal 
box. Like how to work in overload, and 

power fluctuations—things that you 
need to know about. You should stick 
with the people who have the experi-
ence. For example, I'm not a believer in 
moving sound through digital fiber op-
tics, if there is a possibility of it causing 
problems during a concert. If something 
goes wrong in a small town, where are 
you going to get parts? Radio Shack? 
We can't afford to have the sound 
stopped because the fiber gets wet! 
I would also think that cabinetry de-
sign—the ruggedness and mounting 
bardware—is also verr important? 

We don't ever want an accident to 
occur. We tie all the tops of the cabi-
nets, through the sides and bottoms; the 
bigger systems are completely wrapped 
in steel either inside or outside. I've 
seen trapezoidal boxes—copies of mine 
made in Switzerland—with the top off, 
the whole rigging held in the air, and 
the box is on the ground. The lid was 
just glued on. I see corporations come 
into professional sound from the home 
entertainment business, and they don't 
get it. 
What are your favorite installations? 
I like doing opera. The installation we 
did with the [San Francisco] Civic Audi-
torium for live opera sounds wonderful. 
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To hear an opera reproduced in a [large 
auditorium] without being aware of the 
sound system is a great experience. 

The Grateful Dead was fun because 
they always had plenty of equipment 
and nothing was in overload. The last 
thing I did with the Dead was to cancel 
10 to 15 dB of the low-frequency sound 
that spilled onto the stage between 
30 and 100 cycles. Everything has to 
work perfectly—be in-phase and wired 
right—otherwise it doesn't work. The 
Dead were willing to put the effort into 
wiring everything correctly and setting 
it up so that we could try to get some of 
that bass off the stage. 

The work was based on antennae 
theory—the ability to "steer" the sound 
off the stage. It works very well and is 
able to suppress LF by 15 d13. Which 
made it very exciting for the band [be-
cause] it didn't sound like a big "tub" 
anymore. 

In order to get to the next level, 
where we can really control the sound, 
we have to become more disciplined in 
terms of everything being hooked up 
right. Amps cannot he in overload; if 
your amplifier is clipping, it's no longer 
linear. 
Who are some of the outstanding 

sound designers working on Broadway 
and live concerts? 
Tony Meola—I like the work that he's 
been doing. Abe Jacob, of course, plus 
Roger Gans, Mark Gray, Jim Lebrecht, 

We were fighting 

against the theory 

that it couldn't be done; 

that's always hard, 

because I only have 

my intuition 

and belief that 

man can do anything. 

Bill Platt, François Bergeron and 
Jonathan Dean. These are also people 
who are pushing the envelope. We're 
starting to develop the next level of 
technology with steering the sound, 
and well give tools to these new de-
signers. It's already a lot simpler with in-

tegrated systems, because they can use 
more speakers and more elements in a 
complicated design. 
Let's move on to your studio systems. 
Obviously, these two threads have run 
in parallel, but it's only been in the past 
decade that you've offered studio sys-
tems. When was the IID-1 High Defini-
tion Monitor introduced? 
Nineteen ninety one. Actually, we 
weren't building the HD-1 as a studio 
product. We were building it as a tester 
for microphones. I wanted an accurate 
source that would put out good 
pulse—to be phase- and time-correct-
ed to a very high degree. I think we 
started in '85 and were working on a 
small speaker. 
We were investigating how to make 

a perfect pulse come out of this speak-
er. Some of the sound will come out 
right away and some later due to delay. 
You have to somehow delay the sound 
inside the system so that all frequencies 
are phase-coherent. When we got it 
done, we were very impressed. Mark 
Johnson IMSLI's marketing manager] 
said that we had a viable product. So 
we built a second one. At the time, this 
was like a 4-foot rack of electronics. 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 249 
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SY KLOPPS STUDIOS 
BLUESMAN'S BASE 

Music in-
dustry vet-
eran Herbie 

Herbert has seen many 
sides of the business. The San 
Francisco Bay Area resident hit the 
big time when he started managing 
Journey in the '70s, then built on 
this success in the '80s when he 
took on other acts that also went to 
the top of the charts including Eu-
rope, Roxette and Mr. Big. But after 
many years as a manager, Herbert 
felt it was time to move on. (Man-
aging bands, he says, "bears an in-
credibly strong resemblance to 
work—it's really a lot harder than 
anybody thinks.") 

Deciding to follow his fancy. 
Herbert made the move to the front 
of the stage, reinventing himself as 
a blues guitarist and singer, adopt-
ing (in the tradition of greats like 
Muddy Waters and Howlin' Wolf) 
the nom de blues of Sy Klopps. He 
put together a band, and even be-
fore they played their first gig, they 
went into the studio and cut an 
album. Many gigs and another 
album later, Herbert realized that 
for reasons of both cost and cre-
ativity, it would be well worth it to 
have his own studio. Today, he is 
well into his latest industry incarna-
tion as the owner of the two-year-
old Sy Klopps Studios. 

The studio is located on the for-
mer site of Herbert's management 
offices in San Francisco's China 
Basin. Herbert spent two years 

Herbie "Sr Klopps" Herbert in the tracking 

room at hi; studio. In the control room 

is engineer Marty Strayer. 

working on the conversion, con-
structing and equipping the space 
with advice from one of his clients, 
producer Kevin Elson, and help 
from engineer Tom Size. Size put 
the wiring harnesses together 
("every bit of wire is Mogami," Her-
bert says), and Herben brought in 
David Carroll Electronics to do the 
patchbays. The completed 2,000-
square-foot facility comprises a big 
tracking space, a large, acoustically 
isolated control room and three iso 
booths. The studio is equipped 
with 32 tracks of Alesis ADAT XT, 
KRK and Meyer HD-1 monitors 
and an Alesis X2 board. However, 
Herbert says, "When we record, 
very little goes through the board. 
We are totally into reduced signal 
path and go as much direct to tape 
as we can. That's why we've in-
vested so much in outboard pre-
amps." Focusrite Quad and Red 1, 
Neve and Avalon M2 are some 
of the studio's mic pre's. Other fea-
tured gear includes GML and 
Manley EQs, an Eventide H3000 

BY ADAM BEYDA 

Ultraharmonizer, 
Lexicon PCM 70, 

,4̀. TC Electronic 2290 
and M2000 units, two 

complete racks of dbx gear, 
and a variety of mics by Coles, 
.AKG, CAD, Shure and Neumann. 
Herbert also outfitted the studio 
with a large collection of vintage 
instruments and amps (he is partic-
ularly proud of a sweet '59 Strat 
and a mint-condition 1960 Ham-
mond B-3). "And we keep adding 
more toys!" he says. 

It's a nice setup for a bluesman 
to have at his disposal, yet Herbert 
is not only an artist, he's also a pa-
tron: He says that one of the first 
projects recorded at the studio after 
its completion was the debut re-
lease for San Francisco blues artist 
Tommy Castro. "There's a great 
deal of recording going on here," 
Herbert adds, "I have a lot of 
friends! We've done a couple of Ti-
betan music albums, and I have 
(Journey guitarist] Neal Schon and 
Kit Walker making an album here 
right now. When all those people 
record here, it's for free. They just 
pay for tape and engineering time." 
Still, Herbert emphasizes that the 
studio is a private facility that's 
mainly used for his own projects. 
It's really a place for the Sy Klopps 
Blues Band (with help from in-
house engineer Marty Strayer) to 
do their thang. "We record here 
and create here," Herbert says, "we 
roll tape the whole time." 
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Anthony DeMaria Labs 

It May Come As A Shock To You... 
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Partial Client List: 

The Rolling Stones • Flood (U2, Depeche Mode), London • Bob Clearmountain • Bon Jovi • Sony Music, NY • Butch Vig (Nirvana) • Bearsville Studios, NY 
Peter Moshay (Mariah Carey) • DJ Pooh (Ice Cube), L.A. • Chung King House of Metal, N.Y. • lsley Bros. • Heart • Hall & Oates • Foreigner • Masterdisk, N.Y. • The Cult 

Paul Northfield (Rush, Queensryche, Alice Cooper), Canada • EMI Studios, Australia • Sunset Sound Factory, L.A. • Neil Dorfman (Sting, Paul McCartney, Def Leppard) NY 
Platinum Studios, Thailand • Bad Animals Studio, Seattle • Margarita Mix, L.A. • Steve Barker (L.A. Philharmonic, jazz & blues festivals), L.A. • Sony Studios, Japan 
John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter), Nashville • Glen Phimister (Olivia Newton John), Australia • Bernie Becker (Neil Diamond) • Jimmy Buffet • Shawn Colvir 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
Sales: (818) 340-0228 • Fax: (818) 340-4331 • Service: (914) 256-0032 
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HUSTON PROFESSIONAL ST AMPLIFIERS 

Introducing a New Standard 

in Professional Amplifier 

Design and Performance 

In the demanding professional 

environment, you need an ampli-

fier that is transparent, neutral 

and uncoloured. You want to hear 

the music, not the electronics. 

Preserving the integrity of the 

source signal is paramount to 

Bryston's design philosophy. 

Bryston amplifiers are versatile 

performers, designed for use in a 

variety of demanding professional 

and commercial applications, 

iriçluding high quality recording 

studios, radio and television 

broadcast facilities, theatre and 

so.undstage amplification, arena 

and nightclub installations and 

multi- amplified speaker systems 

of all types. 

Music 
for a 
Generation 

Our ultra- linear input buffer-

with-gain feeds the amplifier 

channels from both balanced 

and unbalanced inputs, result-

ing in sizable reductions in 

noise floor and distortion. 

-4 EA 
Listen past the equipment and experience the perjiirmance as intended. Bryston professional ST amplifiers, 

from the top: 85 ST 4 channel 120 upe, 55 ST 3 channel 120 upe, 45 ST 250 win- stereo, 75 ST 500 watts 

mono. Not shown is the 35 ST 120 upe stereo. 

Power supplies are completely 

independent per channel and 

employ multiple smaller filter 

capacitors, rather than single 

large filter cans, improving high 

frequency response. 

Bryston Ltd. P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, cavada K9J 

Tel: (705) 742-5325 Fax: (705) 742-0882 In the U.S. 106 West Lime Ave., Suite 207, Monro, 

CA. 91016 Tel: (818) 359-1454 Fax: (818) 359-9672 World Wide Web Site: www.bryston.ca 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

Wiring harnesses have been 

completely eliminated, so that 

channels plug directly onto the 

power supply PCB, reducing 

resistance and improving cur-

rent flow. 
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Emmy-Winning Sound for "X-Files" 

Original Sound Effects Recording 

Regional Audio Post: irimwousqui 
San Francisco and Seattle 



sound design to a number of CD-ROM 
and new media projects, including 
work on RIFFF, a Web site on MSN that 
allows visitors to interact with various 
musicians through graphics (a sort of in-
teractive music video) and cyber inter-
views. Artists featured include Herbie 
Hancock, Philip Glass and B.B. King. 

Barnes and Wemer's first gig as Clat-
ter&Din was for a Microsoft children's 
CD-ROM encyclopedia, and the voice 
work was a perfect shakedown project. 
In an effort to be closer to Microsoft, 
American Production Services opened a 
satellite office in Redmond this past year. 

Although each house feeds a bit off 
Microsoft, much as New York facilities 
pick up work from MTV or HBO, each 
is attempting to capture different mar-
kets. Obviously, a house like Bad Ani-
mals is searching out bigger projects, a 
là Hollywood film scores, while a facili-
ty like Earforce is content with local 
business. However, Nickel admits that 
Bad Animals must compete on both the 
smaller and larger projects in order to 
survive. "The interesting thing about us 
and really what our niche is and the 
way I think a bigger studio like ours is 
going to survive, is that we are able to 
accommodate a range of projects. We 
do film work, we do episodic work, 
and I think we do the bulk of that work 
in this market. But we also do a lot of 
commercial work, both locally and na-
tionally, and we do a lot of multimedia 
work, as well." 

Brown adds that the work has 
changed recently at Earforce, too, and it 
seems to follow the region's emphasis 
on new media. "If I took a look at what 
I was doing five years ago, I'd say it was 
mostly agency work. Now we do a lot 
of software and games." In addition to 
Microsoft, one of the other major clients 
that post houses mention is Sierra On-
line, which has used Pure Audio and 
Clatter&Din recently. 

And even though Werner and Barnes 
admit they are attempting to stretch be-
yond the 206 area code, their local busi-
ness keeps them hopping. "We're 
making our living primarily off of locally 
generated material, and I don't think 
that's going to change significantly other 
than in the new-media realm," says 
Werner. "It's an ongoing goal of ours to 
reach out beyond Seattle a little bit more. 
But being a small place, we don't have a 
marketing department. In fact, we are 
the marketing department," he finishes 
with a laugh. All in all, it's been their 
hardware purchases, including three 

Bad Animals post-production suite, Seattle 

Avid AudioVision systems and a Kyma 
PC-based workstation system, that have 
kept them competitive in a tough mar-
ket. "Technology allows us to play with 
the big boys. People can love us for our 
creativity and all that, but we have 
enough rooms that our volume capacity 
is the same as anybody else in town." 

Which is a point as easily made by 
Nickel, whose Bad Animals is arguably 
the largest house in the area. "Much of 
this industry is going in that direction: A 
lot of smaller boutiques are opening, 
with equipment being much more af-
fordable. I think you see kind of a shift in 
the market—one or two good-sized stu-
dios to a lot of boutiques—and then you 
have some of the bigger ones trying to 
carve out a slightly different niche." 

In every city, there's always a sur-
prising entrant in the market, and in 
Seattle it is American Production Ser-
vices. APS opened its doors 18 years 
ago as a video production/post house, 
and though it has been doing audio 
post since 1982, it's just recently made a 
number of significant upgrades in an at-
tempt to become one of the higher-end 
shops in the area. The largest purchase 
was an SSL Scenaria, which senior 
audio engineer Nick Denke says gives 
the facility a greater ability to go after 
national business. 

Although the company was founded 
for the purpose of tackling industrial 
video work, the audio post department 
has moved into a number of different 
fields. It's not that they've abandoned 
the industrial business; in fact, they've 
recently completed an industrial video 
for the City of Seattle. But Denke and 
company are looking to do more radio 
spots and episodic work. "We did a 
couple of feature films last year," he 
says, "and we're hoping to get a steady 
television series this year." 

Of course, APS was not the only 
company to make vast capital improve-

ments in an effort to grow. The ques-
tion begs to be asked: Was the switch 
from music to audio post worth it in the 
Bad Animals world? "Yeah," answers 
Nickel, "we've been through a lot of 
changes here, and like a lot of compa-
nies going through a major shift, we 
had a lot of work to do. It was a difficult 
year in trying to make all these changes 
and still keep the business running. We 
have not done any worse for wear, sur-
prisingly, in spite of all the construction 
and everything else going on," Nickel 
says. The construction started after Bad 
Animals owner Steve Lawson decided 
that the future for his company lay in 
post work rather than music produc-
tion. So, he took six of his rooms and 
converted them into audio post suites. 

Although Bad Animals and Steve 
Smith's Xtreme New Media truck 
(which records the Seattle Symphony in 
the chapel at St. Edward's Center in 
Kirkland) are working to pave the way 
for Seattle to become the Hollywood 
North scoring stage, the folks at Clat-
ter&Din aren't optimistic about captur-
ing that market. "I don't think people 
are coming up here to do film or televi-
sion work unless there's a compelling 
reason to be here. No one would have 
gone to the Music Source to do ADR for 
Northern Exposure if the show wasn't 
shot up here," says Barnes. "I don't 
think we have any illusions of being a 
destination. I tell people that as soon as 
Ron Howard moves to Seattle, we'll be 
doing film work." 

That said, the duo quickly agree with 
sentiments echoed by every other firm: 
"We don't think of Seattle as a farm 
team or as a secondary market," Werner 
says. "It's just where we live and work. 
We're village cobblers, and people up 
here need shoes, too." 

David John Fan'nella is a freelance writer 
based in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
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VXS MULTI- FORMAT PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

World's premier music production console 

Audio quality against which all other mixing consoles 

are judged 

Neve formant spectrum EQ and dynamics in each channel 

8 mono/4 stereo auxes when tracking, up to 48 auxes 

when mixing 

Master status switching for tracking, mixing and broadcast 

Colour TFT screen in meter bridge provides sight- level 

automation data and Recall displays 

Encore automation/mix data interchange with AMS Neve 

digital consoles 
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VXS Multi- Format consoles additionally providE 

Monitoring and output configurability 

Up to 8 discrete outputs/4 stereo pairs 

Monitoring independent of main outputs 

Support for three additional 8-track ATRs/dubbers, or 

2nd multitrack 

Additional stereo guide track inputs 

Per/Direct paddle switches for monitor select and 

record arm 

Optional music and dialogue dual track faders 

Optional assignable joystick panners 

HEAD OFFICE -. AMS Neve plc • Billington Road • Burnley Lancs BB11 SUB • England • Tel: .44 (0) 1282 457011 • 

Fax: .44(0)1282 417282 • LONDON - Tel: 0171 916 2828 • Fax: 0171 916 2827 

GERMANY - Tel: 61 31 9 42 520 • Fax: 61 31 942 5210 • NEW YORK - Tel: ( 212) 949 2324 • Fax: (212) 450 7339 

HOLLYWOOD Tel ( 213) 461 6383 • Fax: (213) 461 1620 • TORONTO - Tel: (416) 365 3363 - Fax: (416) 365 1644 

e-mail: enquiry6ams-neve.corn - http://www.arns neve.com 



If there were a formula for 

creating television viewer loyalty, you can be 

lleve Hollywood would have capitalized on 

it by now. Seinfeld works, but its 

clones have failed miserably. ER tops the 

Nielsens week in and week out, but the knock-

offs don't approach its numbers. And X 

Files...well, it's spawned no fewer than three 

network imitators, and none comes close to its 

broad-based appeal or cult-like 

following. In fact, X-Files is the 

only show to approach the per-

haps overused definition of 

"cult-like" outside the various in-

Seated at the Neotek console in the main room at 

West Productions are, L to R, mixers Nello Torn i and 

Dave West and facility president Dave Rawlinson. 

BY TOM 
KENNY 

carnations of Star Trek. 

Who's to say what breeds such success? For 

starters, some would say it's the under-

stated-yet-dynamic duo of Scully and 

Muldur, the scientist-skeptic FBI team that 

investigates the paranormal and supernatural. 

Others would say it's the writing, which consis-

tently straddles the fence of believability and 

intrigue, never providing a pat answer. Still 

FACILITY PHOTOS MAUREEN ['RONEY 
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others would say its the genius of creator 

Chris Carter, who somehow tap Ded into the col-

lective unconscious fears /  

of the unknown. 

The show's success is 

probably due to all of 

these factors. X-Files is a 

smart, complete package, with top-notch writ-

ing, production values, editing and sound. More 

than most of the hour-long dramas on any of 

the four major networks, it feels like a four-

\  reel film each week, and in 

fact, the audio post-pro-

duction team at West Pro-

ductions in Burbank 

adopts traditional film-style 

techniques for the three day mix. The show 

won big at the Golden Globes in January, with 

awards for outstanding drama and hon-

ors to lead actors David Duchovny and 

Gillian Anderson. Last fall, the audio 

crew walked home with twin Emmy 

Awards for sound editing and mixing. 

Top: Gillian Anderson and David Duchovny of X-Files. 

Middle: Dave West, owner of West Productions, and his 

father, Ray, in front of Dave's Emmy and Ray's Oscar. 

Left: Debby Ruby-Winsberg, ADR mixer, West Productions. 
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FEATURE STYLE 
l'or the p.N two years, X-Files has been 
broadcast in surround, but even for the 
first two years when the show was in 
stereo, there was an apparent richness 
and density to the tracks. Much of that 
can be attributed to the score by com-
poser Mark Snow, which fills, on aver-
age, 38 to 42 minutes of the 44 minutes 
of air time. But much of it also is due to 
the tasty and judicious use of sound ef-
fects; the mandate to the editing crew 
is to spend time on what can be 
heard on television and not spend 
too much time on elements that 
won't. 

"Chris [Carted had the concept 
of using music a little differently so 
that it's theme- and emotion-dri-
ven," says supervising sound editor 
Thierry Couturier. "And it really 
covers so much range in terms of 
how much track it's going to eat 
up that how we incorporate sound 
effects into that is the challenge. 

"I have the luxury of going to 
[composed Mark Snow's house, 
where he has playback prior to the 
mix for the writer and producer." 
he adds. " It's been really helpful to 
know overall what the score will 
sound like and find any of the prob-
lem areas—or what accents might 
work. It gives me a good sense of 
where to go with certain scenes or 
when to do trade-offs, so the normal 
competition of music and sound effects 
doesn't really exist. We can cut through 
with two- to four-frame holes, or six-
frame even, to let the effects poke 
through. This show is very big on full 
music, and the note of 'making music 

PHOTO MICHAEL LAVINE/FOX 

louder' hasn't come up in the last year 
or so. We also cover the show 100 per-
cent in Foley for the ability to make 
things heard over the music, and also to 
make sure the MekEs have everything. 

"I think now that we've gone 4-track, 
we have the ability to put a little more 
sound in and have it more distinct, even 
though I would guess that the majority 
of America will see it in stereo or mono. 

X-FILES GIVES US THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE AN 

ENVIRONMENT WHERE WE'RE 

LOOKING FOR SHOCK VALUE. 

WE'RE LOOKING TO LULL 

YOU INTO A SENSE OF SECU-

RITY, THEN DESTROY YOU. 

— DAVE WEST 

But even then, I think the product is 
much better now that we spatially have 
more chances to push sound through 
on the stage." 

"Music is king," Dave West, owner of 
West Productions and lead mixer on X-
Files, interjects. "Chris is clear. And truly 
music can add more to a picture in any 
case than a gunshot ever will. The 

sound effects are there to make it 
real. We complement the score, 
and we love to he able to come 
out of it and use elements that 
Mark is using—the vocals and 
environments that he's created. 
Chris looks for that epic quality, 
and we often talk about these 
pictures as an epic. I feel as if I'm 
working on Brat,elyeart at times. 

"But it's the dynamic where 
X-Files is breaking ground," he 
adds. "The dynamic from what's 
acceptable and what's not ac-
ceptable, from what's bright and 
what's dark, from what's loud 
and what's soft. TV has always 
had a very limited dynamic 
range. So in our tracks, we look 
to be transparent enough to con-
tinue to support the action but 
not get in the way and still make 
it to air. The quieter you get, the 

closer you get to the dynamic bottom in 
TV—you get system noise and you 
have nothing. A sitcom is all small. X-
Files gives us the opportunity to create 
an environment where we're looking 
for shock value. We're looking to lull 
you into a sense of security, then de-
stroy you." 

Certainly, dynamic range has never 
been a notable feature of television, but 
with advances in home theater systems, 

it's a sure bet that most re-recording 
mixers will soon begin shooting for 
the high end, rather than the 
proverbial three-inch speaker. (A 
parallel can be found in the film 
world: In the early days of 5.1-
channel release formats, mixers 
spent most of the final mix on the 
Dolby Stereo print master, then 
spent the last couple of days 
"spreading" the tracks for the digi-
tal release, the reason being the 
limited number of theaters that 
could show Dolby Digital, DIS or 
SDDS.) In the meantime, the X-
Files crew uses all available tools 
to, as West says, "get people to 
stop thinking about their soup," 
whether they're listening in mono, 
stereo or surround. One of those 

tools is QSound, which Couturier 
says gives a front-hack spatial presence 
as much as left-right, to add the sense in 
the stereo field that a sound is actually 
coming from a different part of the 
room, alley or hall. 

"The first thing QSound does for me 
is to automate my panning, which is 
something I need without automation 
on my console," West explains. "I have 
fader manipulation I need to be doing, 
so we basically have an 8-in, 4-out box, 
because it comes out as an Lt-Rt. I'll 
then mainly use it in walla and for a lot 
of ADR, to give it a spatial presence. 
ADR is often flat and lacking in locution. 
Or I sometimes use prefader reverb 
with a very dry signal bused through it. 
I can make a sound float better by using 
the reverb return only and tricking the 
[Dolby] SDU-4 box into putting it 
places. I might bus the signal left-front 
and rear-sidefill in QSound, which will 
automatically make some of it splash 
into the DS4 to the rear surrounds. So I 
get these lopsided rooms, and by using 
two or three different reverb programs 
and differing the busing, I can get this 
really quirky-sounding space in which I 
have a variety of stereo programs being 
bused in a 4- or 6-track pattern, coming 
out of two speakers at home, and you 
can hear the difference." 

Effective use of reverb and process-
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ing is another way to both create para-
normal sounds that poke through and 
establish unusual environments. But 
West, the self-proclaimed "king of re-
verb," cautions against simply slapping 
a program on an effect or vocal, and he 
tries to stay away from the more "metal 
and springy" programs in favor of 
"body and fullness." And, he adopts 
some rather unorthodox techniques at 
the mix. 

"I like to use a [Lexicon] PCM 70 
with the old broadcast software," he 
says. "I like the rooms, I like the big 
halls, I like Swarble.' I like psycho-
echoes, I like some of their circular de-
lays. But all the programs I tend to find 
most people using I think have 
too much feedback in the delay 
cycle, or too much metal. So I'll 
go in and EQ the return of the re-
verb to take out some midrange, 
or I'll highpass it, or I'll use feed-
back in the fader itself rather than 
in the box. 

"I basically use three reverbs 
all the time: the Eventide 3000 
DSE, a Lexicon 300 and the PCM 
70," he continues. "So any time 
we go in a room, I try to find 
somewhat compatible programs 
to play in conjunction with each 
other, and I bus them to different 
places. I may bus one left-front, 
right-surround. I may bus one 
right-front, left surround. I may 
bus one center, I may bus one 
only in the rear. I may bus one to 
QSound. I try to get them to have 
different reflections so I get a dif-
ferent sound. If I'm using a slap 
program, I may have it return 
into the small-room program so 
that it's being tainted by another 
reverb before it actually gets to 
the track. 

"By being able to use a very, 
very small room, then putting on 
a little kitchen slap or a bathroom slap 
from the 3000, or a tiled room from the 
70—and having it work in conjunction 
with a room program in the 300-1 get 
a very complex revert) program that if I 
play just a little bit of, it doesn't become 
obvious or sound like œverb. In a lot of 
cases, the hardest part is the small 
room, but it's the most effective." 

PHOTO MICHAEL LAIANE/FOX 

READY TO MIX 

By television drama standards, X-Files 
has a luxurious mix schedule: three 
days. It was two for the first few sea-
sons, as most hour-long shows are, but 
the producers agreed to three, Couturier 
says, after looking at the amount of 

overtime and realizing they would have 
more of an opportunity for playback, 
fine-tuning and updates. A mix is gen-
erally finished, at the latest, the night 
before the air date. 

But before that...The show comes 
in to West Productions four to five 
days before the mix, at which point 
Couturier sits down with the writers, 
co-producer Paul Rabwin, executive 
producer Howard Gordon, the picture 
editor, and, until he became too heav-
ily involved with the debut of Millen-
nium (also posted at West), Chris 
Carter. The spotting session will last 
anywhere from two-and-a-half to four 
hours, and discussion focuses on 

everything from ADR and additional 
lines to the paranormal nature of spe-
cific scenes. 

"We never really talked so much 
about style or concept for the series," 
says Couturier, who has been supervi-
sor since remixing the pilot four sea-
sons ago. "At least the first couple of 
years, we spent a lot of time dis-
cussing whether a specific sound was 
supposed to be electrical or just weird 
or humming, then, how it moves. Is it 
simple? Is it real? Is it organic? Me-
chanical? And where does it go? Be-
cause oftentimes it will change, and 
you say, 'Oh, the spaceship was actu-
ally a truck all along.' But what was 

the initial feeling?" 
Once the spotting session is done, 

Couturier brings the dialog tracks and 
ADR on DAT and h-inch to the editors. 
Each day, when the show is transferred 
from film to DCT tape, an audio DAT is 
made at the same time. A DAT is also 
made of the finished online, then 
loaded in to any of the various Stu-
dioFrame workstations as a guide track. 
The final EDL is imported and an auto-
assembly is made from the telecine 
DATs. Essentially, editors can pull from 
the online DAT, the telecine dailies or 
the original h-inch dailies. 

ADR for the two principals is shot in 
Vancouver, either at Pinewood or Post 

Modern. ADR shot outside of 
L.A. or Vancouver is usually su-
pervised over a phone patch. All 
other ADR, loop group and 
generic walla are recorded by 
Debby Ruby-Winsberg at West 
Productions, shot to and edited 
on the StudioFrames and 
brought to the stage on remov-
able hard drives. All dialog and 
ADR are loaded on to 3-gigabyte 
magneto-optical drives for the 
stage, where Couturier has a 16-
output DCS system for making 
fixes in the background while 
the mix continues. 

West prefers that phone-an-
swers, police calls, generic walla 
reactions and the like be record-
ed in mono, so "I can take them 
and hard-punch the tracks left-
right-surround. I'll also put some 
in QSound automated panners 
that are just circling in various di-
rections, either all 360 degrees, 
or 180, at different rates. The 
more bizarre the scene, the faster 
I run the panning loops—a two-
second or three-second loop. 
You literally have words running 
around the room, and it be-

comes an environment more than any-
thing else." 

Foley is all recorded by Cecelia 
Perna at West to DA-88 and played 
back on the stage from same. Back-
grounds and hard effects are edited in 
the StudioFrame 1000s and delivered on 
24-track with additional hard effects and 
updates delivered on DA-88. Music is 
mixed by Larold Rebhun at Mark 
Snow's home facility, edited by Jeff 
Charbonneau and delivered on DA-88, 
generally as four stereo tracks. 

The mix takes place on a 120-input 
Neotek Encore console (all Class A Aval-
on EQ/compressors), with Dave West on 
dialog, Doug Turner on music and 
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Mdonniù .ùxl 6,000 (xtns. 

Wix« woutd psut 
th( monitors? 

Ken Weston, 

location sound 

engineer for 

'Evita', pioneered 

in- ear monitoring 

on a film set, using 

Garwood's super-

compact LV1 

receivers. 

"IEM gave us flexibility. We could mono it up; if the 

shot was from the left, we'd use the 

right earpiece and vice versa. If it 

was impossible to hide the earpiece 

cable, I'd use the Garwoods to feed 

an induction loop." 

"I also used the transmitters to 

operate remote loudspeakers, hiding them in cars, trains 

and buses. We got fantastic range, almost 2000 feet!" 

In the big set piece of the movie, 

Evita delivers 'The Final Broadcast' 

from the balcony to a crowd of 

6,000. Madonna was recorded live, 

using in-ear monitors for playback. 

Ken Weston, for one, didn't cry in 

Argentina. 

Better call Garwood at 215 860 6866 for an information pack 

GAB WOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC PO BOX 1505. NEW1OWN, PA 18940 

TEL 1 2 5 860 6866 FAX 1 215 968:2430 

GAB WOOD COMMUNICATIONS LTD 136 CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON NW2 2DP 
TEL 44 81 452 4635 FAX 44 181 452 6974 

http //www garwood-radio corn GAR WOOD 

Foley, and Nello Toni on effects and 
backgrounds. At 9 a.m. on the first day 
of the mix, the re-recording team is 
joined by Couturier and co-producer 
Paul Rabwin for a run-through rehearsal, 
looking for elements that are missing, 
CGI work that is coming in, troublesome 
scenes, etc. By 11, they start work on the 
teaser, that 3-minute intro before the 
main titles ("usually one of the more 
complex sequences," West says), which 
normally takes them up to lunch. 

After lunch, they tackle Acts One and 
Two, which brings them through the 
first half-hour of the show. On the sec-
ond day, they finish up Acts Three and 
Four, as well as pop in any of the ADR 
that's coming in from Canada and mix 
any of the CGI scenes that arrived late. 
By the end of Day Two, they have a fin-
ished show, one that Couturier says 
could easily go to air, with no apologies. 

The third day is spent on fine-tuning. 
At 9 a.m. a 2-track Lt-Rt is sent over the 
Pacific Bell AVBS network (picture and 
sound) to the producers and executives 
on the Fox lot, where it's decoded and 
previewed in surround, in a smaller 
playback room, where notes are dis-
cussed via land lines with the stage. 

"We normally print master while 
we're making our playback in the AVBS 
process so we can eliminate that step as 
a time-savings," West explains. "Then 
we do print master updates. It can hurt 
us if we get a lot of notes, because we 
then have to unravel the print master 
and go back into the stems. But we find 
that it gives us an opportunity to yet 
again ride up against the compressor. 
Then the rest of the third day is spent in 
that mode, fixing the stems and fine-
tuning." Two, sometimes three, nights 
later, X-Files is on the air. 

"We don't try for a good mix, we try 
for the perfect mix," interjects Couturi-
er. "I certainly wouldn't say that we 
reach true perfection, but I think we 
come close to getting the right feeling 
out of the sound and balance week in 
and week out." 

"If you look at the theatrical format, 
X-Files is a feature every week," West 
adds in summation. "These are pictures 
where people eat, sleep and live their 
show. Just because it's television, 
they're not going home at 5 o'clock and 
turning off. This is their lives. It's not 
Mad About You. Every bit of it—the 
writing, the sound, the music, the 
color—makes this show different. It be-
comes more than just what you expect-
ed it to be." 

Tom Kenny is managing editor of Mix. 
FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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BY TOM KENNY 

SOUND FOR FILM 

INCH LAYOUTS, 
HE E 
DELIVERY 
TO THE STAGE 

by Larry Blake 
As I was finishing up last 
month's column and prepar-
ing to send it off to Mix, it 
occurred to me that I had 
managed to ignore a good 
half of the topic under dis-
cussion: how to plan your 
tracks during sound editing. 
Sensible sound prep can 
solve in advance many mix-
ing decisions about what 
goes where; conversely, 

badly thought-out sound ed-
itorial can create all sorts of 
minefields. 

In the old days of film 
sound, when optical record-
ing was used for everything, 
there was really no such 
thing as premixing. What 
you cut went direct to the 
final composite mix; a sepa-
rate pass was needed to 
make the music and effects 
master for foreign dubbing. 
Thus, "track layout" was sim-
ply a matter of keeping 
everything under 20 or so 
tracks. 

Indeed, most dubbing 
consoles had rotary faders, 
with sliders becoming neces-
sary only when each mixer 
had to handle the increased 
number of channels brought 
on by the arrival of stereo 
mixing in the '50s. As mixes 
became more complex, it be-
came necessary to premix 
groups of material (back-
grounds, hard effects, dialog, 
ADR) in order to fit every-
thing into the console during 
finals. 

For the whole process to 
work, material has to be 
well-organized from the be-
ginning. Where dialog and 
ADR have clear delineations, 
the world of sound effects is 
much more open to interpre-
tation. The busier the scene, 
the more tracks—and the 

more premixes a given track 
could be in. 

The classic method of 
planning what goes in what 
premix is to create a "top 
sheet," with each column 
describing a premix instead 
of a track. Some sound edi-
tors give premixes letter 
designations in descending 
order of importance, with 
the "AFX" containing pro-
minent onscreen effects (say, 
the boulder in Raiders of 
the Lost Ark), while CFX 
would include various rum-
bles. In all instances, Foley 

props and footsteps remain 
in so-named premixes, as do 
backgrounds, although in the 
latter, it helps sometimes to 
state exactly what is includ-
ed. Rain is a good example; 
an overall bed might be in 
BGs, but a gutter sweetener 
should be kept separate in 
another FX premix. 

The letter system is good 
for shows that either have 
great variances from reel to 
reel or are basically very sim-
ple. But the more complex a 
film is, the more likely you 
are to dedicate premixes to a 
narrow group of elements 
such as guns or creature 
voices. Of course, a happy 
medium needs to be found, 
lest there be too many pre-
mixes with just one sound on 
them in 20 minutes. 

It should go without say-
ing that you therefore need 
to plan everything in consul-
tation with the re-recording 
mixer(s), who will ultimately 
have to make sense of what 
you deliver. Your top sheets 
should indicate the number 
of tracks for each premix, 
along with the format on 
which it will be brought to 
the stage; e.g., "AFX, 1-22, 
24-X SR." This helps not only 
the mixers, but also the 
always-important machine 
room personnel. 

Every re-recording mixer 
has horror stories of having 
to lay out cue sheets across 
the room for a busy se-
quence, finding like items to 
premix together. The goal is 
always to make final mixes 
go as smoothly as possible, 
which in the real world 
means keeping material sep-
arate enough to allow the di-
rector to change her mind, 
while making enough deci-
sions (EQ, reverb and tricky 
fader moves) in the premixes 
so that finals can be devoted 
to the overall balance of dia-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE SFP16 
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0011STOP IICT1011 
AT L.H. MST 
STUDIOS 
by David John Farinella 
Before the turn of the centu-
ry, the elders of the Mormon 
Church on West 100 South 
Street kept their valuables in 
a huge tithing vault. A hun-
dred years later, the folks at 
Non Stop Productions in Salt 
Lake City are keeping that 
tradition alive by storing 
some of their most valuable 
possessions—their master 
tapes—in the same vault. Of 
course, the chapel is now 
home to L.A. East Studios, 
the Bishop's Office is now 
an equipment storage room, 

and the other back rooms 
of the church are home to 
a digital editing suite, a 
smaller studio and Non 
Stop's offices. That evolc - 
tion is almost as dnimatic 
as the process that took 
Randy Thornton and Bryan 

FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 

COLLECTIVE 
CYBERIA 
by Gary Eskow 
The history of art and music 
is filled with examples of 
collective creativity. Schools 
develop, movements form, 
artists and playwrights feed 
off of each other. Styles 
emerge. 

Hans Zimmer (composer 
of scores to Rain Man, The 
Lion King, Speed, et al) might 
blanch at being placed in a 
pantheon that includes such 
notable artistic leaders as 
Raphael, Andy Warhol and 
Roger Corman, but like 
them, he has used his suc-
cess to create an organiza-

tion that leverages the col-
lective creativity of many in-
dividuals to develop a dis-
tinctive and consistently 
high-quality product. First 
came a film-scoring compa-
ny, Media Ventures, which 

Near right, senior executi,p 

producer Mark Levy. Far riet 

composer/sound designer Claude 

Letessier Below, producer 'engineer 

Maureen Thompson ar,d 

composer Roy Hay. 

he founded with collaboni 
tor/producer Jay Rifkin 
Then came Cyberia, whici 
opened in 1994 as a corn 
mercial music and sounc 
design house. 

Cyberia now boasts a 
staff that includes former 
Culture Club tunesmith Roy 
Hay, European sound de-
signer Claude Letessier, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE SPPI8 

Hofheins from the Osmond 
Family's touring trombone 
players to Erruny Award-win-
ning composers. 

Thornton and Hofheins 
opened Non Stop Produc-
tions in 1981 with the goal of 
producing music for adver-
tising agencies and television 
promotion work, according 

—CONTINUED ON PA61 SIPI8 

L.A. East founders Randy Thornton, 

left, and Bryan Hofheins at the Quad 

Eight Virtuoso console. Below, 

Thornton conducting in the main hall. 
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-FROM PAGE SFPI4, TRACK LAYOU7S 

log, music and sound effects. 
While half of me says that sound ed-

itors would lay out tracks better if only 
they liad to mix their tracks themselves, 
and not just foist it onto others, the other 
half of me knows that some of the most 
stage-ready elements that I have ever 
mixed ( including, of course, my own 
material) have been cut by people who 
have never sat behind a console. They 
just know, after years of observing, what 
mixes easily and what doesn't. In addi-
tion, sometimes my mixer half tells my 
editor half that it's easy to get lazy when 
you know you're going to mix the tracks 
yourself. It's easy to acquire had habits 
this way. 

As noted last month, checkerboard-
ing tracks is clearly one of the oldest and 
most obvious tricks in the book with re-
gard to basic sound editing. You would 
never think of cutting dialog for the next 
scene on the same track (of course, as-
suming that there would be no overlaps 
that would prevent this in the first 
place). Nor would you ever cut stereo 
backgrounds for two consecutive scenes 
on the same tracks. 

The reason for checkerboarding is 
simple: It's much easier to mix because 
if the incoming tracks (the "B side" of 
the cut, in film sound vernacular) need 
different level or EQ, then you can pre-
set it and easily change it if it's not right. 
Otherwise, if the A- and B-side elements 
were on the same track(s), then you 
would have to punch-in exactly on the 
cut with the EQ and fader positions 
locked off. Not the way to run a mix. 

Of course, you have to checkerboard 
tracks when there is an overlap, some-
thing which occurs even on nondissolve 
transitions, if only for a frame wipe-out 
on the A-side and wipe-in on the B-side. 
While this was very common in the days 
of mag editing to allow for the chance 
that units on separate film dubbers 
would slip in different directions, thus 
creating a gap if there was no margin for 
error, this problem doesn't exist if you're 
mixing from a workstation or multitrack. 
Nevertheless, short wipes are still a good 
idea to smooth out all edits. 

Backgrounds should be the easiest 
material to cut and lay out because for 
the most part they go stem to stem in a 
scene. However, I think very few sound 
editors take advantage of what I think is 
an obvious solution to the scene-specif-
ic nature of BGs: devoting groups of 
tracks to the A- and B-sides of cuts. For 
example, let's say that you will be string-
ing off your workstation-cut BGs to two 
sets of MDM tapes, so you have 16 

tracks to play with. I would devote 
tracks 1-8 and 9-16 to alternating scenes. 
Even if the first scene only requires one 
simple stereo pair, the second scene's 
tracks would begin on tracks 9/10. 

Tracks cut in this manner are very in-
stinctive to mix because you have a 
clear idea of which faders to grab for the 

next scene; if you had put scene 1 on 
tracks 1/2, scene 2 on tracks 4-12, then 
scene 3 would probably go on 13-16 
and 1-4 if it needed 8 tracks. And what 
if you decide to add another stereo pair 
to scene 1 later; the next open tracks 
(that don't butt up against scene 2) are 
on 13/14. It gets messy real quick. 

You start to wrap yourself in circles 
not only in terms of what faders the ma-
terial will be appearing on, but also how 
to bus them, if you want to keep any 
sort of A- and B-side separation on your 
premixes. There are obvious exceptions 
to this rule, such as when crosscutting 
among three locations, when you wm1c1 
try to keep scenes on contiguous faders 
as much as possible. This mle also ap-
plies when you fill up all eight tracks of 
a side, say 9-16. If you need more tracks, 
then you would first jump over to 7/8. 

You should lay out each side for 
maximum flexibility and consistency ac-
cording to the tracks at hand. For exam-
ple if you have a large number of MS-
encoded tracks, you might want to de-
vote tracks 1/2 and 9/10 to MS material 
to save the mixer from constantly having 
to re-bus the sends to the decoder. I also 
like to keep the last two tracks of each 
side (7/8 and 15/16 in this example) as 
wild tracks that are usually separate 
mono elements. I think that mono, cen-
ter-speaker-assigned BGs have a very 

important function in this era of discrete 
digital mixes in filling up the center 
speaker, especially for the M&E mix, 
when the air of the production track is 
lost. The wild pair can, of course, also 
function as another LR or MS pair. If 
they're a second MS pair, at the mix I 
might assign them center and surround 
without using an MS decoder. 

Cue sheets should always be as suc-
cinct as possible, and I think it's a waste 
of everyone's time and energy to devote 
two columns to one stereo (LR or MS) 
pair. Thus, in our 16-track scenario, 
there would he 10 columns: 1/2, 3/4, 
5/6, 7, 8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14, 15 and 16. 

Of course, the exact "scene breaks" 
differ with the number of tracks you're 
bringing to the stage; if you will be 
stringing off to 2-inch, then you have 22 
tracks at your disposal. In these cases, I 
make a clean break at track 10, with the 
B-side being a mnemonic 11-20. The re-
maining tracks, 21-22, are wild spillover 
tracks usually assigned as A- and B-side 
monos. 

Foley layout is primarily determined 
by the complexity of the show and the 
time you have to spend on the stage. If 
you have three days to do a simple film, 
you probably won't need more than 
eight tracks; on the other hand, if you 
have a ten-week schedule, then you 
might need more than one 24-track 
tape, and you certainly can afford it! 
I have found that the relatively sim-

ple films that I end up doing can be ac-
commodated quite nicely by eight 
tracks. In the standard manner, I usually 
try to keep the principal character's foot-
steps on track 1, with secondary charac-
ters and background footsteps on 2-3. 
Props usually occupy tracks 4-7, with 
track 8 dedicated to the all-purpose 
cloth movement track that is most useful 
for M&Es and scenes that are totally 
boped. 

While the needs of a given scene 
might change the Mason-Dixon line be-
tween props and footsteps if you are re-
stricted to eight tracks, always try to be 
as consistent as possible. 

I'll talk more about Foley, along with 
some opinions on its first cousin, ADR, 
in next month's column. As always, I 
can he reached at PO Box 24609, New 
Orleans, LA 70184; fax 504/488-5139, or 
via the Internet: swelltone@aol.com. • 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans for reasons too numerous to 
mention, although he's sorry to report 
that good Thai cuisine is not one of 
them. L.A. is still the place. 
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DMZ 
R CO LIBRARY 
by Eric Rudolph 
Clive Smith knew he could easily find a 
wide variety of sound effects and music 
on CD libraries. But what he really 
needed was a library of sounds that fell 
between those two categories. His frus-
tration turned into The Designer Sound 
Library, a three-CD collection that the 
musician, composer, programmer, pro-
ducer and sound designer created in 
collaboration with composer/sound de-
signer Jonathan Helfand. 

The sounds Smith and 
Helfand created for The De-
signer Sound Library fall into 
no previously existing catego-
ry. "Jonathan and I wanted to 
address the gray area between 
music and effects," Smith says. 
"When sound designers are 
creating a soundscape, they 
will often use separate music 
and effects libraries. However, 
the least-addressed area is 
what falls between the two. I 
felt that the elements of both 
sound effects and music could 
be combined to create the 
missing ingredient." 

"The point for me was creating a 
set of tools, a sound design construc-
tion kit, if you will, to give editors a 
creative library to 'score' to picture," 
adds Helfand. "The sounds are cate-
gorized as verbs, to match motion you 
might see onscreen. In creating the 
sounds, I was aware of the envelopes 
first and the source material second. I 
said, 'Okay, we need a group of 
sounds to match motion that is rising.' 
So I created a set of pitch envelopes in 
the Fairlight MFX3 that ascended over 
time, then designed textures to plug 
into them. The same process was used 
for descends, wipes, hits, etc. My raw 
sounds came from location recordings, 
analog synthesis, digital synthesis and 
various other sources." 

Smith has a long and varied list of 
credits, including composing the score 
for the film Liquid Sky; creating back-
ground theme and promotional music 
for major prime-time network television 
shows; live Fairlight performing and/or 
programming for everyone from Sly 
Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare, Hall 
& Oates and Yoko Ono, to an extensive 
multi-instrumental performing career 

with the Electronic Art Ensemble and 
his own mid-'70s band Conversion. He 
has also served as a consultant for 
Fairlight and Technos Inc. (makers of 
the ACXEL Resynthesizer), and recently 
released a solo album titled Clever Ani-
mals, on Exploded View records. 

Smith's need for readily available 
nonmusical and non-effects sounds to 
integrate with his own musical work 
helped him identify this under-serviced 
niche. He describes his contribution to 
the Designer Sound Library as "rumbles 
and sparkles, ambient atmospheres and 
nonrepresentational effects. There are no 
real-world sounds, certainly no gunshots 
or door slams. Also, there is no melodic 
or rhythmic content to my contributions 
to the library. I tried to keep the sounds 

Clive Smith (0 and Jonathan Helfand 

elemental enough so they can be used 
together in different combinations, rather 
than having a lot of really interesting 
sonic events that might not be as useful 
or adaptable. My contributions lean a lit-
tle hit more toward the musical, and 
Jonathan's are more like effects." 

Smith, who has been working with 
synthesizers since the mid-'70s, used 
some key pieces of his collection of vin-
tage synth gear to create unusual and 
often eerie sounds. "I used my reason-
ably good-sized Buchla 100 Series syn-
thesizer, which I believe was one of the 
first modular synths," he notes. "Some 
of the modules date back to about 1967; 
we're talking about a very old machine. 
It's been modified, but a lot of the mod-
ules are still in their original state; it still 
has that old-time modular synth ap-
proach, which allows you to do a lot 
more patching. None of the new syn-
thesizers, except the Serge Modular, 
give you that type of control. 

"Also, I had an Oberheim synth ex-
pander module modified so that I can 
have access to all the internal patch 
points. And with the help of a friend, I 

built a sort of customized sample-and-
hold and track-and-hold unit from an 
Electronic Music Labs custom kit. With 
the Buchla, Oberheim synth expander 
module and the home-built EML unit 
hooked together, I found I could create 
some interesting analog atmospheres. I 
also used the Fairlight Series III and the 
ACXEL Resynthesizer, which offers a lot 
of real-time control." 

Smith found the resynthesis capabili-
ty of the ACXEL to be one of his most 
useful tools. "Instead of just doing play-
back of samples, the ACXEL analyzes a 
sound and breaks it down to harmonic 
components, extracting a recipe for cre-
ating that sound. That recipe consists of 
values assigned to the real-time internal 
oscillators and determinations of how 

many oscillators are needed to 
create the sound. The ACXEL 
then assigns the amplitude and 
pitch envelope to however 
many oscillators are needed to 
create the sound. What is nice 
about that is that you can 
stretch sounds in real time and 
change their duration without 
altering the pitch, and vice 
versa. It is nice to be able to 
avoid the `munchkin-ization' 
you get when you try that with 
samplers. 

"As an example, on the De-
signer Sound Library, there is a 

cymbal sound where I took out the har-
monics that I didn't feel were interesting. 
The ones that were interesting I stretched 
out over time, so a four-second cymbal 
crash became a 32-second event," Smith 
explains. 

"The ACXEL and Fairlight together 
made a good team," he continues. "The 
Fairlight is good at time-domain manip-
ulations because it is a sample playback 
unit. The ACXEL excels at the frequen-
cy domain, so with the two I had the 
two main ways that sound can be con-
trolled at my fingertips." 

The sounds were recorded simply, 
mostly straight to DAT. Only a few 
pieces were manipulated with Pro 
Tools, "mainly because I didn't have Pro 
Tools when I was making most of the 
sounds," Smith notes. "I did a lot of 
combining with the Fairlight. I layered 
things and sampled them back to a 
stereo sample in the Fairlight, creating 
some dense textures that way." 
A Roland SN 550 single-ended noise 

reduction unit was used, especially with 
the material generated by the older ana-
log synthesizers. "The SN 550 cleans 
things up nicely, getting rid of general 
noise. It also locks onto line frequency 
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and gets rid of 60-cycle hum, which is 
very handy," Smith adds. 

"We're looking forward to getting 
the Designer Sound Library out; there 
is a good demand for this type of ma-
terial, primarily from sound designers 
and those who do sound for film and 
television," says Scott Whitney, execu-
tive vice president of The Hollywood 
Edge. "Sound designers can take these 
sounds and turn them into all different 
kinds of new sounds. We think we'll 
even sell some to musicians, who'll put 
them into a sampler or a digital work-
station and work them into their 
recordings or live performances. 

"Scott, Clive and I view the Design-

er Sound Library as an ongoing proj-
ect," adds Helfand. "We will release 
additional discs by Clive and myself, 
but it's also a venue for other design-
ers, hence the name." 

Smith agrees that musicians may well 
find the library useful. "I would create 
sounds like these for use in my own 
recordings, and often I would get so in-
volved with the sounds I would lose the 
compositional thread," he says. "Having 
these sounds available is very useful to 
me as a composer; I assume they'll be 
useful to others as well." 

Eric Rudolph is a frequent contributor 
to Mix. 

-FROM PAGE SFPI5, LA. EAST STUDIOS 

to Thornton. "We realized we wouldn't 
make a lot as session players, unless we 
started our own company and brought 
work into Utah," he says. So after a 
trade show, the team bamboozled an 
ABC executive into giving them a shot 
at an on-air Christmas campaign. It's 

been 16 years since their first television 
campaign, and since then they've 
branched into the film trailer business 
(Independence Day, Forrest Gump, 
Quiz Show and Toy Story are just some 
of their credits), the advertising market 
(Tombstone Pizza and Velveeta Cheese), 
as well as continuing in broadcast (in-
cluding a seven-year stint working on 
Good Morning America, two years On 
NBC's Today Show and music for The 
Oprah Winfrey Show). 

The partners spent the first five years 
booking as much time as possible in fa-
cilities located in Salt Lake City, Provo 
and Orem, until they got tired of spend-
ing more time on the road than in the 
studio. After hunting around, they 
found the church on South Street, 
which had been at various times a mor-
tuary, a movie theater, a playhouse and 
a recording studio. After looking at the 
space and discovering a room that Tom 
Hidley had designed in 1976, they 
inked a deal to rent. After a year, it be-
came clear that the room needed some 
substantial upgrades, so rather than 
make the improvements while renting, 
they decided to buy the building. 

Over the past ten years, the staff of 
L.A. East and Salt Lake City-based 
acoustic consultant Palmer Patteson 
have strengthened the dynamics of the 
Hidley room and completely revamped 
three other rooms, as well as the chapel 
proper. "Fortunately, we've experiment-
ed as we've gone along," says Thorn-

ton. "We haven't made major structural 
changes and changed things that would 
have impacted the basic acoustic design 
that Tom Hidley did." 

Within the chapel proper, where the 
playhouse had staged their perfor-
mances, the team removed a portion of 
the stage, repainted the walls and gen-
erally restored it to its church-like look, 
according to engineer Glen Neibaur. 
"The room itself was very diffuse to 
begin with, and the reverb time was too 
long, especially in the low frequencies 
of 500 cycles and down. At 500 cycles, 
in fact, the revert) lasted almost five sec-
onds." To correct these problems, Pat-
teson designed some diaphragmatic ab-
sorbers to go on the walls for broad-
band absorption, made some trape-
zoidal-shaped traps to diffuse the high 
frequencies and absorb the low to mid-
frequencies, and hung some half-cylin-
der diffusors about 15 to 20 feet off the 
floor. Ideally, as with most classical or-
chestra spaces, the diffusors were de-
signed to redirect the sound back to-
ward the players. 
When all was said and done, L.A. 

East had a scoring stage, with about a 
third of the room on a riser, that could 
fit a little over 70 musicians. Every so 
often, a composer would come in with 
an idea that would require 80-plus 
pieces, so the L.A. East team scrambled 
and came up with some quick solu-
tions. First, they installed a closed-circuit 
television system that connected the 
chapel to Studio A to the control rooms. 
"There are those times when we have 
70 pieces in the chapel and another 15 
in Studio A," explains Judd Mayer, Non 
Stop's head engineer. "We'll have a pro-
jection screen on the conductor so the 
brass pieces in the other room can see." 

While studios and control rooms can 

be mixed and matched, every project 
that comes through L.A. East's doors 
ends up in Studio D, the company's dig-
ital editing bay. The room is built 
around a Studer Dyaxis 640 workstation 
and a Dyaxis System Synchronizer with 
timecode card, and also features an 
Ampex ATR 102 1/4-inch 2-track ma-
chine, Marantz CDR600 CD recorder 
and AmeWTAC Bullet 10x4x2 console. 

The control room for Studio A, the 
Hidley room, includes a Quad Eight Vir-
tuoso console with a Studer A827 24-
track recorder and Dolby SR. Also in-
cluded is an Ampex 104 with Dolby SR 
363 and an Otan MTR-12, as well as a 
couple of Panasonic SV-3700 DATs and 
Alesis ADATs. In each of the rooms 
they are running Brainstorm Electronics' 
SR-26 timecode distributor/reshaper and 
SR-15 timecode Distripalyzer, and have 
a number of JVC M-inch video machines 
and Videotek video monitors. Scattered 
throughout the three rooms are a bevy 
of effects such as a Lexicon's 480L, 200 
and PCM42, a Sony MUR 201 and 
Yamaha's REV7 and SPX90. They also 
have two grand pianos in the studio, a 
Yamaha C7 in Studio A and a Samick 9-
foot on the scoring stage. 

And as they've been concentrating 
on making L.A. East acoustically clean 
and modern, the folks in Salt Lake City 
are also making sure that they stay one 
step ahead of their Los Angeles-based 
brethren. As one of the first music hous-
es in the world with a fiber optics de-
livery system, which they've networked 
to nearly all of the available studios, 
Non Stop and L.A. East are even closer 
to a client than someone a block or two 
away. As Mayer explains, "It allows us 
to compete with companies in Los An-
geles because the producer or whoever 
can sit in on the sessions and hear the 
music right away." In the end, it seems 
as if the music production company and 
the studio are living up to their name: 
Non Stop. 

David John Farinella is a freelance 
writer based in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. 
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sound designer/composer P.J. Hanke 
and a growing number of commercial 
composers/arrangers, including John 
Powell, who scored a Mountain Dew 
spot late last year that featured the first 
pitch performance by action hero Jack-
ie Chan. 

The composers we spoke with all 
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expressed enormous respect for Zim-
mer, and they say that, although he's 
top dog, he seeks out composers who 
can influence his work as much as he 
does theirs. 

Mark Levy, senior executive pro-
ducer for Cyberia, makes it clear that 
while Zimmer has hand-picked the 
staff, they have been brought in to do 
their thing, not his. "Each of the com-
posers we work with has a strong 
background and an individual style of 
their own. Hans does have an influ-
ence creatively. He exposes the staff to 
the large, sweeping kinds of assign-
ments he gets involved with in the film 

world and makes a point to bring each 
of our writers into that experience— 
asking for feedback, being open to 
their suggestions. 

"In turn, the rest of the staff is natu-
rally going to be influenced by Hans 
and the directions his career has taken," 
Levy continues. "Since he has had such 
success, he serves as a kind of mentor, 
someone who the others can bounce 
ideas off. Another unifying element to 
the sound that carries over from Media 
Ventures to Cyberia is our equipment. 
We have great gear, and in the area of 
samples, for example, our collection is 
one of a kind. During Hans' film career, 
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he has assembled samples from all over 
the world, featuring the London Sym-
phony Orchestra all the way down to a 
single animal sound recorded in some 
remote comer of the globe. 

"Particularly in the demo area, the 
power and breadth of our sample col-
lection gives our composers an edge 
over other houses who might use off-
the-shelf libraries. I can't stress enough 
that while Hans is a leading figure in 
giving our entire operation a recogniz-
able sound and profile, his goal and 
ours is to expand what we offer by 
bringing in gifted artists, each of whom 
has something unique to contribute." 

Media Ventures/Cyberia has eight 
writer's rooms. Zimmer's room features 
a Euphonix console (Euphonix boards 
are also in all three mix rooms; a 96-
input CS3000 is featured in Mix Room 
A, while six of the others center around 
Yamaha 02Rs—a whopping 17 all told. 
Roy Hay currently works on a Mackie 8-
bus board, but that will be replaced in 
the near future by a pair of 02Rs. 

About 25% of all Cyberia commercial 
mixes are handled by the composers 
and staff engineers in the writers' rooms 
themselves. Bigger jobs that call for larg-
er rooms and more extensive monitor-
ing are handled in one of the three mix 
rooms. The writers' rooms are not net-
worked to each other, but all can access 
centrally located machine rooms via 
tielines. 

Yamaha NS10 monitors are still in 
favor at Cyberia, although Jeff Rona 
likes to listen on Genelecs. Spots are 
generally delivered on DAT, although if 
splits are required, DA-88s are the pre-
ferred mixdown medium. 

Levy says that one hole Cyberia re-
cently plugged was in the area of sound 
design. "In the past, we were concen-
trating exclusively on composing and 
arranging, and leaving sound design for 
outside companies," he explains. "How-
ever, we were not always pleased with 
the final results, and we realized that the 
commercial marketplace expects that 
a music house will have both composi-
tional and sound design talent on-
board. Rather than go out and get any-
one, we waited and explored. Eventu-
ally, we brought Claude Letessier over 
from France to serve as creative director 
of Sound Tracks. Claude has his own 
company, Vol de Nuit, in Paris, and 
through that operation we've been able 
to branch out and score a number of 
European spots, as well as use his tal-
ents here in the States." 

Letessier is a big fan of musique con-
crète. Is there a European style for spots 
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and sound design? "The same percent-
ages of junk and creative stuff exist in 
both the European and U.S. markets," 
Letessier says. "The biggest difference is 
the volume of material produced here. 
Also, American advertising tends to be 
very straightforward and direct: 'This 
product is good. Buy it!' In France, peo-
ple don't respond to this approach any-
more. There has to be a more sublimi-
nal approach; advertisers must use dif-
ferent paths to reach the same target. 
Therefore, humor and irony are used 
more than they are here, and when it 
works, the results can be wonderful. 
Another danger that I see in American 
commercials is the reliance on beautiful, 
dramatic footage that has no idea at-
tached to it. All of the products that rely 
on this type of film end up being uni-
fied in the audience's mind, and the 
message or identity that you wanted to 
establish can be lost." 

Letessier, who has had no formal 
training in music, takes a minimalist 
approach to the craft of sound design, 
stripping away frequencies wherever 
possible, leaving holes that might 
draw the listener in. " Silence is the 
payoff, it's the reward," he says. "You 
have to represent silence—absolute si-
lence doesn't exist. The Japanese cel-
ebrate silence. Prepare your mind to 
fade away from noise and put yourself 
into the silence. That is a very reward-
ing experience. Art is everywhere—it's 
not dedicated exclusively to an elite 
class. What I have learned from Hans 
is more human than musical. We all 
learn from the equipment he uses and 
how he uses it. He goes very deeply 
into the machines. He's a very emo-
tional person, he brings a lot of dy-
namics to his work. We share lots of 
emotions together." 

Cyberia also recently added to its 
production staff by hiring New York 
commercial music producer/engineer 
Maureen Thompson. "I worked at 
Young & Rubicam for nine years and 
was an engineer for seven years prior to 
that," she says. "So I come to Cyberia 
prepared to share my experiences in 
both the business of commercial music 
and its recording." Within weeks of 
Thompson's hiring, she had snagged a 
primo job—the Jackie Chan spot for 
Mountain Dew—from the New York of-
fice of BBDO. 

"The talks we had with the agency 
creatives were very helpful," she says. 
"We got quite specific with them, which 
let us give them exactly what they 
needed—a score that was humorous 
and made you feel as if you were inside 

a 60-second action film. It was impor-
tant for us to know exactly how much 
ethnicity they wanted us to flavor the 
score with. As it turns out, we had one 
of the first melody lines given to a koto 
sample, and that was it. From there on, 
John Powell's sweeping score for full 
orchestra carried the day." 

So what's different about working 
with Boy George and Hans Zimmer, 
Roy Hay? The composer, who began 
formal music training in piano and the-
ory at the Trinity College of Music in 
London, laughs. When we started the 
band, we were young and we wanted 
to change the world. In bands, the rule 
is, 'He who shouts the loudest wins!' 
Passion rules the day. 

"I don't know that you're ever really 
driven by passion in the spot business, 
but there are great rewards—financially 
and emotionally," he adds. "I'm the kind 
of person who needs to have a reason 
for writing, a professional pressure that 
gets my musical bones going. I'll drift 
off at home and play the piano or gui-
tar, but having that thing where you're 
just following a muse doesn't seem to 
work for me—maybe that's a bit sad. 

"Differences and similarities in writ-
ing songs and spots? The similarities are 
the best place to start," Hay continues. 
"I'm a firm believer in the tune. Whether 
writing a song, a theme for a film or the 
tune of a commercial, I respond to 
melody, and I think that a good tune 
transfers across media. You can keep 
the chorus-melody structure going in a 
film, where you're not restricted by a 
three-minute format, as you would be 
in the pop market. However, you do 
have to keep returning somewhere. 
Wait a second, now that I think about it, 
'Do You Really Want to Hurt Me' didn't 
really have a chorus!" 

Hay concedes that for all the benefits 
of working near Zimmer, there is a 
down side. "I suffer from the 'Oh, you're 
a Hans sidekick' factor. I came indepen-
dently through Hans' partner, and I was 
brought in to give Cyberia a shot in the 
arm. We have the ability to create the 
'Hans sound,' or at least work in his 
vibe, but there's a great diversity of tal-
ent here, and people are beginning to 
realize the range of product we can turn 
out. I kind of think of this place as the 
Motown of film and commercials. As a 
ci five environment, it's a very exciting 
place to be. There's lots of technical sup-
port and service, but on a pure creative 
level, it's fun to not be alone!" 

Gary Eskow is a writer, producer and 
composer based in New Jersey. 
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HAVE A SIGNIFICANT AMOU 
OF NEW, FRESH SOUNDS THA 
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ihe world is full of sounds that are too often taken for granted. Those of us who spend huge chunks of our 
lives in studios and listening rooms, analyzing the 

soundstages and wet and dry properties of a particular 
musical recordings, rarely take the time to focus our 
awareness and appreciation of the natural sonic richness 
that surrounds us every day. 

Field recording for filin and television and for ambi-
ent augmentation in musical settings requires much more 
than a mere documentary approach. An essential under-
standing of the gestalt of the cinematic or musical mo-
ment in which the ambient recording is to be applied is 
essential for o niveying the proper tone. For example. if a 
scene is melancholy, then the audio environment around 
it should enhance or otherwise respond to that mood. 

Chris Boyes recording the ecosystems and exotic sounds of Costa Rica with 

the HHB Por!cDAT for The Lost World, the sequel to Jurassic Park. 

BY RICK CLARK 

In the following sections, four sound designers/field 
recordists offer a variety of perspectives on their craft. All 
these professionals have spent significant amounts of time 
in the field, alone with their DAT machines, Nagras and 
mics, capturing sounds in every place imaginable. 

CHRISTOPHER BOYES 

Christopher Boyes wanted to be a part of movie-making 
since his early teens. For years, he thought that his call-
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Ben Cheoh recording sound effects with a Neumann 191i stereo mic in 

an MS configuration, onto a Sony Pro IlDAT. He also is using 

an 8mrr playback unit (in hand). 

ing was in camera work before he finally plunged 
into the realm of sound field recording, editing and 
mixing. Wearing the various hats of sound designa-, 
re-rea irding/Foley/ADR and effects mixer. Boyes Was 
amassed an impressive list of credits, including The 
Rock, Mission Imposszbk, The Lost World, Volcano, 
Mts. Doubtfire, Jurassic Park, James and the Giant 
Peach and many more. Boyes won the 1995 Cinema 
Audio Society Award for Best Re-recording Mixer for 
his work on the television special Indiana Jones and 
His Hollywood Follies. He also won the Motion Pic-
ture Society of Film Editors 1994 Best Field Recordist 
and Best Foley Mixer-for Jurassic Park. His bonzai 
dedication to field recording inspired renowned 
sound designer and mentor Gary Rydstrom to call 
him "the Indiana Jones of effects recordists." 

"Jurassic Park II[TheLost World, due out this sum-
mer] was a big challenge, only because I made it that 
way. Basically, we knew it was going to be more di-
nosaurs and more action, and it was going to take 
place, to a certain extent, in a tropical atmosphere. I 
flew down to Costa Rica, hired two guides for five 
days each, and went into jungles, both in the moun-
tainous. regions and down on the coastal areas. I 
recorded 25 DATs worth of tropical ambiences and 
everything that you can imagine, including volcanoes 
and alligators. It was a good trip. 

"Whenever I go off recording on that kind of scale, 
I like to capture every time of the day. Audiowise, 
Costa Rica is really graphic. There is something di-
ferent happening at every time of the day and night. 
In the morning, you get these incredible crickets that 
sound like a burst of a shower nozzle, but with artic-
ulation and brightness. They come in right as the sun 
is coming up. Sometimes you get them at sunset. You 
only get a three- or four-minute period where this 

happens. It is the most incredible sound, and anybody 
hearing it would feel like they are in the most prehistoric 
place on Earth. 

"To get a really clean articulate ambience is difficult. It 
taxes you creatively and physically, because one, you 
have to find a place that can give you a beautiful natural 
ambience; two, you have to get there at a time when you 
are not going to be adulterated by either motor sounds 
on the ground or planes in the air; and three, you have to 
have absolutely superb equipment to get a clean ambi-
ence. Everything comes to bear in that. 

"The second hardest thing would be animal vocaliza-
tions because, unlike humans, they do not perform well. 
Typically, if they see a microphone, they will think it is a 
gun. As a result, they clam up, so you have to have an 
amazing amount of patience. Tame animals are worse 
than wild ones. At one point, I wanted to record a hip-
popotamus, and I think I sat there for four hours before it 
gave one vocalization, but it was worth the wait. 

"I have invested a lot of money in microphones and 
equipment. I bought a Neumann RSM191. On the first 
night out in Costa Rica we were trying to record owls, and 

Dennis Hysom reconling sound tidied: 
with a Sony TOD-D1OPft0 DAT recorder 
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we somehow managed to pull a little 
hit on the cables going into the mic, and 
it came apart. We took it apart, and it 
was like jewelry inside, and you 
breathed on the cables and it looked 
like they could come apart. Luckily, I 
was able to fix it with my Swiss army 
knife and gaffers tape. I think it sounds 
great, hut I think it's not robust enough 
for the kind of stuff that we do. For field 
recording, the most durable mic that I 
have used is the sister mic to that Neu-
mann RSM191, the KMR81. 

"Granted, not everyone tromps into 
the jungle like I do, but from my point 
of view uvury film should have a signif 

AD1000 A/D converter.] I would hesitate 
to use a Nagra for ambiences. That is an 
area where DAT really shines. DAT has 
totally revolutionized effects recording 
because of its portability and also its 
economics. On the other hand, the 
Nagra is, by all means, a viable player. I 
wouldn't want to work on a production 
where there wasn't access to one. I do 
love them. For Volcano, we recorded a 
lot of loud explosions. I had some guys 
out at a rock quarry, dumping dynamite 
down 30-foot holes, for base effects for 
lava bursting up through the Earth. We 
sent out a DAT and a Nagra, and, with-
out any doubt, the Nagra was much bet-
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ROGER PARDEE 

icant amount of new, fresh sounds that 
nobody has ever heard before. If some-
one is doing major sound effects for 
major films and not doing things like 
that, then you have to wonder if they 
are recycling effects. I am a really strong 
advocate of recording effects for the 
purposes of sound design for each film 
that are fresh and new. 

"I don't really like the idea of a 
broad mic for some ambiences. In the 
jungle, it's amazing. You move your mic 
180 degrees—especially if it's a slightly 
directional mic—and the sound you 
hear is absolutely different than the 
sound you heard in the previous posi-
tion. I would rather get the ambience in 
one location from two or three perspec-
tives, as opposed to getting that whole 
ambience from a 360-degree perspec-
tive. Then I can mix it as I like. This isn't 
to say that I wouldn't use a nice set of 
omnidirectionals for some ambiences. 
Certainly, some ambiences aren't that 
directionally sensitive, in terms of the 
quality of the sound. But when you are 
deep in the jungle, there is all different 
sorts of wildlife. 

"By and large, 90 percent of the stuff 
we do is done with DAT. ffloyes uses an 
HHI3 PortaDat, or a Sony D8; but he 
only uses the Sony for laying down 
numbers, and then only in conjunction 
with a Luna-tech preamp and Apogee 

ter in terms of low-end response and 
dynamic range, and in terms of forgive-
ness if there was any sort of apparent 
distortion. It was sort of sucked up in 
the analog medium, whereas the DAT 
would have a problem. 

"At one point in Costa Rica, while I 
was waiting around to record any given 
ambience, I noticed that the mud I was 
standing in, which was around six to 12 
inches deep, made a very powerful 
sound. I started recording that. That 
turned out great and is going to make 
its way into Lost World and Volcano in 
separate entities, for things like di-
nosaurs eating and for lava glops. You 
can be anywhere in the world looking 
for one thing out in the field, and if you 
stumble across something else, you 
never know what you'll use it for." 

ROGER PARDEE 

Roger Pardee grew up in the Midwest 
with a desire to get into the movie busi-
ness. Getting into the industry via the 
academic route seemed to make the 
most sense, so Pardee studied film in 
graduate school at the University of 
Southern California, where he discov-
ered that recording sound held the 
greatest appeal. Pardee hooked up with 
supervising sound editors Jay Wilkinson 
and John Larsen to work at John Glas-
cock's Location Sound Services in the 

early '80s. It was the beginning of what 
has been a successful, ongoing relation-
ship. 

l'ardee's film credits include Water-
world, Tombstone, Geronimo, Last Ac-
tion Hem, Trespass, Raising Cain, The 
Doctor, Red Heat, Rambo Bland To Live 
and Die in L.A., among many others. 
When he isn't working on productions, 
Pardee teaches courses in film sound 
recording to undergrads and grad-
school candidates at USC. 

"Sometimes the logistics of field 
recording can get difficult. For Men in 
Black [currently in post-production at 
C5 in New York], Hamilton Sterling 
somehow tracked down a gentleman 
who owned a small jet engine and 
could trailer it out to Mirage dry lake 
and tow it back and forth, while Hamil-
ton and I recorded it. It was worth it. To 
record a real jet screaming past a few 
feet from your face could make you 
nervous—you might spill your coffee 
and hurt someone. 

"I have recorded an awful lot of ve-
hicles. It seems to he a kind of a spe-
cialty. The first time I had to record cars 
was for To Live and Die in L.A. [19851. I 
filled up tape after tape, teaching myself 
how to do it. There is no big trick to 
recording a car starting and driving 
away, or a car driving by. The trick is 
for the shots where you are tracking 
alongside the car. It is not an interior 
sound. It's more of a mixture of the 
sound that comes from the engine com-
partment, and also the exhaust, and a 
little bit of tire work. That kind of sound 
doesn't always play well in a movie. 

"Basically, what I ended up doing 
was putting a mic under the engine 
compartment and another mic hack by 
the tailpipe and mixed the two together. 
I used the term `onboard' to distinguish 
that from an `interior' sound. An Interi-
or' sound is distinctive, too, but it's not 
real exciting, in terms of drama, if you 
are just driving along in a car, with the 
windows rolled up. You don't really 
hear a lot of engine, yet that's an ele-
ment that you would like to have, when 
you have a shot of the good guy driving 
along inside the car. So what I do is 
record a simultaneous onboard track 
and a stereo interior track, using two 
synched DATs. That way, when you are 
inside of the car, you could play the in-
terior and sweeten it with the onboard 
engine sound. We have used that tech-
nique with quite a hit of success. For 
onboards, I tend to use dynamic mics, 
like RE- 15s, because they are very stur-
dy and can take a little bit of heat. You 
could put a condenser mic in the en-
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(415) 855 0400 
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Does your console have the capability to mix for today's 5.1 and 7.1 Surround Sound formats? 

The addition of Dolby Digitalim, Universal DTSTm, Sony SDDSTM and DVD production requirements to the 

existing LCRS, stereo, and mono formats are all new reasons for checking out the latest development from 

Euphonix. 

The Euphonix CS2000F is now available with Hyper-SurroundTM; a software-based panning and 

bussing system that provides the next generation in sound movement and localization control 

along with the industry's most flexible mix bus formatting. 

Hyper-Surround provides creative mixing features for any or all surround sound formats, 

and even multiple formats at the same time! While other consoles claim to be multi-

format or surround sound capable, they typically provide mixing for a single LCRS, 

5.1, or 7.1 format at one time, with only basic positioning control. 
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Euphonix provides advanced panning from every channel with front pan, 
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image positioning across simultaneous formats. The innovative Euphonix 

focusTM control improves on traditional divergence panning by adding 

a degree of image placement that to date hasn't been possible: 

Maximum fOCUSTM gives pinpoint localization for still 

sounds. 

Nashville 
(Central US) 
1102 17th Ave Suite 202 
Nashville TN 37212 

(615) 327 2933 

Fax (615) 327 3306 

Minimum focusTM optimizes localization for moving 

sounds without decreasing the panning range (unlike a 

divergence control). 
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(Europe) 
6 Berghem Mews, Blythe Rd 
London W14 OHN 

(171) 602 4575 

Fax (171) 603 6775 

Lead the pack in surround mixing with a 

CS2000F. Be prepared for any of today's or 

tomorrow's formats with a flexible, 

software based mixing console that is 

ready for any new standard that 

comes along. 

Listen to the CS2000's 

premium audio quality, 
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Surround at a one of 

the many Euphonix-

_ equipped studios 

or sales offices 

worldwide. 
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gine compartment, but it's not the best 
treatment for an expensive condenser 
mic. 

"Miking the engine compartment 
isn't hard, but miking the tailpipe gets 
tricky because of the wind noise when 
the car is in motion. After some exten-
sive R&D, we designed some special 
wind-noise attenuators. It's true that 
they look like old coffee cans, lined 
with carpet, but that is only because we 
never got around to painting them! I 
tend to use an RE-15 or a Shure dynam-
ic back by the tailpipe. We tend to have 
those pretty rigged. 

"I use a Sony TCD-D10 Pro DAT 
recorder with Schoeps hypercardiod 
mics, typically. For more rugged stuff, 
we have some EV RE-15s that go back 
many years; they're practically inde-
structible. And I have some other mics 
I've accumulated. But rattling off equip-
ment lists isn't that revealing. What's 
more important is decent mic place-
ment and a sound source with charac-
ter. I've recorded some really nice 

effects using analog cassette decks and 
$40 mics; I just happened to be stand-
ing in a good spot during a good 
sound. You don't have to be an audio-
phile. After all, you can take Madonna's 
voice and run it through some Art Deco 
preamp the size of a cinder block, but 

it's still going to come out sounding like 
Madonna. Personally, I'd rather hear 
some low-fi recording of Billie Holiday. 

"There are guys waxing enthusiastic 
over certain mic preamps now, like they 
are some kind of fine wine. The gim-
mick is to have huge knobs and dials 
on everything. It's like a fad. I'm sure 

they sound fine, but it sometimes strikes 
me as absurd and trendy. It's like 'Here 

is my Rack-O-Gear.' Yeah, I've got a 
rack-o-gear, but how interesting is it to 
rattle on and on about what's in the 

rack. If having a rack full of the latest 
shiny gear gives you goosebumps, then 
go ahead. It's harmless fun. But I'm not 
sure it's that important. I'd rather hear 
sophisticated dialog out of a crude 
sound system than the reverse. Isn't it 
what you do with it that matters? 

"When I teach intro film sound class-
es, I like to reassure the students that 
they do not have to be engineering or 
computer wizards to do creative sound 
work. In a sense, you need to become 

just comfortable enough with the tech-
nology so that you can ignore it, be-
cause if you're busy thinking about SCSI 
drives and file management, then you're 
not thinking about the story and the feel 
of the sounds. 

"I like to start by playing a series of 

sound effects and getting people to dis-
cuss the feelings they evoke. Then you 
can start to analyze the causes of the 
feelings. Some sounds have subjective 
memories and associations linked to 
them: The clickety whir of a Lionel train 
set can trigger intense nostalgia in some 
baby boomers. Or you can look at the 
objective character of the sound— 
maybe one reason that gentle surf is so 
soothing is because it's analogous to the 
heavy, regular breathing of someone 

sound asleep. Once you start thinking 
in those terms you begin to appreciate 
how even fairly mundane sounds like 
air conditioning can have character. In 
the end you ask yourself, is the sound 
interesting? Is it involving? Does it do 
any good?" 

BIN CHIAN 
With over 30 features to his credit, Ben 
Cheah's sound effects and field record-
ing work have graced films like Fargo, 
Big Night, Casino, Lone Star and Get 
Shorty. Cheah currently works in New 
York at C5 Inc., one of the East Coast's 

people who are limited to just using li-
braries are usually stuck to the one per-
spective that has been offered. 

"There's a lot to be said for record-
ing with Nagras, especially for percus-
sive sounds—gun shots and explosions. 
Generally, I record to Sony TCD-D10 
Pro II DAT and [usually] use two mic 
setups: a Schoeps MS pair, and a Neu-
mann XY pair. I also use a high-quality 
French mic preamp called an EEA. I 
think the Sony is a very hardy machine, 
and it's at a good price. If I get another 
machine, I might get the HHB. I like the 
fact that it has a flexible sampling rate. 

"Our job is highlighting drama in a 
scene, be it a very subtle moment or a 
very violent moment. We are trying to 
create more interesting elements and di-
mension through the use of sound. You 
are often overacting the drama with 
sound, but that is the way that you can 
translate things into telling the story. It 
adds a whole extra dimension to the 
scene. The emphasis is on drama, and 
recording it in the correct situation. 

"For instance, when you are record-

OUR JOB IS HIGHLIGHTING DRAMA 

IN A SCENE. WE ARE TRYING TO CREATE 

MORE INTERESTING ELEMENTS 

AND DIMENSION THROUGH 

THE USE OF SOUND. 

BEN CHEM 

premier post houses. Prior to his job at 
C5, Cheah spent the last half of the '80s 
in Australia working as a sound engi-
neer. 

"Part of making quality sound effects 
is recording the live, organic elements 
of those sounds. Without good original 
sounds, it's difficult to make original 
sound effects. It doesn't matter how 
simple or complex the sound is going 
to be, it all depends on the source 
sound that you have. It's important to 
have original source material in every 
soundtrack for making things sound 

like they don't just come from a [sound 
library] CD. Otherwise, you find differ-
ent sound editors from every sound 
house using the same sets of CDs, and 
that really limits the amount of fresh 
material that's coming in. When you are 
doing location recording, you are able 
to fine-tune perspectives, whereas the 

ing vehicles, the real thing usually 
doesn't sound big enough. If you find 
the right vehicle, and you drive it in and 
follow the action, it doesn't sound dra-
matic enough, so you have to screech 
the car in and out to make it sound 
right. Otherwise, the difference between 
reality and filmmaking falls apart." 

DENNIS HYSOM 
Dennis Hysom has enjoyed substantial 

success wearing the hats of producer, 
composer, musician and field recordist 
for numerous environmentally inspired 
audio CDs that feature his extensive 
field recording work and evocative 
compositions. Of particular note is his 
series of releases for The Nature Com-
pany, inspired by the Nature Conser-
vancy's Last Great Places program to 
protect wilderness habitats of rare and 
endangered species. The titles include 
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mixing consoles 

Amsterdam + 31 ( 294) 418014 

Dallas (903) 485-2344 
Los Angeles (818) 291-5855 

infoed-r.n1 

Website: www.d-rall 

The Future is Surround! 
If you produce audio for Film, Video, or CDs,. your next audio console may have a profound 

impact upon your art and business. With DVD, 5.1 formats, amd over 20 million Dolby Pro Logic 
systems in use the future in audio is Surround! Enter CinemiX. D&R's legacy lives on 

with an elegant blend of Digital future and Analog past in a mixing/recording 
system designed to meet your needs long after the demise of stereo. 

El Mix and monitor in 2, 4, and 5.1 formats 
E Fully divergent 6 channel automated joysticks 
D Dual automated input paths 

E Dual automated Stereo returns 

Moving faders on upper & lower inputs 

El ARM matrix with instant reset 
E 360 degree panning 

D Optional dynamics 
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"HOLLYWOOD EDGE 
... the best sound 
effects library, 

without a doubt!" 
OLIVER STONE 
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"Excellent!" 
MARTIN SCORSESE 
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TAXI 1)RIVER 

"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 

SHADOE STEVENS 
1‘II.RI( 1,N TOP TORE 

Listen for yourself— 
If you buy sound effects for 
your company, call us for a 

Free Sample Disc 

(over 80 production-
ready effects, FREE!!!) 

CALL TOLL FREE 

800-292-3755 
hnp://www.hollywoodedge.com 

NOW AVAILABLE 
'T.H.E. PRODUCTION 
MUSIC LIBRARY 

IT IS GETTING TO BE A 

VERY CROWDED WORLD, AND 

IT'S VERY DIFFICULT TO GET TRULY 

NATURAL SOUNDS FOR ANY 

LENGTH OF TIME AT ALL. 

-DENNIS HYSOM 

Cloud Forest, Glacier Bay, Caribbean, 
Bayou and Badlands. Hysom (currently 
a recording artist for the BMG Kidz 
label) has also recorded six children's 
albums, including the Parent's Choice 
Gold Award-winning Song Play Hooray! 
He resides in Sonoma County, Calif., 
north of San Francisco, but for his envi-
ronmental recordings, Hysom has trav-
eled from Alaska to Costa Rica and 
points in between to capture desired 
sounds. 

"Most of the problems that you find 
in field recording can be solved if you 
are patient and persistent and if you 
plan carefully enough. If you have done 
your research and know where your 
species are and have talked to all of the 
various park rangers involved in man-
aging the wilderness areas, then you 
can pretty much locate what you want 
to record. So most of the problems can 
be avoided. 

"For my very first Nature Company 
project, the one that I did in the Costa 
Rican rainforest, I took a Nagra. You get 
these little reels that will last a total of 
about seven minutes, which in the field 
is just nothing. It's also very heavy. After 
I got back, I bought a Sony TCD-D10 
Pro portable field recorder. I also bought 
a Sanken CMS-7. It has a front micro-
phone, as well as two side microphones 
that are configured in a figure-eight pat-
tern, so that you can move the stereo 
sound around to be as wide as you 
want. It is really a wonderfully versatile 
and durable microphone. I have had it 
in rainstorms, in steamy, hot weather, 
and I've never had it fail. I also have a 
backup machine, which is a Tascam DA-
Pl. It's a nice, quiet machine, but I don't 
think it's built as durably as the Sony, 
which is a real solid workhorse. 

"It is getting to be a very crowded 
world, and it's very difficult to get truly 
natural sounds for any length of time at 
all. With its sensitivity, the gear can pick 

up a lot of human sounds like ma-
chines, boats, saws and airplane noises. 

Consequently, I have to do a lot of edit-
ing. For every hour I record, I may 
come up with a minute of sound that is 
not only quiet but also interesting. You 
can sit out there in the field for eight 
hours at a time and not get anything 
until something special takes place. In 
North Dakota, for example, I sat out 
most of the night trying to record coy-
otes. Then, finally, there may be two or 
three cries right near you. 

"While we were in Alaska, we went 
out for a couple of days to record stellar 
sea lions. There were these small little 
islands all over the area where they 
gathered. The boat captain actually took 
me out on the bow of the boat, and he 
pulled up fairly close to the two 
colonies. Each colony of sea lions is 
looked after by an alpha bull, and both 
of them were warning me away with 
these really low belching sounds. I had 
this really great stereo recording of a 
bull on the right and a bull on the left 
warning me away from their harems. 
We were floating in a rough sea, and 
we were going extremely up and down, 
and I was up there trying to balance 
myself, holding the microphone. It was 
frightening because the rail of the boat 
wasn't very high, and it would've been 
very easy to lose equipment or fall over 
into the freezing water. We were within 
12 to 15 feet of rock outcroppings, and 
the boat captain was constantly having 
to backpedal because the water was 
pushing the boat toward the rocks. It 
was pretty wild. 

"My favorite part of an entire pro-
duction, from the concept planning 
stage to the final mastering and duplica-
tion process, is scouting out a location 
and going in and recording. Most of the 
time, there is something so peaceful 

about doing it. It's pretty serene, even 
though it can get a little hairy once in a 
while." 

Rick Clark is a Nashville-based writer, 
songwriter and producer. 
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Commercial Audio Post 
In Sall Francisro 

S
an Francisco has long lived in the 
entertainment-industry shadow 
of Los Angeles. Commercials, 
film productions and television 
shows that are shot in the Bay 
Area, taking advantage of some 

of the most dramatic backdrops in the 
continental U.S., often end up in L.A. or 
Chicago or New York for video and 
audio post-production. It's the old industry adage of "following 
the negative home." 

But much of that is changing, especially in the television 
commercial market. What was once seen as a hotbed of cre-
ativity, where producers came to the Bay Area to work with 
Industrial Light 8z Magic or Western Images, then went back 
to New York or L.A. to finish, has matured into a bona fide in-
dustry, with all the associated services close at hand. Varitel 
and Western Images have made huge capital investments, first-
rate film editors ("the general contractors of the industry," as 
Music Annex owner David Porter calls them) have set up 
shops, telecine and color correction have established them-
selves, and two major audio post facilities have expanded— 
namely, the Annex's upgrade of Studio 1 and Russian Hill 

Recording's unveiling of Crescendo, a two-room facility in the 
heart of the "ad ghetto," down by the Embarcadero. 

In fact, audio facilities have been popping up all over San 
Francisco recently, driven largely by the sound-for-picture mar-
ket. One Union opened a two-room editorial/mix facility in the 
ad district two years ago and just recently went ail-digital with 
the purchase of a digital router and Yamaha 02R consoles. 
Dubeytunes opened last fall as a sound design/composition 
facility in the SOMA Contract Design Center, downstairs from 
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BY TOM KENNY 

Western Images. And earwax produc-
tions, which leases space from Crescen-
do, has been providing music for 
regional and national spots for years. A 
number of other established facilities 
serving the commercial audio market 
thrive in the Bay Area, including Sky-
walker Sound's commercial division, 
which had six spots air on the Super 

Bo‘‘ I telecast; now the rest of the world is taking notice. 

"The client perception of an industry is bigger than what 
any one facility can provide, he it telecine, editorial, audio post 
or any of the elements," says Porter. "The concern becomes: 
How much work is there? Does it grow in lockstep? Is there 
enough audio to support the video editorial? Do these ele-
ments grow up in sync, or does one aspect grow out of pro-
portion? For a long time, people came to shoot pictures of our 
bridges. so there were a lot of shooters in town, and every car 
commercial on the planet was shot out at the Golden Gate 
Bridge. But no post. So they took the footage back to L.A. 
There has to be a big enough talent pool in the various areas 
of [production and post-production1 to create an industry. It 
has to be in proportion." 

For Porter, who opened the audio post satellite of Menlo 
Park-based Music Annex on Green Street about ten years ago, 
audio for commercials has always been a steady part of a diet 
that also includes long-form video, film, new media applica-
tions and music. Now that the infrastructure for a commercial 
industry is in place, he's reacted by slightly reconfiguring his 
four-mix-room facility, with plans to add a fifth room in the 
coming year. The investment formula he has followed, since 
opening the Annex 20 years ago, has centered around the tri-
angle of talent, technology and amenities, in that order. The 
proportions change, he admits, depending on the market (ad 
clients demand more amenities, for instance), but talent drives 
the machine. 

"I believe that the best clients are attracted to the hest mix-
ers," he says, singing the praises of John Grier, Patrick Fitzger-
ald and the recently hired Amy Hunter. "And the hest mixers 
are in turn attracted by the best equipment. With that in mind, 
I have always invested our resources in talent first, then sup-
plied them with the technology and amenities they require to 
do their best work. As the audio services industry evolves, the 
need for client services, both technical and nontechnical, will 

change continuously. So an ongoing program of reinvention 
and reinvestment is required if a facility is to remain attractive 
to clients. If at any given time too many resources are commit-
ted to any one of these elements [talent, technology and 
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At nght (and cn this month's Mix cover): 

crescendo Studios, San Francisco, showing 

the reception desk, lionhead fountain, 

lobby entrance and main studio. 

amenities], to the degradation of the other 
two, the facility is no longer in balance. 

"Studio 5 is going to have more (lent 
appeal because it will have skylights and 
lounge areas—it will be a nice place for 
my client to bring their client," Porter adds. 
-But what we're really doing by building 
Studio 5 is reshuffling the real estate so 
that we can expand our long-form depart-
ment," which he sees as growing ai a 
faster pace than the commercial business. 
With Grier moving up to the third floor 
once Studio 5 is completed, Studio 3 will 
become a long-form room, and additional 
editorial, ADR and Foley rooms will open 
in the basement, creating what Porter says 
will be his miniaturized version of a full-
service, New York-style audio post-pro-
duction lot. 

Certainly, agency clients are different 
from film clients, who are different from 
CD-ROM clients. Ad bookings are gener-
ally for three hours, a half-day, or a full 
day. In and out, with revisions. Ten people 
may be in the room, and five may want to 
talk on the phone at any one time. They 
may not care what rnic is being used on 
the voice-over, but they usually know which attitude they like 
best. And if they want a latte, they're used to getting one. 

At the center of this collective creative mayhem sits the 
mixer, who more often than not is the reason a client picked 
the facility. Part-time recording engineer, part-time editor, part-
time sales rep, part-time sound designer, pan-time counselor 
and full-time mixer...it's no wonder talent sits atop Porter's tri-
angle, and it's not at all surprising that when Russian Hill own-
ers Jack Leahy and Bob Shotland decided to open a satellite 
in the ad district, they embarked on a nationwide search for 
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engineers. The rooms had been laid out 
and the Otan Status consoles selected be-
fore Jay Shilliday (formerly of Waves in 
LA.) and Tim Claman (formerly of Pacific 
Ocean Post in Santa Monica) came on-
board in June for a September 1996 open-
ing. Even with the all-inclusive client 
services and stunning Italian piazza flavor 
to the facility (designed by Walters-Storyk, 
built by Dennis Steams), the likes of which 
San Francisco has not seen in terms of 
creature comforts, the owners knew Shilli-
day and Claman would end up being the 
draw. 

"It's not like we wanted an L.A. engi-
neer," explains Crescendo and Russian Hill 
director of operations Cindy McSherry. 
"We wanted people who mix commer-
cials—they do it because they like doing it, 
they do it well, they have a client base. 
They're not engineers who really want to 
be music engineers. We wanted people 
who do this passionately, and we found 
two guys who do it passionately. 

"We built this place, conceived it, with 
advertising clients in mind," she continues. 
"So it's a place with a lot of attention to 
customer service, mix rooms that are ex-
tremely comfortable for large numbers of 
people with all the amenities they've come 
to expect in a world-class facility—like a 
special producer area with a phone and a 

mini-bar, and full-time concierge services to take care of all of 
their needs from breakfast to when they walk out the door." 

Very few high-end facilities outside of L.A., New York and 
perhaps Chicago can afford to focus on such a narrow market 
segment. Rather, it seems, post studios have followed the "di-
versify or die" slogan first proposed by Record Plant founder 

Chris Stone so many years ago. It was a philosophy that 
worked, and Russian Hill and Music Annex could both be 
considered what McSherry calls "hybrid facilities," where they 
do a little bit of everything, from feature films, to ADR work, 
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SR-26 - Two reshaper/distributors in one chassis 

ELIZA - Reshaper/refresher 

Si - Complete time code, portable analyzer 

to TV commercials, to radio spots, to 
new media, to music sessions. But as 
the San Francisco ad market began to 
reach maturity, the need to specialize, if 
only to maintain scheduling sanity and 
full, uninterrupted service, became ap-
parent to the Russian Hill owners. 

"In the last five or six years, this ad 
production ghetto started to develop," 
McSherry explains. "Agencies were al-
ways down here, hut then production 
companies and post facilities started to 
move their facilities down here. Real 
Time Video and Varitel moved here. 
Editorial companies started to spring up. 
And we found that it was harder and 

harder to market [Russian Hi111—just 
through the tunnel—because of loca-
tion. Clients began to get used to walk-
ing across the street to a mix, and for 
really serious deadline projects, they 
could go right from the edit into the 
mix, back to the edit, back and forth. 
Location became an issue when we 
started to see a slight decline in the mar-
ket. So we had to decide whether we 
wanted to lose this market altogether or 
go where they are. We knew how to 
service this type of client and felt we 
could provide them something they 
haven't had before. We had a lot of 
feedback where clients were looking for 

511-15+ TIME CODE DISTRIPRLYZER  

SA - 3 TillE CODE REPAIR HIT 

• 

SR RESHRPER RUE COURIER 

SR- 26 TIME CODE RESHRPER DISTRIBUTOR 

SA - 1 1101E CODE REFRESHER SR-1 PORTABLE f111111WER 

Whatever your time code needs, Brainstorm has the best 
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world-class audio facilities similar to 
what they were seeing in L.A., with the 
types of services and level of service. 
Taking all that feedback to heart, we 
figured we could do just as well as they 
do in L.A. and bring San Francisco what 
they want." 

"This market is different than 
L.A.," adds Claman. "The client's 
view seems to be more experiential 
and less technical. They need to feel 
a session went smoothly and quickly 
and they had a good time. Nobody is 
going to ask what preamp I'm using. 
Their focus is broader, and it has to 
do with the whole facility. 

"I'm used to this level of service we 
have at Crescendo, but it was clear to 
me when we opened that most of our 
clients were not," he adds. "Little things 
like I have an assistant who stays with 
me the whole session—I'm not sharing 
him with someone else, he's not also the 
dub guy, he's not also the guy who 
makes coffee. We have a concierge, and 
she's separate from the receptionist. The 
dub guy is available to make dubs full 
time. Clients up here appreciate that. I 
think they had experienced that in L.A., 
hut I don't think they really expected 
that up here. 

"And even though we only have two 
identical rooms, it's built infrastructurally 
like a big facility. We have a central 
switcher/router, and even though with 
two rooms you would think that every-
thing could be handled with a few patch 
cords, we have the speed and flexibility 
of a larger facility. I assume this would 
make it very easy to add a third or 
fourth room." 

Technology? Take your pick. Music 
Annex added a Euphonix console in its 
Studio 1 upgrade, Crescendo chose 
Otari Status. Annex bought in early on 
the NED PostPros, the high-performance 
workstation of a few years back, and 
have added Pro Tools systems; Crescen-
do purchased Fairlight MFX3s, the cur-
rent high-performance machine, and 
also has Pro Tools in an editing/produc-
tion room. Both have purchased Dore-
mi Labs' V1 disk-based video player/ 
recorders. Annex has D-2 and Digital 
Betacam; so does Crescendo. 

The point is, speed is crucial in the 
advertising world, and both facilities 
seem to realize, in their own way and 
implement at their own pace, that: Tal-
ent drives the industry; technology is 
there to serve the mixer; amenities are 
expected and encouraged. And once the 
Porter triangle comes into proper bal-
ance, whether within a facility or within 
a market, an industry matures. 
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by Joyce J. Jorgenson 

Paul Sandweiss (left) and Sound Design Corp. 

systems engineer David Crivelli 

During the past two years Paul Sandweiss has handled 
production sound mixing and audio coordination for the 
American Music Awards, the Screen Actors Guild Awards, 

the Blockbuster Music Awards, the VH-1 Honors, the 
Academy Awards, the Daytime Emmy Awards and the 
MTV Movie Awards. If that doesn't make him sound busy, 

go ahead and add the 
Aspen Comedy Festival, a 
couple of Network magic 

specials for NBC, the Big Help Telethon, the Lou RawLs 
Parade of Stars Telethon, 12 Def Comedy Jam shows, 
some episodes of Roseanne, Countryfest at the Atlanta 
Motor Speedway and the Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon to his 
schedule. Then try to imagine how he found time to open 
up a new audio post-production facility and knock out 13 
half-hour specials for Showtime's new Friday night hit, 
The Latino Laughs Festival, which was taped on location 
in San Antonio, Texas. 

Sandweiss' new post facility, Sound Design Corpora-

tion, is situated within the Hollywood Center Stages corn-

g Post 

plex in Hollywood, Calif. With this venture succes4ully 
under way, he is poised to add a new dimension to his 
life; up until now, his work has primarily revolved around 
live events. In a recent conversation with Mix Sandweiss 
offered his views on live broadcast technology and on 
making the jump from live sound to post. 

Why have you decided to open a post facility when your 
background is heavily entrenched in live events? 
My beginning in professional sound was at Wally Heider 
Studios, where I became chief engineer of mobile opera-
tions in 1976. Wally was a pioneer in audio recording and 
had all the latest in technology, as well as a number of 
great people working with him—people like Tom Scott, 
Jack Crymes, Biff Dawes, Terry Stark, Ken Cailat, Billy Yo-
clelman and Ray Thompson. to name just a few. Heider 
Studios was without a doubt a special place to be in the 

late 70s. We would travel around the country working on 
great shows. If you wanted to record live, and money was 
no object, you called Wally. 

I remember working on shows like The Last Waltz, or 
Springsteen live at the Roxy. I was lucky to have started at 
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such a great place when this was a much smaller business. 
I think I have always wanted a home to hang my hat in 
since leaving Wally in 1980, because I spent most of my 
time in remote trucks around the country. Since there are 
so many great recording facilities already established in Los 
Angeles, it made sense to head in the post direction, which 
is really where my interests lie when I'm not working on 
live television. With the amazing speed, sonic quality and 
creative license available to post-production audio facili-
ties, operating in the digital domain was a natural for me. 
Having spent the last twenty years in an analog/linear-type 
environment, moving into a digital/nonlinear realm was 
like jumping off a cliff, which I think everyone should do 
at least once in their career. 
Now that you've opened Sound Design Corporation, are 
you still going to mix live television specials? 
Well, for the immediate future, I think that a steady com-
bination of the two formats will keep me busy and con-
tent. Looking toward the future, I think that I will continue 
to mix live events, but I'll tend to concentrate more on 
post-production. Maybe just mix ten or 12 live events per 
year and spend the rest of the time in the new studio. I 
have worked with so many great people over the years 
in live production, it would be kind of hard to just go qui-
etly into a steady diet of post, although it's nice to get a 
second pass at a mix every now and then. There are many 
great engineers out there who spend their lives in remote 
environments, working hard to get through the complex-
ities of live television. You de-
velop a special kind of "war" 

bond with each other. I want to 
retain those relationships by 
continuing to mix live events, 
but not every week... 
What are some of the major 
changes you've seen over the 
past 20 years of live television 
specials? 
Things have become much 
more intense and, at the same 
time, much more organized 
and professional at some levels. 
I mean you can't expect to just 
show up at some major event 
and piece things together. 
Shows today require a lot of 
pre-production and ground-
work long before you show up 
on location. There is much 
more interaction with artists because of their audio re-
quirements, which range from the onstage monitor mix 
and house mix all the way to the air mix, which usually 
comes directly under my control. 
I remember working on the Grammy Awards and the 

American Music Awards back in the late '70s and early 
'80s when only one or two of the bands would perform 
totally live. It is not uncommon these days to have as 
many as ten or 12 live performances on one show. It is 
one thing to do a festival show where ten or 12 acts per-
form live and you just rotate the equipment from one act 
to the other; it is quite another to do a live awards show 
where you need to dedicate specific pieces of equipment 

for each and every act—there's no chance of just swap-

ping out band mics, instruments, cables and stands. 
When we do one of these shows live, if there are ten 

live performances, we must have ten sets of equipment. In 
other words, if each act has 30 inputs, we need to supply 
300 microphones, end of discussion. In turn, each micro-
phone must be fastened down securely—sometimes we 
even use chain—because the equipment risers are physi-
cally rolled into place during commercials from the wings, 
sometimes from as far away as 500 feet. This all happens 
very quickly, and there's not much time for repositioning 
microphones that have wandered during the journey, so 
we have to make sure they stay in place. Each micro-
phone must additionally be hand-plugged into a subsnake 
system before it can be checked through to the mix loca-
tions. Things like guitar and keyboard rigs must have pre-

scribed amounts of time after power-up to be ready for 
performance. There are so many people and pieces of 
equipment involved in live awards shows these days, it's 
kind of surprising they work at all. 
Sounds like the potential exists for a few discouraging 
moments in this line of work. 
Some days you find yourself sitting in an airport the morn-
ing after and you overhear someone telling a friend how 
great Springsteen or whoever sounded on the Oscars last 
night. But before you can feel good, the friend replies, 
"Yeah, sure, but how about when Angelica's lay slipped 
off her dress and you could barely hear her with the mic 

I have always wanted a home to 

hang lily hat in because I've 

spent must of my time in remote 

trucks around the country. 

dangling down around her thigh..." It's a very unforgiving 
medium, and you need a lot of excellent mixes to get past 
an up-cut podium or commercial billboard. Wrapping the 
theme music too hot around a plug for one of the spon-
soring airlines can land you in a coach seat for quite 
awhile, too. 
Do automated consoles serve your needs better than 
manual ones in these live situations? 
Over the years, we have tried every type of automated or 
manual console made, at all kinds of mix positions, from 
Soundcraft and Yamaha boards to Euphonix and Cadac, 
Neve and SSL, Saje and Auditronics, API and Gamble. 
Each system has its advantages and disadvantages. I can-
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not say with absolute certainty that any 
one console is superior to another over-
all in these applications. Automation 
only gets you back to where the perfor-
mance was the last time the band 
played—assuming that, in the best case, 
no mics were mispatched, and no am-
plifier or instrument knobs were did-
dled with outside of your automated 
environment. You still have to manually 
mix the live performance as it comes off 
the stage regardless of your level of au-
tomation. There definitely seems to be 
an adrenaline-type thing going on dur-
ing most live tapings. We just continue 
to try new things and hang on to the 
ones that work. 
In most of the shows you get involved 
with, you not only mix the musical 
acts, but the production elements as 
well. That must be a bit taxing... 
If you break it down on a show like the 
Academy Awards, we normally have six 
or seven musical performances that typ-
ically run three to four minutes each. 
The show is supposed to run for its al-
lotted 3 hours, minus 36 to 45 minutes 
of commercials and 20 to 25 minutes of 
musical performance. The majority of 
the show is made up of movie clips, ac-
ceptance speeches and people taking 
long walks to and from the podiums. 
Blending all those elements around the 
performances is really the bulk of the 
job and requires a fair amount of focus 
to stay on top of it. 

Most of these shows are done fol-
lowing a script until somewhere around 
commercial number one, when every-
one realizes that we are running long. 
We then abandon the script in favor of 
moderate pandemonium. It's really 
quite fun. As for being taxing, well, 
things have indeed become more diffi-
cult. Now, when we do a show in New 
York or Chicago, we have to pay state 
taxes to those states as well as to our 
state of residence. 
How about your new post-production 
facility? What type of system are you 
running for post? 
We are trying to maintain a digital signal 
from start to finish on any project we do. 
We start out by laying down from D-2 or 
Digital Beta into our Fairlight MFX-3 
using 9-pin control of the video device 
from the Fairlight. From there we work 
digitally, internally in the Fairlight do-
main through our new Yamaha 02R 
mixer all the way through to a digital lay-
back to D-2 or Digital Beta, depending 
on the client's specifications. We are con-
trolling machines 300 feet away in the 
machine room with 110-ohm Belden 
digital cable. We may add some analog 

elements during the mix, including 
voice-over, live instrument or Foley, 
using a Neumann M149, AKG 414, 
Sennheiser 416, or other analog micro-
phone. We put this through a John 
Hardy M-2 mic preamplifier, converted 
to AES/EBU digital by an Apogee or NVi-
sion A/D converter and recorded directly 
to the Fairlight. We use a TC Electronic 
M5000 effects unit that is currently inter-
faced as an analog machine to the 02R. 

The speed and flexibility of the new 
MFX-3 is absolutely incredible. And the 
sound through the entire process 
doesn't experience any generational loss 
or unnecessary A/D or DIA conversion. 
Also, we load in source audio from DA-
88, Sony 800, DAT, CD, or directly from 
Avid offline sessions. We've just started 
using E-mu's e-6400 Emulator for quick 
access to sound effects and storing edit-
ed audiences, which we use to get 
across edits. 
When many shows are posted for 

later broadcast, it's not unusual to pull 
little pieces of time from the show to cut 
down on overall running time. Some-
times, this means that a person onstage 
receiving a standing ovation in a reverse 
shot may, in the blink of an eye, resume 
dialog at a later point in the original dia-
log with a quiet audience. In audio post, 
you need to bridge that edit by trailing 
off the original applause much earlier. 
The e-6400 is a pretty powerful sampler 
in that application. We load it up with 
source audience from the original 
recording, and we can start and stop the 
audience literally on a dime. We chose 
the Fairlight and 02R as our main mix 
system to basically keep our work sur-
face as small as possible and make our 
environment more like a living room, 
which has turned out to be quite pleas-
ant. I worked with David Crivelli, our 
systems engineer, to design the mix 
suite at Sound Design, and now that we 
have had the opportunity to post several 
shows in the room, we are quite pleased 
with the way things turned out. We are 
already starting plans for a second mix 
suite, which we hope to bring online 
soon. 
One last question: What major differ-
ences have you found doing post com-
pared to live events? 
So far, I think I can safely say that we 
seem to spend less time in hotel rooms, 
and we tend to drink a lot more fresh-
ground coffee. I also have the luxury 
now of telling clients not to worry so 
much. They can fix it in post. 

Joyce Jorgenson is a freelance writer 
based in the Chicago area. 
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Scoim 
BY CHRIS MICH'S 

A significant portion of the scores for 
American-made films are recorded in 
Los Angeles, usually on the Paramount, 
Sony, Warner Bros. or Todd-AO sound-
stages (20th Century Fox's scoring stage 
is being rebuilt). According to veteran 
mixer Armin Steiner, its unusual to go 
to a remote location for scoring work, 
but last January Steiner found himself in 
Le Mobile's remote recording truck 

Above: Three of the 
four Law brothers, (L-
to-R) Christopher, Ron 
and Dennis 

Right: Composer 
Don Davis in 

Boettcher Concert 
Hall, Denver 

LL 

1:-U LL'L7 
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recording the Colorado Symphony Orchestra. When re-
leased later this year, Warriors of Virtue, a mythical ad-
venture that pits five kangaroo-like characters and their 
young assistant against an evil villain, will feature an orig-
inal score by Don Davis, recorded with the CSO in Den-
ver's unique Boettcher Concert Hall. 

The decision to record in Denver was driven by the fact 
that the film's producers are sponsors of the arts in general, 
and patrons of the CSO in particular. The producers, the 
four Law brothers, are all successful and respected surgeons 
in the Denver area and apparently felt that the score pre-
sented an opportunity to show off the orchestra and the 

il Da J1 
hall. According to Steiner, their faith was 
well-founded. "The project turned out quite 
spectacularly," he says. 

"The composer, Don Davis, contacted 
me about a year-and-a-half ago," says Stein-
er, alluding to a production schedule that 
has stretched over two-and-a-half years. 
Eventually, post-production was completed, 
and the scoring sessions took place from 
January 3 to 7. Steiner contracted Guy Char-
bonneau's Le Mobile recording truck for the 
date, a decision based on more than just 
technical criteria. "I'm familiar with the crew, 
I'm familiar with the equipment, I'm familiar 
with the kind of quality that the truck can 
give," says Steiner. "Guy is a fanatical per-
fectionist and keeps everything pristine. He 
has the most wonderful-sounding truck 
available for this type of music, in my opin-
ion. I consider Le Mobile to be the best, 
most musical facility around." 

Independent engineer Charlie Bouis set 
up the truck before its departure from Southern California. 
Bouis, who is involved with many of Le Mobile's projects 
and has assisted Steiner before, preassigned all of the mic 
channels according to Steiner's faxed session notes and set 
up the busing for simultaneous recording in stereo and 5-
channel surround formats. This preparation allowed Bouis 
and the local Denver crew to spend all of the first two days 
of January running cables and setting up mics. In addition 
to a stereo headphone setup with video playback for com-
poser/conductor Davis, the setup called for 90-plus single-

muff headphones for the players. Bouis also set up a 
separate stereo playback suite, complete with video mon-
itor, in a lounge area below the stage. 

According to Steiner, the Boettcher Concert Hall is a 
"very live room" with a decay time close to four seconds. 
The hall's nontraditional ovoid plan puts the orchestra fair-
ly far out into the room, and the acoustic design relies on 
suspended "clouds" and other reflective surfaces to both 
project and reflect the orchestra's sound. Steiner notes 
that, because of the room's large cubic capacity, the or-
chestra can get "very, very loud. You would never have a 
studio with the cubic volume you have in a concert hall. 
Because we have so much cubic volume, the dynamic 
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P,Ceir S-EVE GROER 

Above: The Colorado Symphony Orchestrc; 

right: a model of Denver's Boettcher Concert Hall 

range is far more satisfactory" than in a more traditional 
scoring environment. 

Steiner describes his microphone technique as "a real-
ly very simple classical recording technique: I don't do 
anything that other people don't do all over the world." 
Over the orchestra, he placed three Sennheiser MKH8Os 
(in ornni pattern), arranged in a triangular configuration 

WARRIORS OF VIRTUE. AN 

ADVENTURE THAT PITS FIVE 

KANGAROO-LIKE CHARACTERS AND 

THIEIR YOUNG ASSISTANT AGAINST 

AN EVIL VILLAIN, WILL FEATURE AN 

ORIGINAL SCORE BY DON DAVIS, 

RECORDED WITH THE COLORADO 

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA IN 

DENVER'S BOETTCHER 

CONCERT HALL. 

with the center mic placed slightly forward. "I've used 
them before," says Steiner of the MKH80s. "I think it's just 
an extraordinary microphone." 

The principal mics were supplemented with two outly-
ing MICH20s, also in omni, "to widen the pattern a little bit." 
One Neumann TLM170 was placed about 15 feet over the 
French horns, the brass section was assigned another 
TLM170, also "way up high," and the timpani got another 
TLM170. Two Neumann KM184s were selected as wood-
wind mics. "With the transformerless output, they really 
sound wonderful," says Steiner. He placed one Neumann 
M149 tube mic (in cardioid) as a distant piano mic; the harp 
also got its own distant mic ("probably a KM84"), and a pair 
of supplementary mics were set around ten feet above the 
percussion section, "just in case they had any whispering 
kind of instruments that would require additional help." 

The synthesizer was taken direct and treated with 
Steiner's special program for the Roland R880 reverb. "I 
use that in order to match the reverb content in the hall 
itself," explains Steiner. "[The Roland] is several years old 
and has been discontinued, but I love the sound of it, 
and I use it rather exclusively for my recordings, espe-
cially for pop recordings." To provide ambience for the 
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two surround channels and the stereo 
soundtrack recording, Steiner placed 
two Neumann KM130s (in omni) in the 
second tier of boxes. "That's all you ba-

sically need, because it's going to give 
you everything that was played, except 
for the synth," explains Steiner, adding 
that no equalization was used in the 
recording. 

Inside the truck, the surround moni-
toring setup comprised three Genelec 

1031As as left-center-right monitors and 
Radio Shack Minimus 7s for left and 
right surround channels. Le Mobile's 
console is a 1976 Neve 8058, which has 
had ten VR input strips added to its orig-
inal 32 Class A Neve inputs. "It's a very 

good-sounding board," says Steiner. 
"That was probably one of the best-
sounding consoles, and...it's probably 
better than the day it came out of the 
factory." According to Steiner, Le Mo-
bile's chief tech, Dave Gallo, has done 
all of the modifications and has replaced 
all of the condensers in the board. 

The sessions, which ran for five days, 
at the rate of two three-hour sessions a 
day, were recorded in the 5-channel for-
mat to Tascam DA-88s, with a sixth track 
used for a combined mono surround 
track. At the same time, Steiner created a 

stereo mix for the soundtrack album, 
which was recorded on a Studer DAT 
machine. Rather than use the DA-8Rs' in-
ternal AID converters, Steiner chose to 
run the console's analog outputs 
through a Studer D19 MultiDAC to the 
digital inputs of the DA-88s. Steiner also 
had Bouis run a 24-track Studer A800 (at 
15 ips, with Dolby SR) as protection and 
backup in the event that subsequent 

production decisions necessitated a 
remix. A pair of Panasonic 3500 DAT 
machines were run in tandem with the 
DA-88s to provide listening copies. 

As Steiner points out, a mobile 
recording setup must duplicate the com-
plete communications infrastructure of a 
permanent studio. Bouis created and dis-
tributed multiple cue sends, including a 
stereo send for the conductor and a 
mono click track for the orchestra's 
headphones. A CCTV system allowed 
those in the truck to view the stage, the 
conductor and also an area of the or-

chestra, and a private intercom connect-
ed Bouis and Steiner with their stage 
manager, Eric Johnson. 

During recording, Steiner and Bouis 
were joined in the truck by music editor 
Lori Eschler, who was responsible for all 
timing and synchronization issues. Es-

chler's laptop Oracle computer allowed 
her to create click tracks for each cue, 
reset timings and insert the video 
"streamers" that indicate upcoming cues. 
Yvonne Mateer, Le Mobile's driver, ran 
the video and timecode machines. 

"The orchestra performed brilliantly," 
says Steiner, who has particular praise for 
the CSO's regular conductor, Marin 
Alsop. "She's done a wonderful job of 
putting this orchestra together," he says. 
As well as complimenting the players for 
their musicianship and discipline, Steiner 
praised the positive and helpful attitude 
projected by all involved in the session. 

As part of his setup, Steiner chose to 
place the second row of woodwinds, the 
French horns and the tromlIones on ris-
ers, a setup that was unfamiliar to the or-

chestra. "IThe CSO's1 David Aeling and 
his crew were most cooperative and 
most understanding," says Steiner. "They 
were all musicians and all understood 
the music and were not only able to 
move things and do things for us, hut 
they also understood why. That was 
something I hadn't experienced before. 
They really went out of their way." 

Chris Michie is the technical editor of 
Mix. 
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The 408 makes 

WaveFrame editing power 

available to everyone With 

complete 8 track 

configurations* including P2 

machine_ control and  

autoassembly, starting at 

$10,000. Version 6.2 

multichannel digital I/O, OMF 

compatability and Windows 

95 support. 
Sue <Track name> 

 W.180 Reel 10 Braveheart 

Utilities Help WaveFrame 

_ More television shows and feature 
films are edited on WaveFrame 
equipment than any other digital 
audio workstation, including the 1996 E 

 Academy Award Winner for Best 
Sound, " Braveheart", edited by 
Soundelux, and the 1996 Emmy for 
Best Sound in a series, edited by 
Dave West Productions. 

eFrame 
Distributed by: 
David Carroll Electronics, Inc. 
3219 Pierce Street. Richmond, CA 94804 
510-528-8054 fax: 510-526-1982 
www.dcei.com dvh@compuserve.com 
100017 100014 moon lu110711020 ,, 

*Just add drives and SVGA monitor! 
jrcke. 1 Mule  ilinecode: 2997 fps (Internal) iTl:VT-",t 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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Miles from shore, harsh weather conditions, one chance to", 

record the audio. 

Of course you're 

using a hard 

disk system... 

RIGHT? 
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Portable Digital Audio 
Mixer/Removable Hard Disk Recorder 

Déva 
>LAY o 
;3+3C+1 

PEG. 1234 
nEJF 1V,1_-2t4R 

Deva is an exciting new battery-powered location audio solution, no larger than a child's lunch box! 
It provides the highest quality of field recording anywhere. Deva combines, for the first time, a 4 track; 
non-linear 24 bit audio player/recorder, 4 channel digital mixer, time code generator/reader and 4 effex 
processors including EQ, Gate and Compressor. All processing is accomplished in the digital domain. 
Deva is ideal for remote film and television audio applications. Deva goes where others can't. 

features - 
• 2.5 track hours record time per disk 
• 20 bit A-D and D-A converters (1 10 dB Dynamic Range) 
• I 25g force rated disk 
• 48v Phantom and T power mic inputs 
• 2-hour battery life with standard NPI camera battery 

(3-hour with N.M.H. Battery) 
• Full confidence playback during Record Mode 
• True multi-track operation 
• Automatic Input Level Adjust/(Never-clip tm pat. pend) 
• RS422 editor control port 
• AES/EBU inputs and outputs 
• Line level inputs and outputs 

and much...much more!! 

Starting at $ 7950. 
See Deva and Studio Deva at NAB97 

Booth # 10270 

AUDIO 
140 Greenwood Avenue 

Midland Park, NJ 07432 USA 

201-652-7878 • Fax: 201-652-7776 

For instant literature visit our web site - http://www.zaxcom.com 
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D&R CINEMD( 
FILM/VIDEO POST-PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

1111 more facilities looking 
to handle surround sound 
mix to picture, in addition 

to music re-recording and scoring 
sessions, the D&R Cinemix might 
just be what the doctor ordered. 
Laid out in a conventional in-line 
format with dual-input signal paths 
and full routing to 24 multitrack 
buses and six output buses (LCR+ 
LS/RS and sub-bass), Cinemix fea-
tures microprocessor-controlled 
routing and recall of primary switch 
functions, as well as automation of 
the console's pair of integral joy-
sticks. In other words, Cinemix is 
not just a dressed-up music board 
with a few bolted-on extras for mul-
tichannel mixing, with their in-
evitable compromises; instead, it's a 
from-the-ground-up design that of-
fers a remarkable amount of mixing 
power for the dollar. (For the trivia-
minded: The name "D&R" derives 
from the firm's founder and chief 
analog designer, Duco de Rijk.) 

Cinemix is available in two 
mainframes, housing either 32 or 
48 mono channel modules. Upper-
and lower-channel signal paths are 
functionally identical, enabling vir-
tually any signal source to be ac-
cessed, equalized and routed to 
any console output bus and/or aux 
send. In addition, both frames will 
accommodate up to five dual-path 

stereo modules. These normally 
serve as dedicated 2-channel ef-
fects returns but can also be used 
for other applications; in this way, 
the 32-frame offers 84 simultaneous 
inputs in remix, while the 48 will 
handle 116 sources. D&R's Power 
VCA (standard) or the optional 
PowerFader servo-controlled leveV 
mute automation can be fitted to 
either or both signal paths. 

An optional Film Module en-
ables the creation of various stems 
via the 24-track output matrix, 
which can then be collapsed to 
create a master surround-sound 
mix. In addition, D&R offers a mul-
tifunction PowerDynamics Module 
for Cinemix. 

However, the pricing of such 
technology need not break the 
bank. The various configurations of 
Cinernix are affordable: For exam-
ple, a 32-channel frame partially 
loaded with 24 VCA-equipped 
modules (for 48 automated inputs) 
is $37,500; the Cinemix 32X, with 
64 mono and 10 stereo inputs fitted 
with moving faders, costs $64,900; 
and the top-of-the-line Cinemix 
48X, with 96+20 servo-controlled 
faders and 96 PowerDynamics 
Modules, is under $89,000. And all 
configurations include a compre-

BY MEL LAMBERT 

hensive 816-point, balanced TT 
patchbay with 256 tielines. 

DUAL-INPUT 
CHANNEL TOPOLOGY 
In a typical post application, the 
dual-input channel module might 
be used to provide multitrack out-
puts from the upper section, with 
stem returns being routed via the 
lower section and its VCA/moving-
fader automation to the master 
6-channel outputs. The upper 
channel is referred to as Channel 
and the lower section as Mix, to 
denote its normal configuration. 
The upper bank has a 60mm fader; 
lower faders are long-throw 
100mm units. Internal routing of 
signal sources plus in/out switching 
is via D&R's microprocessor-con-
trolled Advanced Routing Multiplex 
(ARM) system. In-place/PFL solo is 
standard, along with selection from 
the upper or lower signal paths to 
a bank of 13-segment LED bar 
graph meters per channel. High-
resolution peak meters are option-
al. Six master analog VU meters for 
the main outputs are provided 
within the master section, along 
with a central phase meter. 

Derived from the firm's Merlin 
music-recording console, Cinemix 
features ten aux sends per channel 
source, with 4-band EQ on every 
path. From the master section, you 
can set up automated assignment 
to the multitrack and 6-channel 
outputs, as well as the pair of as-
signable joystick controls. "Virtual 
Vision"—a matrix display of auto-
mated surround-sound panning 
status—proves handy for the easily 
confused. 

The Cinemix 4-band EQ per sig-
nal path is sweet-sounding, with 
plenty of boost/cut (±16 dB) if you 
need it. The four bands overlap 
nicely, with the LF section running 
from 10 Hz to 500 Hz, the low-mid 
from 40 Hz to 1 kHz, the upper-
mid from 800 Hz to 16 kHz, and 
the HF section from 4 kHz to 20 
kHz. The upper and lower EQ 
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We at Spectral have been designing digital audio editing 

systems with features and performance that has set the 

industry standard since 1987. We were the first to use a PC 

card for multitrack digital recording and editing. We were 

the first to visualize the entire studio process in a 

workstation, and now StudioTracks XP' our new Windows® 

based software is about to set the standard again. 

We are proud to introduce you to the product of 

10 years of digital audio editing software development and user feedback. Our users told us that what is 

most important to them is a system that will work 

every day without fail. To have powerful editing and 

We heard them loud and clear S ctraL processing tools and fast operation with a minimum 

of mouse clicks. 

StudioTracks XP allows our users 
to: 

• Work faster with "hot keys" assignable for every 
function. 

• Customize their interface for how they like to 

work. sets the 
• Lock to picture with true chase sync and 

integrated machine control (RS422 or MMC). 

• Design sounds and effects with our Segment 
Editor, including an envelope editing for pitch and 
amplitude, pitch shifting, silence stripping, 
reverse, and more. 

• Manipulate their sounds with on-board 

processing including dynamics, time standard 
compression/expansion, click detection and 
removal, spectrum analysis, and more. 

• Protect their investment because XP (cross platform) 
runs on our AudioEngine" and Prisma' hardware 
platforms. 

• Network their Spectral workstations with standard LANs. 

We literally put hundreds of new features and 
enhancements into Studio Tracks XP. 
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To appreciate how we can make it easier to get your 

jobs done, give us a call or send us an e-mail to find 

out where you can see it for yourself. 
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Spectral also offers Producer 

software for music production, and 

Express software for radio 

production and news editing. 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #3318 

SPECTRAL, Incc:orpc:srateci 
18800 142nd Ave NE Woodinville, WA 98072 USA 

Toll free sales phone: 800 407 5832 Not-the-sates-phone phone: 206 487 2931 

http://www.spectralinc.com 
E-Mait: sates@spectratinc.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

Fax: 206 487 3431 



It's like an 
extension 
cord for 
your Mac 

Studio/Edit Bay 

The ex•tuli(1.it TSE Series works like 
an extension cord for your Macintosh 
computer, allowing you to place your 
computer up to 500 feet away from 
your monitor, keyboard & mouse. 
Virtually eliminating all computer fan 

noise and CPU clutter from your studio. 

• Maintains Highest Resolution Video. 

• Keyboard & Trackball Extension to 
1,000'. 

• Two Users can Work at the Same 
Time at Local & Remote Locations. 

• Supports Two Monitors Side by Side. 

• Ideal for Avid, Digidesign, Studer, 
Sonic Solution, Dawn & other DAWs. 

• Simple Telephone & RGB Cables 
used for Extension. 

• Supports any Make & Size of Mac Monitor 

• TSE241 CPU Switcher lets you switch 
effortlessly between 2 or more CPUs. 

• Rackmounting version available. 

• Installs in Minutes. 

GEFEN SYSTEMS 

Phone 800-545-6900 
Internet: http://www.gefen.com 

see us at NAB booth # 53026 

500 Feet Away 

bands are shelving, while the pair of MF 
bands feature peak/dip bell response, at 
a fixed Q of 1.5. The upper Channel sig-
nal path also boasts an extra highpass 
Butterworth filter with a 100Hz turnover 
point, together with a mic/line switch 
plus a phantom-power on/off and dual 
gain controls for the two channel paths. 
The lack of adjustable bandwidth on the 
mid-band EQs is slightly annoying, but 
otherwise Cinemix's equalization capa-
bilities are outstanding. 

As would he expected, each Chan-
nel path is provided with conventional 
2-channel panning between the 
odd/even multitrack buses and/or the 
six output buses, while the Mix section 
offers true LCR panning, plus a front-
back surround control. Although the 
upper section does not offer full 6-
channel surround panning facility in its 
normal default mode, it is possible to 
flip or swap the two signal sources, so 
that the LCRS pan can be used within 
the Channel signal path—while devel-
oping multichannel stems, for exam-
ple—with the Mix section now provid-
ing simple 1:1 assignment to return pre-
mixed and localized tracks into a mas-
ter 6-channel mix. For more detailed 
control of localization from the lower or 
upper signal path—and to automate an 
element's static position in a surround-
sound mix—the user can also call up 
one of the pair of assignable joysticks 
instead of the conventional dual-con-
centric pots. 

In addition to the familiar aux con-
trols from either signal path via dual-
concentric controls, some with and 
pre/post switching—Aux 1/2 and 3/4 
being derived from the upper section, 
and 7/8 plus 9/10 from the lower— 
sends 5 and 6 can be accessed from ei-
ther path, or re-assigned to the bus out-
puts, to provide an additional 24 effects 
outputs from each channel during 
remix; a neat and very flexible touch. 
Aux 1/2 and Aux 7/8 are normally re-
served for developing dedicated stereo 
foldback/cue outputs for the voice tal-
ent, musicians, etc. 

The stereo return module is virtually 
identical in layout to the dual-input unit, 
aside from stereo EQ and aux sends, 
plus mono A/B selection from the 
upper section, balance controls and 
other cosmetics. As might be expected, 
the 4-band section is less comprehen-
sive than that fitted to the mono chan-
nel. All four bands provide ± 16 dB of 
cut/lx)ost, but the LF section operates at 
a fixed center frequency of 60 Hz, the 

low-mid at 250 Hz, the upper-mid at 5 
kHz, and the HF section at 10 kHz. The 
upper signal path again offers a high-
pass filter with a 100Hz turnover point. 

The functional layout of both types 
of channel modules is extremely clear 
and easy to follow; after just a couple of 
minutes with the Cinemix, you are off 
and running. Color coding on the EQ 
sections helps to denote important func-
tions, while a neutral gray background 
on the channel and master modules im-
proves legibility of the screened legends 
and control markings. 

AUTOMATION FUNCTIONS 

(_•ttings (> 1 ii a. 11i( 1I .1.(»spoint and 
assignment switches can be scanned 
and stored/recalled from 64 internal 
ARM registers as user templates; indi-
vidual routing settings can also be 
copied between modules. Assignment 
of the various functions to the relevant 
module can be achieved either by using 
a dedicated ARM Access button, or by 
dialing up the channel using a rotary 
control provided on the master section. 
ARM provides an elegant solution to the 
complex problem of module layout and 
dramatically reduces the clutter of input 
module switches that can complicate a 
console's physical layout and confuse 
visual monitoring. You can clearly and 
quickly interrogate the routing of any 
signal path, or the status of individual 
modules, simply by touching a button. 
It's a straightforward, powerful system 
to use and understand. 

The ARM matrix is elegant, allowing 
up to 34 aux sends (ten per channel, 
plus the 24-track buses) from aux 5/6 
during mixdown; while access to the 
main group buses from both signal 
paths simultaneously or individually 
during tracking provides a comprehen-
sive range of signal-routing options. 

Snapshot automation of important 
switch functions via ARM's master status 
and individual channel status switching 
is provided, as is full dynamic automa-
tion against timecode for Channel and 
Mix mutes, Channel and Mix faders, joy-
sticks, aux send masters, Mix Master 
faders and Stereo Channel faders/mutes. 
The console used for this evaluation 
was fitted with PowerFader automation, 
yet there is no reason to believe that the 
VCA-based alternative is any lem power-
ful. And a comprehensive Help manual 
can be accessed easily from the center 
section. 

All of the conventional read/write/ 
update automation modes are featured, 
together with a very simple user inter-
face on a companion color monitor, 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARO 
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which connects to a master 486-based 
PC controller. An integral offline editor 
allows automation data to be copied 
and edited against all normal flavors of 
timecode (NTSC-based 30 fps and 30-
drop frame, PAL-based 25 fps and film-
based 24 fps). 

One possible drawback of any ana-
log design that integrates such a high 
degree of microprocessor-controlled 
routing is the problem of high noise, 
digital crosstalk and degraded sonic 
performance. Apparently, D&R's Dutch 
design team studied the subject with 
rigorous attention, because never once 
during my extended evaluation session 
did I hear the slightest pop, tick or other 
nasty while reconfiguring large sections 
of the console. And while A/B/X com-
parisons are difficult to make on source 
materials that are not your own, I was 
impressed with the transparency and 
openness of the Cinemix mic preamps 
and line input buffers, along with the 
output stages and EQ. Without a doubt, 
the console is comprehensive, but that 
sophistication and technical complexity 
does not compromise its outstanding 
sonic performance. 

MASTER SECTION 
The master section offers controls for 
dynamic automation on all six output 
buses plus the joysticks. D&R's Virtual 
Vision provides full visual control of au-
tomated 360-degree surround panning 
via a 7x5 LED matrix display—a com-
pact, yet elegant system. Also featured 
are solo controls for the discrete center, 
stereo surround, and sub-bass outputs. 
Interfacing is also provided for matrix-
type encode/decode processors to pro-
vide in-place monitoring with and with-
out 4:2:4 and related systems. 
A digitally controlled six-way control 

room monitor enables storage of listen-
ing level presets suggested by major 
manufacturers of encode/decode pro-
cessors. Up to five stereo sources can be 
accessed and summed from the center 
section, in addition to monitoring of aux 
1/2 and aux 7/8 for stereo foldback/cue 
systems. Also featured is an extensive 
communications system, oscillator sec-
tion, pair of studio foldback/cue sys-
tems, recall/automation controls, ARM 
selection, and a bank of ten aux send 
masters with automated mutes. 

Flexible subgrouping is also provid-
ed via the VCA or moving-fader au-
tomation. Currently, up to eight discrete 
subgroups can be developed and as-
signed to any fader as an overall submix 
master; in the near future, I understand, 
this limit will be extended to offer more 

flexibility. 
The optional PowerDynamics pack-

age provides a pair of gates, expanders, 
compressors and limiters per channel 
strip using the system's existing VCA 
gain-control elements. (A hard limiter is 
also being developed.) Comprising a 
relatively simple hardware and software 
update to existing systems, PowerDy-
namics costs around $100 per input; the 
user simply decides how many input 
sources—either Channel or Mix paths— 
will be provided with the enhanced 
functionality. System settings can also 
be stored in user registers. 

ALL TOGETHER NOW 
The D&R Cinemix is a truly remarkable 
system. In a quiet and unassuming way. 
it simply puts a great deal of mixing and 
processing power into the hands of the 
post or music-scoring engineer, and lets 
users get on with the job at hand. The 
console's control surface layout is clear 
and very easy to follow—even in the 
heat of a busy session—while the flexi-
bility offered by the dual-signal channel 
strips and swap functions is extremely 
powerful. And the combination of 
mono and stereo channel strips pro-
vides enhanced functionality for the TV 
and post user; the provision of full 

6-channel output assignment and pan-
ning extends its already powerful sur-
round-sound functionality. 
I liked using the Cinemix during 

these evaluation sessions, but more 
than that, I consider it to be a rare ex-
ample of unassuming design allied with 
superb electronics. Don't let its budget 
price fool you; the D&R Cinemix is a se-
rious contender for your attention. 
D&R North America; 903/485-2344; 

e-mail: dma@koyote.com. 
D&R Electronica by, Rinjnkade 15B, 

1382 GS Weesp, Holland; 31/294/418-
014; fax 31/294/416-978. 

• . • 

Thanks to Steve McCrum and his 
crew ( including Dian Webster and Greg 
i1wi/wnery) at Desert Moon Produc-
tions, Anaheim, for providing access to 
the facility's 116-input D&R Cinemix. 
Their patience—so early in the morn-
ing—with my endless questions is much 
appreciated. Thanks also to Audix for 
loaning five Nile 10 surround sound 
speakersfor my el aluation sessions, and 
to M&K for the use of its excellent M&M 
self-powered subwoofer. 

Mel Lambert heads up Media&Market-
ing, a consulting service for pro audio 
firms and facilities. 
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Industry's 

WIDEST SELECTION 

waste time and money 
canvassing the country when 
one call to EAR will do it all? 

fa 
you need complete digital 

workstation systems 
or computers and peripherals, 

call EAR for: 

• Most Extensive Selection 
in the U.S. 
• Leasing, Buy/Sell/Trade 
• New and Used, 

Buy/Sell/Trade 

Merging Post Production and 
Music Technology since 1977. 

THE 
WORKSTATION 

COMPANY 

Tascam 
Roland 
Fostex 

Avid Digidesign 
Mackie SG! 
Yamaha 02R Otani 

Alesis 

EAJ TM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 
2641 E McDowell Phoenix, AZ 85008 602 267 0600 
fax 602 275 3277 e-mail: Info@Ear.Net www.earnet "se habla español" 



NEW PRODUCTS 

OH OHIO PRODUCTS FOR fluffi/VIDEO PRODOCTIOR 

NARY ENCI-1 2 WIRELESS 
Nady Systems (Emeryville, 
CA) offers the ENG-12 Trans-
mitter, a plug-in transmitter 
that converts any mic with 
an XLR connector to UHF 
wireless operation. Compati-
ble with all Nady portable 
and rack-mount receivers, in-
cluding the 661 VR and 
950GS models, the ENG-12 
transmitter offers 120dB dy-
namic range and will operate 
up to 1,500 feet from a re-
ceiver. The ENG-12 features 

a recessed power switch, 
a pop-free audio on/off 
switch, channel group and 
channel select switches, and 
battery strength LED indica-
tor. 9VDC phantom power is 
available. 
Cycle 190 on Reader Service Card 

FOSTER TIMECODE DAT 

Fostex (Norwalk, CA) has up-
graded its portable PD-4 
Timecode DAT Recorder. 

The new PD-4 (Version 2) 
incorporates a 4-head design 
that enables off-tape monitor-
ing and adds remote-con-
trol functions and timecode 
memory retention during 
battery changes. Addition-
al features include a built-
in 3x2 mixer with three-

position pan, 48V phantom 
power, three-position mic 
attenuator, variable low-
cut filters and slate tone. 
Output sampling fiequency is 
40.048 kHz, and the unit will 
record for 1.5 hours on an 
NP-1B battery. The PD-4 
(Version 2) is priced at 
$7,395. Owners of earlier PD-
4 recorders may upgrade 
with the 9710 upgrade pack-
age, available for a limited 

time for $ 199. 
Circle 191 on Reader Service Card 

AMS NEVE LOGIC 

DIGITAL FILM CONSOLE 

Al \eve ( Burnley, Eng-
land) introduces the Logic 
Digital Film Console (DFC), a 
flexible multiformat film-dub-
bing and post-production 
audio mixer featuring config-
urable mix buses, one-touch 
routing, automation and a 
wide choice of analog and 
digital I/O interfaces. The 
Logic DFC may be config-
ured with up to 256 audio 
paths, which may be a com-
bination of mono/stereo 
channels or 4-, 6- or 8-wide 
pre-dub inputs. The console 
surface is semi-assignable, 
accommodates three opera-
tors and offers a 48x8 routing 
matrix. The system includes 
an integral machine con-
troller, AMS AudioFile MT 
(multitrack) hard disk editor 
and Encore dynamic au-
tomation software, which 
runs under a Windows inter-
face. I/O options include 16-
and 20-bit digital, 24-bit 
AES/EBU, SDIF, MADI and 
TDIF. 
Circle 192 an Reader Service Card 

RSP 5.2.5 ENCODER 

RSP Technologies (Rochester 
Hills, MI) announces a new 
5.2.5 encoder for its Circle 
Surround* system. The new 
encoder will be available 
with an optional four-joystick 

pan controller that will allow 
for the encoding of stereo 
surround channels and the 
panning of signals anywhere 
in the sound field. An option-
al encoder metering panel 
will place LED meters in mix 
position sight lines. 
Circle 193 on Reader Service Card 

APPLIED DIGITAL CONCEPTS 

EVENTS CONTROLLER 

Applied Digital Concepts 
(Canyon Country, CA) offers 
the EC4000 Events Con-
troller, which is useable with 
any device having external 
trigger or mute capacity. 
Three ports allow trigger-
ing of up to ten events each, 
with real-time, single-frame 
accuracy. Cues can be 
advanced or retarded in 
one-frame increments. The 
EC4000 includes support for 
reading and displaying drop-
frame/non-drop-frame 
SMPTE timecode and main-
tains sync in Jog mode. The 
unit also offers frame conver-
sion for film and tracks zero 
footage offset. A Remote 
Output Module controls up 
to 100 outputs via fiber 
optics; a Laser Projection Sys-
tem module provides projec-
tion of data and images for 
heads-up editing. 
Cede 194 an Reader Service Card 
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Pushing the 
State Of Your Art 
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RSP Technologies proudly introduces an incredible new all digital, fully automated, modular mixing console. Custom configure your Project X to 
suit the most demanding of needs. Choose from analog with 20 bit converters, AES/EBU, TDIFs, or ADATs I/0s to interconnect directly with 
MOMs or DAWs. Expandable in configurations up to 64 inputs, Project X offers 1106* dynamic range, multiple DSP effects, complete automa— 
tion of every mix function and snapshot. Each input channel includes dynamics control, HUSH' noise reduction, 4—band parametric EQ, Hi & 
Low pass filters, digital delay line, stereo linking and B aux. sends. Control it all without stretching from the comfortable center sweet spot in 
front of the Master Module and the joystick panner for the integral digital Circle Surrounds Encoder. A full Project X console is only five feet 
wide! All I/O cards are located in the CPU rack along with the power supply and optional microphone preamplifiers. Interconnects between the 
control surface and the rack unit are via a power supply and serial digital cable per module. Haying no connections between modules allows for 
many visually exciting and ergonomic console design possibilities. The digital audio world will never be the same. Neither will your art. 



We wrote the h i story of (ludic) consoles. 

Now were writing the futu re 
\mom from Solid State Logic - the ultimate 

all-digital audio production system created 

to meet the demanding multi-channel audio 

requirements of the modern broadcaster. 

Future-proof in cles,gr, Axiom utilises 

immensely powertul riroprietary digital 

technology to produce a dedicated system 

of unrivalled flexibility and performance. 

Call to discover why many of the world's 

most prestigious broadcasters have chosen 

Axiom to maximise facility resources 

while maintaining the highest possible 

audio quality fo- which Solid State Logic 

is renowned. 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #2612 
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FositEx D-15 
STUDIO DAT WITH TIMECODE 

1
 n most audio-for-video applica-
tions, a timecode-capable 2-
track is an essential piece of 

equipment. Back when dinosaurs 
ruled the Earth, a 1/2-inch, 4-track 
machine did the job, typically with 
a stereo mix on tracks 1/2 (track 3 
was left blank as a guard band to 
prevent crosstalk from the SMPTE 
on track 4). Eventually, the 'A-inch 
format was popular, with timecode 
on a center track, carefully placed 
between the two stereo channels. 
And as DAT recorders became a 
ubiquitous studio fixture, the first 
timecode units began appearing. 

put LTC or convert absolute time to 
LTC. But even at the "fully featured" 
price of $3,890, it's still quite a deal. 

Essentially, the D-15 is like a 
Fostex D-10 on steroids, and other 
than the timecode functions—avail-
able via various submenus—the 
two machines are very similar in 
appearance. Both are three-rack-
space machines featuring a fast 
four-motor transport, jog/shuttle, 
scrubbing/locating, instant start 
mode, GPI output, XLR (+4dBu) 
and RCA (-10dBV) analog I/O, 
44.1/48kHz sampling rates and 
AES/EBU (XLR) and S/PDIF 

minated transport keys, simplify 
most D-15 operations. 

However, wandering within the 
somewhat labyrinthine setup menu 
allows one to set up the deck ac-
cording to various user prefer-
ences. For example, the 29-step 
LED bar graph meters can be set 
for peak-hold times of 1/2/3/4/5 
seconds, or for zero/infinite holds. 
One menu enables software dis-
abling of all front panel controls, 
while another allows one to set a 
reference level of - 12, - 18 or -20 
dB. And timecode parameters, such 
as frame rate (all rates-24, 25, 

There was just one snag to these 
cute SMPTE DAT machines. Priced 
from $6,000 to $ 13,000, they were 
anything but inexpensive. And 
many users have wondered why 
the lowest-priced timecode DAT on 
the market costs more than an 
8-channel MDM recorder equipped 
with chase sync capability. 

At last November's AES show in 
Los Angeles, Fostex offered an 
affordable solution. Retailing at 
$3,295, the new Fostex D-15 is said 
to be the lowest priced timecode-
capable DAT recorder available. 
However, you'll have to add the 
optional Model 8335 sync card 
($595) if you want features such as 
chase lock, word clock, video sync, 
tape striping from external time-
code sources and the ability to out-

(TosLink optical) digital I/O. 
There are a few important dif-

ferences between the two decks: 
The D-15 has a parallel interface 
for connecting an optional desktop 
wired remote; the D-10 is con-
trolled by an infrared wireless re-
mote (included); and the D-15 has 
slots for the all-important 8335 sync 
card and the ($ 195) 8336 RS-422 
(Sony 9-pin compatible) serial con-
trol interface. Slated for release by 
this month's NAB, the 8336 card 
was not available for this field test. 

At least 90% of the D-15's func-
tions are easily available from the 
front panel via dedicated switches. 
And these, combined with a large, 
multicolor function display and illu-

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

29.97, 30 and DF— are supported), 
sync offset, etc. are determined 
within the setup menus. Some of 
the menu displays, i.e., "CU EL VL 
2001-003"—which refers to a -55dB 
triggering level for auto-cueing op-
erations—are cryptic at best. So un-
less you possess some amazing 
memory skills, you'd better keep 
your D-15/8335 manuals close at 
hand. The up side of all this is that, 
once created, your setup presets 
are stored in nonvolatile memory, 
and in many cases may never need 
resetting. 

The 8335 card has timecode in-
puts and outputs on both balanced 
+4 XLR and -10 unbalanced RCA 
connectors. Word clock in/out and 
video sync in/thru (all on standard 
BNC connectors) are also standard, 
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as are 75-ohm termination switches on 
the sync terminals. 

Timecode must be laid down on the 
DAT cassette at the time of the audio 
recording. When mixing to picture, this 
is no problem—just take the TC from 
the master source, feed it to the D-15 
and push the Chase button on the front 
panel. In every case, the D-15 locked 
flawlessly. Receiving timecode from a 
disk-based video system, the D-15 
could lock up from a stopped position 
in three seconds. Results from tape-

based video (Sony BVU-800) took 
slightly longer, due to the wait period 
for the VCR to come up to speed. On 
another case, working with a 10-minute 
video clip, I took the D-15 out of Chase 
mode while rewinding the videotape. 

With the D-15 tape parked at the 10-
minute mark, I started the video, and 
once it was up to speed, I put the D-15 
into Chase mode. The total time for 
sync-up (including audio rewind) in this 
case was 15 seconds. 

With any system, there is some point 
where incoming timecode quality can 
be so bad that nothing will sync up. 
However, the D-15 handled short TC 
dropouts and third-generation timecode 
very well. 

In other operations, the D-15 also 
excelled. The action of the jog/shuttle 
is smooth; the instant-start function 
was flawless; and the four-motor trans-
port drive was fast and quiet. There 

is no SCMS circuitry in the D-15 
(hooray!), so users can make as many 
copies of their material as needed. The 
unit offers both AES/EBU and S/PDIF 
digital I/O, but unfortunately, the latter 
is provided only in TosLink optical 
format. I prefer coaxial S/PDIF inter-
facing, as it is more commonly found 
in studio gear, samplers and digital I/O 
cards for PCs and Macs. The audio 
quality, based on 18-bit, 64x oversam-
pled ADCs and 20-bit, 128x oversam-
pled DACs, was excellent. 

At $3,890 with the 8335 card, the 
Fostex D-15 sets a new price/perfor-
mance mark for timecode DATs. 
Although it doesn't offer frills such as 
rock 'n' roll punch-in on-the-fly edits to 
timecode (if you need this, other Fostex 
models handle more advanced func-
tions), the D-15's accurate lockup, great 
sound and flexible features make this 
the TC DAT for the rest of us. 

Fostex Corporation of America, 
15431 Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 
90650; 310/921-1112; fax 310/802-1964. 
Web site: www.fostex.com. 
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The RPF. 228 Programmable Equalizer 

You don't need just another programmable EQ. You need the RPE 228. 
We could fill pages with all the hardware and software advantages, but here's the essence: 

It's reliable, intuitive, and tamper-proof with definable user access. 
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RaneWare' operating software controls this 
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RaneWare RW 232' 

protocol provides 

tremendous flexibility, 

and it protects your 

precision adjustments 

with full documentation and 

EEPROM back-up. 

This concept has been defined and 
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refined with designer/installer input. Up to 250 

RPE 228s can be individually addressed using the 

rear panel binary switches. Memories can 

be recalled with contact closure, RS 232 

bus or RaneWare's exclusive Site 

Control Panel. 

Great product, great software and 

dedicated Rane people have all 

combined to make sure that no one 

tampers with your great solution. 

, 
RANE CORPORATION 
Rum 206-355-6000 

jrar 206-347-7757 

Ihdr 206-355-6000, 
ext 2599, Item #8712 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

hum 
dbx COMPRESSOR 

PLUG-IN 

dbx (Sandy, UT) has 
developed a dual compres-
sor/limiter/gate TDM plug-
in for Pro Tools. Modeled 
on the characteristics of the 
dbx 1066 hardware com-
pressor, the DC66 software 
provides comprehensive 
control of compressor, lim-
iter and gate functions via a 
representational screen in-
terface. Computer-rendered 
sliders and buttons control 
threshold, ratio, attack, re-
lease and output levels for 
the compressor, and thresh-
old and ratio for the gate. 
A single slider controls 
the PeakStopPlus- limiter 
threshold. Onscreen buttons 
switch among hard-knee, 
OverEasy auto and bass 
contour compression 
curves. Parameters may be 
changed by manipulating 
the slider controls, typing in 
new values, or by "captur-
ing" a value from the meter 
display portion of the 
screen, which displays each 
program contour in a tri-
color graph and also in-
cludes individual LED 
ladders for input, output 
and gain reduction. Chan-
nels may be stereo-linked, 
and the gate function may 
be triggered from an exter-

nal source. Price is $999.95. 
Cade 226 on Reader Service Card 

16 ft 
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e  • 3,, 

li 
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I III 

PEANSTOP LIMITER 

to. 

DC66 DYNAMICS PROCESSOR 

ROCKSONICS MULTIBAND 

STEREO COMPRESSOR 

Rocksonws (Los Alamitos, 
CA) offers the MB-3X multi-
band stereo compressor, a 
one-racicspace unit that 
promises dense program 
compression without "pump-
ing" or "breathing" through 
the use of three-band thresh-
old detection. Single front 
panel controls set low, mid 
and high thresholds for both 
channels, and LEDs indicate 
gain reduction in each fre-
quency band. Compression 
ratios are variable from 1:1 to 
4:1, and there are two re-
lease times. The unit also 
provides post-compression, 
3-band EQ and a "brick wall" 
limiter. Its hi-inch TRS outputs 
are +4/-10 switchable. Noise 
figures are kept to a mini-
mum by automatic VCA mut-
ing. Price is $599. 
Circle 227 on Reader Service Cord 

111 KORG REFERENCE 
MONITORS 

Korg USA (Melville, NY) in-
troduces the SoundLink DRS 
RM8 reference monitors: 
magnetically shielded, ported 
loudspeaker cabinets, each 
with a 7-inch long-throw 
woofer and a 1-inch dome 
tweeter. Developed by Korg 
and famed speaker manufac-

turer Boston Acoustics, the 
DRS RIA8's windowpane 
bracing minimizes cabinet 
resonance and reduces dis-
tortion; a high-power 
neodymium tweeter magnet 
allows placing the woofer 
and tweeter close together 
for improved imaging. 
Circle 228 on Reader Service Cord 

FOCUSRITE GREEN 4 

AND GREEN 5 

Focusrite (distributed by 
Group One, Farmingdale, 
NY) adds two models to its 
affordable Green signal 
processor range. The Green 
4 dual compressor/limiter is 
a 2-channel unit with con-
trols for threshold, attack, 
release, auto release, ratio, 
makeup gain and soft/hard 
knee operation. The limiter 
controls affect threshold and 
release, and a Look Ahead 
feature provides overload 
protection in digital applica-
tions. High/lowpass filters 
and a Stereo Link mode 
complete the package. The 
Green 5 Channel Strip is a 
combination mic pre, 
six-band EQ and compres-
sor/gate/expander that ac-
cepts mic, line and 
instrument inputs. The EQ 
may be inserted in the com-
pressor sidechain and the 

gate/expander may be trig-
gered from an external 
source. 
Circie 229 on Reader Service Cord 

ART OUADRA/FX 
Applied Research and Tech-
nology (Rochester, NY) an-
nounces the Quadra/FX 
Processor, a 4-channel multi-
effects processor offering a 
wide range of effects includ-
ing reverbs, delay, chorus, 
flange, tremolo, panning and 
pitch shift. More than 3,600 
effects combinations are 
possible and a More feature 
allows users to create varia-
tions on any program by in-
creasing effects parameters 
such as reverb/delay time, 
predelay, EQ, etc. with a sin-
gle button push. Retail: $299. 
Circle 230 on Reader Service Card 

SAMSON MIXPAD 4 
Samson Technologies' (Syos-

set, NY) Mbcpad 4 micro 
mixer offers four inputs, bal-
anced outputs plus pre-fade 
aux/cue output, headphone 
monitoring and two aux re-
turns—all in a compact 
package. Three-band EQ, 
aux send, pan and level 
controls are available for the 
two mic/line inputs (XLR or 
TRS) and the stereo line in-
puts. Also featured are phan-
tom power for the mic 
inputs and LED peak output 
meters. Power is via three 
9V batteries or an external 
supply. Retail: $219. 

Circle 231 on Reader Service Cord 
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PREVIEW 
ADL DISCRETE 
STEREO TUBE DI 
The ADL 300G Discrete 
Stereo Tube Direct Box 
from Anthony DeMaria 
Labs (New Paltz, NY) fea-
tures an all-tube design 
with no ICs or chips. Fre-
quency response is 5 to 70k 
Hz, ± 1 dB; S/N is 94 dB. 
Front panel controls in-
clude individual channel 
gain (up to 20 dB, input to 
output), tube/direct switch-
es to route the TRS inputs 
to the tube circuits, and 
ground switches on the 
transformer-isolated mic-
level XLR outputs 
Cards 232 on Reader Service Card 

OTARI DTR-11 
DAT UPORADI 
Otan Corporation (Foster 
City, CA) announces the 
DTR-8S pro DAT recorder, 
which has all of the DTR-8 
features, plus the ability to 
monitor input signal with-
out a tape loaded. Features 
include balanced analog 
1/Os on XLR connectors (+4 
dBu and -10 dBV, switch-
able) and AES/EBU and 
S/PDIF digital VOs. Wire-
less remote control, rack-
mount adapters and auto 
maintenance alerts are stan-
dard; 48/44.1/32IcHz sam-
pling rates are selectable; 
autolocate is at 300x play 
speed. Retail: $1,395. 
Circle 233 on Reader Service Card 

STUDIOMASTER 
TRILOGY CONSOLE 
Studiomaster (Anaheim, CA) 
has targeted the 4-bus Trilo-
gy console at sound rein-
forcement and studio 
recording applications. 
Available in two configura-
tions, the 16-channel TR-206 
($1,395) and the 12-channel 
rack-mountable TR-166 

STEREO TUBE DIRECT BOX 

«.1011.6 

I) I 

($1,195), Trilogy is expand-
able via the 10-channel TR-
140ex ($749) and can be 
configured as a 6-bus moni-
tor mix console with the ad-
dition of Stage Mode 
switching. Each input chan-
nel has XLR mic and TRS 
line input, insert point, direct 
out, 3-band sweep mid EQ, 
highpass filter, six aux sends 
(switdiable pre/post), 
PFL/Solo and 60mm fader. 
Two stereo inputs and four 
aux returns are included. 
Circle 234 on Reader Service Card 

APOGEE STUDIO 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

Apogee Electronics (Santa 
Monica, CA) announces Ses-
sion Tools, studio manage-
ment software for Windows 
95 and Macintosh. Devel-
oped by Bob Clearmountain 
and Ryan Freeland, its data-
base records and organizes 
all of the information need-
ed for scheduling, docu-
menting and invoicing 
sessions in a busy studio. 
Features include compre-
hensive client-hooking 

functions, including multi-
ple rates and lockout provi-
sions, materials and time 
logging, tape library man-
agement functions, and 
complete invoicing, includ-
ing sales tax calculations. 
Session Tools can also print 
tape box and media labels, 
track sheets and equipment 
lists. Price is $289. Down-
load a demo at 
www.apogeed;gital.com. 
Cycle 235 on Reader Service Card 

PRESONUS BLUR MAX 
The Blue Max from 
PreSonus (Baton Rouge, LA) 
is a single-channel compres-
sor/limiter featuring intelli-
gent dynamics control with 
15 presets designed specifi-
cally for various instrument 
and vocal applications. Built 
in a half-rack case (with in-
ternal power supply), the 
stereo-linkable unit also in-
cludes a Manual mode with 
full control over levels, at-
tack/release times and ratio. 
Dual LED meters indicate 
input/output levels and gain 

reduction. 
Circle 236 on Reader Servie Card 

LA AUDIO OCX2 
COMPRESSOR/OMB 
SCV London (London, Eng-
land) introduces the Millen-
ium Series signal processors 

with the IA Audio GOZ2 
dual compressor/gate. The 
GCX2 provides two chan-
nels of soft-knee compres-
sion, each combined with a 
fast-acting noise gate. Com-
pressor controls include two 
program-dependent 
attack/release modes and 
threshold, ratio and gain 
pots. Gates have threshold 
and release controls and a 
sidechain insert. Channels 
may be linked for stereo 
(master/slave) operation 
with true RMS dual level 
sensing. Inputs and outputs 
are balanced +4dB XLRs and 
-10(IB TRS jacks. 
Circle 237 on Reader Service Card 

ONEMUSIC LIOUIDTRAX 
The OneMusic Company 
(Nashville, TN) debuts Liq-
uidTrax; an innovative way 
for digital audio workstation 
users to create a wide vari-
ety of mixes of a single mu-
sical theme. Cuts from the 
200-album OneMusic pro-
duction library will be ac-
companied by additional 
stereo submixes; using one 
or more LiquidTrax subrnix-
es as a basic bed, the pro-
ducer can mix in melodies, 
synth pads, sound effects 
and percussion to create a 
harmonious and thematical-
ly related score. 
Circle 238 on Reader Service Cord 

ADB MULTUWAV PC CARD 
AdB International (Duluth, 
GA) upgrades its Multi!Wav 
Prol8 PC card for Windows-
based digital audio edit-
ing/mastering applications. 
The Multi!Wav Prol8 is now 
available with 24-bit digital 
I/O as the Multi!Way 
Pro18/24 for approximately 
$595. The upgrade for a 
Multi!Wav Prol8 is $149. The 
Multi!Wav Prol8 is also now 
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A Portable Mic-to-Line Driver 
with Phantom Power and a 

Built-In Headphone Amp. 

The Whirlwind MD- I combines a high 

quality mic/line input stage with a trans-

former-isolated line driver and independent 

headphone amplifier. It's ideal for boom, para-

bolic and interview mics, and provides phan-

tom power, local monitoring and a line- level 

balanced output for noise immunity over 

long cable runs. 

The MD- I is housed in a rugged steel chas-

sis designed to easily withstand the wear 
of daily professional use. It comes with a 

belt clip and is powered by two standard 9V alkaline batteries 

latch trays in the side of the unit (changing batteries does not 

The MD- I's input stage features a level control with a 

40dB range and a MIC/LINE input level switch, plus 

switchable I 8V phantom power for condenser 

mics. Its output can be switch selected 

between the isolated gain stage and a 

straight loop-through. 

Jrig 
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2 8 2 
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GAIN PVVR — a VOLUME 

The headphone Volume control pro-

vides a 60dB range of adjustment to 

the post-transformer input signal or to 

signals inserted at the headphone Line In 

jack. Because of its flexibility, the MD- 1 is 

an ideal general purpose audio signal tester 

and amplifier for the production toolbox. It's 

another great audio problem solver from Whirlwind. 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #5747 
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NEW PRODUCLIS 
MIRY  

available with a quad output 
driver offering four simulta-
neous outputs (two analog, 
two digital). The upgrade is 
$129, and the Multi!Wav 
Pro18/4, preconfigured for 
quad, will be approximately 

$595. 
Circle 239 on Reader Service Card 

AMS NEVE 
DIGITAL INTERFACE 
The TDIF-1/MADI Interface 
from AMS Neve (New York 
City) is a 1U, bidirectional 
device for connecting up to 
six Tascam DA-88 or DA-38 
transports to a MADI-
equipped digital console via 
a single MADI port. Multiple 
TDIF machines may emu-
late a single digital multi-
track (up to 48 tracks), or 
machines may be used in-
dependently; each of the six 
TDIF-1 ports may be inde-
pendently selected for 24-hit 
operation. The interface 
supports co-ax or fiber-optic 
cable. Sync protocols in-
clude TTL wordclock, 
AES/EBU sync, MADI or 

Circle 240 on Reader Service Card 

HARRIS A2D2A 
20-BIT DAC 
I larris Corporation (Quincy, 
IL) offers the A2D2A 20-bit 
D/A and AID converter for 
demanding production ap-
plications. The single-rack-
space A2D2A's 20-bit delta 
sigma oversampling tech-
nology provides 100dB dy-
namic range (A-weighted) 
in both AID and D/A signal 
paths. Selectable sampling 
rates are 32/44.1/48 kHz, 
and the unit can perform 
D/A and AID conversions 
simultaneously. The unit 
supports both AES/EBU and 

S/PDIF standards and ana-
log VOs are low-imped-
ance, balanced and 
unbalanced jacks. 
Circle 241 on Reader Service Card 

FORSSELL TUBE MIC PRE 
The M-2a transformerless 
vacuum tube microphone 
preamp from Forssell Tech-
nologies (Sandpoint, ID) is a 
2-channel unit housed in a 
2U steel chassis and weigh-
ing 23 lbs. Featuring an all-
tube, Class A design with no 
transformers in the audio 
signal path, the M-2a offers 
phase reverse switching, 
variable gain control ( 20-60 
dB) and 48VDC phantom 
power switch for each chan-
nel. Options include g-inch 
instrument inputs, precision 
stepped gain controls and 
vacuum tube balanced out-
puts. A high-voltage version 
for B&K mics is available. 
Price is $ 2.39:1 
Circle 242 on Reader Service Card 

TRACER'S BIG DAADI 
The Big Daadi from Tracer 
Technologies (York, PA) is 
a rack-mountable, 20-bit 
D/A and AID converter de-
signed to replace noisy ana-
log cards in computer-based 
digital recording applica-
tions. Providing AES/EBU 
and S/PDIF connections and 
calibrated LED indicators for 
left and right channels, the 
Big Daadi uses 20-bit delta 
sigma oversampling. The 
unit supports 32/44.1/48kHz 
sampling rates and can lock 
to an external AES/EBU ref-
erence. Retail: $599. 
Circle 243 on Reader Service Card 

HIT OFF TOE SHELF 
A new low retail price for 
the Fostex D-5 DAT recorder: 
$1,195. At your dealer now, 
or visit www.fostex.com... 
The second edition of Paul 
Gilreath's The Guide to MIDI 
Orchestration has 200 pages 
explaining orchestration and 
sequencing, with "how to" 
sections on mixing, ranges, 
trouble-shooting, libraries 
and equipment. $24.95 plus 
$4 S&H. Call 
800/469-9575 or visit 
www.paulgilreath.com... 
Innovative Technology's volt-
age surge protection prod-
ucts are designed for use in 
motor vehicles carrying sen-
sitive electronic equipment, 
such as broadcast and 
recording trucks. Three new 
models provide 12-, 24- and 
48-volt DC and all feature 
EMVREI suppression, inter-
nal fusing, thermally conduc-
tive encapsulation and 
remote monitoring via BNC 
connector. For more info call 
800/647-8877 or visit 
www.itvss.com...The BBE 
Sound DI-10 active direct box 
runs on a 9V battery, 9VDC 
supply or 48V phantom 
power, includes a switchable 
speaker simulation filter and 
accepts line and speaker 
level inputs on ti-inch jack 
input. Outputs are ti-inch 
and balanced XLR. Call 
714/897-6766...The Furman 
Sound PlugLock AC outlet 
strip has an adjustable clamp 
over each socket to hold as 
many as five "wall wart" 
transformers in place. Retail: 
$58. Call 707/763-1010 or 
www.funnansound.com... 
The Olympus CD-R2x6 two-
speed CD recorder/six-speed 
CD-ROM player priced at 
$499 (internal) and $649 (ex-
ternal), is said to be the low-

est price yet for a 2x/6x CD 
recorder. Call 516/844-5325 
or surf to 
www.olympus.com...Spot 
Rocket; from Cosmic Inven-
tions is a Pentium-based sys-
tem using MPEG compress-
ion and TCP/IP transfer pro-
tocol to send approval-quali-
ty video and CD-quality au-
dio over ISDN lines between 
any two locations. A 30-sec-
ond commercial can be sent 
from NYC to London in 
about ten minutes. Call 
513/621-3334 or 
www.spotrocket.com...Bret-
ford's TPM13-BK is a ceiling-
mounted adjustable 
yoke-style projector mount 
designed to carry popular 
LCD projector models from 
Hitachi, Proxima, 3M and 
Polaroid. Call 800/521-
9614...Redesigned: Peavey 
Electronics' PF-2C and PS--
4AC electret microphone 
power supplies. The battery-
powered PS-2C will supply 
9-volt phantom power for 
one or two Peavey con-
denser mics. The AC-pow-
ered PS-4C will supply 48V 
phantom power for up to 
four condenser mics. At 
your dealer now, or visit 
www.peavey.com...Neutrik 
Z Series XLR connectors fea-
ture heavy-duty rubber cov-
ering and gold-plated 
contacts, with fast and easy 
assembly. A digital version 
includes a new locking 

mechanism. Call 908/901-
9488... Understanding 
Sound Systems is a 108-min. 
videotape covering basic 
concepts of sound and 
sound systems, from micro-
phones to mixers, from loud-
speaker design to trouble-
shooting. Price is $39.95 
(plus S&H). For info call 
919/876-8432; to order call 
800/701-SOUND. 
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QSC's PowerLight Project Team 
(clockwise from left): Darrell 

Austin, di Services Monger, 

Pat Quitter, hiel Technical Officer 

Robert Becker, Design Engineer, 

Greg Mclagan,Market Manager 

Doug Teulie, 

THE PAST... 
High power amplifiers with old fashioned 

iron core transformers are dinosaurs. While 

effective at delivering raw power, these big, 
heavy, and slow devices have weaknesses. 

Operating at AC line frequency, the supply voltage 

can modulate the audio signal under clipping. Strong 

magnetic fields induce AC hum. Big transformers can tear 

apart the amp and racks on the road. Poorly regulated 

voltages in some popular high end brands cause them to be 
woefully unreliable and inclined to 

self-destruct. Audio engineers have 
tolerated these shortcomings because 

there was no other alternative. Until now... 

...AND THE FUTURE 
PowerLight- amplifiers use patented PowerWave- power supplies, the 

most efficient power supply available in audio. Operating at 114kHz, 

a one pound PowerWave- transformer has more current capacity than 

a 50 pound conventional 60Hz 

transformer. Primary capacitors 

operating at a higher voltages more 

than double their energy storage. The 

result—a stiffer supply with more 

power and more energy storage for gut-wrenching bass. AC 
magnetic fields never enter amplifier circuitry—reducing 
hum to inaudible 

levels and increasing 

dynamic range. Reli-

PowerWave 

Conventional 

PowerWave sags less under load and 
has less AC ripple 

• 

_ oçc 

The new PL 2.0' was designed 

for maximum power at 4ohms 

in a 2RU chassis, while the 

new PL 3.4 provides maximum 

power from a standard 120V, 

I SA line card 

ability is increased because light weight prevents 

transit damage while the robust design and Intelligent 

Amplifier Protection- keep the things working under 
conditions that would kill a conventional amp. 

Output Power in Watts per Channel 

MODEL 8O" AO 2i1•• 

PowerLight 1.0 200 325 500 
PowerLight 1.4 300 500 700 
PowerLight 1.8 400 650 900 

PowerLight 2.0"v 650 1000 N/A 
PowerLight 3.4 725 1150 1700 

PowerLight 4.0 900 1400 2000 

IN THE END, IT'S THE PEOPLE 
No matter how good the gear, it's people that make the difference. We know your performance 

depends upon our peformance. When you buy a product from QSC you buy more than just a 

piece of equipment, you get our support and involvement. New PowerLight 
models and features have come from working directly with people like you. If 

our standard models don't meet your needs, our Technical Services Group can 

provide you with custom modifications. Need a question answered or got a 

problem? Get on the phone or the Web. It's like having your own engineering 
consulting group. 

Contact QSC for more infomation...better yet, come by for a visit! 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARD 

QSC AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1675 MacArthur Blvd., Costa Mesa, Califo,; 92626 USA 

Ph 714/754-6175 Fax 714/754-6174 

Email info@qscaudio.com Web www.qscaudio.com 

'Output Averaging,— Intelligent Amplifier Protection"and'Hear the Power of technology' 
are trademarks of OS( Audio Products, Inc. "OSC"and the OS( logo are registered with the 
U.S Parent and Trademark Office. PowerLight Patents Pending. 

Di . Touring Sound . Studi. 

"... excellent bass respor se... 

pedDrmance can exceed that of 

tradtional amps, with tf.e weight 

and energy savinjs as an added 

boons." 

Mix Magazine 

pure, higa-quality, 

rich sourd this amp provides is 

unm'stdraffle." 

Pro Audic Review Magazine 

...... 

99 

NEW! 
• 

ALL POWERLIGHT AMPS 

FEATURE: 

PeveerWave Switching Technology 

Clip Limiter (user defeatabie) 

Remote AC Power Control 

Data Port fo' Computer Control 

Variable Speed Fan(s) 

DC, Sub Audio, &Thermal Overload 
Protection 

Acvanced Thermal Protection 

Patented Output Averaginç' Short 
Citcuit P-ote.:tion 

"Zero defects, 450 shows" 
Mike Southard 

Southard Audio (Mt. Crawford, VA' 

bought one ton of Powerfights 
and replaced 3 tons of conventional 
amps...you do the trucking math!" 
Dave Cousins 

Sound Arts (Winnepeg, Canada) 

'...we feel that the best of all worlds 
has been created...light weight, 
sonic excellence." 
Tom Smith 

ID Systems (Houston, TX) 

"Best sounding, most reliable 
amps on the road...hands down" 
Dave Shadoan 

Sound Image ¡ Escondido, CA) 

"...my choke for long, long 
time..." 
Jeff Lilly 
Jcson Sound ( Vancouver, canada)  

onitorin . Recordin 



your audio system, reduce operating headaches, and deliver... 

More Bass, Less Noise 
and Fewer Problems 
p

owerLight amplifiers are the first lightweight amps to 
surpass conventional technology in both audio performance 
and reliability. Advanced Power Wave " technology eliminates 

the bulky, heavy power transformers and their problems while 
improving audio. Large sound systems powered by 

PowerLight amplifiers are better sounding, more 

compact, lighter and more reliable than systems 

using the traditional solutions. 

With thousands of shows logged all over the world, the PowerLight 

Series has built a tremendous following among demanding 
professionals. Now PowerLight amplifiers have been improved— 
with new models and increased 2 ohm power, the addition of 

defeatable Clip Limiters and a HD15 Dataport connector for 

QSControl compatibility. Check out PowerLights for yourself. 

Contact us for complete information—better yet, talk to someone 

who owns them. References gladly provided. 

QSÇ FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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Z-SYSTEMS Z-Q1 
STEREO DIGITAL EQUALIZER 

ji
first heard of Z-Systems a cou-
ple of years ago, when a then-
new company came out with 

an affordable, studio-quality sample 
rate converter. The company has 
since marketed a number of suc-
cessful peripheral products—routers, 
matrices, interfaces, etc., designed 
to simplify life in the digital studio. 
So I was intrigued when Z-Systems 
began developing high-perfor-
mance digital equalizers last year. 

pared. Input word lengths up to 
24 bits are accommodated, and 
24/20/16-bit output resolution with or 
without dither (or UV22, if installed) 
is available with a touch of a knob. 
The z-ql's back panel is sparse, hav-
ing only two XLRs (110-ohm trans-
former isolated) for the digital I/O 
and a socket for the AC cord. 

To use the unit, merely connect 
the EQ between two AES/EBU 
ports, power up and go. An Audio 

diameter is too small for this to be 
any real advantage; the red paint 
used to mark some controls is hard 
to read against the flat black paint; 
and the minimalist front panel inter-
face requires a bit of getting used to 
when doing routines such as sav-
ing/recalling presets. A dedicated 
2-digit display indicating the preset 
name at a glance might help. How-
ever, most EQ operations can be 
learned in less than a minute, and 

anyone who's used an 
analog EQ will immedi-

ately be comfortable 
with the z-ql. 

Using the z-ql as 
a premastering tool, 
I began to appreciate 

en 

SVs. 

As with all Z-Sys products, the 
z-ql and z-qlm (mastering version) 
equalizers take a no-compromise 

approach to digital audio. The main 
DSP engine is TI's TMS320C31 chip, 
a 32-bit floating-point powerhouse 
that's capable of handling the 
equalizers' 16- to 24-bit inputs. 

The two units are sonically 
identical—the sole difference be-
tween the two is that the mastering 
version has displays that show the 
equalization parameters of all its 
bands simultaneously. Both units 
are 6-band stereo/dual mono 
equalizers, with four true paramet-
ric bands and two bands switch-
able between shelving and 
high/lowpass operation. I/O is 
strictly AES/EBU digital (although 
S/PDIF coaxial is an option), so 
don't expect any analog ins or outs. 
Apogee UV22" Super CD encoding 
is optional ($900), and other op-
tions, such as 88.2/96kHz support 
and snapshot automation to 
SMPTE/RS-232/RS-422 will be ship-
ping by summer. The basic z-ql 
has a list price of $2,999; the pric-
ing of the z-qlm mastering version 
varies, depending on configuration. 

Despite the simplicity of its front 
panel, the z-ql holds extraordinary 
power. Up to 80 EQ presets can be 
stored, recalled and instantly com-

Lock LED indicates the presence of 
a valid digital input signal. From 
there, just select a band and start 

tweaking. In many ways, the z-ql 
behaves like an analog equalizer: 
There are three rotary controls for 
gain (± 12 dB in 0.2dB steps), cen-
ter frequency (28 to 18k Hz) and 
"Q" or bandwidth (from a narrow 
0.4 to an extremely wide 8.0 set-
ting). The two shelving filters are 
fixed at gentle 6dB slopes but have 
the same frequency and gain 
ranges as the parametric bands. 

But there are several major dif-
ferences between the z-ql and ana-
log EQs. First, all four of the z-ql 
parametric bands have a 100% 
overlapping (28 to 18k Hz) range, 
which offers a high degree of ver-
satility. And second, the ability to 
save settings allows A/B/C/...X 
comparisons, which few analog 
units can match. 

In session, the zq-1 was nearly 
flawless. The EQ controls are ab-
solutely glitchless—completely free 
of any zipper noise or even the 
phase shifting that occurs as you 
change frequencies on an analog 
unit. The 24-position rotary encoder 
knobs have finger indents suppos-
edly to help tweaking, but the knob 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

the idea of combining 
dithering and noise shaping func-
tions in the same unit as equaliza-
tion. This way, various EQ settings 
can be auditioned along with 
UV22, undithered or the onboard 
modified-TPDF dither to find the 
combination that best fits the pro-
gram material at hand. 

Auditioning a variety of 16-, 20-
and 24-bit sources, I was immedi-
ately impressed with the sound of 
the z-ql. I never expected to hear a 
digital equalizer sound this good. 

The equalization is smooth, musi-
cal and—dare I say—"warm." The 
net effect is a sonic improvement: 
transparency without colorization 
or harshness. If you're looking for 
clean, the unit's - 135dB THD+N 
spec says it all. And the digital fil-
ter algorithms minimize round-off 
noise. Even users in the "I hate 
digital equalization" camp are 
bound to be impressed. 

Anyone seeking a top-notch 
digital equalizer should audition 

the Z-Systems z-ql. It offers clean, 
musical processing in a versatile 
package that analog EQs can't 
hope to match. 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering, 
4641-F N.W. 6th Street, Gaines-
ville, FL 32609; 352/371-0990; fax 
352/371-0093. Web site: www. 
z-sys.com. 
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Dramatically Nearer to the Truth. 

We release the subtlety am 

the power by removing the 

veil of distortion. What's 

uncovered is pure, open am 

unquestioned. Many will 

wonder how this was 

achieved. To appreciate its 

true value, however, you 

need only to experience it. 

Introducing Exposé by KRI 

A.E.S., Los Angeles 

November, 1996. 

Dynamic Expressiot 
by KR 

Manufactured by KRK Systems, Ir 
714-841-1600, Fax: / 14-375-64 

Distributed by Group One, II 
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FIELD TEST 

R DE CLASSIC 
TUBE STUDIO MIC 

W
hen I first heard that Aus-
tralian company RODE was 
offering a multipattern, 

large-diaphragm tube condenser 
mic for only $ 1,999, I was a bit 
skeptical. The cost of manufactur-
ing a quality vacuum tube micro-
phone is usually very high. So how 
good could the modestly priced 
RODE Classic be? Very good, it 
turns out. The RODE Classic's 
audio quality and construction are 
both top-notch. And, considering 
its low price, the package includes 
a surprisingly generous allotment 
of features and accessories. 

INSIDE AND OUT 

The RODE Classic is quite retro-
looking. Its almost perfectly cylin-
drical shape and unadorned nickel 
finish are reminiscent of vintage 
European tube microphones. The 
mic's beefy size (approximately 
7x2.75 inches), hefty weight (more 
than 2 pounds) and quality con-
struction make a very favorable first 

impression. The hand-polished, 
solid brass body is fitted with a 
small, gold-plated Tuchel connec-
tor for the remote power supply. A 
very sturdy, wire mesh head grille 
is supplemented by a finer internal 
pop screen and an internal shock-
mounting system for the capsule. 

The hand-assembled capsule is 
mounted in a side-address orienta-
tion and features 1-inch, gold-sput-
tered, dual diaphragms that are 6 
microns thick. The Classic's shock-
mounted GE 6072 vacuum tube is 
matched to an internal, Mu-metal 
cased output transformer that was 
custom-designed by Jensen. There 
are no switches on the mic body, 
and all adjustments are made re-
motely from its external power 
supply. A small, gold, slotted screw 
just below the head grille is the 
only visual clue identifying the 
front of the mic. It's a very minor 
niggle, but an otherwise identical 
silver screw adorns the back of the 
mic, making correct setup in low 
light a rather squinty-eyed task. 

A thickly jacketed, custom-
made, 10-meter multicore cable 

mates the RODE Classic to its re-
mote power supply via gold-plated 
Tuchel connectors. I've had occa-
sional problems with Tuchel con-
nectors getting stuck on other mica, 
but the ones on the RODE Classic 
unscrew and pull out easily. Be-
sides providing a bomb-proof con-
nection, Tuchels also offer superior 
RF rejection. 

The RODE Classic includes a 
full-featured, remote power supply 
and a generous (8+ feet long), de-
tachable AC cord. Three large 
knobs on the front panel control 
the mic's polar pattern, bass roll-off 
and padding, respectively. Polar 
patterns are adjustable from mull 

through cardioid to bidirectional in 
nine steps (achieving intermediate 
patterns along the way). The three-
position highpass control selects 

BY MICHAEL COOPER 

flat response, or -6/-12 dB/octave 
roll-off of bass frequencies at 125 
Hz. The Ink can be padded 10 or 

20 dB, or left unattenuated. A large, 
red front panel LED lights when 
the supply is powered up, which is 
good, as the on/off positions of the 
rear-panel power switch are un-
marked. Audio output is via a stan-
dard 3-pin XLR (pin #2 hot) on the 
rear panel. 

Amazingly (considering the 
price), the RODE Classic also has a 
beautiful, foam-lined, aluminum 
flight case (lockable, with keys) for 
storing the system. In fact, the only 
items lacking are an external foam 

pop filter and external shock 
mount. A "naked" Classic can pop 
on a breathy singer, but a Popper 
Stopper stocking screen solved the 
problem. And although the Classic 
is a little susceptible to rumble, the 
highpass filter cures any problem 
nicely without throwing the baby 
out with the bath water. Both the 
highpass filter and polar pattern 
controls switch positions silently. 
However, changing the pad setting 
causes a loud pop in the audio 
path. 

Mounting the Classic to a mic 
stand is simple. A large, knurled 
nut secures the mic to a sturdy L-
bracket, which mounts in turn on 
top of a mic adapter. The circular 

nut can be loosened to allow the 
mic virtually 360° of rotation about 
a horizontal access, greatly easing 
accurate placement (and allowing 
you to hang the mic upside down). 
One caveat, though: the mic's con-
siderable weight does tend to make 
it slip out of position if you don't 
secure the nut with a very firm 
twist. 

TECH TALK 
Nothing out of the ordinary here. 
Sensitivity is a capable 13 mV/PA, 
maximum SPL is 130 dB (150 dB 
with the 20dB pad). The broad-
band self-noise spec. of 24dB is 
fairly typical of tube mica but does 
prompt some caution for critical 
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Reflecting the Heart 
and Soul of Music 

Your clients look to you to produce "one-offs" 
that mirror the very essence of their music— 
every ounce of passion, every last detail of the 
final mix. That's why we offer KODAK CD-R 
Media with INFOGUARD. 

Our patented CD-R Media features a gold 
reflector, a stable phthalocyanine gold recording 
layer, and a scratch-resistant INFOGUARD 
coating that helps provide pristine sound 
reproduction, as well as exceptional 
disc durability. 

With a shelf life of over 200 years, 
KODAK CD-R Media is ideal for 
archiving sound elements or 
masters. What's more, a unique 
bar code on each disc makes 

tracking fast and efficient. And KODAK CD-R 
Media comes in a variety of configurations— 
jewel case, bulk pack, custom silk screen, and 
printable— allowing you to give all of your 
discs a finished, professional-looking appearance. 

So choose KODAK CD-R Media with 
INFOGUARD. Because the one-offs you produce 
are a reflection on you and your studio. 

For more information on KODAK CD-R 
Media or any of Kodak's full line of recording 

products, including high-speed CD writers 
and pre-mastering software, see your 

authorized KODAK Recording 
Products Dealer or call 
1-800-814-1333. 

KODAK Recording Products • 6677 Santa Nlomca Blvd. • Hollywood, CA 90038 • 1-800-814-1333 • www.kodak.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 



applications—the Classic can be a tad 
noisy on exposed sources such as clas-
sical harp and wind chimes. 

Like most multipattern mics, the 
Classic offers many timbrai possibilities. 

The frequency response is quite flat in 
the bass and midrange, and never more 
than 3 dB down at 20 Hz for any polar 
pattern. Response at 20 kHz is only 2 to 
4 dB down, depending on the pattern 
chosen. As is usually the case, Figure-8 
mode has the least amount of "top," 
though it's by no means dull-sounding 
at 0° on-axis. In all other respects, it's 
the flattest of the patterns offered. Omni 
mode has a slight, smooth dip in the 
upper mids around 2 to 3 kHz and a 
hefty 6dB boost centered around 11 

kHz. Cardioid mode exhibits a broad 
2dB boost in the upper midrange, rising 
moderately to 4 dB around 11 kHz. 

All of my critical listening tests (and 
overdubs) were performed with a Mil-
lennia Media HV-3 mic pre-amp, chosen 
for its neutrality and extreme accuracy. 
The Classic's off-axis response is out-
standing, with one exception. In Figure-
8 mode, close-miked sources 180° 
off-axis had a lot more low midrange 

content than sources miked 0° on-axis 
at the same distance. This makes it diffi-
cult to find the right balance on oppos-
ing background vocalists, although one 
could always use omni mode for this 
application. On the positive side, the 
rear side of the mic in Figure-8 mode 
yields by far the thickest (if not the blur-
riest) sound of all, which can be very 
useful when trying to add support to 
extremely thin or nasal instruments. 

IN THE TRENCHES 
Miking male vocals in cardioid mode at 
7 inches, the Classic sounded warm and 
lush with rich texture. The mic has both 
a big, fat bottom and an articulately de-
tailed high end. If you're looking for a 
mic with plenty of tube "splatter," you 
won't be disappointed—here, the Clas-
sic really delivers. However, the mic has 
a somewhat full lower midrange that 
can make it a tad cloudy on inherently 
woolly-sounding vocalists, who would 
be better served by a more open mic 
such as the AKG C-414TLII. This is not a 
criticism; I could say the same thing 
about the Cl2VR, U87, etc. That's why 
every studio stocks a variety of mics for 
different singers. 
I got similar results miking a husky, 

alto female vocalist. Spoken word 
sounded awesome—big, detailed, 
tonally balanced, three-dimensional and 
lush with pleasing harmonics. When 
she sang over a dense, busy mix, how-
ever, the Classic sounded a tad cloudy. 
The singer's natural sibilance was also a 
little emphasized by the mic. Unfortu-
nately, I never got to hear the Classic on 
a soprano vocal, but I would hazard a 
guess that it would probably fatten it up 
nicely. 

Next up: a Fender Strat played 
through a Mesa Boogie Subway Rock-
et. The Classic was put in bidirectional 
mode, about 45° off-axis and 20 inches 
from the cabinet. This sounded down-
right awesome—creamy, fat, rich and 
detailed, with the perfect blend of thick 
body and raspy cut. 

In cardioid mode on classical harp, 
the Classic demonstrated outstanding 
transient response. The tonal balance 
was very pleasing, with both a bright, 
vibrant top and deep, full bottom. The 
sound was considerably lusher and fat-
ter than that provided by my B&K 
4011s, though the latter mics were cho-
sen in the end for their open upper bass 
and superior signal-to-noise. The Clas-
sic's self-noise was a little obtrusive dur-

PERFORMANCE AND VERSATILITY 
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Converters 

sonic excellence • easy connectivity • modular upgrades 

Available at these fine dealers: 

David Carroll Electronics 
Westlake Audio 

510-528-8054 

213-851-9800 

Sonotechnique 

Parsons Audio 
Broadcaster's General Store 
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800•219•3281 
510 S. Garland Ave. Garla id. TX 75040 

GUARANTEED BEST PRICES! 

New/Used • M-F 9-7, Sat. 9-6 

All Major Credit Cards , 

Customer Service 214-494-1601 
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... monitoring inside the ASC ATTACK Wail' 
Enclose monitors and console with Tube Traps. Turn any room into a 

mix or mastering studio. The ATTACK Wall is an acoustic subspace that 

delivers powerfully accurate bottom end, precise detail and pinpoint imaging. 

ph 541-343-9727 • e-mail studio@ tubetrap.com C ACOUSTIC DI 
SCIENCES if,, fax 541-343-9245 • website www.tubetrap.com Aa CORPORATION 

FIELD TEST 

ing quiet passages on this most dynam-
ic of instruments. 

Noise was also a problem on wind 
chimes. But if it's possible for wind 
chimes to sound fat, then the RODE 
Classic is your ticket to obesity. Simply 
put, I've never heard a more flattering 
mic (from a timbrai standpoint) on this 
instrument. The sound was full and 
lush, yet sparkly and detailed. 

Overall, the Classic is no noisier than 
a Cl2VR and exhibits better RFI rejec-
tion. Interestingly, much of the Classic's 
self-noise (no, it was not transformer 
hum) lies in a broadband low-frequency 
region, where it can easily be rolled off 
on background tracks, chimes, etc., for 
perceptibly better noise performance. 

Finally, we take a vicarious trip to 
India for overdubs of sruti box (similar 
to harmonium) and tamboura. The Clas-
sic is a great mic for sruti box, lending a 
rich and full—yet present—sound. And 
the tamboura sounded absolutely in-
credible. Here, the Classic perfectly bal-

anced the sonorous, low-end drone of 
the instrument's body against the rich, 
tangy buzz of the strings. The pluck of 
the strings was also very faithfully re-
produced. The power supply's switch-
able highpass filter removed excess 
low-frequency thumping in the string 
attack without robbing the instrument 
of its warmth and body. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The RODE Classic is the richest and 
biggest-sounding mic I've heard in its 
price range. It imparts gobs of rich tube 
luster to whatever it touches, and its un-
usually good transient response (that is, 
for a large diaphragm mic) makes it a 
very versatile performer. The Classic's 
only limiting factor is its self-noise level, 
which is about average for a tube mic. 
While noise won't be an issue in most 
situations, it could be a problem in crit-
ical applications such as classical or a 
cappella recording. When you weigh 
the Classic's beautiful tonality, tight off-
axis response, beefy construction, gen-
erous feature set and quality flight case 
against its modest asking price, you can 
only draw one conclusion. It's a bar-
gain. 

Distributed by Event Electronics, PO 
Box 4189, Santa Barbara, CA 93140-
4189; 805/566-7777; fax 805/566-7771; 
Web site: www.eventl.com. 

Michael Cooper is a producer, engineer 
and owner of Michael Cooper Record-
ing in Eugene, Oregon. 
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There's no doubt you could use a DAT recorder. You 

would like a little flexibility too. The DATMASTER that 
delivers studio-quality specs, performance and sound for 
your studio and on the road. But you don't want to settle 
for a consumer-grade unit that may crap out on you at 
the worst possible moment. That's why you'll want the 

DA-P1 from TASC.AM. It's the pmitable DATMASTER 

— perhaps the most durable, highest 
quality portable DAT recorder 

you can buy. 
For the road, it has 

the features demanded by 
musicians and production 

professionals. Things 
FAMic« like XLR-type MIC/LINE inputs with 

phantom power, a 20dB pad, and a versatile, 

easy-to-read display An extended life 2-hour battery 
that recharges in just au hour and a half. 

Unleash the DA-PI in your studio, too. With a built-
in S/PDIF direct digital I/O, it is easy to transfer to and from 

DA-88s, DA-38s., ADATs, hard disk recorders 
and other digital gear. You'll appreciate the 

multiple sample rate support (48, 44.1 and 

32 kHz) and the DA-Pi's next-generation A/D and D/A 
converters that deliver the same studio-quality sound as 

many of TASCAMS rack-mount DATs. 
Standard acceories include 
a shoulder belt, AC adapter 

and battery — carrying case 
is optional. So if you could 
use a DAT for your studio 

and the road, pick up a DA-PI 
and take it to your next gig. You'll 

get the best of both worlds. There's one 

waiting for you at TASCAM 
your dealer today Take advantage of cur experience. 

DA-PI 

MSRP S1,899. For compiete specs and information via TASCAM FaxBack, (8oe 827-2268 document #215C. 
TRAC Aronna, Inc 7733 TeLAira.'n Road. Mr,E4> le, CA 9.54. 1213)725, 303. TEAC CARAIDA LTG. RIC Bne.1 a Rd. Mo ..ssau ;a. Oman. LZ 2C- Canada (9C6YFF-1)X6 • FEAC N.»Acc. S de Cy. Pr& aca Gonna Fla Colon., d• 4 4 arr.. C-,o.an. Namone F 04100 .)11(251658.1943 
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AMB TUBE-BLI-41-4ERED DI 
DIRECT INJECTION BOX 

Dtrect 1)oxes are nothing new. 
Today there are dozens of 
units to choose from, rang-

ing from simple $29.95 passive 
models to elaborate multichannel 
rack-mounted systems. Now avail-
able in the United States, the AMB 
Tube-Buffered DI is a German-
made model that should appeal to 
anyone seeking a high-end, high-
performance DI solution. 

Outwardly, the Tube-Buffered 
DI Box is simple. The front panel 
has '4-inch input and output jacks, 

a balanced XLR output and switch-
es for ground lift and normal/boost 

modes. Internal jumpers are pro-
vided for changing the XLR from 
pin 2 to pin 3 hot (assuming any-
one would want to do such a 
thing). The back panel has an IEC 
power cord socket, power switch, 
110/220 VAC selector, and a switch 

that isolates the chassis from audio 
ground. By the way, that switch is 
recessed so there's no chance of 
accidentally moving it when en-
gaging the AC power switch. 

One feature that sets this unit 
apart from the competition is the 
construction quality. The case itself 
is stainless steel, with polished, 
etched end panels, so six months 
from now, you won't be wonder-
ing which position is "ofr—there 
are no silk-screened markings to 
wear away. This solid DI not only 
exudes roadworthiness, but it has 
the look and feel of an heirloom 
that your great-grandchildren will 
be using long after you've moved 
on to mixing for Jimi and Janis. Re-
move the Ton( screws holding the 
cover in place, and the immaculate 
quality of the internal construction 
is revealed: 1% metal film resistors, 
Jensen JT-DB-E transformer, 
toroidal power transformer and 
ECC83/7025A tube. No corners cut 
here, down to the power-on LED, 
which is waterclear blue. 

The Tube-Buffered DI operates 
by using a very high-impedance 
tube input stage (>20 Megaohms), 
which avoids loading the instru-

ment pickups on a bass or guitar. 
The second stage of the vacuum 

tube buffers signal, lowering the 
output impedance of the signal 
sent to the 'Xi-inch output jack to 
<8 kilohms, at unity gain, allowing 
cable runs of up to 15 meters with-
out degradation. The boost switch 
increases the gain of the signal 

sent to the output transformer 
by 15 dB. This boost can either 
be used to handle extremely low 
output instruments, or more cre-
atively as a means of clipping the 
output transformer to yield various 
amounts of warm, second-harmon-
ic distortion. 

Over a period of months, I used 
the Tube-Buffered DI on all sorts of 
sessions, with a wide variety of 
basses, guitars and amps. Most im-
mediately noticeable by all the 
artists was the fact that they liked 
the way that their instruments 
sounded with their amps. The lack 
of loading on the pickups pro-
duced a clearer tone with more de-

finition. The box got a universal 
"thumbs-up" from all the players 
who tried it. At the other end, in 
the control room, all I heard was 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

warmth, punch and clarity. Just to 
check it out, I put the unit on the 
bench and found the frequency re-
sponse was ruler flat—only 1 dB 
down at 40 kHz and extending 
well beyond 100 kHz. 

One of the drawbacks of using 
the boost switch is that it doesn't 
affect the V4-inch output that the 
player hears in the studio. And 
getting just the right amount of 
clipping requires some experi-
mentation and critical listening over 
studio monitors; for me, the boost 
feature is best left for control room 
overdubs. I sure didn't need the 
boost switch for acoustic guitar 

overdubs with my Gibson J160E in 
the control room. It had plenty of 
gain, and I've never heard this par-
ticular instrument sound better: rich 
harmonics with low fullness and 
top-end bite. Sweet! 

Retailing at $595, the AMB 
Tube-Buffered DI is not exactly 
what you'd consider pocket 

change, but when it's still serving 
you faithfully 20 years from now, 
you'll appreciate the investment. 

Distributed in the U.S. by The 
John Hardy Company, 1728 Brum-
mel Street, Evanston, IL 60202; 
847/864-8060; fax 847/864-8076. la 
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HISTORY. 

MAKING 
n 1969. against incredible odds. America took a 
giant leap forward and put a man on the moon. 

n 1997, amidst industry skepticism, Vega took a 
giant leap forward in wireless technology and value 

Nith the introduction of the U2020. 

or the past 30 years. without interference, 

Vega has been the wireless industry standard. 

'ega Wireless Technology 
amed winner of the 1995 
mmy for Pioneering 
chieyement in the 
)evelopment of Wireless 
ficrophone Technology 
y Broadcast. 
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ISTORY. 
Now Vega brings their exclusive, unparalleled 

technology to every venue with the U2020. 

Affordable. Reliable. Providing exceptional 
frequency agility with 100-channels of 
pure audio 

Write your own history with the Vega U2020. 
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'UM 
,...INTERNATIONAL UPDATE ' 

THE TRAGICALLY HIP 
GET INTO "TROUBLE AT THE HENHOUSE" 

li n less than ten years, the 
Tragically Hip have risen to be-
come one of Canada's best-

kept musical secrets, a band that 
filled first bars, then concert halls 
and now stadiums across the coun-
try. With a legion of devoted fol-
lowers in their homeland, the Hip 
seem poised on the verge of well-
deserved international stardom. 
Their recent appearance as the mu-
sical guest on Saturday Night Live 
(at the insistence of host Dan 
Aykroyd) gave the world its first 
real glimpse at what all the fuss is 
about. 

Their first two records, up To 
Here and Road Apples, were raw, 
punchy, straight-ahead rock 'n' roll 
productions that proved these five 
guys from Ontario could combine 
strong songwriting talents with a 
quirky, oddly eccentric edge. 

Singer Gordon Downie's elusive 
and cryptic lyrics told tales of love, 
lust and bitterness in an intensely 
objective yet human way. Here 
were songs that you often had to 
dig into to get at the layers of 
meaning. 

Within the songs were snippets 

of arcane Canadiana and references 
to oblique Canadian heroes such as 
Group of Seven painter Tom 
Thompson, hockey star Bill Barilko 

The band onstage in '96 

and David Milgard, a man who 
spent 20 years behind bars for a 

crime he didn't commit. If there is 
one thing about the band that I 
like, it is that they are never afraid 
to say how screwed up life 
sometimes is. 

At one of their many 
outdoor concerts, Down-
ie said to the crowd: "As 
Canadians we take a lot 
of pride in our national 
heritage. I think this is 
largely a myth. We're 
ravaging our forests, 
wildlife and water with 
carelessness and greed. 
There's an election 

coming up this fall; I 
don't care who you 
vote for, but make 
sure it's somebody 
who puts the environ-
ment at the top of their agenda. 
Someone who looks beyond their 
own fingertips; someone who 
places a higher value on anything 
but profit. This is 'The Last of the 
Uncut Gems.'" 

Over the years, the Hip have ex-
perimented more with their musical 
styles and approaches and have 

even (dare I say it) mellowed a bit 

MY TIM MOSHANSKY 

musically as they have grown and 
matured. Anyone who was a fan of 
the band and also grew up a bit has 
been rewarded with more recent al-
bums such as Fully, Comply and 
Day For Night, with their pleasantly 

surprising nuances 

Tragically Nip engineer/co-producer Mark Vreeken 

and subtleties. Their 
latest album is Trouble at the Hen-
house, co-produced by the band 
and Mark "Dutch" Vreeken, who 
has worked with them since Road 

Apples. 
In 1989, Vreeken was working 

with a P.A. company in Kingston, 
Ontario, the band's hometown. 
"They were rehearsing in a ware-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 146 
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FACILITY 
SPOTLIGHT 

STUDIO 52 
Melbourne, Australia 

Studio A 

A
nist development is not dead. It's alive and well 
in Melbourne, Australia, at a mid-level recording 
studio/label/graphic design firm called Studio 52. 

This facility is a versatile and affordable workshop for 
Australia's unsigned artists, and its owners have carved a 
place for their business that allows them to support 
themselves and their city's musical growth. 

Studio 52 was started a dozen years ago by 
songwriting partners Trevor Carter 

and Paul Higgins. "Before 
we had the studio, 
we had a home stu-
dio together. Then 
we went ta 8-track, 
then 16-track reel-to-
reel, and had the great 
idea of hiring out occa-
sionally to pay the bills, 
but basically concentrat-
ing on our songwriting. 
That lasted about a day." 

One reason Studio 52 
went commercial, Hig-
gins says, was that he 
and Caner went "a bit 
berserk on the plan-
ning and building of 
the place." They'd 
gotten in deep fi-
nancially, and 

playing catch-up started a spiral 
of booking time, buying better 
gear to suit specific sessions, 
booking another act to pay for 
the previous outlay, and so on. 
Fortunately, the partners had the 
vision, talent and business sense 
to make astute purchases, and 
the studio has done nothing but 
grow over the years. "We started 
off with just 1,000 square feet, 
and we're now up to 6,000 
square feet. What originally start-
ed as a hobby-sized studio now 
has two professional studios, 
huge offices, a whole graphic arts 
department." 

Higgins handles most of the 
business end of running the facil-

Studio 

ity, overseeing booking and all studio operations. Carter 
and staff engineers Rowan Jail and Peter Frawley do the 
engineering in Studio A, the larger studio, which in-
cludes a spacious control room, main recording room 
and three iso booths. Equipment in Studio A includes an 
automated Soundtracs 3632 in-line console, a Tascam 2-
inch ATR60S24 recorder, Roland DM80 hard disk 
recorder, JBL 15-inch two-way main monitors and Yama-
ha NS10 near-fields. 

Studio B is a low-cost demo studio that contains a 
Yamaha 2408 console, Fostex RD8 recorder, NSlOs and 
new main monitors from French manufacturer Cabasse. 
"They're an 8-inch, three-way," explains Higgins, "and 
  they're some of the best speakers we've 

MY MARMARA SCHULTZ ever heard." 
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A SUPREME CONCEPT IN DIGITAL ARCHITECTURE • A NATURAL, INTUITIVE, HUMAN INTERFACE • AN UNPARALLELED 

DEGREE OF FLEXIBILITY • A VAST RANGE OF FORMATS • THE AMEK WAY TO DIGITAL MIXING • 

• Dynamic Resource Allocation allows console setup to be changed 'on the fly' or to job requirements 

• 'Fader Set' technology enables large i/o configurations to be mapped onto small work surfaces 
• Integral Eq, Aux and Dynamics modules simulate conventional analogue consoles 

• 32-bit floating point parallel processing engine with exceptionally low latency 

• Choice of control surfaces from fully-assignable to fully-redundant 

Comprehensive range of i/o options 

• Low learning curve and extremely user-friendly 
• Integral segment-based and real-time automation 

• Multi-format panning for film and post applications 

• Cue list triggering of internal console and external MIDI events 

• Integral machine control locator panel 

Head Office. Factory & Sales: 
AME , Systems & Controls Ltd 

Tel: 0161 834 6747/ 
0161 950 8767 

Fax: 0161 834 0593 
E-Mail:amek@console-city.com 

In the 
AMEK US Op, 

Tel: 818 508 9788 
Fax: 818 508 8619 

Tel: 06721 2636 Tel: 65 251 1629 
Fax: 06721 13537 Fax: 65 251 1297 
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Carter and Higgins use their collec-
tion of high-quality, but relatively af-
fordable, equipment to produce the 
unsigned hands that play Melbourne's 

club/pub circuit. Every year, since 1988, 
the facility's Studio 52 Records label has 
released a Nu-Music Sampler, an an-
thology of new bands, which they dis-
tribute to stores, radio stations and local 
venues. "We're probably more gung-ho 
than other studios in tern-is of actually 
creating work for ourselves and getting 
involved in promoting music, as op-
posed to just recording it," says Higgins. 
"Each album's got about 20 bands on it, 

so we've helped a lot of bands. And, if 
we get them their first bit of airplay or 

their first reviews in magazines and 
help them get some extra gigs, then it 
makes sense that they come back and 
follow that with an EP or album with us 
later." 

Studio 52 also produces an annual 
compilation of Real Australian Blues. 
and this year they're embarking on a 
grass-roots project called Kool Skools, 
which will involve recording original 
music by high-school-age musicians. 
"It's giving kids ages 15 and 16 a 
chance to work in a studio," says Hig-
gins. "If kids can overcome their inhibi-
tions and get a solid knowledge of what 
they're doing in the studio early, they 
might have better experiences later on. 
We're gaining sponsors for the project, 
and if all goes well, we'll be able to do 

Paul Higgins, managing partner 

20 schools this year." The facility's in-
house graphic arts department designs 
all of the album art work for these col-

RD VIELLE PIEHRR'311[1111GE R (111f1TRE  
by Barbara Schultz 
How do you mike a hurdy gurdy? 
Probably not too many engineers 
have the answer, but you'd have to 
for working with Montreal-based four-
man folk ensemble Ad Vielle Que 
Pourra. This group of multi-instru-
mentalists has been playing together 
and, at times, changing members for 
ten years. But the most consistent ele-
ment has been the hurdy gurdy play-
ing of founding member Daniel 
Thonon, who also serves as the 
band's producer. Thonon also builds 
his own instruments. 

"I was trained as a classical musi-
cian," Thonon explains. "I'm a harpsi-
chord player. But when I started 
studying harpsichord, I didn't have the 
money to buy one, so I learned how 
to make them. And from there, when 
I started doing other kinds of music, I 
started making the instruments I need-
ed. First it was Renaissance music, 
then medieval music, then Arabic 
music, and so on. Now, I make hurdy 

gurdies." 
Ad Vielle Que Pourras most recent 

album, Menage a Quatre, features a 
reunion of the original ensemble 
Thonon put together when he moved 
to Montreal from Belgium in 1986. 
"The fiddler [Alain Leroux] comes 

from Brittany, and he has a back-
ground in classical violin, but he 
mostly plays Celtic Breton music," 
Thonon says. "The guitar player [Jean 
Louis Cros] is from Algeria, and he 
plays finger-picking guitar—what we 

sometimes call Baroque folk guitar. 
And we have Pierre Imbert, who is a 
hurdy gurdy player. Now there are 
two of us. He's French and lives in 
Vancouver; he has a background in 
traditional music, but he's inclined to-
ward rock music." 

This gives some clues as to what 

unusual sounds this band can pro-
duce. The new album is a collection 
of all-original, traditional-style music 
from many countries, but with thrash 
electric guitar and hurdy gurdy mixed 
in. For example, in the liner notes, 
Thonon describes one of the tunes, 
"Bransle Bas le Con Bas," this way: "A 
Renaissance-style dance played with 
two 19th-century country clarinets, 
guitar, piano and hurdy gurdy! None 
of those instruments were meant to be 
played together: Down with musical 
Apartheid!" 

This engaging and confounding 
work was recorded in Thonon's home 

studio in Montreal by engineer Fred-
eric Salter, who has worked with the 
band off and on for years. Salter by-
passed Thonon's Aries console during 
recording and used it only for moni-
toring. He recorded to two ADATs 
using a new acquisition of his own, 
an Aphex 107 mic preamp. "The Aries 
is not a bad board in its price catego-
ry," explains Salter, "but I wanted to 
have the best quality possible, so we 
had the shortest cables, we found the 
best cables and the best preamp we 
could use in the budget, and I also 
brought along a TL Audio valve EQ, 
though we used very little EQ 
throughout the whole thing. I also 
used my two old trusty dbx 160 com-
pressors a little bit on guitar, but espe-
cially on accordion, which can have 
quite a dynamic range. But generally, 
I tried to achieve the maximum quali-
ty by reducing anything that would 
dirty up the sound." 

Because space was limited in 
Thonon's studio, the band could not 
record live, so they laid down rhythm 
tracks first and built on them, one or 
two musicians at a time. Salter miked 
each instrument using either a 
Schoeps CMC5 or a rented pair of 
Sennheiser MKH-40s. "The Schoeps 
ended up sounding good on every-
thing," Salter says, "but the accordion 
and a few other things I felt needed 
the large-diaphragm microphones. 

"On the accordion, for example, 
we used one for the left hand and one 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 144 
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DEPTH 

IMAGING 

RESOL U TI O N 

Martech Ear Chart 

The problem is not your ears. 

It's your mic preamp, and Martech 

has developed a stunning solution: 

M ARTECH MSS -1 0 

MI CROPHON E PR EAMPLIFIER 

• Proprietary, high resolution, all 

discrete operational amplifiers. 

• Custom designed input transformer. 

• Large VU meter, insert and level 

controfs to get you straight to tape 

with ease. 

• Find out what you've been missing 

in your audio. Plug in an MSS-10 

and discover what engineering 

should have always been about. 

Call ( 800) 582-3555 for 
details and ask about our 

limited time 60-day 
money-back guarantee! 
SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1301 

MFIRTECH 
We Listen. 

A Nlartinsound Company 
1151 W. Valley Blvd. 

Alhambra, CA 91803-2493 
(818) 281-3555 

FAX: (818) 284-3092 

=UM= 
lections, as well as studio brochures 
and literature, and a variety of outside 
projects. 

Studio 52 seems to be doing all the 
right things for the Australian musical 
community at a time when, from a busi-
ness standpoint, Higgins says, the music 
industry outlook on his side of the 
world is pretty grim. Many of the major 
studios are either closing their doors or 
converting to ad houses. And Higgins 

says that local radio does an abysmal 
job of supporting local artists. "The sta-
tions have become more and more 
owned by the same people," he says. 
"They play more of your music than 
ours. Maybe 20 percent of what they 
play is Australian. They take the easy 
method, looking to the American and 
English charts and picking the next hits. 
And most of what they play that's Aus-
tralian is of the past. There's nothing 
wrong with Crowded House, but if 
that's all you play, then you're not de-

-FROM PAGE I« AD VIELLE QUE POURRA 

for the right hand. One consideration 
is that the mic has to be far enough 

from the accordion so that when he 
extends his hand, it wouldn't hit the 
mic; you have the problem that 
sometimes you hear the sound and 
it's not very even in the sense that 
proximity is only evident when he 

gets close to the mic, and when he 
gets away, it sounds dif-
ferent. But that was a 
compromise I made be-
cause the accordion 
never sounds as good 
with contact mics as with 
large-diaphragm mics. 

"I also used the MKH-
40s on the bagpipes," he 
continues. "I would have 
one five feet in front of 
the pipe and another on 
top of the bag pipe, near 
the drone pipe, the one 
that goes mrrunmmm." 

And the hurdy gurdies..."Oh, 
boy. The hurdy gurdy. That's the 
hardest instrument I've had to deal 
with. It's such a foreign sound, and 
when I first started to work with 
them, I had no idea what I was get-

ting into. That instrument to me was 
something from hell. I'm just starting 
to like it now. But Daniel says I'm 
one of the engineers who under-
stands it best. He has done live 
shows where the engineer would 
shut off the fader for the hurdy 
gurdy because 'it distorts.' But it 
sounds like that. 

"I've tried different things, and I 
think finally I found a good sound 
with my Schoeps four feet above. 
The hurdy gurdy has three basic 
sounds [Thonon describes them as a 
drone sound, like a bagpipe, a 
rhythm and a melody], though, so 
depending on what we wanted to 

emphasize, I would adjust the mic 
placement accordingly." 

The album was mixed on the 32-
input Amek Mozart at Studio Multi-
sons in Montreal. Salter chose the 
facility because he enjoys mixing on 
that board, especially because the 
studio has added Supertrue automa-
tion. "It's necessary in order to get a 
precision mix," Salter says. "There 

Engineer Fred Salter and bandmember/producer Daniel 
Mown in 1honon's farmhouse studio 

were a lot of subtleties and some ex-
traneous noise I wanted to get rid 
of, such as the dog barking in the 
background. It was a farm after all." 
Multisons is also equipped with 
Tannoy mains, and Salter used the 
studio's processing gear: Lexicon 
300 and PCM 70 for effects/chorus-
ing and a little bit of Symetrix 425 
compression. 

"This was one of the most inter-
esting projects I've ever done," says 
Salter. "These guys are so much fun, 
and it permits me to experiment. 
More mainstream music such as rock 
or jazz, which I do a lot of, doesn't 
allow me the same amount of lati-
tude or experimentation, as the in-
struments are fairly standard. With 
Ad Vielle, it's a new bag of tricks 
with every album. I have the latitude 
and control to do anything I want, so 
it's play time." 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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Don't believe us, listen to the people who use 
these consoles every day: 

"We are running now in the 4, year without 
any problems. Our cumulative booking rate 
from 1993 to 1996 is 125% without any 
problems which could stop a day, evening or 
night shift. We are proud to tell you that we 
sometimes handled 3 features at the «'.ame 
time within these shifts." 

-Manfred Arbter 
Studio Babelsberg 
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All the features and functions you 

were told to expect in an 

automated console are truly part 

of the SeriesTwelve/MPC total 

dynamic automation system. 

• Total dynamic real time 

automation 

• User-definable, application-specific 

layout 

• Digitally-controlled analog 

• Intuitive control surface 

• Highly customizable 

• Future-proof architecture 

• Intrinsic multi-format 

busing/monitoring 

• Over 400 full-function automated 

inputs 

• Multiple automation modes 

• Powerful central/distributed control 

• SmartStart— architecture 

• True multi-user mixing 

environment 

• Full-function layering available 

• Simultaneous stereo, 5.1 and7.1 

surround mixing and monitoring 

• True surround busing and 

monitoring 

• Renowned Harrison sound 

• User-friendly touchscreen interface 

• Multiple monitoring modes 

• Instantly reconfigurable for film, 

music recording, broadcast and post 

production 

Headquarters 
7104 Crossroad Blvd, Suite 118 

Brentwood, TN 37017 
Phone: (615)370-9001 

FAX: (615)370-4906 

European Operations 

11 Chapel Street 
Berkhamsted, Herts HP42EA 

Phone: +44 (0)1442 875900 
EMAIL: sales@glw.com 
Web Site: www.glw.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 



NEW CONSOLE? 

THINK NEOTEK 

WITH AUDIOMATE 

M OVING FADER 

AUTOMATION. 
• 

N EOTEK : THE 

PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE 

FOR OVER 25 YEARS. 

• Excelent sonics at 
exceptional prices. 

• Dedicated consoles for 

every application: music, 
film/cost, ADR/foley and 
broadcast. 

• Quality built—gives your 
clients the solid feel of a 
fully professional console. 

•Audiomate moving faders: 
32 channels, 80 ms top to 
bottom speed, 1,024 steps, 
10-bit resolution for under 20K. 

James Klotz, owner of Synchronized Sound 

and his 32-channel Neotek Élan. 

Call ( 800) 582-3555 for 

details or visit our web site. 

www.martinsound.com 
SEE LS AT NAB BOOTH # 1301 

se e . 

NEotek 
The future is clear. 

A Martinsound Company 
1151 W. Valley Blvd. 

Alhambra, CA 91803-2493 
(818) 281-3555 

FAX: (818) 284-3092 
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veloping the next Crowded House or 
Midnight Oil or INXS, and that's having 
a bad effect on the whole industry. 

Its the mid-studios like us that are 
surviving, because we're in a position 
where we can make really high-class 
recordings without having to rely on 
the most modem technology and there-
fore be outrageously expensive," he 
continues. "And we succeed because 

we're less interested in gadgetry than 
we are in creativity. Our first interest is 
music and musicianship. The musicians 
like working with our engineers be-
cause they get personal attention, and 
they have a good vibe about the place. 
It helps them play well on the day." 

—FROM PAGE 140, THE TRAGICALLY HIP 

house nearby, and I was loading a 
truck and I heard their monitors feed-
ing back," he recalls, "so I fixed them, 
and subsequently they hired me on to 
he their monitor engineer. When the 
front-of-house guy quit to get married 
and do more studio stuff, they gave me 
the opportunity to try mixing FOH, and 
they liked the job I did." Ironically, the 
day Vreeken got turned down by no 
less than three recording schools was 
the day the call came from the Hip to 
go on the road. 

Knowing the music inside and out 
for almost eight years has made 
Vreeken indispensable and given him 
an uncanny ability to know when the 
hand's on and when they're not. Many 

DE h PIECES 
ASIA 
Graham-Patten Systems (Grass Valley, 
Calif) reports sales of its D/ESAM Se-
ries digital mixers to a number of 
broadcast and post facilities in Japan, 
including Nagasaki Cable; Mothers, a 
post facility in Tokyo; Kansai TV in 
Osaka; Tokyo Sound Production; and 
Imagica, one of the largest post facili-
ties in the country, which installed 
the mixer for use with its all-Sony 
editing system.. Broadway Entertain-
ment in Petaling Jaya, Malaysia, pur-
chased a 40-channel SSL 4000 G Plus 
console. Broadway opened in 1995 
as a music-recording studio; clients 
include BMG, Warner Bros. and 
Ponycanyon Records.., 

BYROM 
Soundcraft's first Broadway console 
was shipped to NRK Broadcasting in 
Norway. The console will be installed 
in a broadcast vehicle used to cover 
live concerts all over the country... 
The Rock Cafe in Bodo, Norway, 
took delivery of an EAW loudspeaker 
system for its main dance floor, in-
cluding four JF200 compact full-range 
systems, two SB528s and an SB180 
subwoofer. On the second floor of 
the venue, two JF200s and two 
SB180s were installed. Each floor also 
includes a delay system with two 
EAW UB82s and several MS30 speak-
ers. All of the loudspeakers are pow-
ered by C Audio amps, with EAW 
MX300 close-coupled electronic 

processors and a Peavey MediaMatrix 
DSP system for processing and 
control. The system was installed by 
Lydteamet Bodo, a local sound com-
pany that also recently installed EAW 
systems for two other Bodo venues, 
the IV Gang disco and the Da Carlo 
Cafe/Pub...The Royal University of 
Music in Stockholm installed two SSL 
4000 G Plus consoles. SSL also re-
ports the delivery of three 48-channel 
Axiom consoles to Vonk Sound in 
Amsterdam...In Spain, rental compa-
ny Twin Cam Audio provided Cyber-
Logic NC-800 Series multichannel 
amps for a number of Spanish tour-
ing acts in '96. The National Theatre 
of Catalonia also took delivery of 
three NC-812 systems...Banda Sonara 
(Lisbon) purchased a DAR Sabre Plus 
compact editing system... 

UK 
Scottish Television took delivery of a 
third DAR Sabre Plus worksta-
tion...Strongroom Studios (London) 
hired Rob Buckler as its managing 
director. Buckler was most recently 
technical services manager for HHB 
Communications, but before that he 
was technical manager at Strong-
room for five years. Buckler was 
brought in to supervise the studio's 
ongoing expansion; the owners are 
currently adding a third recording 
and mix room, designed by Neil 
Grant, which will feature an SSL G 
Plus console and Otani RADAR 24-
track hard disk system. The studio 
will also have a new digital editing 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 148 
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Eight hybrid/discrete mic preamps offer 
excellent audio quality, low noise and 
plenty of output power (60dB of gain). 

High and low shelving EQ controls 
at 12kHz and 80Hz, with 15dB of 
boost/cut. Designed for smooth, 
truly musical tone adjustment. 

Two aux sends on each channel. 
Aux 1 is pre-fader for phones or 
monitor sends; Aux 2 is post-fader 
for effects. 

48Vphantom power for use with 
high-quality condenser microphones. 

• . 
, Line-let/el power input... 
no "wall wart" required. 

Peak indicator on 60mm linear fader 
each channel, on each channel. 

Stereo Tape Inputs and 
Outputs on phono jacks. 

+4dBu Main Outputs 
and Monitor Outputs on 
balanced 114" TAS jacks. 

Two stereo line-level 
balanced channels. 

Master section includes a dual 10-segment 
multicolored LED metering array, indicators 
for power and phantom power, level 
controls for Aux Return and Phones/ 
Monitor, a convenient front-panel phones 
jack, a 2-track monitoring switch and 
a 60mm Master Fader. 

Aux Sends and Returns 
on balanced 14" TRS 
jacks. 

Inserts and balanced 
Line In connectors on 
each mono channel. 

True ra;kmount design. 
Only 3U standard rack 
spaces. 

The best feature of our new 
mic preamp is the mixer. 

It may look like a mixer. But when we designed the 
Alesis Studio 12IV, we implemented eight of the 
best-sounding microphone preamps available. In 
addition to high sonic quality and low noise, pur mic 
preamps provide more than enongh gain to really take 
advantage of digital recorders (like Our ADAT-XT"). 

Then we added EQ controls that bring out the best 
qualities of your audio sources. Big 60rinn faders for 

precise control over every detail in your mix Inserts 
on each channel, so you can record eight tracks and 
still have room left over for PA or broadcast. XLR 
inputs and phantom power so you can use the Studio 
12R with any mic you choose. 

Check out the new Studio 12R at your Alesis Dealer. 
You won't find 'a more versatile or affordable mic 
preamp...or mixer, for that matter. 

MIXER/ MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

Alesis and ADAT are regi:tered trademarks, Studi'. I2A' and A. AT-XT are trademarks of Alesis Corporaflon. 
For more information on the Alesis Studio 12k, see your Alesis Dealer or call 800-5-ALESIS. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 900- 5-ALESIS alecorp@alesist.usa.com www ales cnts ALEsis 
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AMERICA'S LORGEST VOLUME DEALER 
Neal:way Beats Our Prices! 

All Major Brands • Beginner [o Professional • New or Used 
All Major Credit Cards • E-Z Terms • Financing Available 

Professional Advice. Seed Shipping 
‘e UP Guitars 

Special pricing 
for packaged 
systems! 

RECORDING gele 
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RHYTHM CITY 
1485 N.E. Expressway • Atlanta, GA 30329 

e-mail: rhycity@aol.com • web: www.rhythmcity.com 

Tel: 404- 320-SALE • Fax: 404-633-2522 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

MANHATTAN 
Prmullf,TIP 

Four Unrivaled Music Libraries 
For All Production Needs 

The sound of today's 
hottest cutting-edge 

music such as hip-hop, 
alternative rock and 

hot country geared 
towards a younger audience. 

Classical 
Series 

Featuring over 60 

CDs of the world's best classical 
recordings, including the works 
of Brahms, Beethoven. Mozart. 

Tchaikovsky. brought to life 
by famous orchestras such 
as the London Symphony 

and Royal Philharmonic. 

Ageless music encompassing 
such broadly appealing 

styles as jazz, blues, 

and symphonic. Several 
specialty genres are 

featured as well, including 
comedy, sports, and ethnic compositions. 

The first and foremost extensive stereo 
sound effects collection to be produced 
with 128x Oversampling . The series 

showcases 600 popular and original 
effects sure to enliven any production. 

Call For More Info 

1-800-227-1954 
SEE US AT NAB 
BOOTH #8755 

or 212-333-5766 in NY state 
355 West 52nd St. New York, NY 10019 Sixth Floor 

212-262-0814 FAX E-mail: mpmusc@aol.com 

of their songs evolve out of extended 
jams, either in rehearsals or, more fre-
quently, onstage. "They're really not 
afraid to go out on a limb live," says 
Vreeken. "They go into uncharted terri-
tory all the time, and then I've got the 
recording and we have all kinds of 
ideas for different arrangements. There's 
a huge backlog of DATs from tours. Lit-
tle parts come up, and it's handy for 
them to have me around in a way, be-
cause when they go into the studio and 
they're thinking about a 'B' section for a 
song or a potential bridge, we can find 
stuff from those tapes." 

Because of his interest in recording 
as well as live mixing, Vreeken was al-
ways involved in the pre-production 
demos for the band's albums, which 
would then go on to be produced by 
the likes of Don Smith, Chris Tsan-
garides or Mark Howard. The band 
eventually found that the arrangements 
were staying true from the demos 
through to the albums, so when they 
started to record Trouble at the Hen-
house, they knew the time was right to 
do it themselves. 

—FROM PAGE 146 BITS IS, PIECES 
suite and new personal amenities 
such as a "treatment room" for 
acupuncture and massage, and 
new kitchen and lounge facili-
ties...CTS Studios and Lansdowne 
Recording Studios, two jointly 
owned music recording facilities, 
purchased two Studer A-827 24-
track recorders...The music de-
partment at Surrey University 
purchased a DDA CS3 console... 

AFRICA 
The Cairo Opera House recently 
purchased an open-air sound re-
inforcement system to be used 
for various concerts, including a 
performance of Verdi's Aida that 
will be held at the Luxor Temple 
in late 1997. The system includes 
Electro-Voice MT-4 speakers 
powered by 20 QSC Powerlight 
Series amps. New purchases also 
include a Soundcraft 32-channel 
Vienna H VCA console, outboard 
gear from Aphex, Lexicon and 
Rane, and Sabine FBX-901s for 
feedback control. The equipment 
was provided by Cairo distribu-
tors Alpha Audio. 
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e It's amazing. One little button. It has so 
much elect. The ISpe Ill Noise 

Reduction is an entirely new concept... virtually 
instantaneous encode/decode within the circuitry 
of the box. We started out to build 
the finest EQ's possible, boxes with 
the heritage and performance to 
rival our famous 30 Series EQ's. 
And to no one's surprise they came 
out awfully darn good. (Ask to see 
the Audio Precision plots compared • 
to the competition.) Aut then, koger (our °Ilia 
engineer, a nice guy, as far as engineers go) got 
the crazy idea of putting this new noise reduction 
stuff in the box. We listened to it and were 
amazed. The EQ's sounded great without it but 
i)iih it the performance was nothing short of incredible. 
Check it out yourself and see. 

But hey. Roger wasn't about to 
stop there. PeakPlusTM Limiter. 

Who knows more about limiting than 
the folks at dbx; nobody... that's who. 
So when the guys were developing 
this IICW series of EQ's they wanted • 

1St! Ish.ge It S Ils OM, Ma,ret Ph Pt Got 

TYPE Ili 
NR 

For 20 yèars dbx has been bringing you the finest 
rs, and revolutionaly noise reduction al 

A'tAllii)i111 iJ IIJ 14:1; a 

20 Series EQ's with dbx Type IIITM Noise Reductio 
Oh... and PeakPlusTM limiting toot 

something at would unique to ese 
when Roger got another one of his bright ideas and said "I 
bet they'll work a lot better if there's a cool limiter built 

ext thing you know, all the guys are in the studio 
e new limiter Roger had designed 

specialty& 20 Series. Once again, hearing 
is believing... a threshold range of 

Odbu to plus 20dbu, the PeakPlusTm limiter 
is designed to tame your program material 
from the subtlest nuances to the rowdi-
est hits. Also, the four stage LED PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
ladder gives you a great visual indica- II A Harman International Company e. as to what the limiter is doing. 

dbx Protesslonal Products 8760 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy UT 841117 
Phone ( 801) 568-7660 • FAX (801)568-7662 • email: custorner0sdbxpro.com 

dbx Is a registered trademark ol Harman International 

$t 

0%. 

O 

more. With 
Products you get' 
ful limiter and the re 

of the Type Ill ]goi 
e Check out the dbx 2 

onably priced EQ but not any 
ries from dbx Professional 
• circuit, a graceful yet power-

new design 
ction. 

graphic EQ's at your pro a 
fitter. You'll see, with the 20 

EQ's you get both MORE!!. 
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You spoke. 

WE LISTENED. 
The well-trained ears at E-mu Systems hear many amazing sounds. And some of 
the most important come from our users. Introducing our new Professional Digital 
Sampling Synthesizer, The E4X Turbo. Fully loaded, featuring: 

• 128 note polyphony (What's note rip off? We can't remember) 

• 16MB RAM (Expandable to 128MB via 72 PIN SIMMS) 

• 1GB Hard Drive loaded with sounds ( Plus 3 CD-RUMS) 

• Digital Modular Synthesis" ( Including 21 Z-PlaneFiltersTM types and 32 layers) 

• 18 bit dual stereo effects processor 

• Analog and Digital Sampling and Re-sampling 

• Standard MIDI File Playback and 16 track Sequencer 

• Full Sysex ( For remote control) by Mac/PC 

• Tempo based phase locked st9reo Time Compression 

• SoundSprintTM (Quick access to Sounds) 

• Graphic wave form editing 

• EOS 2.5* ( Including a new enhanced SCSI sub system) 

• Akai S- 100W1100, Roland S-700 series, E-mu e-64, 

E-1V, ESI-32, EAU, E-11Ix and ( max II sound compatible. 

• (64 voice E4X also available with 540MB HD and 

4MB on board RAM.) 

* EOS 2.5 is also available for the E- IV, e-64 and E4K. 

• • 
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.and we listened 
-mu also offers to tickle your ears with the e-6400, which uses all the E 

same powerful sampling and synthesis software features of the E4X Turbo 

at an entry level price. You add hardware features and upgrades as your 
budget allows. The e-6.400 comes with standard sampling, 4MB of RAM 

and is fully upgradeable to an E4X or an E4X Turbo when you're ready... 

Here are your options: 
• 128 voice Polyphony Card - increase the polyphony 

of an e-6400 or E4X from 64 to 128 voices 

• 8 Output Card - increases Iron 8 to 16 balanced 

analog outputs 

• 16 Channel Midi Card - allows a total of 32 MIDI channels 

• FX Call" bit dual stereo FX processor for the e-6400 

• E-mu Sounds -' ver 20 CD-ROMS available covering just 

about every sound imaginable plus countless other 

CD-ROMS created by third party sound developers 

V..now its your turn. 
Listen to the E4X Turbo, E4X and 
e-6400 at an E-mu dealer near you. 

All designed for the most important 

system around... Yours! 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARO 
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E-mu Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 6600155, Scotts Valley, CA, 

USA. 95067-0015 Tel. ( 408) 438-1921 

U Kingdom Office: Suite 6, 

Ferguson House, Eskmills 

rial Park, Musselburgh, UK. 

PQ Tel. 44 (0) 131-653-6556 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE 

The Hip had been lucky and suc-
cessful enough to be able to afford their 
own studio, and in 1995 they bought an 
old limestone house in Bath, a small 
town on the north shore of Lake On-
tario, and began filling it with gear. They 
gave Vreeken a budget and told him to 
go for it. "The band isn't really big in 
terms of numbers of inputs," explains 
Vreeken, "so I ended up picking up an 
old Neve console, which we used with 
a couple of DA-88s, and brought that on 
the road for a while. And the studio sort 
of evolved from there." 

Recording for Trouble at the Hen-
house began while on tour for Day For 
Night. The band would schedule four-
day blocks of studio time while in Ams-
terdam, Los Angeles, New Orleans or 
San Francisco and lay down material 
they had built up on the road. The ma-
jority of the album, however, was 
recorded and mixed in Bath. 

The studio features a vintage Neve 
'70s broadcast console, as well as an 
old API board that has been modified 
by Vreeken from a 16-input, 4-bus to a 
52-input, 8-bus. "It's a cool studio," says 
Vreeken. "It's got all Class A discrete 
gear. We have an old A80 Mark IV 24-
track, 2-inch with SR. It's pretty much 
all old gear. 

"There's a lot of different kinds of 
rooms in this house," he continues. 
"The main tracking room is a pretty big-
sized room with a hardwood floor, and 
then there's a couple of other more inti-
mate-sounding rooms. I don't have all 
the Lexicon 480s and stuff like that, so 
there's a lot of neat sounds you can get 
from different ambiences. When you 
shoot different sounds into different 
spaces, you get some cool tonalities. 
Sometimes it works, and sometimes it 
doesn't." 

As for microphones, Vreeken has 
many to choose from. "You can never 
have enough good mics," he laughs, 
"because there's so many different col-
ors and textures. My favorite right now 
is the Coles 4038 ribbon mic. That is 
such an amazing microphone. I've 
blown them out a few times because 
they're really fragile, but it's an excellent 
microphone all around. I use it for drum 
overheads or even as a kick mic." 
Downie's vocal mic of choice is usually 
a Vintage Sony C37A or an AKG Cl2VR. 

"The way I usually record is to run 
a DAT the whole time," he continues. 
"As soon as they walk in there, if any-
body picks up an instrument, it's being 
recorded. I'll run the multi when 

FOR PRODUCT INU, UFE READER SERVICE CARD 
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Audio Restoration 
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o 
LEARN THE ART OF 
IRt E 11=1 E) I I1 G 
You can get the practical, real-world skills needed to successfully start your 
career as a recording engineer, producer or studio musician. *Hands-on 
approach, learning by doing 'Previous experience not required 'Complete 
300 hours of training in less than 2 months *6 studios filled with the latest 
equipment *Small classes, excellent personal attention "Job placement 
assistance ' Financial aid available ' Low cost, on-campus housing 

Recording 
WorkShop 

For free brochure, call or write today 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2544 
THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
455-X Massieville Rd 
Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 
Ohio State Board of Proprietary School Registration #80-07-0696T 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

WE'RE NOT EVEN CLOSE... 
TO BEING THE FASTEST GROWING 
MUSIC RETAILER IN THE U.S.A. 

SO WE HAVE TO TRY HARDER TO 
PLEASE YOU AND CHARGE LESS. 

NO CLARINET LESSONS, NO CHEAP GUITARS! 
BUT WE HAVE PRO-RECORDING, P.A. AND 
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, CUSTOM WIRING 
AND TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AT YOUR SERVICE. 

II (IMO) S4111-111140 
NATIONAL SOUND ENGINEERING 
6500 McDONOUGH DRIVE C-9 
NORCROSS, GEORGIA 30093 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: VVINW.CYWEBTECH.COM\NSE1 

INTERNATI. UPDATE 

they're actually gonna do a count. 
Generally, what they like to do is track 
live, and then I'll run cabinets in other 
rooms so I can get a bit of an isolation 
thing happening. I'll usually mike up 
an amp for the guitar players in the 
room and outside the room. I've got-
ten into just a little bit of baffling be-
cause, of course, you get a lot of 
bleed. A lot of the time the tracking 
vocal is the keeper, so bleed is defi-
nitely a consideration. With these guys, 
it's more of a group sound that they're 
after, like a live, off-the-floor thing, 
which is great. There's a different dy-
namic when a drummer and bass play-
er are staring at each other and 
playing. Since I haven't done thou-
sands of records, like a Don Smith or a 
Chris Tsangarides, I'm very conscious 
of keeping the sound of the band. I 
think for the most part that's what their 
fans are after. It's the sound of the five 
guys playing together that's exciting." 

Having said that, though, there are 
a few tunes where Vreeken tried some 
different approaches. For the song 
"Ahead by a Century," he recorded a 
couple of the guys playing acoustics to 
a time reference and laid drums on top 
of that. "When you use that kind of ap-
proach, then there's a lot of flexibility," 
he says. "You can try speeding the tape 
up to thrash-speed and laying down 
the drums, and when you slow the 
drums down again, you get these huge, 
fat sounds that have a certain charac-
teristic." 

Steven Drake from Vancouver band 
The Odds mixed the album, along with 
the band. "He's a really creative guy," 
says Vreeken of Drake. "He's a great 
musician himself, so he's got all kinds of 
wacky ideas and he's very experimen-
tal. I was walking through the studio 
with him, and he saw the garage, which 
was empty at the time, and he just went, 

Vreeken has managed to bridge the 
gap in a career that is almost unheard 
of in today's increasingly specialized 
audio world. "I'm really, really fortu-
nate because I don't think I'd get this 
opportunity with many other bands. 
These guys are really into trying some-
thing new, trying different things and 
breaking it up. They're not into being 
in a rut in any way. Any time it gets a 
little bit stale they just throw curve 
balls." 
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Tim Moshansky is a freelance writer 
based in Vancouver, B.C. 
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The 
AT4050 
goes 
live. 

• 

oe 

"The 4050 gives a true sound 
with no coloration. Clear, transparent, 
really smooth." 

Russell Fischer 
Sound Engineer for Garbage, 

Veruca Salt, Patty Smyth 

• 

"Using AT4050's is like plugging 
the guitars straight into the PA." 

Mick Hughes 
Sound Engineer for Metallica 

"The 4050 made a world of difference. 
It sounds so natural and unmasked" 

Alan Miller 
Sound Engineer for Bruce Hornsby, 

Alan Jackson 

"The 4050 gives back exactly 
what you're putting into it" 

Brad Madix 
Sound Engineer for 

Def Leppard, Queensryche 

These live-sound engineers have discovered the key for 
natural, true-to-life sound in concert. The AT4050 provides 
superior, uncompromising performance on guitar cabinets, 
drum overheads, backing vocals, piano and more. 

Call, write or fax to find out how you can take the stage 
with the AT4050. 

audio-technica 
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224 
330/686-2600 Fax' 330/686-0719 E-mail: pro@atus.com 

Audio-Technica Limited, Old Lane, Leeds 1511 8AG England 
0113 277 1441 Fax 0113 270 4836 
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SIX CDS IN Sk .PF 
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by Blair Jackson 
Screw the charts! Some of 
the most interesting music 
being made today will never 
make it to the Top 10. Here-
with, a look at a few releas-
es that caught my fancy for 
one reason or another. 

The Gourds: Dem's Good 
Beeble (Munich Records). 
Hailing from Austin, Texas. 
The Gourds are a loose, 
funky, eclectic quartet who 
have made a brilliant first 
album with producer/engi-
neer Mike Stewart. The 
group has drawn 
numerous compar-
isons to The Band, 
and indeed, one of the 
first things I thought of 
when I listened to this 
disc was The Band's raw, 
anarchic-sounding Base-
ment Tapes recordings. 
Like The Band, too, The 
Gourds have developed a 
distinctive sound by mixing 
elements of different strains 
of American roots music, 
mainly country, cajun, rock-
abilly and gospel. The in-
strumentation is generally 

quite sparse— 
acoustic and/or electric gui-
tar, accordion and a spry 
rhythm section does the job 
on most tracks—but what 
carries the record are the 
excellent, slightly off-kilter 
harmonies and the strength 
of the melodies that principal 
writers Kevin Russell and 
Jimmy Smith have come up 
with. This is an album that 
just gets better and better the 
more time you spend with it, 
the more you succumb to its 
odd appeal and unusual lyric 
vision. 

"This is sort of like a 
dream recording of mine," 
says Mike Stewart, who is 
perhaps best known 
for his pro-

duction work on al-
bums by Poi Dog Pon-
dering and the Dead 
Milkmen. "When we 
first started talking about 
doing this record, we 
knew we weren't going 
to have a lot of money, so 
we started talking about 
ideal ways to do recording 
so we wouldn't be in a 
hurry. None of the guys in 
this band had ever made a 
recording before, so I got 
them into my house and 
did an 8-track demo on an 
Otani 5050. 

"I thought they'd record a 
lot better if we didn't get 
them behind the glass with 
the big knobs and every-
thing," Stewart continues, so 
a search began to find a 
house where the band could 
cut their album. Ultimately, 
the group settled on a 100-
year-old stone house that 
was owned by the family 
of one of the bandmembers' 
wives: "It was this phenom-
enal place in the middle of 
the Texas hill country near 
Fredericksburg," Stewart 
says. "You could see for a 
few miles in three directions. 
It had this 



great stone 
patio underneath a giant 
oak tree; just beautiful. We 
moved in for three weeks 
and did this recording. We 
just moved the furniture out 
of the way and set up the 
band. With this music, the 
drums needed to be mini-
mized and we experimented 
in different rooms with the 
drums. There was a big stone 
room, a little stone room, a 
little wooden room, the 
bathroom. We recorded all 
over the house, but this is a 
band you could almost do 
with one mic in the right 
room." 

Stewart brought in a 

Mackie 8-
bty, board, a pair of 

ADATs, and an impres-
sive selection of fine mics 
and outboard tube gear, in-
cluding Neumann, AKG 
and Schoeps mics, Sum-
mit EQs, Neve and API 
preamps. "I basically 
moved a really great valve 
studio over there and stuck 
it through the preamps and 
then monitored it through 
the Mackie board," Stewan 
says. "Then, it was sound-
ing so good, I wished I was 
on regular tape instead of 
ADAT, but I'm still happy 
with the way it sounds." 

The band and Stewari 
worked from one in the af-
ternoon until one in the 
morning most days. "We 

used very configuration 
you can imagine for ba-
sics," Stewart notes. "It 
might be drums and man-
dolin and three singers; 
all sorts of variations. 
Probably 50 percent of the 
vocals are live, some of 
them with two guys in front 
of one mic." There was 
some overdubbing later, and 
the mix was done mainly at 
Arlyn Studios in Austin. "We 
made the conscious decision 
that we weren't going to 
fix everything and make a 

'perfect' record," Stewart 
says. "We wanted to make 
'em sound like they are live, 
and I think we succeeded at 
that." 

Munich Records USA, 
P.O. Box 2242, Austin, TX 
78768. 

Second Sight: Second Sight 
(Shanachie). This band car-
ries an interesting pedigree. 
Keyboardist/leader Bob 
Bralove was the Grateful 
Dead's MIDI guru and an 
active behind-the-scenes 
participant in the Dead's 
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MUM BLACH 
ififlOiC UMW 
by Blair Jackson 
Few guitarists in rock have an immedi-
ately recognizable sound, a musical sig-
nature so unique that when you hear it, 
you know it must be them—or an imi-
tator of them. Carlos Santana certainly 
fits in that category. For three decades 
now he's traveled the globe, playing 
every imaginable size of venue, thrilling 
literally millions of people with his dis-
tinctive and always expressive guitar 
work, which spans a range from ethe-
real ballads to the fiery Latin rock that is 
his most famous trademark. His idols, 
some of whom he honors by wearing 
beautiful hand-painted shirts bearing 
their images, are people like John 
Coltrane, Miles Davis and Bob Marley, 
musical searchers all. And that's what 
Carlos Santana has been since his days 
fronting the Santana Blues Band in San 
Francisco in the late '60s—a tireless ex-
plorer in search of the right note or 
combination of notes or riff that ele-

vates both the music and 
those listening to it. "People 
everywhere are beautifully 
uncomplicated," he told me 
in an interview in January 
1978. "They all want to be 
moved. All I can do is go 
deeper in my heart and simpli-
fy my life and simplify my 
music so that it makes more 
sense to me and others...Ameri-
ca wants something more than 
Marilyn Monroe and red Cadillacs 
and Platinum albums. America is 
crying to reach something, be-
come something, offer something. 
America wants the flame to grow, 
just as you and I want the flame to 
grow. The more the flame grows, 
the more your values grow and the 
more your music becomes haunting 
and, above all, universal" 

The Mexican-born guitarist grew up 
in San Francisco's heavily Chicano Mis-
sion district, mainly playing blues be-
cause "they reflect sweet feelings of 
simplicity and honesty and pain and re-
ality that always pervades in the 
streets," he said. "It's so simple. That's 
why I started with Jimmy Reed and 
B.B. King and Bobby Blue Band." Car-
los was further influenced by the great 
Butterfield Blues Band axe slinger 

Michael Bloom-
field; by the Hungarian jazz gui-

tarist Gabor Szabo, who was already 
fusing rock and Latin music elements in 
his sound in the mid-'60s; and to a less-
er degree, by the first generation of San 
Francisco's improvisational rock gui-
tarists, like Jerry Garcia, Barry Melton, 
Gary Duncan, James Gurley, et al. But 
Carlos' basic style—the way he mixed 
rapid-fire guitar bursts with piercing 
notes that he'd sustain for long peri-
ods—was already fairly well in place 
by the time the group Santana cut their 
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8-bus console, Altec 604 monitors and 
a 3M 16-track recorder. The studio had 
a couple of EMT plate reverbs, and 
Catero believes he also used some tape 
delay throughout the record. 

Catero says he doesn't remember 
specific microphones he used on the 
Santana sessions, and notes, "I'm not a 
person who's big on equipment, even 
though I'm an engineer. It's not like I 
go into the studio and insist that I have 
every effect and every gate and every 
microphone, and if I don't have this 
mic I can't get this drum sound, and all 
that. I walk in and say What have you 

got?' I'm into bare bones, basic engi-
neering." That said, he adds, "I proba-
bly used the standard Telefunkens— 
U47s and 251s—and things like [Shure] 
SM55s and 56s." Speaking generally 
about how he recorded the drums, 
Catero says he usually used four or five 
mics: "I like condensers for the cym-
bals, and dynamics for the skins. I don't 
mike the cymbals close, and if you put 
condensers that have a dynamic range 

of 110 or 120 dB right near a tom, 
you're going to overdrive the preamps 
in the board. So a dynamic can't take it; 
it saturates before it even gets to the 
board. Most of what I used for the 
drum sound came from two over-
heads—condensers. They'd pick up the 
whole kit, but were more for the highs. 
Then the dynamics were for touch-ups 
and I'd feature those when I wanted to 
get a spread for fills, when they go 
across the drum kit." Jose Chepito 
Areas' timbales and Mike Carabello's 
congas were miked with dynamics. 
Gregg Rolie's organ used three rnics on 
the Leslie cabinet—two at the top for 
stereo, and one at the bottom to cap-
ture the low end. Carlos' Les Paul was 
probably miked at the amp with a 56, 
and Dave Brown's bass a mixture of di-
rect and a single mic on his amp. 

Though people commonly refer to 
this Santana Classic Track simply as 
"Black Magic Woman," it is actually two 
different songs by two different writers. 
"Black Magic Woman" was a mid-
tempo blues written by Fleetwood 
Mac's late-'60s lead guitarist Peter 
Green, and recorded originally on the 
Mac's English Rose album, released in 
1969. It was a minor hit in Britain but 
did not chart in America. What sounds 
like a long instrumental coda after San-
tana's "Black Magic Woman" is actually 
a fairly faithful version of Gabor Szabo's 
instrumental tune "Gypsy Queen," 
which appeared on the guitarist's Latin-
flavored 1966 Impulse album called 
Spellbinder. Szabo, a Hungarian 

refugee who was educated in part at 
the Berklee School of Music, said he 
came up with the tune during the Spell-
binder sessions in May of '66: "I used it 
[the song] to warm up before we start-
ed recording. That is, I showed [the 
group] a little rhythmic figure, and we 
went on from there. Fortunately, [pro-
ducer] Bob Thiele had the tape ma-
chines on. The title came afterwards 
because [the song] reminded me of a 
girl dancing around a gypsy campfire." 
The Szabo version features Latin per-
cussion by Willie Bobo and Victor Pan-
toja, and though Carlos' rendering of 
the tune has more distortion on the gui-
tar, it's not that far removed from 
Szabo's original. 

This was a period of relative stabili-
ty in the Santana band, though Catero 
says, "They had the problems that 
everyone had with the drugs in that pe-
riod. The bass player had problems in 
that area and problems with tuning and 
things like that. But the talent was there 
in that band, and the freedom was 
there, too, at that time: They weren't 
smothered by corporate rules. They 
were allowed to come and go as they 
wanted. They were allowed to smoke 
what they wanted, drink what they 
wanted; whatever it was. In some cases 
it was beneficial, in some cases it was 
detrimental, but the point is they felt 
free. And since Carlos is such a creative 
person, I think everyone really enjoyed 
playing with him so much." 

"Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen" 
became the biggest hit of Santana's ca-
reer when it came out in the fall of 70, 
reaching Number 4 on the pop charts. 
The song is still a staple of so-called 

"classic rock" radio formats, and a con-
cert stand-out as well. (A live version 
appeared on the superb 1977 record, 
Moon/lower.) The Abraxis album, with 
its stunning, sensual cover collage by 
an artist named MATI, was even more 
successful than the single, hitting Num-
ber One and staying there for six 
weeks. Asked how he feels about how 
the record sounds today, Fred Catero, 
who now works primarily on commer-
cials, says, "It sounds like records of 

that day. Musically, it's still really strong, 
but I'm not that happy with how it 

sounds. Records of that period had a 
deadness to them that today I wouldn't 
allow. We were a little bit afraid of re-
verb, so the drums sound a little dead. 
Some of the drums back then sound 
like they were recorded in a clothes 
closet. Also, I was just a co-producer on 
that record, so not everything that's on 
there was my choice." 
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Santana, the group, has been 
through a million incarnations since 
then—some jazzy, some even more 
overtly commercial—but at its core it 
remains a vehicle for the passions of its 
tireless leader, Carlos Santana. More 
than a rock survivor, he has become an 
institution, a musician who can always 
be counted on to give 100%, who has 
been extremely generous with his time 
in the aid of different causes, and 
whose spirit and optimism touches 
everyone who hears his music. • 

—FROM PAGE 155, OFF THE BEATEN TRACK 

freeform "space" segments from 1987 
until the group disbanded after Jerry 
Garcia's death in 1995. Henry Kaiser is 
known far and wide for his genre-
bending gung-ho guitar explorations 
and his uncompromising dedication to 
the avant-garde and truly weird. Vince 
Welnick was a keyboard player for 
The Tubes and the Grateful Dead. Sax 
player Bobby Strickland, drummer 
Paul Van Wageningen and his bassist 
brother Marc are all skilled veterans of 
numerous pop and jazz outfits. So it's 

not too surprising that when you put all 
these guys together in an instrumental 
band you get a group that is equally 
comfortable playing ethereal space 
music, beat-heavy jazz-funk or In a 
Silent Way-era Miles Davis. All the 
songs on Second Sight, save for an in-
credible deconstruction of Sly Stone's 
"Dance to the Music," were composed 
by the entire group (although a few 
tracks predate Vince Welnick's joining 
the band), and as a result no single in-
strumental voice dominates. There's a 
tremendous variety of timbres and tem-
pos, as the band moves assuredly 

through all sorts of intriguing land-
scapes, playing danceable grooves one 
second, drifting dreamily into the ether 
the next, then heading into territory 
that sounds like something Miles' Bitch-
es Brew band might have played if 
they'd stuck around for a few years. 
Jerry Garcia, in some of his last studio 
appearances, adds his daring and inim-
itable distorto guitar to two of the 
album's wildest tracks, "Rosetta Rock" 
and the cinematic soundscape "Dan-
gerous Dreams," and Garcia's band-
mate Bob Weir helps out on another 
tune, a blues called "Sin City Circum-
stance." But this is a group that doesn't 
need heavy hitters to achieve liftoff; 
these players have plenty to offer by 
themselves. 

The disc, which was recorded by 

the Dead's longtime studio ace John 
Cutler at that group's famous San 
Rafael, Calif., studio Club Front (since 
relocated to Novato), is a sonic marvel, 
filled with a head-spinning array of 
cool textures—great stereo effects, 
deep and spacious reverbs, bizarre, ef-
florescent electronica. Yet the music 
doesn't sound labored over; clearly 
these are true performances and not 
products of studio wizardry. 

"We did most of the record in two 
major sessions," says Cutler, who con-
tinues to work for the Dead, tweaking 
archival material from the group's tape 
vault. "The basics were completely 
live—we had everyone set up in the 

room together—and not much got re-
done; it was more a matter of adding 
things onto the basics. There was a fair 
amount of overdubbing later. But ac-
tually, a lot of the electronics were 
live, too. For instance, the drummer 
played the electronic tablas during the 
basics and some of the sax effects 
were live, too. We'd put two mics on 
Bobby [Strickland]—an M49 for the 
sax itself, and a 421 feeding his ef-
fects." 

Club Front is equipped with a Neve 
VR48 with Recall and Flying Faders 
automation, Studer 820 recorders with 
Dolby SR, Meyer HD-1 monitors, and 
a generous supply of signal processors 
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and effects boxes, some of which 
came into play on the mix. The mix 
was a team effort involving Bralove, 
Cutler, Kaiser and Jeffrey Norman, 
who also does engineering work for 
the Dead. 

"We didn't get into anything too 
fancy," Cutler says. "We went for a 
simple, live drum sound, with some 
'verb and all, but trying to use minimal 
mics. We had all the toms miked, and 
so on, but we didn't necessarily use 

much of that; we didn't need to. I was 
using a Neumann stereo shotgun mic 
that I'd used with the Grateful Dead as 
an overhead, and that was wonderful. 
It's very crisp, and it especially picks 
up the snare nicely." 

Second Sight are a band who have 
sounded almost completely different 
each time I've heard them perform, so 
who knows how far they've already 
moved into their next evolution since 
the album was completed. But the CD 
is a fine sampler of a band that's not 
afraid to take chances, and in fact rev-
els in the inherent danger of playing 
improvisational music. 

Shanachie Records, 37 E. Clinton, 
Newton, NJ 07860. The Grateful 
Dead's Web site can be accessed at 
www.dead.net. 

Joe Zawinul: My People (Escapade 
Music). In many people's minds, key-
boardist Joe Zawinul will forever be 
associated with Weather Report, the 
ground-breaking fusion band he and 
saxophonist Wayne Shorter formed at 
the dawn of the '70s. An incredible 
group, to be sure, but Zawinul has 
had a fascinating solo career since that 
group's dissolution, and his most re-
cent album is one of his best. My Peo-
ple continues Zawinul's latter-day fas-
cination with vocal textures, which he 
first explored in Weather Report and 
then built upon in solo releases like 
Dialects and Black Water. Zawinul has 
a marvelously egalitarian view of vo-
cals—he tends to handle them as if 
they are just another instrument, and 
in fact, he usually treats his own vocals 
with lots of processing to make them 
sound more like they're part of his 
keyboard rig. Zawinul's music has al-
ways had considerable worldwide ap-
peal, and for My People, Zawinul has 
assembled an impressive international 
cast, including singers from Mali, 
Venezuela, Turkey, Anatolia, Siberia 
and Cameroon, and musicians from 
Peru, Venezuela, India, Cuba, Israel, 
Guinea, Ivory Coast, Austria (Zawin-
ul's original homeland) and a few 

Joe Zawinul 

other lands. One track features throat 
singers, another a group of yodelers. 
It's a wild mix, but it works, and it's all 
pulled together by Zawinul's exquisite 
and distinctive keyboard work. Sever-
al of the tunes here have the kind of 
driving, rhythmic feel of Zawinul's best 
uptempo Weather Report composi-
tions, but this is hardly an artist who is 
resting on his laurels. He is now draw-
ing from a whole world of creative in-
fluences, which he has stirred into a 
new, exciting and always accessible 
musical polyglot. 
My People was recorded over a 

four-year period, mostly in Zawinul's 
home studio in Manhattan—dubbed 
The Music Room—with Joe's 27-year-
old son Ivan engineering and co-pro-
ducing. Additionally, parts of a few 
tracks date back to Zawinul's previous 
home studio in Malibu, and some 
overdubs took place in France (Paris' 
Chauves-Souris Studio), Switzerland 
(Radio Zurich Studios) and Austria 
(Stereo West Studio). Ivan was practi-
cally raised in his father's studio—"As 
a kid I had drum machines and all the 
new keyboards," he says—and he 
supplemented what he learned from 
Joe by taking courses at the Recording 
Workshop in Chillicothe, Ohio, the In-
stitute for Audio Research in New 
York and Full Sail in Winter Park, 
Florida. Ivan also honed his chops 

working on the road with Joe's band, 
the Zawinul Syndicate, first as a key-
board tech, then as FOH mixer, a job 
he still holds. 

The way Zawinul generally works 

is he improvises on his keyboard rig at 
home. When a melody or pattern he 
likes emerges from his improvisations, 
he notates it and then uses that as a 
springboard to create a full composi-
tion, which he fleshes out with more 
keyboard parts, his band's contribu-
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rions and various outside musicians. 
It's often a long, complicated process 
that can stretch over many months, 
and in a few cases on My People, sev-
eral studios. "'Bimoya' started in Mal-
ibu," Ivan says, "but we kept working 
on it. When we came to New York [in 
'941 we got an ADAT, Joe had to go to 
Paris for some business, and that's 
where Safif Keita [the great Malian 
singer] was going to be, so he brought 
a slave reel of 'Bimoya' with him that 
Safif could work with. 'Bimoya' was 
roughly 160 tracks. All the keyboards 
are tracked and mixed live through 
our MIDI, so we don't worry about in-
puts there. Joe has 64 channels on his 
computer, and we'll go through 
them—`This part is good; this one is 
no good.' He may ask me, 'Hey man, 
there was a great kora line I played in 
Malibu; I think it was in December. 
Can you find it?' So he may play with 
that for a day. It doesn't fit? Okay, take 
it out. The percussion guy comes in 
and lays something down. He's always 
trying new ideas, always experiment-
ing with sounds." 

Zawinul's keyboards and computers 
are the heart of his studio. He still uses 
many of the same warm-sounding ana-
log instruments he mastered years 
ago—Prophets, Chromas, Korgs, Ober-
heims, ARPs—but his studio has be-
come more sophisticated since the 
move to Manhattan, incorporating an 
80-input Amek Einstein console, too. 
"It's still about the music," Ivan says. "If 
Joe only had a piano and nothin' else, 
he'd still come up with something 
great." True enough, as one listen to 
Zawinul's piano work in his pre-Miles 
Davis and pre-Weather Report days 
with Cannonball Adderly aptly shows. 
But today Joe does have lots of stuff, 
and what he comes up with using that 
stuff is more than just cool—it's in-
spired and often revelatory. 

Incidentally, Weather Report fans 
will be interested to know that Joe and 
Ivan Zawinul have been digging 
through hundreds of hours of live and 
studio material for a long overdue WR 
box set, out sometime this year. 

Escapade Music do Hired Gun 
Marketing, 730 East Elm St., Con-
shohocken, PA 19428. 

David Gans and Eric Rawlins: Home By 
Morning (Perfectible Recordings). 
There are all sorts of reasons that al-
bums get made. In the case of the 
debut CD by San Francisco Bay Area 
singer/songwriters David Gans and 
Eric Rawlins, serendipity played a big 

part. "We had been playing informally 
for several years, as pals," says Gans, a 
radio producer and one-time music 
editor of Mix. "But after this one show 
at the Sweetwater [a club in Marin 
County] a friend of ours named Nancy 
Duff made one of those offhand re-
marks that gets the ball rolling: 'You 
know, if you guys made a record, I'd 
kick in a few bucks.' Then some other 
people said the same thing, and the 
next thing we knew we were working 
out this plan where a bunch of people 
kicked in some money and we put in 
a bunch of our own." 

Rather than going the cheapo DIY 
home studio route, the duo hired an 

experienced local producer, John 
Lumsdaine, who brought in profes-
sional musicians to augment Gans' and 
Rawlins' vocals and guitars, and 
booked time to record and mix the 
album at commercial studios in Oak-
land and Berkeley. In the end, the 
album cost about twice the original 
projection (so what else is new?), but 
the resulting disc is a warm and invit-
ing showcase for two talented song-
writers/musicians. Over the course of 
12 evocative songs—seven by Gans, 
three by Rawlins and one each by 
Grateful Dead lyricist Robert Hunter 
("Yellow Moon") and the late, great 
Bay Area folk singer Kate Wolf 
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("Green Eyes")—the pair manage to 
cover a number of different strains of 
mainly country-oriented material, 
ranging from folksy acoustic guitar-dri-
ven numbers to rollicking western 
swing. Gans is an excellent guitarist, 
capable of speedy runs or subtle shad-
ings, and the instrumental support for 
all these tunes is varied and imagina-
tive, incorporating everything from 
concertinas to fiddles to pedal steel 
guitars to an oboe on one track. Aug-
menting an already fine lineup of play-
ers are such stalwarts of the Bay Area 
acoustic music world as mandolinist 
David Grisman, fiddlers Barbara Hig-
bie and Darol Anger, singers Danny 
Carnahan and Robin Petrie, dobro 
player Sally Van Meter and bassist 
Todd Phillips. 

"To me the mood of this record is 
somewhat inward-looking, reflective," 
Rawlins says, adding that his own 
work has been influenced by such 
artists as The Byrds, Buffalo Spring-
field and Ernmylou Harris. "Our music 
is melodic. It's pretty stuff, and I like it 
that way; that's my taste. It's not angry. 
I don't think there's an angry song in 
there. There are some ironic ones, but 
no anger." 

"We did it in an ADAT studio [Shark-
bite, in Oakland] that John was very fa-
miliar with and that was definitely the 
way to go—we couldn't have paid for 
the tape if we'd done it on 2-inch," 
Gans notes. "We couldn't have done 
seven takes of a song if we were wor-
rying about the cost of 2-inch tape. 
That technology is magnificent. The 
kind of editing you can do—it's almost 
as flexible as doing window edits with 
the Sonic Solutions system. We were 
able to punch in, do two or three pass-
es on a solo and combine them onto 
another track. And John and Mark 
[Keaton, the engineer] really knew how 
to use it." The solo on Gans' "Hooker 
River," for example, was composited 
from six different performances. 

Lumsdaine, Gans and Rawlins 
worked on the mix together at Bay 
Records in Berkeley, using that facili-
ty's Otani Series 54 console with 
Diskmix 3 moving fader automation. 
Then Gans mastered the CD on the 
same Sonic Solutions system he uses 
to edit his nationally syndicated radio 
program, The Grateful Dead Hour, and 
which he used to master an album 
made by Lumsdaine's spicy New Or-
leans band, Hot Links. "When you put 
your stuff in Sonic Solutions and bring 
it up in the window, you can control 
things in ways you can't even do with 

automated mixing, like being able to 
make instantaneous level changes," 
Gans notes. "For example, I used the 
manual de-clicking feature to adjust 
the attacks of certain drum beats. Oc-
casionally a snare hit came out a little 
too loud, so I sent the de-clicker after 
it. It finds the spike on the audio pro-
gram, and it reduces the level of that 
in a context-sensitive way." 
Now that the record is complete, 

Gans and Rawlins face the daunting 
task of marketing their effort. They'll 
sell the CD at gigs, of course, they 
hope to land a deal with a distributor, 
and, since this is the '90s, it will also 
be sold through the Internet, where 
both maintain an active presence on 
The Well. 

Truth & Fun Inc., 484 Lake Park 
Ave. *102, Oakland, CA, 94610; www. 
well.com/user/tnf/; AOL keyword: 
gdhour. 

Norman and Nancy Blake: The Hobo's 
Last Ride (Shanachie). Norman and 
Nancy Blake are more than just versa-
tile and talented stringed instrument vir-
tuosos. They are national treasures who 
have dedicated their lives to unearthing 
America's folk music heritage. For their 
albums, they've pulled tunes off ob-
scure 78s from the '20s, '30s and '40s, 
and mined the rich oral tradition dating 
back all the way to the Civil War in 
search of songs that tell us much about 
this country and its people in less com-
plicated times. Listening to The Hobo's 
Last Ride (which was nominated for 
a Grammy in the "Traditional Folk 
Album" category) is like taking a step 
back in time, yet the concerns of the 
characters in all these songs are time-
less ones—love, faith, devotion, sor-
row, loneliness, hard times—and the 
emotion in all these tunes transcends 
the years. Really, a lot of these tunes 
are like musical short stories. And how 
wonderful it is that a song like the 19th-
century Frankie & Johnny saga "Goin' 
Home," (cut in the '20s by Charlie 
Poole & the North Carolina Ramblers, 
and by the New Lost City Ramblers in 
the early '60s) will be heard by another 
generation of folk enthusiasts through 
Norman and Nancy's new version. The 
Blakes have an easy, pleasing vocal 
blend, and their instrumental chops are 
so fluid they make everything sound ef-
fortless. Though Norman has long been 
regarded as one of the finest guitarists 
working in old-timey music, there's 
more than just guitars here—between 
them, Norman and Nancy play duets 
using fiddles, viola, six-string guitar, 
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banjo, various mandolins 
and cello. If I have any 
gripe with this CD, it's that 
it provides no liner note 
information about where 
these songs came from— 
what a shame! 

Both The Hobo's Last 
Ride and the Blakes' 
previous collection, the 
Granuny-nominated While 
Passing Along This Way, 
were recorded by Jim Em-
rich at the engineer/pro-
ducer's Cedar House Stu-
dios in rural Arrington, 
Tenn. Emrich has worked 
with Doc Watson, Tony 
Rice, Dan Crary and other 
top acoustic players, so 
hooking up with the 
Blakes didn't present any surprises 
particularly. As the name implies, 
Cedar House is constructed mainly of 
wood, offering a fairly live environ-
ment for the kinds of music recorded 
by Emrich's production company, 
which spans a range from folk to al-
ternative. The studio's console is a 36-
input Trident 24, more than enough 
for the demands of the kind of inti-

Norman and Nancy Make 

mate music Norman and Nancy Blake 
make. 

"With them, everything is live, no 
punches," Emrich says. "The way we set 
it up, I use KM84s on the guitars, and I 
have some U67s I had modified by 
Stephen Paul that I use up toward the 
vocal area. And then I might use a 414 
for the room. Even if they're playing fid-
dle and cello and some of their other in-

struments, and not neces-
sarily singing, I still use 
the same setup, because I 
get a very natural live set-
ting like that. I tend to use 
more of the 67 than the 
KM84; I use those mainly 
for the presence of the in-
struments, if I need it. 

"I try to approach this 
kind of recording in a 
very non-technical way," 
he continues. "I don't try 
to put cheap makeup on 
a pretty girl. I like it to 
sound the way I would 
like to hear it and the 
way they would like to 
hear it—just nice and big 
and live. I take great 
pride in going in and re-

ally listening to instruments before I 
ever record them. A lot of times I lis-
ten to it from the artist's perspective: I 
like to put my head right next to the 
artist's head to sort of hear what 
they're hearing. I like a nice, full guitar 
sound with vocals because that's how 
the artist hears it, instead of separating 
them." 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 254 
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by Gregory A. DeTogne 

During the 1940s, the blues migrated up 

the Mississippi River to Chicago on a cur-

rent guided by the 12-bar Delta strains of 

defining artists like Robert Johnson and Charlie Patton. Once in its new adoptii 

home, the music went electric and flour- I 

islled. Belore long, the Windy City gain 

, ,. derioídi I  iiip reputation as the blues capital o 111 

111 



Dan Aykroyd and Jim Belushi (today's Blues Brothers) 

and James Brown performed at House of Blues Chi.x2go's opening. 

lteday that legacy lives on in a number 

of blues venues around town: Buddy 

Guys Legends, Rosa's, the Checkerboard 

Lounge, Kingston Mines, Blue Chicago and 

B.L.U.E.S. Etc., to name just a few. As of 

November 24, 1996, add a newcomer to 

this list—the House of Blues. 

As the fourth House of Blues opened in 

the U.S. by House of Blues Entertainment 

It lc. since 1992, House of Blues Chicago 

joins other HOB facilities in Cambridge, 

Mass., New Orleans and Hollywood. Situ-

ated on the north bank of the Chicago 

¡ver between State and Dearborn Streets, 

this newest (and largest) House of Blues 

is now part of Chicago's landmark 

Marina City complex. Marina City was de-

signed by architect Bertrand Goldberg in 

the mid-'60s and is best known for its twin, 

corncob-shaped apartment towers. The 

House of Blues lies directly beneath the 

west tower in what was once a movie 

theater. 

Depending upon who you talk to 

around town, bringing the House of Blues 

to Chicago was an act long overdue, 

commercial sell-out, a boon for the entir 

blues community or a potentially del 

dealing blow for the city's smaller blue 

clubs. But with a capacity of 1,500 in the 

HOB main music hall and a widely ecle 

tic booking policy ranging from gospel I 

cr, 
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hard rock, House of Blues Chicago 
probably won't threaten the smaller-
clubs. HOB Chicago's real competition 
will probably be larger Chicago venues 
such as the Vic, Riviera, Park West and 
venerable Aragon Ballroom. Evidence 
of the House of Blues' community-
minded ideals ("Help Ever-Hurt Never" 
is a slogan seen frequently on HOB En-
tertainment corporate stationery) is the 
fact that the club plans to promote blues 
junkets around town that will offer 
HOB guests an opportunity to see acts 
at the neighborhood clubs, as well. 

And, controversy aside, many locals 

feel that the wide exposure afforded the 
blues via HOB Chicago's presence 
promises to shine a bright light upon 
what has traditionally been an almost 
cultish musical genre. A publicly 
avowed subscriber to just that notion, 
Buddy Guy magnanimously proclaimed 
at 1995's HOB Chicago groundbreaking 
ceremony, "Anything that's good for the 
blues, I'm all for it." 

"Chicago is the most important 
opening we will ever do, simply be-
cause it is the living home of the blues," 
HOB Entertainment founder Isaac 
Tigrett, 48, told the Chicago Sun-Times 
last November. Tigrett's lofty plans in-
clude opening HOB facilities this year 
in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; Orlan-
do, Florida; and ultimately in New York 
City, London, Paris and Tokyo, and he 
has the skills and business savvy to pull 
off just such a venture. In 1971, he co-
founded the Hard Rock Cafe chain 
along with Chicagoan Peter Morton. Ti-
grett sold his portion of the business in 
1988 for $108 million. Joining him this 
time around are some 80 other investors 
including Dan Aykroyd, Jim Belushi, 
Aerosmith, Larry Levy and even Harvard 
University, which coughed up a cool 
$10 million. 

In its entirety, HOB Chicago is a 
55,000-square-foot nightclub and restau-
rant complex bearing a price tag of 
$70 million; $20 million of which was 
poured into the main music hall alone. 
The renovation of this once-mothballed 
movie theater relies upon a design that 
uses the HOB's curving, asymmetrical 
exterior shell as nothing more than a 
protective bubble against the elements. 
An all-steel, free-standing frame was 
constructed within this exterior bubble 
to support everything from interior 
walls to loudspeaker arrays and lighting 
trusses. 

Divided into two separate rooms, the 
restaurant combines traditional Delta-
style cuisine (jambalaya, etouffee and 
gumbo) with house specialties such as a 

20-ounce aged porterhouse steak 
smothered in portobello mushroom 
sauce. Featuring its own stage ideally 
suited for smaller acts, the restaurant ac-
commodates 300 guests and offers 
LAN/WAN access via analog phone or 
digital ISDN lines at a number of 
booths. Facilitating everything from 
simple Web-surfing and e-mail to video 
teleconferencing, these links can be 
used for corporate and personal activi-
ties, as well as for viewing Internet 
broadcasts from other HOB complexes 
around the country. 

Walk into HOB Chicago and you're 
met with a culturally diverse ambience 
that combines an extensive collection of 

folk art with eastern carpeting, Grecian 
columns and neoclassical design. Virtu-
ally every square inch of the structure is 
decorated with some form of art. Hun-
dreds of paintings from HOB's noted 
"outsider" collection of folk art are hung 
throughout the complex, while 
balustrades, balcony fronts, walls, struc-
tural beams and posts, and statuary 
have all been hand-adorned by artists. 
Ceiling panels in the restaurant's entry-
way feature original bas-relief portraits 
of blues legends. 

The centerpiece of HOB Chicago is 
the main music hall. Described by Ti-
grett as a "juke joint opera house," the 
room is indeed a hybrid fusion of a Mis-
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House of Blues VP of corporate productions Don Sidney (right) and 
HOB Chicago production manager Chris Bailey at the 52-input Crest Century console 

sissippi Delta juke joint and a classical 
opera house. According to Tigrett, the 

hall "was inspired by the famous estate 
theater 'Estavovske' in Prague, where 
Mozart's opera Don Giovanni pre-
miered." The top two levels of the music 
hall consist entirely of 12 opera boxes, 
which rent for between $ 150,000 to 

$200,000 a year. Proceeds from the sales 
of these boxes benefit the International 
House of Blues Foundation, an organi-
zation that supports a number of educa-
tional outreach programs including the 
Blues Ambassador Scholarships and the 
Blues School House Program, which 
uses HOB Chicago's physical resources 
to introduce students to the music, art 
and history of the blues. 

Musical acts appearing at HOB 

Chicago during its first weeks of opera-
tion ran the gamut from Son Seals, Steve 
Vai, Johnny Cash and Kool & The Gang 
to Dr. John, the Mighty Blue Kings, the 
Neville Brothers, Dokken and Ted Nu-
gent. If that's not diverse enough for your 
tastes, there was an evening when Slash 
and Les Paul shared the stage. Entertain-
 it kicked off at the club's public grand 
opening on November 24 with a perfor-

mance by Magic Slim & The Teardrops. 
A current incarnation of the Blues Broth-
ers (Dan Aykroyd and Jim Belushi) with 
the Blues Brothers Band ( Duck Dunn, 

Steve Cropper, Danny Gottlieb, Matt 
"Guitar" Murphy, "Blue" Lou Marini, Alan 
"Mr. Fabulous" Rubin and Birch "Slide" 
Johnson) took the stage next, along 
with a galaxy of other performers in-
cluding Joe Walsh, Lonnie Brooks, 
Charlie Musselwhite and Sam Moore. 

After delivering a spirited two-hour, 

Vegas-style review that combined the 
power of electric Chicago blues with 
the emotive force of Memphis soul, the 
Blues Brothers and guests handed the 
stage over to headliner James Brown. 
Backed by his orchestra, the Soul Gen-
erals, plus five female background 
singers and four dancers, Brown clicked 
off classics like "Cold Sweat," "The Pay-
back (Part 1)," "I Feel Good" and "Doin' 
It to Death." 

Bringing audio to the main hall at 
HOB Chicago was a turnkey task man-
aged entirely from within. As part of the 
feverish 24/7 tempo that marked every 
facet of construction during the weeks 
just prior to the club's grand opening, 
sound system assembly efforts were di-
rected by HOB VP of corporate produc-

tions Don Sidney. Joining Sidney in this 
mass exercise in sleep deprivation were 
HOB Chicago production manager 
Chris Bailey, veteran FOH engineer 
John McLaughlin, engineering staffers 
Eric Hansen and Brian Shader, and sol-
der jockey Jason Long, w ho sealed the 
deal on much of the wiring scheme. 
Aron Levine served as project coordina-
tor for both lighting and audio. 

Grace under pressure is a term that 
best describes the calm and collected 
demeanor Don Sidney maintains in the 
face of all manner of audio production 
mayhem. Taller than most, with a head 
full of dark curls and an amiable voice 
that deflects tension better than a whole 
bottle of Xanax, Sidney is the main ad-
vance man who gets things up and run-

ning at each new HOB endeavor. 
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Following his stint in Chicago, during 
which time he'll deal with everything 

from console deliveries to deciding who 
will clean up after the live bison used in 
Ted Nugent's act, Sidney will be off to 
get the HOB Myrtle Beach venue ready 
for its public debut. 

The goal was to make it 
a simple matter for any 
act to just plug in and get 

on with their show. 
—Don Sidney 

"On a technical level, what we're 
providing here at the Chicago House of 
Blues is extremely multifaceted," Sidney 
explains. "In addition to accommodat-
ing any touring act, we can effectively 
deal with TV, radio, Internet broadcasts 
and teleconferencing, one at a time or 
all at once. We can also facilitate record-
ing and video trucks quite comfortably." 

Design credits for the HOB audio 
system rightly belong to Sidney, who 
relied upon his sound reinforcement 
experiences at the other three HOB 
complexes to help bring this one to life. 
Sidney approached his design at the 
power distribution level and methodi-
cally worked his way through the rest 
of the chain from amplification and 
signal processing to establishing the 
components used within the loud-

speaker arrays. 
"The goal was to make it a simple 

matter for any act to just plug in and get 
on with their show," he says. "The last 
thing I wanted here was having to fight 
with a coffee machine just to grab an-

other 40 amps of power, or be in a po-
sition where we had to offer performers 
a limited amount of gear." 
A fairly comprehensive collection of 

onstage equipment is available (at no 
charge) to any act who wants to use it. 
At the backline, a pair of DW drum kits 
stand at the ready, along with Fender 
and Victoria guitar amps, Hartke bass 
rigs, and just about everything else an 
act may need. 

"By making a serious selection of 
onstage gear available, we have the 
power to enable an artist to effectively 

shorten his or her load-in process con-
siderably," HOB Chicago production 
manager Chris Bailey points out. "And 

that's the idea. The artist needs to con-
centrate on making art. The technology 
should be totally transparent. It's our job 
to make sure that happens." 

Starting at the input end of the sound 
system equation, artists can choose 
from Beta 87, Beta 58 or SM58 capsules 
for lead vocal use with a Shure U24D 
dual-channel UHF wireless system. 
Hard-wired Beta 87s, Beta 58A and 
SM58 vocal mics also are stocked. For 
drums, backline input options include 
Beta 52s, Beta 56s and an SM98A along 
with an A98MK drum mount. There's 
also an SM81 for cymbals and a cache 
of SM57s for snare, amps and vocals. 

McLaughlin's FOH console is a 52-
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input Crest Century. Stored to McLaugh-
lin's right as he faces the stage are two 
racks of house effects. The first is outfit-
ted with a Klark-Teknik DN3600 pro-
grammable EQ, Lexicon PCM 90 digital 
reverb, Yamaha SPX990 multi-effects 
processor and a Yamaha ProR3 digital 
reverb, all of which benefit from the 
presence of a Furman power condition-
er. Effects rack number two contains a 
dbx 1066 compressor/limiter/gate, a 
pair of BSS DPR-404 4-channel corn-
pressor/de-essers, a pair of BSS DPR-
404 4-channel noise gates and a second 
Furman power conditioner. 

Backstage, the main sound system 
drive rack is equipped with a BSS 
OmniDrive FDS-388 loudspeaker man-
agement system, a JBL Model 24 system 
controller, four JBL SR6670A and six 
MPX1200 power amps. On each side of 
the floor, resting on top of a pair of JBL 
SR4719A subwoofers, is a horn-loaded 
trapezoidal JBL Array Series Model 4894 
enclosure. Above the 4894s, the arrays 
are flown with four two-way Array Se-
ries 4892 enclosures on each side. For 

balcony fill, a pair of Array Series 4890 
cabinets are positioned on top of the 
proscenium in a central cluster. 

The BSS OmniDrive system provides 
crossover functions for all of the stage-
level loudspeaker components. For the 
flown portion of the rig, JBL's Model 24 
system controller divides the signals. 
Power in the three-way system for the 
midband and subwoofers is via the 
MPX1200 power amps, while the 
SR6670A amps drive the highs. 

Hidden off to the side at stage left, a 
Crest Century LMx is the main console 
in monitor-land, along with a dozen 

Crest 7301 power amps. Monitor pro-
cessing is kept simple with a dbx 166A 
compressor/limiter, a BSS DRR-504 4-
channel noise gate, and a half-dozen 

BSS FCS-960 dual-mode graphic EQs. 
"There's something about this room," 

Chris Bailey says, now that the installa-
tion is completed. "It has a live sound, 
but there aren't a lot of standing waves. 
Harsh reflective surfaces aren't a problem. 
In short, it just sounds good. We raced 
the clock to finish this project, and I'll 
have to admit we were all a bit appre-
hensive about how the system would 
sound. We wound it up for the first time 
on a Thursday morning at 7 a.m. When 
we heard it, all the pressures of just get-
ting it up and running dissolved, and 
we knew things would finally settle into 
a comfortable groove." 

Greg DeTogne is a freelance writer 
based in the Chicago area. 
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Delayed loudspeaker systems are common 
among installed sound system designs and, since 

the availability of high-quality delay devices, 
have been widely used in touring and theatrical 
sound systems. Typical applications include the-
ater under-balcony systems, which are generally 
designed to add intelligibility and SPL to the di-
rect signal coming from the stage and/or main 
loudspeaker system, and delay towers at large 
concert and festival events. However, delay sys-
tems must be set up carefully if they are to be ef-
fective, and when misaligned they can cause 
problems at least as troublesome as those they 
are intended to solve. An incomplete under-
standing of the theory, and delay-time errors of 
only a few milliseconds can cause significant 
degradation of the overall system frequency re-
sponse. I hope, in this short article, to review the 
scientific principles at the root of delayed system 
technique and to outline a method for creating 
proper sonic imaging while preserving system 
frequency response. 

Dr. Helmut Haas' research into sound localiza-
tion revealed that the position of a perceived sonic 
image created by two sound sources depends on 
both the arrival times and the relative levels. (In all 
the following examples we are examining an iden-
tical signal reproduced by multiple sources, as in a 
delay system.) It is generally observed that, if two 
sound sources arrive at the same time and at the 
same level, we will image toward the centerpoint 

between them. Hence the center "phantom" image 
created by a standard stereo sound system. Haas 
confirmed experimentally that if two sound sources 
arrive at our ears at the same time we will image 
toward the louder one, and further established that 
if two sound sources arrive at the same level we 
will image toward the signal that arrives first. Haas 
discovered that, if one source is louder, the image 
can be moved back to the center between the two 
sources by adding delay, provided that the delay 
time is less than 25 ms. Beyond 25-30 ms, the ear 
begins to hear the delayed sound as a discrete echo 
and the image shift effect no longer works. 

This localization phenomenon is referred to as 
the Precedence Effect, though it often confused 
with the Haas Effect. In fact, the Haas Effect refers 

to the ear's ability to integrate early arrivals (echoes 
or other delayed signals) into a single sound. 
Those early arrivals (within the first 5 to 35 ms) 
that are not more than 10 dB louder than the di-

rect sound will be combined and added to the first 
arrival, and localized to its source. If the delayed 
sound is more than 10 dB louder or the delay is 
more than 35 ms, the listener will perceive distinct 
arrivals, or echoes. 
A successful delay system uses the Prece-

dence Effect to cause the sonic image to appear 
at the desired position (usually the primary loud-

speaker location) and the Haas Effect to provide 
additional SPL at the listening position without 
moving the image. 

by Bob McCarthy 
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The SIM System II can be used to compere the ef-

fects of combining speakers with and without ex-

cess delay. This data was taken in a reverberant 

church where maintaining high 

intelligibility is critical. (A) No excess de!ay. 

Notice that the S/N ratio is near the top of the 

screen, indicating high clarity. Contrast this to 

(B) where 7 ms of excess delay was added. The 

S/N ratio has dropped severely and there is deep 

ripple in the frequency and phase responses. 

These effects are the same as you would get 

from adding excess reflections to the direct 

signal: loss of clarity and frequency response 

degradation. 
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Figure B: Speakers combined with excess delay 

SIDE EFFECTS OF DELAY ON 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
However, before we can apply the Haas research to a 
useful application, such as an under-balcony delay sys-
tem, we also need to examine the effects of delay on 
frequency response. When two speakers are offset in 
time (such as a primary system und a delayed system) 
and their signals combine, the result is comb filtering, 
which causes huge peaks and dips in the response and 
wholesale degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio. (See 
the August '96 issue of Mix for more information on 
comb filtering.) The effect is easily demonstrated. Set up 
two speakers in mono and listen. As the delay is added 
the image will move—and your speakers will sound like 

they fell into a well. 
Why doesn't Haas mention this? Because the Haas re-

search was based on experiments that used two identical 
sound sources with the same frequency response, 3 me-

Typical listening conditions for under-balcony delay systems 

Figure A: Speakers combined without excess 

delay 

Experimental conditions for 

measuring Haas Effect 

ters distant, in an approximately anechoic environment. 
The two sources were in a horizontal (L/R) orientation and 
the listeners were centrally located between them. The ef-
fects of delay on frequency response and the Ste.- ratio of 
the system were not examined. 

In the real world, things are somewhat different. In a 
typical under-balcony delay application, the main and 
delay speakers are different models, are at diffeient dis-
tances from the listener and may not be vertically aligned. 
The acoustical environments that each speaker operates 
in are usually totally different—and are not at all ane-
choic Unless the primary and delayed systems are exact-
ly synchronized at the listening position (possible for only 
a proportion of the audience), the combination of the two 
sources can create significant distortion of the frequency 
response. Many live sound mixing engineers are well 
aware of this phenomenon and often request that under-
balcony delay systems directed toward them be turned 
off. They would rather mix deep in the reverberant field 
than rely on misaligned delay speakers that are mangling 
the frequency response. 

This is the situation that I commonly find when I am 
asked to measure and correct the sound system re-
sponse in a theater installation. There are in fact three 
simple ways to minimize comb filtering and resulting 
frequency response damage when there is an offset be-
tween the primary and delayed system arrival times: 
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Figure 4: Measure the main system response under the balcony 
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1) Increase the level of the delay 
speaker. Unfortunately, this moves the 
sonic image toward the delay speaker. 

2) Decrease the level of the delay 
speaker. This moves the image away 
from the delay speaker, but may ren-
der it useless. 

3) Remove the time offset by syn-
chronizing the delayed signal arrival 
time to match the primary signal. 

The third solution is obviously the 
preferred one, but I typically find that, 

whatever setting was originally speci-
fied, someone has added excess delay 
for one of the following reasons: 

1) Delay lines are cheap and plen-
tiful, whereas devices capable of accu-
rately measuring time delay are not. 
For lack of accurate instrumentation, 
the delay time was roughed in and ex-
cess delay was then added as "image 
insurance." 

2) The delay system level had ini-
tially been set at too high an SPL rela-
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tive to the primary source. Therefore, 
even when the delay had been set ac-
curately, the image was pulled toward 
the delay speaker. Since the concept 
of turning speakers down rarely seems 
to occur to audio engineers, they in-
stead added excess delay in order to 
move the image back toward the pri-
mary speaker system. 

3) The technique is so well-accept-
ed that many users added excess delay 
before even listening to the system 
with the arrival times synchronized. 
I have often been asked by clients to 

add excess delay before they even lis-
ten to the speaker system. I always re-
quest that we first listen to the system 
with primary and delay systems syn-
chronized; in the twelve years I have 
been aligning delay systems, I have not 
yet had a client who has gone back to 
adding excess delay after hearing the 
results of precise synchronization. 

ALIGNING THE SYSTEM 
In order to synchronize a delay system 

accurately with the main speakers we 
must be able to measure several differ-
ent but interdependent sets of data. We 
need to be able to measure and display 
the time offset between any two signals 
in order to set delay time. We need to 
be able to measure and display fre-
quency and phase response so that we 
can equalize and set levels for delay 
systems. (High resolution is prefer-
able--%-octave measurement and dis-
play is not high enough resolution for 
this kind of work.) And we need to be 
able to display the S/N ratio of the sys-
tem at all relevant frequencies. 
Why is signal-to-noise ratio impor-

tant? The job of the delay speaker is to 
increase direct/reverberant ratio, which 
can be translated in this application to 
the S/N ratio. Contrary to popular myth, 
most under-balcony areas are not low in 
audio levels. In fact they are full of ex-
cess lows and mids due to the early re-
flections of the wall and ceiling. In the 
under-balcony area, the direct and re-
flected path lengths for sound coming 
from the primary sound system are near-
ly equal, which causes deep combing. 
For the delay speaker, the path lengths 
of the reflections are much longer than 
the direct path, creating a high direct-to-
reverberant, or S/N ratio. When the 
mains and delay are synchronized and 
combined, the S/N ratio will rise even if 

the delay speaker is lower in level than 
the mains. And when the level of the de-
layed signal is lower than or equal to the 
main signal, the image will remain in the 
desired location, at the main speakers. 

Figure 5: Combine the systems 

Using Meyer Sound's SIM System II 
analyzer, I tackle the problem in five 

steps: 
1) I measure the response of the 

main speaker in its primary area of 

focus (Fig. 1). The S/N ratio here be-
comes the reference and my goal is to 
make the under-balcony area match 

this prime seating area. 
2) I measure the response of the 
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delay speaker on-axis at a 
position halfway into the 
full depth of the intended 
coverage area, and equalize 
the system to match the pri-
mary system (Fig.2). I pay 
particular attention to the 
VHF range of the delay 
speaker, since many delay 
speaker models have dome 
or piezo-electric tweeters 
with a VHF range that far 
exceeds that of the HF 
horns in the main system. If 
necessary, I roll off the 
highs to prevent localization to the de-
lays. The S/N ratio of the delays alone 
should be significantly higher than the 
mains, since it is a short throw from the 
delay speakers to the measurement 
position. 

3) I set the delay time to synchro-
nize arrival of the main and delayed 
signals (Fig. 3). 

4) I then measure the response of 
the main system under the balcony 
(Fig.4). The frequency response will 
have a large LF buildup and lots of 
peaks and dips. The S/N ratio of the 
signal from the mains should be lower 
than that of the previously measured 

Ref Spkr leads in time but is 

A 

Equal in time 
and level 

Delay Spkr leads in time but 
lower in level is lower in level 

Figure 6: Relative level and time arrival of reference vs. delay speaker at 

selected measurement positions 

delays. If this is not the case, then the 
delay system may not be necessary. 

5) Finally, I raise the level of the 
delay speaker until the S/N ratio rises to 
an amount comparable to that in the 
main seating area. The high-frequency 
response will usually rise slightly but I 
don't expect to see much happen in the 
lows and mids. This last step will add 

just enough delayed signal "fill" to 
bring the under-balcony seating up to 
the same direct to reverberant ratio as 
the main seating area—without attract-
ing attention to the delays. 

Since it is impossible for the delays to 
be synchronized at all points, at what 

point should the delay sys-
tem be aligned with the 
main system? As indicated in 
Fig. 6, I choose the midway 
point in the delayed system 
coverage depth. Due to the 
inverse square law, toward 
the rear, the delayed signal 
falls off in level at a greater 
rate than the main signal. 
This occurs at the same time 
as the delayed signal begins 

to lead the mains in time. 
Image moves toward delay 
speaker. 

At the front, the main speaker leads 
in time. Directional control reduces the 
delay system level. The image goes to 
the mains. 

At the midpoint, the image will be 
at the vertical midpoint (or lower) and 
the frequency response will be 
smooth. 

At the rear, the delay speaker will 
lead in time but will be lower in level. 
The image still tends to the mains. • 

Bob McCarthy is director of SIM engi-

neering at Meyer Sound Labs Inc. He 
can be reached at 510/486-1166 or by 
e-mail at bob@meyersound.com. 
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COMPRESSORS 
NEW TWISTS ON AN OLD FRIEND 

rirlie use of dynamic processors 
as creative tools has grown 
along with their complexity. A 

dozen or so years ago at the Bea-
con, I set up the P.A. as FOH tech 
for a loud New jersey metal band 
with laminates in the shape of up-
side-down crosses. The band's en-
gineer asked me to patch a single 
compressor from an aux bus and 
returned to a channel, like an ef-
fect. He enjoyed remarkable suc-
cess mixing varying amounts of 
several inputs into this compres-
sion bus. Though I can't recom-
mend this approach for all types of 
music, in this case it provided an 
over-the-top edge to his mix that 
the support acts' engineers didn't 
get by merely routing their mix into 
the P.A. 's system compressor. 

In the early days of sound rein-
forcement, compression compen-

sated for the limited headroom of 
simple systems. What often passed 
for a P.A. would be considered un-
derpowered sidefills by today's 
standards. Unpredictable inputs 
like vocals and DIs required com-
pression just to keep the system 
from clipping. Originally stemming 
from simple preservation of head-
room, compression on the bass 
guitar remains an automatic re-

sponse, riding reign on an instru-
ment otherwise directly tied in to 
the system's full power. By reduc-
ing a signal at higher levels, it raises 
it at lower volumes. Why does this 
sometimes sound better to us? 

For sound to remain tonally bal-
anced, more lows are required at 
quieter levels. Over millions of 
years, human hearing evolved in 
an unplugged world, so it's no sur-
prise that our ears are nonlinear 
acoustical receptors: quieter sound 
levels require additional lows and 
highs to sound full. We're all famil-

iar with "equal loudness contours" 
covered in audio tomes. Fletcher-
Munson effect is readily confirmed 
with the Loudness buttons on 
home stereos, and the "smile" EQ 
curve on DJ mixers. In the past, 
equalization provided the common 
remedy for this preference for 
thump and click. The use of dy-
namics to contour response is be-
coming a more popular technique 
in live sound. 

Due to tonal differences, post-
EQ compression behaves different-
ly than pre-EQ compression. Here 
again, a few quick patch cord 
moves will tell what works best for 
different sound sources. 

BY MARK FRINK 

BASS 
Many engineers routinely 
combine two bass signals, 
the DI and a rniked speak-
er cab. For example, mix-
ing an uncompressed bass 
mic with a compressed DI 
allows the engineer sepa-
rate treatment of the in-
strument's fundamental 
and percussive elements, 
inviting different adjust-
ments of attack or ratio. 

• Some bass amps even 
have built-in crossovers, 

often unused, to split the 
signal into lows and highs. De-

pending on the setup of the play-

er's bass rig and playing style, there 
may be an advantage to splitting 
the signal and treating it separately. 

DRUMS 
Kick and snare, instruments now 
commonly double-miked, are often 
treated with compression. Treating 
two inputs of the same instrument 

with nonsymmetrical compression 
schemes can vary the response of 
their envelope and timbre in ways 
that are more subtle and powerful 
than equalization alone can 
achieve. Creative use of the attack 
control allows varying amounts 

of a signal's transient to come 
through, with the compressor wait-
ing to engage gain reduction a cer-
tain amount of time after the 
leading edge of the sound passes. 

Automatic compressors may be 
easier to use, yet some models 
offer a choice of "fast" or "slow" re-
sponse. The ability to adjust the at-
tack affects how much "snap" is 
preserved. Slower attack times let 
more transients through while 
faster attacks grab the transient 
quicker, preserving the balance of 
the sound. 

VOCALS 
Much is made of a vocalist's mic 
technique—the ability to control 
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TOUR 
PROFILE 

SMASHING PUMPKINS 
Making up for Lost Time 

A
fter a year that saw personal tragedy mixed with 
commercial success, Smashing Pumpkins began 
1997 making up shows that were canceled due 

to the death of touring keyboardist Jonathan Melvoin and 
the firing of drummer Jimmy Chamberlain. As the band 
began the last leg of their tour on the West coast, I 
caught the show at—where else—Portland's Rose Gar-

den Arena, just across the river from my downtown of-
fice. I walked in to find FOH engineer Bruce Knight 
firing up the P.A. provided by   
Showco. 

Knight's engineering credits include 
REO Speedwagon, Richard Marx, Prince, 
Aerosmith and, more recently, Faith No 
More and Garbage. After working with dB 
Sound for ten years, Knight spent the past 
three as an independent mix engineer, and 
he has been mixing the Pumpkins for more 
than a year. "Bill Ramey was also the tour 
manager for Garbage and he brought me 
on for this tour," Knight explains. 

Knight mixes 36 inputs from the stage 
on a Gamble DC, which he names as his 
favorite desk for six years running. "It's 
a straight-forward desk in that it 
doesn't have VCAs, and the way I 

structure my mix I've got my hands 
right where I want them," he comments. 
Knight mixes to groups and returns ded-
icated effects to corresponding sub-

PHOTOS STEVE )ENNINGS 

Smashing Pumpkins mix and sound crew (L to R): 

Stewart Bennett, system crew chief; Rik McSorley, 

monitor system engineer; Bruce Knight, F01-I engineer; 

John Shearman, monitor engineer; Travis "T-Bone" 

Coleman, sound technician 

groups to preserve their balance. "I like the Gamble's 
sweet, musical sonic tonality," he adds with a grin, "plus 
the metering on the ins and outs is very beneficial." 

Effects include a Yamaha SPX-1000 used on snare and a 
REV-5 on toms. A Lexicon 480 has one machine assigned 
to snare and the other for sweetening keys and back-
ground vocals. Also used on backgrounds are an AMS 
1580S and a TC Electronic 2290 that is also used for various 
echo effects, plus an Eventide H3000SE used on Billy Cor-

gan's lead vocal. An SPX-90. provides 
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LIVE SOUND 

SOUNID 
NEW SOUND 

CHECK 
REINFORCEMEN 

1
 1[ t's that time of year again, so 

here is my firsthand report from 
Orange County on new sound 

reinforcement products for 1997, as 
seen at the Winter NAMM show, 

held January 16-19 at the Anaheim 
Convention Center. Next year's 
Winter NAMM will be held in the 
Los Angeles Convention Center, 
site of at last fall's AES, and it's hard 
to imagine how the ambience cre-
ated by NAMM's perennial home in 

Crown K2 amps 

Anaheim will be reproduced a few 
miles north. How to re-create the 
unique flavor of Hall E, NAMM's 
own marketing Siberia, or the fes-
tive, frat party atmosphere in the 
Hilton Towers next door, not to 
mention the casual, easy way in 
which attendees can run into ac-
quaintances merely by running a 
half-hour late on all appointments? 
My pick for best ill' gadget at 

the NAMM show is Gold Line's 
(West Redding, Conn.) GL1K 
($39.95 list), a combination phan-
tom power tester and lkHz tone 
generator. It is simply a Neutrik 

male XLR connector with a red 
LED where the wire would come 
out. It lights up with any phantom 
power voltage from 12V DC on up 
to 48 and produces a sine wave 
back down the mic line to the con-
sole. Great for single-handed trou-
ble-shooting in the field. 

PRODUCTS FROM WINTER NAMM 

At Harman International the 
biggest news was people, with 
David Scheirman, newly appointed 
as Tour Sound marketing czar for 
JBL, joining the recently drafted 
Michael McDonald, and Allan 
Nichols moving to Nashville as vice 
president of sales and marketing 
for Soundcraft consoles. Both 
brands have come out swinging re-
cently, and all eyes are on these 
players. 

AB International (Roseville, 
Calif.) introduced the model 6600, 
a 6-channel 4-space amplifier 
($2,659 list). This 62-pound amp is 
rated at 300 watts per channel into 
4 ohms, 500 into 4, and 700 at 2-
ohm loads, with all six channels 
driven. 

Chevin Research (distributed by 
QMI, Holliston, Mass.) introduced 
the first in a new line of affordable 
amps, the ProControl 1200 ($ 1,300 
list). This two-space switching sup-
ply amp weighs 16 pounds and is 
rated at 350 watts into 8-ohm loads 
and 600 watts into 4. The ProCon-
trol 1200 has the same specs as 
Chevin's A1000, but shaves a few 
pounds and hundreds of dollars in 
the weight and price departments. 
Chevin amps have gotten recogni-
tion for outstanding sound quality, 

BY MARK FRINK 

but have suffered in the North 
American market due to pricing. 
This model brings Chevin quality to 
a wider market, and other ProCon-
trol models will follow soon. 

Carver (Portland, Ore.) dis-
played its PX1450 amp ($1,245 list), 
rated at 1,000 watts per channel 
into 2-ohm loads and 725 at 4 
ohms, bringing price/performance 
to the masses in a traditional ampli-
fier design. Its rear panel has Neu-
trik combi-connector inputs, a 
switch for 0.775V or 1.5V sensitivity 
or fixed +28dB gain, and the 
threshold adjustment for the Signal 
Smart Standby circuit, which pow-
ers down the amp when no signal 
is present. 

Following on the heels of last 
year's TEC Award for its Studio Ref-
erence amp, Crown (Elkhart, Ind.) 
started its second half-century by 

rocking the NAMM show with its 
new K2 (not to be confused with 
the new Soundcraft console or my 
favorite skis), a 38-pound, two-
space amp rated at 1,250 watts into 
2-ohm loads and listing for $ 1,795. 
Crown invited attendees to choose 
a favorite from the twelve colors at 
their booth and enter a drawing for 
a free amp the last day of the 
show. Due to its increased efficien-
cy, the K2 amplifier needs no fans 
or vents, and instead relies on con-
vection cooling; several can be run 
on a single 20-amp circuit. Look for 
a smaller sibling, the K1, to be in-
troduced soon. 

Tentatively renamed EV Interna-
tional (Buchanan, Mich.), the old 
Mark IV group put on a strong 
show in its booth with many new 

EV 2.0 kW power amplifier 
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offerings. Electro-Voice introduced the 
kW series of lightweight amplifiers, the 
1.0, the 1.5 and the 2.0 (listing for 
$1,470, $1,750 and $2,050 respectively). 
These two-space amps weigh 16 or 23 
pounds and are rated for 450, 750 and 
900 watts into 4-ohm loads. They use a 
Class H design and EV's patented Dy-
namic Signal processing circuitry for 
matching the amp to specific transduc-
ers. EV also introduced two new mics 
for sound reinforcement. The RE500 
true-condenser handheld vocal mic 
($450 list) uses transducer technology 
originally developed for the RE2000, 
and its gold-sputtered low mass di-
aphragm gives it a dynamic range of 
130 dB. Its response has been tailored 
for vocal applications and its grip is 

Electro-Voice RE500 handheld 

condenser vocal microphone 

11113[111SHES The sound system at Johnny Depp's 
infamous Viper Room (Hollywood) 
was upgraded last winter. The new 
system, designed by Hollywood's A-1 
Audio, includes a Midas XL200 con-
sole with Klark-Teknik DN3600 EQs 
and an Electro-Voice MT-1 loud-
speaker system... The MGM Grand in 
Las Vegas has a new 32-channel Spir-
it 8 console.. Taste of Chicago, the 
annual food and music festival held 
in Grant Park, will take place June 28 
through July 7 this year. For the 
event, the City of Chicago purchased 
30 Celestion KR8 loudspeakers. A Ce-
lestion speaker system was also pur-
chased by Loyola University (also in 
Chicago) to be installed in Finnegan 
Hall.. Lincoln Center in Manhattan 
purchased an Allen & Heath GL2 
mixer from Sam Ash Sound (Manhat-
tan). The console will be used in the 
Stanley Kaplan Penthouse, which is 
used for small- or medium-scale mu-
sical performances, lectures and 
awards ceremonies...Meyer Sound's 
MSL-4 self-powered loudspeakers 
and 650-P self-powered subwoofers 

made of a warm, comfortable material. 
In wireless news Telex (Minneapolis, 

Minn.) is now offering Audix capsules 
on three HT Series handheld transmit-
ters. The HT-200 is a single-channel 
VHF transmitter and is available with 
the Audix 0M-3xb for about $475 list, 
while the 0M-5 version will list for 
under $600. The Audix capsules will 
also be available for the HT-150, which 
is a VHF system with three selectable 
frequencies, and for the HT-450, a sin-
gle-channel UHF transmitter. 

Shure PSM 600 Series personal stereo monitor systems 

The hot NAMM topic was Shure 
Brothers' (Evanston, Ill.) new PSM600"' 
Personal Stereo Monitor system, avail-
able in UHF wireless and hard-wired 
versions. The hard-wired P6HW ($650 
user net) also comes with generic El 
earpieces for $ 190 more that can be 

were used for the half-time show at 
last December's Orange Bowl in 
Miami. The speakers were supplied 
by RTA Sound of Tampa...Sabine re-
ports that the Honduran Assembly of 
Congress' new sound system, de-
signed by Rich LaVoir of Ultra-Live 
Sound & Video, includes the Sabine 
FBX-1802 Dual Feedback Extermina-
tor...The sound system at the House 
of Blues in Los Angeles was upgrad-
ed. New equipment indudes six JBL 
4892-90 Array Series speaker cabinets 
and four JBL SR4719A subwoofers; 
power is supplied by 14 JBL 6670A 
amps...Crest amplifiers were installed 
in numerous locations, including 
Shock (a club in Toronto); Bill 
Wyman's restaurant, Sticky Fingers 
(Manchester, UK); the Norris re-
hearsal studio in West London; the 
New England Conservatory of Music 
in Boston; and New York's Times 
Square Church. In addition, SSE Hire 
(London) purchased more than 40 
Crest Professional Series amps for 
Metallica's world tour...Touring acts 
using Shure wireless microphone sys-
tems include No Doubt and The 
Fugees. 

COMPACT DISC • CASSETTE 
& RECORD MANUFACTURING 

4H WE 
;„srneilitms 

YEAH inn 
ART Or DISC! 

.1 .?"14q 1ODI ROM! 
XEAH! _ors 
THE BEATIJE 0: 

YOU ._,T-T_OULD 
Olt:Li, 

1.800.859.8401 
For Your Free Catalog 

QCC1 
Serving the Music Industry for Over 45 Years. 

2832 Sprng Grove Ave.. Cincinnati, OH 45225 
Tel: 513.681.8400 • Fax: 513.681.3777 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARE 

WhispeRoom' Sou id Isolation Enclosures 

Sound Isolation Rooms 
Vocal Booths 

Amplifier Isolation Enclosures 
Practice Rooms 

Tel: 423-585-5827 Fax: 423-585-5831 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd. 
Morristown, TN 37813 USA 
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"Complete your project within budget, 
on time...and make the whole job simpler." 

THE PROBLEM... 

66 

Analog system cabling is a nightmare—expensive, prone 

to errors, subject to interference and noise. It's also time-

consuming to design and install as well as difficult to 

reroute or reconfigure. Cable, conduit, termination 

and labor costs can be the single largest expense 

category. The problem is only getting worse, with 

required channel counts climbing and more digital 

and analog signals being interfaced. 

...AND THE SOLUTION 
RAVE uses CobraNet' technology and standard, 

off-the-shelf Fast Ethernet hardware to create dedicated 

audio networks. Combine multiple 

RAVE networks to create transport systems 

with hundreds of channels spanning miles of 

distance. Get capabilities that are simply unattainable with 

older methods, and save money in the process. 

RAVE uses standard 100Mb Fast 
Ethernet hubs, routers & switches 

SIMPLE TO DESIGN, INSTALL and USE 

Huge reductions in 
cabling costs 

RAVE products have 16 digital or analog audio channels. Up to 64 audio signals are 

transported between units 

8 CH IN — AU010 —8 CH OUT 

s,"189.. %.18.91, 

NETWORK CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT 

No computers for configuration or 

operation. Change routing at a turn 
of a switch. 

using standard, off-the-shelf Fast Ethernet hardware, cabling 

(Category 5 cable and/or fiber) and network topologies. All 

signals are present everywhere on the network—just plug in 

the RAVE units and select the input or output routing signal 

blocks you want to send or receive. No computers are needed 

to set-up or operate the system. Want to change routing? Just 

change the switch settings. Need more drops? Just add more 

RAVE units. It couldn't be simpler. 

Contact QSC for a free RAVI' Application Guide. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

QSC AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 1675 MacArthur Blvd., Costa Mesa, California, 92626 USA 
Ph / 14/754 -6175 Fax 141/54 61/4 Email info@qscaudio.com Web www.qscaudio.com 

, .inellear the Poe.r if k, ,,,ology are trademarks of OS( Audio Products,Inc. "(brand the OS( logo are registered with the U.S.Patent and Trademark Office. 
Lobraget ik a hadernarkof Peak Audici,Inc.PaIents pending. 

RAVE simplified the use of fiber 

optics and digital audio distrtbution 

in a highly complex system. Rut it 

will provide advantages virtually 

everywhere. 

Gary Hardesty 
VP Engineering, LAW 

Designer, Superliowl XXXI Halftime Show 

Highly effective tool for distributing 

audio to various places. 

Simon Nathan 

Special Event Coordinator, Pro Mix 

99 

Models 

RAI/E160 16 analog output .:hannels 

RAVE161 16 analog input channels 

RAVE188 8 output/8 input analog channels 

RAVE80 16 digital audio output 

channels—AES/EEU format 

RAVE81 16 digital audio input channels— 

AESIEBU format 

RAVE88 8 output/8 input digital audio 

channels—AES/EBU format 

USE RAVE TO: 

• Transport signals long distances 

• Route audio signals 

• Easily interface digital and analog 
equipment 

• Provide multiple drops and locations 

• Save money on cabling costs 

• Change channel routing 

• Simplify retro-fits 

KEY FEATURES: 

Audio performance is superb with 
64 uncompressed 20- bit digital audio 
channels and either AES/EBU format or 
20-bit/48kHz analog converters. 

• Fixed 7.6ms total delay, 
input-to-output 

• Distributed audio clock 

• ± 1/4 sample, <40ns jitter 

• Hot plug onto the network without 
disruption 

• Built-in slave capability for redundant, 
mission critical systems 

Use Category 5 cable for distances up 
to 100 meters and/or fiber for 
2 kilometers 

. Arenas . Airports . Convention Centers . Broadcast . The e Parks . Theatres . Stu 



P\_outehudio‘éia [Ethernet 
RAVP—The revolutionary new signal transport system that saves you time, 
mo ley, and effort while improving audio performance and flexibility 

R
AVE is the first product to transport up to 64 channels of digital 
audio over a single cable using standard 100Mbit Fast Ethernet 
network hardware. Large, multi-point audio systems 

consisting of hundreds of channels can be constructed using RAVE 

products and standard Fast Ethernet peripherals. 

RAVE offers tremendous economies. Savings of 15% to 75% are 
possible through reductions in cabling, termination, 

s-:"-ei-eir. conduit and installation labor costs. With both analog 
.8.\ 0\ and digital models available, it is easy to interconnect a 

) wide variety of analog and digital equipment without 
aWir. 

- \_ Nt Pee/ 

additional converters. Furthermore, RAVE easily supports system 
reconfiguration and expansion. 

RAVE is new, but not unproven. RAVE has been used to improve 
audio systems for such critical jobs as SuperBowl XXXI ( Best Audio, 

and the National Symphony Orchestra with Tony Bennett at 
Constitution Hall (ProMix). What's more, RAVE is sparking the 
imagination of top designers and leading professionals everywhere. 
Why? Because as Shipley Landiss, of Gaylord Entertainment, states 
it best, "... it's really cool technology. I am just beginning to think of 
the possibilities!" Shouldn't you start thinking of the possibilities? 

QSÇ 
FOR PRODUCT INF), USI READER SERVICE CARD 

Hear the 
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Power of Technology 
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Mac BEAT OPCODE 

iii DIGIDESIGN 

TASCAM 

In the Digital Recording 
market there are some things 
you want to get eight. 

IT MUST SOUND 
GREAT, 

BE DURABLE, 
FUNCTIONAL, 

USER FRIENDLY, 
EXPANDABLE & 

AFFORDABLE. 
That's why you need a 
Digital Audio dealer who 
knows how to ensure that 
the products you buy are 
exactly what you need to get 
the job done - a dealer who 
gets it right the first time. 
Sounds like you're talking 
about MacBEAT. We're not 
some huge sales organiza-
tion, just the best, dedi-
cated sales people 
and technicians in ki 
the business who 
are musicians them-
selves. Call us now, 
and you too can 
experience what it's 
like dealing with Pros in 
the know. 

ut 
o. 

Coda 

Mark of the 

Unicorn 

E-mu 

EMagic 

Steinberg Jones 

Kurzweil 

Panasonic 

Ram sa 

Roland 

AKG 

Lexicon 

Fostex 

Kawai 

Waves 

MUCH MORE! 

pORT 

7‘ 1*1 

I 114 Rufina Circle. Ste. OM • 'anta Fe. NM. 87501 

1- 800-MAC-BEAT 
INFO: 505-473-3434 FAX: 505-473-4647 

www.macbeat.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

ULTi MATE 

COMpRESSiON 

MB-3X 
Multi-Band Stereo 
Compressor 
The MB-3X processes 
audio on three separate 
frequency bands producing 
very dense, yet transparent 
compression. Ideal for all 
demanding audio mastering, 
and production applications. 

Balanced, +4/-10 inputs and 

outputs on 1/4" TRS jacks. 
S/N>96dB, THD+N<0.05% 

U.S. List Price, $599.00 

For more information 
contact your nearest 
pro audio dealer or: 

Zoeddoetiel 
11038 Mercantile Ave. 
Stanton, CA 90680, USA 
Phone/FAX (714) 901-9238 

email: Rocksonicsigaol.com 

used with either replaceable foam or 
triple-flanged silicon ear fittings and can 
be upgraded to custom ear molds. It is 
also furnished with dual XLR female to 
LEMO cable, a likely standard for future 
hard-wired systems. Shure's P6TR wire-
less system is expected to be available 
about the time you read this (under 
$1,600 list) and operates on one of ten 
channels in the low UHF range of 626 
to 662 MHz (U.S. television channels 

40-45) not used by Shure wireless rnic 
products. The antenna combiner allows 
up to four transmitters to use a single 
directional antenna (no pricing avail-
able just yet). Both wired and radio 
body packs have four switches for a 
15dB pad, defeatable fixed-threshold 
peak limiter, a high-frequency boost 

switch of 6 dB above 5 kHz, and oper-
ation in either stereo or MixMode,'" 
which allows the performer to combine 
two mono signals, giving "me-vs.-them" 
control via the balance knob. 

Garwood System 2 

Also introduced at the show was 
Garwood's (Newtown, Penn.) new Sys-
tem 2 personal monitoring system 
($1,295 list). Based on the earlier PRS II. 
it brings a new price point to Gar-
wood's product line. Along with a full 
line of MI and installation speakers in 
its demo room, Italian manufacturer 
ROE had its TX 500 wireless in-ear mon-
itor system ($ 1,200 list). The rack-
mount transmitter works on one of two 
VHF frequencies, with seven pairs avail-
able in the U.S. It comes with Sony dy-
namic ear buds fitted with generic 
silicone earpieces. Rumors of one or 
more other European-manufactured 
personal monitoring systems couldn't 
be confirmed or discounted, but where 
there's smoke... 

Sennheiser (Old Lyme, Conn.) held 
off unveiling three models of in-ear 
headphone "buds" that come in a fa-
miliar wind-up storage case and are 
geared towards both Walkman/con-
sumer applications and music profes-
sionals. In other news, Sennheiser has 

taken over distribution of Spanish 
speaker manufacturer DAS in the U.S., 
while DAS Audio of America concen-
trates on South and Central American 
sales from Miami. A full line of DAS 
components and products, from the 
Factor Series installation speakers to the 
Sound Touring two-box four-way sys-
tem, was squeezed in between 
Sennheiser and Neumann's displays. 

Community (Chester, Pa.) intro-
duced its XLT line of trap speakers for 
"working musicians" with 1-inch titani-
um compression drivers ( list price 
ranges from $779 to $999). This line has 
been designed with internal passive 
crossovers that can be used to bi-amp 
them without an external active 
crossover, making them simple to set 
up and operate. All models have Fer-
rofluid-cooled 15-inch woofers and all 
except the floor wedge have the same 
footprint and stacking corners. There's 
both single- and dual-15 two-way mod-
els, a three-way with a 6.5-inch mid, 
and a dual-15 sub. In other news, Com-
munity has begun to take the wraps off 
its new high-output large-format two-
box touring system. The horn-loaded 
three-way mid-high box is designed 
around a new carbon fiber version of 
the M-4 driver, plus the 2.8-inch exit 
EM282 carbon fiber mid-high, and the 
VHF100 high-frequency compression 
driver. The low box houses three triple-
spider 15s loaded into 40Hz flare rate 
horns. A unique feature is the audio 
controlled forced-air cooling of the dri-
vers. A beta test rig is being evaluated 
by the Mitchell Group of Nashville. 

BSS AR- 133 direct box 

BSS (Nashville) introduced the AR-133 
active direct box and line balancer ($175 
list), which uses the same audio path as 
the AR-116 but can run on either phan-
tom.power or a 9-volt battery. An LED 
indicates when phantom power is active 
or flashes when running on the battery. 
The chassis is a rugged aluminum extru-
sion with polyurethane end-cheeks that 
give it a distinctive look. There are both 
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iroducts, Peavey brings 
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able. In our 33 phis years of 
>atisfying the needs of 
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Details 
Little things can make a big 
difference when mixing 
sound. Little things like 
meters and inserts ea the 
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stereo returns. nose and a 
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IS old news to any one skilled In loW 

noise design bow about 30 
Lower is not always better. A 200 ohm !intro-
phone wants to see a "bridging" 110x1 input. Go 
too low and you reduce the signal, burtidg 
signal-to-noise- ratio. Our preamps are Within 2 
dB of theoretical: only a perfect preamp Mid 
Sound quieter and there's no such thing. 

-- Disc 
Combining tens of sources causes the 
summing amp's sell-noise to be significant. 
Using low impedances can only reduce part of 
the noise. The SRC uses discrete transistor 
summing amps instead of opamps. We know 
you'd spend a few dollars more when it makes 
such a big difference in dynamic range. 

I hu• MONITOR unagarine is a indent- ahem Riled with the latest infortnation enusicians want tet know. 
To tee eivr 4 i .... es her eenly $5 (prie r g I in U.S. only) send check or money order to  Monitor Mag.buielf- • 

Peavey Sireer-min Corpnration • 711 A Street • Meridian. MS 39101* Fax (1601) 446 1118 • 
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S 
it soues best! 

11*. 

Cool or hot, blues or not — you make the music. 
And THAT Corporation makes the ICs that put you in 

control of dynamic range and level. When THAT ICs are in 
play, you get your best sound, because they respond to your 

every musical demand. 

Listen carefully. Do the VCAs in your audio gear add unwanted 
distortion... or noise.., or produce nasty thumps when you change 

gain? Some others do. But THAT VCAs consistently deliver clean, rich, 
pure sound. They don't add or subtract from your music, except where 

you want. 

From mixers to compressors, to de-essers and other dynamic processors, 
you'll find THAT VCAs inside the world's most renowned audio gear. So, 

whether you need to ride gain, squeeze a sax, or control sibilance, insist on 
THAT ICs in your next audio processor. 

With THAT ICs, you'll get all the music and every ounce of emotion that flows 
out of you. 

THAT's the inside story. Ask your dealer to demo audio gear with THAT ICs inside. 

THAT 1Corporation 
734 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 USA 

Phone (508) 229-2500 • Fax (508) 229-2590 • http://www.thatcorp.com 

THAT Corporation products are distributed throughout the world. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 



laraiminàbialluimmum 
h-inch and ,CLR inputs plus a switch for 
-20 or -40dB attenuation. 

Middle Atlantic Products (Riverdale, 
NJ.) was showing its MPS (Modular 
Panel System), a wide range of pre-
punched modular panels that accom-
modate virtually any connector, 
allowing rapid fabrication of custom 
rack panels with any combination of 
connectors. The frame and sub-panels 
are constructed of 16-gauge steel with a 
black powder-coat finish. The frame 
holds five sub-panels, and complete 
systems start at $38.50. 

PreSonus (Baton Rouge, La.) intro-
duced the ACP-2+ stereo gate and Com-
pressor ($350 list), following on the 
success of its 8-channel ACP-8 gate and 
compressor. The gate has a fast/slow 
switch for the attack, an adjustable re-
lease and a highcut filter on the gate 
key. The compressor section features 8-
segment LED metering, switchable 
knee-slope and either automatic or 
manual control of parameters. Also in-
troduced was the "Blue Max" 'A-rack 
stereo compressor/limiter ($250 list), 
which has 15 presets for various appli-
cations plus a manual operation mode. 

Symetrix (Lynwood, Wash.) unveiled 
the latest addition to its signal process-
ing line with the 606 Delay Fx Machine 
($599 list), a dual-input, two-delay ma-
chine that can be used in stereo or se-
ries that offers up to 2.6 seconds of 
delay on each channel. Symetrix has 
jumped into a market gap, producing 
what live engineers have longed for—a 
delay with knobs. Gone are arcane 
menu structures of digital reverbs that 
provide every effect in a single model. 
In addition to its large 3-digit LED read-
out, the Symetrix 606 has four front-
panel knobs for each of the two delay 
lines—one each for Mix, Time, Feed-
back and Modulation, plus a ninth Out-
put knob. Other features include EQ 
filtering, room simulation, diffusion and 
a variety of modulation sources and 
destinations that includes auto-panning. 
Control of these other parameters is 
available by shift-selecting the nine soft 

Allen & Heath GL4000 

Superior performance with predictable tape 
handling that lasts...Guaranteed. 

in si andard and universal configuration. 

The word is out... nothing but praise. 
'Our skepticism was short lived.., the difference 
was immediate and dramatic. TIREDS have 
been in our remote truck since June 95 
without a hitch... Great product!" 

Jon Frank, Engineering 
WCHH/Public Broadcasting 

Boston 

Ultimate Tape Drivers 

for OTARI fATR-90/100 series analog 
d ONO Inft-900/Mitsubishi X-800 digital 

From MDI PrecisionMotorWorks and selected distributors world wide. 
241 White Pond Road, Hudson, Massachusetts 01749 U.S.A. 

Phone: 508-562-4420 FAX 508-568-1887 E- Mail: premowo@aol.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

Route Analog and Digital Audio 
Together In One Frame! 

W
, ith Lighthouse Digital's Analog Audio Switcher (OZ) you can have seamless 
integration of analog and AES audio OZ based on the K series platform for 
expansion flexibility standard matrix sizes range from 32x32 to 1024x1024 

and will accept analog and/or digital inputs and give analog and/or digital outputs. 

• Analog & Digital up to 1024x1024 

• SMPTE lime Code to 128x128 

• Lighthouse NavigatorTM Compatible 

• +24(113m I/0 (Analog Audio) 

• > 1110 (IR Dynamic Range ( Analog Audio) 

• 100KID Bandwidth (Time Code) 

• Stand-alone or Level(s) in "K" Series 
Svstem 

• Optional Dual Processors and 
Power Supplies 

Lighthouse Digital Systems, Inc 
S tt nt•e, Systems Cam n y 

1-800-323-8289 • http:liVAVVIlitehS.COM 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #6532 
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POWER-QTM ADF-4000 • 24- BIT, 2- CHANNEL 

2. 

Buy one, get six tree! 
1. 

Tabular editing 

of 12 digital fil-

ters, switchable 

to parametric, 

fixed FBX, or 

dynamic FBX. 

Patented, 

adaptive FBX filters find & eliminate feedback, providing more gain, improved ciar 

ity, and more wireless mic mobility. Adjustable FBX sensitivity and tracking. isivammijoiesespoilimm,ile „ . . 

# Type Frequency Width Depth 

1 
2 
3 
4 D 

265 
837 
1242 
0 

0.20 
0.10 
0.10 
010 

+5 
-3 
-6 
0 

MAIN 

FRSP+ 

LOCK+ 

H. A 

Click & Drag 

graphic editing 

of parametric fil-

ters; grab-a-filter 

or select any 

point on curve 

to edit using 

cursor keys & datawheel. Shows response curve as you sweep filter center frequency. 

width, or depth. Filter ranges: 20 to 20kHz, + 12 to -80 dB. 1/100 to one octave. 

# Type 
1 p 
+15 

-25 

Frequency Width Depth 
Z•l 020 MAIN 

FRSP-

LOCK+ 

H A 

3. 

Edit 31 bands 

per channel 

simultaneously 

on same 

screen. View 

#1 F 265 A +5 B 00 

+15 

U Men NM• I 111112111111irB1111 

MAIN 

RTA 

RA 

actual frequen- -1i F1. , A,4 
cy response 

curve as you adjust filters. Edit channels individually or LINK them together. Edit 
one channel and COPY it to the other. View POWER-Q curves or room curves. 1 

4. 

31-band, digi-

tal. filter-based, 

1/3 octave ISO. 

Choose A, B. 

or C weighting, 

absolute/nor-

malized display, 

slow/fast response, pink or white noise generator. Superimpose graphic EQ on 

RTA display** for precise viewing and editing of frequency response. 

-15 

-00 

60111111111111111111111111111111 
I 

MAIN 

EQ 

SLIDE 

CH. A 

5/6. 

Control com-

pressor thresh-

old, limiter 

threshold, 

compression 

ratio. attack & 

release time, 

gain and peak limit for each channel. View input and output levels, and gain 
reduction. Adjust gate threshold, attack, release. 

COMPRESS-LIMIT 
THRESH + 19 dBV 
RATIO 3:1 
KNEE SOFT 
ATTACK 50.0 msec 
RELEASE 0.50 sec 
LIMIT +23 dBV 

AB A ft 
+26 0 

o 

-30 -30 
INPUT GAIN RED 

MAIN 

CH: A 

Two 1x1 digital 

delays with 20 

microsecond 

resolution. 

Input in feet, 

meters or 

seconds. 

ess7 Sabine. Inc 

mSec 
Feet 
Meter 

DIGITAL DELAY 

1.5 1.5 - 50.1 
1.7 1.7 - 56.7 
0.5 0.5 - 16.7 

Ak4lis mg, 

MAIN 

Get the power of all these functions operatin_g at the  
same time, plus features only available from Sabine: 

Achieves your precise res nse curve in less than 
4 minutes/channel. 

Automatically expands dynamic range to >110 dB, 
input/output signals up to 26 dBV. 

Automatically kills feedback in setup and during 
the program, up to 12 feedback points per channel. 

LIVE • RECORDING • POST 

Sabine's new POWER-QTM combines the functions of 
seven separate products into one easy-to-use 2U pack-
age... and does it without the compromises of other "all-
in-one" boxes. 24-bit digital processing and Analog 
Devices' new SHARC floatirg-point processor give the 
POWER-Cr unparalleled audo quality and flexibility. 
You get the most powerful combination of equalization, 
gain management, and signal processing tools avail-
able at any price, for a fraction of what you'd expect. 
And all functions run simultaneously, harnessing a 
whole rack of power with just one AID conversion. 

Save and recall up to 98 user-defined configurations 
and/or frequency response curves, and load programs 
locally or via Serial or MIDI remote control option. 

Unlike other multi-function products that cut corners, 
every POWER-am function delivers top quality - and 
the price is unbeatable. Get a POWER-Cr demo 
today, and cal' for your free copy of our new 20 page 
booklet, "The FBX Advantage." 

POWER-Q OPTIONS: 
• Fo' Multi-channel setups: ADF-4SLU: Two-channel, blank front panel slave unit; all 
Power-Q functions controllable by master ADF-4000 or PC 

• Digital Audio (AES): Choose digital with analog (DA-I/O) or digital only (D-I/O) 

• Serial/MIDI remote control: control Power-0 via MIDI or PC and Power-Q for Windows. 

MADE IN USA SAB I 141E0 Tel: (904)418-2000 
Fax: (904)418-2001 

ADAP-rivAuDIO Fax-Back Product Info: 
(9041418-2002 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD www.sabineinc.com 

'FBX and FBX Feedback Exterminator are registered trademarks of Sabine, Inc.. and are the brand 
names of its line of automatic feedback controllers. Covered by U.S. Patent No. 5.245.665. 
Australian Patent No. 653.736, and Canadian Patent No. 2.066.624-2. Other patents pending. 
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knobs to these alternate functions. Delay 
can be synched to MIDI or tapped in 
with a footswitch. Sounds like a winner. 

Allen & Heath DR128 

Allen & Heath (Sandy, Utah) launched 
its GL4000 8-bus, 10-auxiliary top-of-
the-line console (40-channel model lists 
for $ 13,995), replacing the GL4 with a 
lower noise floor. The GL4000 is a 32-
channel frame that's expandable with 8-
channel modules to 48. This 
multi-mode console can be used for 
FOH, stage monitors, multitracking and 
combinations thereof. An extra fader 
swap option moves the insert points 
and balanced XLR connectors from the 
aux buses to the matrix outputs. 

Allen & Heath also introduced the 
DR128, a two-rackspace 12x8 digital 
mixer (around $2,995 list) sampling 24 
bits at 48 kHz and running on two Mo-
torola 56002 chips. The DR128 mixer 
has eight XLR mic inputs, four stereo 
line-level inputs on RCAs and eight XLR 
outputs. Twelve definable front panel 
soft keys can be programmed for a 
range of functions from a simple vol-
ume control to a complete system con-
figuration change. The mixer can be 
programmed from a PC running Win-
dows. It has a variety of signal process-
ing that can be run on channels or 
outputs, including gates, compressors, 
ducking, graphic and parametric EQ. 
Additional DSP can be added to the 
base model to increase the processing 
power and add delays. 
TDM Design of Hillsboro, Ore., is 

perhaps one of our industry's best kept 
secrets, with dozens of speaker manu-
facturers silk-screening their names on 
Tim Miller's low-cost, high-performance 
24CX crossovers. Using THAT Corp.'s 
2181 VCA, TDM introduced the 32CL, 2-
and 4-channel soft knee compressors 
with independent limiters, listing for 
$550 and $660, respectively. Also 
shown was the "Solder Buddy," a ma-
chined aluminum block with a handy 
alligator clip for holding connectors 
while soldering. 

Symeirix delay Fx machine 

Though live entertainment at NAMM 
has typically been marred by embar-
rassing sound reinforcement, this year's 
offerings stood out. Live shows by 
Michael McDonald, Herbie Hancock 
and Steppenwolf were more than en-
joyable, while Yorkville (Pickering, On-
tario) provided an outstanding speaker 
system for a Guitar Player event that in-
cluded Larry Coryell, Alan Holdsworth 
and Andy Summers. If manufacturers 
have learned one thing in the '90s. per-

haps it's to trust operation of live events 
to professionals. By the time you read 
this I'll be packing for the NSCA show 
in Charlottesville to check out the latest 
speakers and other new products that 
weren't ready at the beginning of the 
year. Sound reinforcement press releas-
es and other unsolicited comments or 
information can be forwarded to Mark 
Frink via e-mail at mfrink@teleport.com, 
Oregon's largest and oldest Internet 
provider. 

Go Ahead, 
Steal Our Ideas! 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #5759 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #1025 

The Project Patch'S system's 
TT or 1/4" bays and interchangeable cables 
let you plug-and-play today and easily 
reconfigure tomorrow 

12 years of experience in 

the design, fabrication and 

installation of professional 

audio systems—no manu-

facturer would ever choose 

as tough a beta site! The 

result? A complete line of 

products that delivers the 

features and quality you 

find in expensive custom 

installations. And at a price 

that's within the reach of 

any studio's budget. Call 

Signal Transport at 510-528-

6039 to steal our ideas! Or 

fax 510-528-6043. E-mail: 

sales@signaltransport.com. 

4 SIGNAL 
TRANSPORT 

• 
Compact and convenient, 
Synth Driver- cleans up synthewer audio 
wiring, plus eliminates hums and buzzes for 
clean, quiet operation. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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WEST L.A. MUSIC 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! 

EUR1 MAJOR BRAND! 
DIGITAL AND ANALOG RECORDING • WORKSTATIONS 

MIXING CONSOLES • EFFECTS PROCESSORS • MICROPHONES 
DAT AND CASSETTE DECKS • STUDIO MONITORS 
CD RECORDERS • COMPUTERS • SOFTWARE 

KEYBOARDS • SYNTHESIZERS • SAMPLERS • SOUND SYSTEMS 
GUITARS • AMPS • DRUMS AND ACCESSORIES 

W E W ILL BEAT ANY DEAL! 

Legendary singer, songwriter 
and pianist Ray Charles with 
West L.A. Music's Don Griffin 

Frank Sinatra Jr. visits with 
West L.A. Music keyboard 
specialist Richard Meors 

Engineer Francis Buckley, whose credits 
include Quincy 

and VJOhinFitaixl 

"SHOP WHERE THE PROS SHOP" 
Phone and Fax orders accepted. We Ship Everywhere. Call Now! 

"Who're. Thep Pros Shop" 

WEST L.A. MUSIC 
11345 Santa Monica Blvd. West Los Angeles 

Two blocks West of the San Diego (405) Freeway 
(310) 477-1945 Fax: (310) 477-2476 

ALL MAJOR 

CREDIT CARDS, 

FINANCING, 

AND LEASING. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

Everything You Hear is True. 
"I used the MD3 for raj Mahal's vocal 
and the MD1 on Eric's (Clapton) amp 
...everything was fat, warm...perfectl" 
JOHN PORTER, PRODUCER 

"I've recorded a wide range of artists: 
Kenny Rogers, Dionne Warwick, Natalie 
Cole, Reba McEntire, Boyz II Men, 
Paul McCartney...It's the most flexible, 
best sounding mic I've ever heard." 
MICHAEL LLOYD, PRODUCER 

"rhe low end was tight, the highs crisp 
without being harsh, but most of all the 
presence was stunning." EDDIE KRAMER 

"When Jeffery Osborne heard your 
new MD3, he put his favorite U47 back 
in the car..." CHRIS PAPASTEPHANOU, 
MICHAEL SEMBELLO STUDIOS 

Phenomenal tube sound. State-of-the-art 
technology. For about half what you'd 
expect to pay... and that's the truth. 
•The new GT "A' rev no, feature advanced tube circuitry, 
providing lower distortion, wider bandwidth, and greater 
dynamic range Earlier GT mics may be returned to GI 
for on •A• rev upgrade for a nominal charge 

Groove Tubes 
World class tube inics and electronics. 
featuring the ttel4 CI Is comp/limiter 

E-mail: GrooveTube@aol.com 

il1111vd., Sylmar, CA 91342 U.S.A. 818/361-4500 FAX 818/365-9884 

"""We llilit-I. et: Lit IL:111.:12.11111111100Ininno•-

-FROM PAGE 188, COMPRESSORS 

the orientation and distance of the mic 
from his or her mouth. Performers 
themselves remind us that it's harder to 
listen while you're singing. Any singer 
will tell you that compression is bad. It 
affects how they sing, forcing them to 
strain to hear themselves. Singers do not 
listen to themselves the same way the 
audience listens to a singer. 

In reality, the rest of the mix and the 
room itself create most intelligibility 
problems. If there were nothing but vo-
cals, the dynamic range of the voice 
would translate nicely in all its sub-
tleties. Unfortunately, high levels of pro-
duction, reflections and reverberation 
compete with the vocal for the ear's at-
tention. By reducing their dynamic 
range, a little compression places vocals 
more "up-front" than uncompressed sig-
nals. While competing instrumental 
sounds have nuances of timbre and har-
monics, the intelligibility of the human 
voice has a higher standard of mea-
sure—understanding the words. 
A second "loudness" observation is 

that the ear becomes more sensitive to 
increases in high-mids at higher vol-
umes. Engineers are quick to cite hot 
spots in singers' upper registers that 
seem to stick out when they sing loud-
er. However, the right amount of com-
pression to correct this problem often 
provides too much gain reduction at 
other frequencies. This can be cured via 
frequency-variable compression, some-
thing mastering engineers are familiar 
with. 

For years, creative live sound engi-
neers have patched an equalizer into 
the vocal compressor's sidechain, em-
phasizing the compression of certain 
frequencies. Adding extra mids to the 
sidechain makes the compressor more 
sensitive there, cutting shrill frequencies 
earlier. Extra high-frequency txx)st can 
smooth excessive sibilance, making the 

compressor act as a de-esser. By the 
way, as sidechain EQ is not in the audio 
path to mix, the quality of its filters is 
not critical. Finally, here's a way to use 
any budget single-rackspace graphic 
EQs, and as a plus, visualizing the 
sidechain curve can be helpful. 

Some engineers treat the lead vocal 
with a 2-channel in-series approach. 
The first channel has a compressor in-
serted with a low ratio to gently smooth 
the voice, while the second channel is 
patched from the first and has a high-
ratio limiter to stop peaks. The dual-
slope approach puts the vocal in a 
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ONIiimoao• 

HANGING ALL THE RULES, AGAIN 

In 1979, Meyer Sound revolutionized the sound reinforcement industry 
with the trapezoidal cabinet and electronically controlled speakers. 

Today, we're dramatically transforming loudspeakers again with the 
Self-Powered Series. 

The Meyer Sound Self-Powered Series integrates the amplifier and 
control electronics within the speaker cabinet. From the amp to the horn, 
the innovative components of the Self-Powered Series were uniquely 
designed to optimize the performance of this breakthrough system. 

AN/ Jà11•1 I •0111 al tia MiesIM  

Better. L impressive technical achievements of the system 
reAilt in a Iwtter sounding, better performing loudspeaker delivering 
st nJi, ni,,nitor quality wifh even the largest reinforcement systems. 

Faster. setup time is remarkably faster and the associated 
costs lowered. Amp racks have been eliminated and the need to keep track 
of matched racks and cably assemblies. The system requires surprisingly 
lees truck space and shipping expenses. 

i• 
Self- Powered Series holds one of the lowest 

amp failure rates in the industry. With known load characteristics, the 
amplifier protection is minimized, simplifying the signal path. 

Consistent. Cross-compatibility in rental inventories 
• 

from various companies i, effortless since gain differences and connector 
incompatibilities are eliminated. 

4 
Versatile. With no shared processors, each loudspeaker's 
levels, frequency response and delay times can he individually manipulated. 

A FEW SELF-POWERED SERIES USERS: 

e The self-powered 

speakers mark 

a new beginning 

for both Meyer 
and the live 

sound industry,e 

—Mi. Magazine, August, 1996 

Celine Dion 
Cirque Du Soleil, Quidam Tour 
Cultural Center Vooruit, 13elgi mm 
Dave Matthews Band 
I louse of Blues, MA 
Irving Plaza, NY 

lang 
The Knitting Factory, NY 
Korn 

Mana' 
Man-Min Church, Korea 
Luis Miguel 
Montreux Jazz Festival 
San Francisco Opera 
Smoky Joe's Cafe, London 
and U.S. Tour 

Royal Swedish Ballet 
Yamanashi I3inka I tall, Japan 

I / mod I.ahoratories, 
e Meyer Sound 

Meyer Sound Laboratories, Ins • 2832 Sall Pahl, Avenue, Berkeley, California 94702 • Phone: . I 186-1166 • FAX 510/486-8356 
Meyer Sound Europe • 14 Long Barn Lame, Reailing, Berl:shim, England, 12(.32 7SZ • Phone: +44-1734-755533 • FAX +44-1734-755588 



dynamic pocket that can sit at the top 
of the mix. The two faders are on each 
side of the limiter and can be used to 
move that dynamics pocket up or 
down, open or tighter. The effects also 
benefit from protection that allows 
higher signal-to-noise without crashing 
the digital inputs on peaks. 

GENERAL ADVICE 
As v, ith ally effect, overuse can over-
power rather than enhance. Live-sound 
mix operators suffer from having to set 
compressors at soundcheck levels, only 
to have the musicians lean in harder 
when the adrenaline kicks in. It's com-
mon knowledge that sound check lev-
els are only initial settings, and there 
always comes a point in the show 
where players turn up, shifting their 
balance with the rest of the group. Sud-
denly inputs start to hit their compres-
sors a little hard. Engineers find 
themselves rapidly tweaking input 
gains at the top of the set, and inserts 
need to be checked as well. Many com-
pressors start to sound strident after sev-
eral dB of reduction. Personally, I'm 
annoyed by units that lack separate 

LEDs for the first 3 dB of reduction, as 
these are the only ones that should be 
lit in most cases. 

Bored one afternoon? Have yourself 
a system compressor shoot-out. Many 
do little to protect the system anyway, 
reducing transients at the expense of 
higher long-term power levels. The best 
protection is having a robust system 
with accurately set safety limiters on the 
crossover outputs. Near clipping, hot 
voice coils provide "easy-over" power 
compression, anyway. This does not 
deny the use of a system compressor 
as, ahem, a creative tool and that's a 
matter of taste, though not often prac-
ticed consciously. 

Although there are times when any 
compressor is better than none, quality 
is critical with any signal playing an im-
portant part in the mix. The insert on the 
lead vocal is usually more important 
then the patch for the bongos or the 
banjo. Many systems have a compressor 
patched across the entire mix for "pro-
tection," and the quality of this device af-
fects everything. Many systems can 
benefit from upgrading and bumping the 
old compressor down to other chores. 

Systems short on compressors can 
be frustrating. Sub-grouping allows 

economizing, but the loudest signal in 
a sub pulls the others down in com-
pression. This has both benefits and 
drawbacks. Musicians working dynami-
cally mix themselves better, but individ-
uals with poor control jump in and out. 
Horn sections or background singers 
sharing a monitor mix can work well 
sub-grouped with a single compressor 
inserted. Assigning bass guitar and kick 
drum to share a compressor can help 
them work together. 

Even simple stereo consoles with a 
mono output can be used to break the 
mix into vocal and instrument sub-mas-
ters. Linking inserted compressors pro-
vides group compression and can even 
duck the music under the words. As 
light compression tightens the vocals in 
one sub, it also ducks the instruments, 
restoring them when the singing stops. 

Engineers satisfied with automatic 
compressors give up control for speed, 
convenience and predictability. Today's 
touring productions require adjustment 
and monitoring of dozens of inserts, 
often located out of primary visual 
range, over a shoulder or at knee-level. 
The best use of a competent FOH tech, 
when not walking the room, is extra at-
tention to the insert rack that is not af-

r, 

1.888.282.1776 
www . apsnw . com 

SEATTLE'S 
HUMAN Audio PROCESSOR 

Take the creative mind of APS's 

Nick Denke, add the power of the 

SSL Scenaria and your production 

will enter the next dimension in 

sound. Sounds so vivid you can 

almost see them. 

"Nick's got incredible ears, he can 

hear things that others aren't even 

aware of" 

—APS Client Jim Dever 

'MThe Digital Facility for the New Millennium 

/APS  
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INTRODUCINE THE AMUINCI DTH® S AND DTH® SF FLYINE, ENCLOSURES. 

T
he DTH S/SF series marks 
the beginning of a new era 

of sound reinforcement for 
Peavey Electronics. These high-

performance enclosures have 

propelled us into the pro-touring 
market with stratospheric 
expectations. Equipped with 44T' 

high-frequency compression 

drivers, durable high-precision 

Black Widow® woofers with field-

replaceable baskets, the DTH S/SF 

series minimIzes down time and 

keeps your tour running on 

schedule, night after night. And for 

added convenience, we've 

included an external full-

range/biamp locking switch, which 

provides maximum flexibility in 

any venue, and Aeroquip' ring-

and-stud flying hardware, which 
guarantees safe rigging 

applications. 

So if you're looking for 

maximum sonic performance with 

minimum effort, check out our 

new act: The DTH S and SF Pro 

Tourin= Enclosures. 

The MONITOR Magazine is a publication filled with the latest infcrmation musieian, want to know. To receive a issues for only $5 (price good in US. only) send 

check or money order to: Monitor Magazine,Peavey Elect-onics, 711 A Srreet. Meridian. M3 39301 • (601) 483-5365 • Fan (601e 486-1278 
httpfiemov.peavey.com • AOt Keyword: Peavey • CompiServe:So Peavey • 01996 IVEY 
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forded by the mix engineer's focus on 
the console. A few operators enjoy the 
rare convenience of desks with on-
board dynamics. Logical association of 
control and metering on each channel's 
strip make checking all parameters of 
each input at a glance a natural part of 
mixing. 

Many newer products offer types of 
compression control not easily fur-
nished with classic models. With dy-
namic equalizers that provide 
frequency-tunable bands of dynamics, 
engineers are learning new ways of 
thinking about compression. You may 

also find there are interesting routing 
and control options available with in-
ventory already on hand. Remember 
when we didn't have tunable gates? 

Further exploration of dynamics de-
vices may convince you to try a few 
new twists. Once again my admonish-
ment is to put a couple of "spare" in-
puts into your list strictly for purposes 
of experimentation. Unexamined habits 
and beliefs easily lull us into a false un-
derstanding of our craft. A small invest-
ment in time can yield some interesting 
and unique approaches. 

Mark Frink is Mix 's sound reinforce-
ment editor. 

Yorkville 
YSM-1 
Near-Field Monitors 

Critics agree... the YSM-1 monitor is a real contender. But the 
excerpts below only tell part of the story. Let your own ears be the judge... 

and then buy yourself a new toy with the money you save! 

I> "...I was immediately impressed with 
the deep bass response." 

II> "...Rock solid cabinet, internal brace 
and ample internal dampening material 
...no audible unwanted bass resonances. 

much bigger sound (than the 
industry-standard Yamaha NS- lo 
nearfields), with dramaticaBy deeper bass 
response and a more 'open' top end." 

II> "... quite detailed, allowing you to pick 
specific elements out of dense mix." 

I> "...I would encourage all nearfield 
buyers, regardless qfprice point, to listen 
to these monitors." 

Pro Audio Review 
Lorin Alldrin, Sept/96 

IN THE USA 
Yorkville Sound Inc. 
4625 Witmer Industrial Estate 
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14305 

Yorkville 

11> "It was a pleasure mixing on the YSM-
I s, and the resultant mixes translated excep-
tionally well to other playback systems.. ear 
fatigue was nonexistent." 

I> The YSM-I reproduces timbres with 
near pinpoint accuracy" 

11> "The YSM-I is a full-bodied, sonically 
neutral monitor that, to my ears wins the 
prize for delivering the most realistic picture 
of the aural spectrum." 

▪ "... Mids and high mids were clean and 
articulate." 

▪ "Stereo imaging is very good, resolution 
is consistent in every frequencv range" 

Electronic Musician 
Brian Knave, July/96 

ALJMICIPRO élite I PULSE 

See the full reviews at www.yorkville.com 

IN CANADA 
Yorkvale Sound Ltd 
550 Granite Court 

Pickering, ONT. L1W 3Y8 

—FROM PAGE 189, SMASHING PUMPKINS 

fattening on James Iha's electric guitar. 
Other effects include a Behringer EX-
1000 "Ultrabass" sub-harmonic synthesiz-
er run off of an auxiliary and a 
Behringer "Edison" stereo image en-
hancer inserted on the vocal subgroup. 

Behringer processing dominates the 
effects rack, with a dozen channels 
each of Composers and Intelligates, as 
well as two Ultrafex II stereo multiband 
enhancers, doubled up on the bass and 
key channels after their compression. 
The kick and snare channels are also 
double inserted with gates and comps. 
Indeed, dynamics control seems to be 
part of Knight's secret for mixing suc-
cess. "I like to use subtle compression," 
he says, "never more than a few dB." 
There is also a rack of dbx 903 com-
pressors, with the first patched to the 
hi-hat and the rest to stereo subgroups, 
set very lightly. There is also a Summit 
DCL-200 that's patched to the bass sub-
group. A UREI 1178 is patched to the 
recording feed to imitate some of the 
natural system compression, before it 
goes to a pair of KT DN-716 delays on 
the way to being mixed with a Shure 
VP-88 located at the mix position. In 
addition to the DAT, the band archives 
their shows onto a pair of Fostex 
ADATs, bringing it down to sixteen 
tracks with a combination of direct outs 
and sub-groups, where the extra com-
pression comes in handy. Knight uses a 
Summit TLA-100 on Corgan's six- and 
twelve-string acoustics, and another TLA-
100 double-patched with a BSS DPR-901 
is used on his vocal mic. "If you have 
to hit them hard, they still sound very 
transparent," Knight points out. 

Knight uses an Orban 674A paramet-
ric graphic, tucked into the corner of 
one of Showco's auspicious drive racks, 
to aid in EQ'ing the P.A. Processing is 
provided by the PRISM digital controller, 
with separate control frames for main, 
front-fill and center-fill systems. In typi-
cal Showco fashion, the main equalizers 
are two custom Industrial Research 
Products DG-4023 Transverse EQs. 
Starting with the Klark-Teknik RTA and 
pink noise, Knight looks for a particular 
slope, adjusting the alignment of the 
subs by a few milliseconds from the 
previous show's setting. He uses the 
Orhan like a mastering EQ to gently 
contour narrow bands, while Showco's 
IRP EQs are used to nip a couple of fre-
quencies at show time. Starting with a 
snappy Go West tune, Knight next runs 
a variety of program material from a 
DAT compiled for tuning the system 
and then checks it with a vocal mic. "I 
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IN CLUSTER DESIGN, IT'S 
ROUGHLY EQUIVALENT 

TO FINDING THE CURE FOR 

THE COMMON COLD. 

Introducing 

1111 the TRue Array 
Principle:" 
System 
designers 

The TRAP Serres 40/6 have been 
trying for decades 
to make an array of 
loudspeakers perform 
like a point source. 
With less than perfect 
results. 

The challenge is 
combining multiple 
sources to create a 
coherent wavefront. 
Although the 
mathematical formulas 

for wave 
propagation 
point to the 
solution, the 
difficulty has 
been in creat-
ing arrayable 
loudspeakers t 
that put theory 
into practice. 

Until now. Our new TRAP 
Series— loudspeakers deliver near-
perfect array performance right out 
of the box. Simply tight-pack the 
cabinets— no complicated frequency 
shading or micro-delay processing 
is required. 

TYPICAL ARRAY 

Problem: Three 
typical 60°H cabinets 
in tight-packed array. 

Severe lobing problems. 

TRAP ARRAY 

' - 
Solution: Three 

TRAP 40/6 cabinets 
in tight-packed array. 
Minimum lobing. 

Large, me 
and small format 
TRAP Series loud-
speakers cover a 
wide range of 
applications. And 
our easy-to-use 
flying hardware 
makes installa-
tion safe and 
economical. 

It's even easy 
to simulate 
how well they 
work, because 
we'll give you 
ASE data for 

most TRAP arrays. Just slip the 
appropriate cluster into your 
design the same way you'd 
check a single cabinet, and 
see for yourself. 

To find out more about 
our cure for the most diffi-
cult challenge in cluster The Microtra The world's smallest 
design, just give us a call. arrayabl,encaer(titities;Coirg.r actual 

o 
RENKUS-HEINZ 

17191 Armstrong Avenue, Irvine, California 92614 Phone 714-250-0166, Fax 714-250-1035 
Dering Farm, Pluckley Road, Smarden, Kent TN27 8NL, UK Phone +44 1233 770855, Fax +44 1233 770866 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

EASE and EARS are trademarks of Acoustic Design Ahnert. TRue Array Principle and TRAP Senes are trademarks of Renkus-Heinz, Inc. Patent pending. CO 1996 Renkus-Heinz. 



LIVII SOUND 

use a range of material and my voice to 
confirm the response, and if every song 
sounds good, I know I'm in good 
shape," Knight says. "A few engineers 
rely too much on Donald Fagen, which 
sounds pretty good with just about any 
reasonable system EQ." 

Showco's PRISM system flies four 
rows deep on an eight-column grid. 
Eight Showco subs are in front of the 
downstage corners, with six cabinets ar-
rayed on top of them, and several of 
Showco's two-way 450 cabinets are 
used on the deck for down-center cov-
erage. Trimmed at 34 feet, the system is 
flown higher than other PRISM rigs, but 
there are six boxes stacked on the subs, 
and the system fills the hall uniformly. 
Crew chief and system engineer Stew-
art Bennett is assisted onstage and in 
flying the P.A. by Showco's Travis Cole-
man. Knight has spent his share of time 
baby-sitting artists' engineers in years 
gone by, and he and Bennett have a 
good relationship that enables each to 
focus on his responsibilities with a min-
imum of verbal communication. 

Knight is a Shure-endorsing engineer 
who also hails from Evanston, Ill., and 

his input list has few surprises. The kick 
drum is double-miked with a Beta 52 
and an SM91. The snare top mic is a 
Beta 57A, while the bottom is a Beta 87. 
The toms are all SM98, and the cymbals 
are miked with SM81 condensers, with 
the exception of the ride, which is 
miked from underneath the bell with a 
57 to give it cut. Knight uses an ADL 
tube DI on D'Arcy's bass post preamp 
and processing, and an Audio-Technica 
4050 is used on an SVT bottom in an 
isolation case. Corgan plays his Fender 
Strat into a pair of Mesa heads with Mar-
shall bottoms miked with Beta 57s. He 
also kicks in an Orange/Marshall stack 
occasionally for solos, which is miked 
with an AKG D-12. On Iha's electric, 
Knight uses Beta 57As for a little less 
proximity and smoother highs. Iha and 
D'Arcy sing backing vocals into Crown 
CM-310 "differoid" mics for high rejec-
tion, while Corgan sings into a Beta 58A. 
Up at the stage, John Shearman 

mixes monitors on a Midas XL-3 and a 
dozen channels of Klark-Teknik graph-
ics and is assisted by Showco's Rik 
McSorley. Effect include a Yamaha SPX-
990, a Lexicon PCM-42 and a dbx sub-
harmonic synth. For inserts there are 
Drawmer DS-201 gates and K-T DN-504 

The AG1C 
Intro ucing th EW 

"The EQ3 is my audio 
signature." 

Bob Whyley, Audio Director 
NBC Tonight Show 

quad compressors, and on Corgan's 
vocal there is a BSS VariCurve and a 
DPR-901 dynamic equalizer. Sidefills are 
a pair of PRISM boxes flown over each 
downstage corner, and wedges are 
Showco's stylish SRM (Stage Reference 
Monitor), loaded with a 12 and a 2-inch 
and powered by Crown amps, as is the 
entire system. 

Once again I found myself at a con-
cert attended mostly by teenagers and a 
few parents my age. Always ready with 
an open mind and a pair of earplugs, I 
was surprised by a lively show. Not only 
was this the best-sounding PRISM rig I've 
heard in a while, but the light show was 
a complete video game on acid, with a 
stage set resembling a spaceship to Mars. 
The Pumpkins kept a sold-out crowd of 
enthusiastic adolescents completely ab-
sorbed and singing along with the hits, 
cheering at 110 dB and competing with 
the P.A. all night. My fault was not buy-
ing the album and memorizing the lyrics, 
as the only way I could make out any 
words was to read them off the set list. 
If not for the foam in my ears I would 
have been deaf the next day. If this rep-
resents the future of arena rock, there is 
little hope for American youth until 
they're old enough to go to a bar. • 

SEE US AT 

as in tIke A . 
Q3-D Dimensi 

B BOOTH *5909 Harris Booth 

al Equalizer 

ying price 01 $995! 

i"ll The Ai nd on the EQ3 adds a sparkle and a 
shine t in todays music sounds modern." 
DOW ensado. Grammy Winning Engineer 
4..,, - • . - - • .. - 

ightpro professional produc are manufactured by ght Technologies lnt 
For more information co ct us at (801) 375- 88, FAX (801) 3 

1680 820 N, Provo, U 84601 
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ntroducing the CA18 power amplifier from Crest Audio 
rest products are born for life on the road. Back in 
979, we began making amplifiers specifically designed 
or the demands of touring concert sound. Today, Crest 
implifiers and mixing consoles are the first choice of 
eading concert sound rental 
:ompanies. Now, Crest adds 
he all-new, 5000-watt* CA18 
o its acclaimed CA Series. 

his established line of afford-
ible amplifiers delivers superb, 
undistorted sound consistently 
even into 2 ohm loads - thanks 
o Crest's legendary " overbuilt" 
uower supply. 

Crest Audio: 

100 Eisenhower Dr., Paramus NJ 07652 USA 
TEL: 201.909.8700 FAX: 201.909.8744 

http://www.crestaudio.com 

CA's keep their cool with the industry's most effective 
thermal management system, and provide fail-safe oper-
ation with Crest's unique TourClass"' protection circuits. 
Every amplifier is subjected to the most rigorous quality 

control and testing procedures. 

Model 

CAI2 

CAo 

CAA 

CA• 

CA2 

CA Series - watts per channel 
at. .310 IMO 1000 1200 1400 1000 11100 1.131 

• 21/ Memo 11.. 0 ..1111) 

1111 Memo. ISIS). 01,7110 

1133110 

$2300 

$17011 

$1350 

111050 

$1050 

W CIRIEST 
QQAUIDIC) 

To top it off, all CA amplifiers 
come with a five year warranty 
at no extra charge. 

Call for your copy of the com-
plete CA story. 

Crest Amplifiers: the road test-
ed choice of touring profes-
sionals worldwide. 

• Power at 4 ohms bridged, IkHz. 0 01°. THD+N. 

In Canada: White Radio Ltd. 
940 Gateway Drive 
Burlington ON CANADA L7L 5K7 

TEL 905.632.6894 FAX 905.632.5648 

gnu ponnurr liec crovurc peon 
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kw Sun kifinocuonT PRODUCTS 
TELEX/AUDIX WIRELESS 
Telex (Minneapolis, MN) now offers 
Audix mic capsules for its HT 
Series wireless systems. Telex 
HT-150/200/450 wireless mics can 
be fitted with Audix 0M-3XB and 
0M-5 hypercardioid dynamic cap-
sules. Frequency response is 38 to 
21k Hz (0M-3XB) and 40 to 20k Hz 
(0M-5). The HT-450 is a single-
channel UHF transmitter; the HT-200 
is a single-channel VHF transmitter; 

and the HT-150 has a selectable three-
crystal VHF transmitter. 
Circle 212 on Reader Service Card 

RENKUS-HEINZ TRAP 20 

IRAI' 20 is the latest in the TRAP True 
Array Principle Series'" from Renkus-
Heinz (Irvine, CA). Built for high-
power arrays in larger venues, the Trap 
20 full-range cabinet combines a Co-
Entrant- driver with a unique 20x20* 
ArrayGuide'" that places the apparent 
apex, or acoustic center, behind the 
source. In TRAP20 arrays, the apparent 
apex of each cabinet is coincident with 
the radial origin of the cluster, resulting 
in near-theoretical array performance. 
The asymmetrical horn (20' below-axis, 
0* over-axis) makes the cabinets equal-
ly arrayahle in the vertical plane, for 
seamless 40 vertical coverage. 
Circle 213 on Reader Service Card 

MARTINSOUND 
ASSIGNABLE MIXER 
Martinsounds ( Alhambra, CA) RIF Se-
ries Assignable Mixing Control Surface, 
is an expandable array of motorized 
faders and system control switches that 
provides a familiar interface for Level 
Control Systems' LD-88 digital mixers. 
The RIF Series offer a user-selectable 

number of servo-faders arranged in 

single or double banks of eight. Each 
channel has four parameter 
switches to control input levels, 
mutes, PFL, groups and matrix 
assignments. LED meters moni-
tor up to 80 I/0 signals. 
Circle 214 on Reader Service Card 

models feature SoundGuard'" HF driver 
protection; all have integral stand-
mount adapters. 
Circle 215 on Reader Service Card 

SLANE RPM 26 DSP 
MULTIPROCESSOR 
Rane's (Mukilteo, WA) RPM 26 DSP 
Multiprocessor is a 1U, blank-face unit 
offering a range of pre-programmable 

signal multiprocessing functions. The 
RPM 26 has two analog inputs, six ana-
log outputs and contains 16 internal, 

SF." 1G 

X4-1 

PEAVEY SP G MIES 
Peavey (Meridian, MS) announces 
three new SP" G series trapezoidal 
sound reinforcement speaker cabinets. 
The SP 3G is a three-way, bi-ampable 
system that may also be driven full-
range. It features a 15-inch Black 
Widow woofer, a 6.5-inch midrange 
driver and a 22XT HF driver on a CH 3 
horn. The SP 1G two-way, hi-am-
pable/full-range system has a Black 
Widow woofer and a 44T 4-inch HF 
driver on a CH 5 horn. The SP 6G is a 
two-way/full-range system with 12-
inch woofer and the same HF unit as 

the SP 3G. Both SP 3G and SP 6G 

non-volatile memories for storing EQ, 
delay, compression, level, crossover 
and tone generator parameters. Eight of 
the RPM 26's internal memories are 
contact closure accessible from a rear 
panel port; all 16 memories are accessi-
ble from RaneWare's Suite Control 
Panel. The RPM 26 is also compatible 
with AND( and Creston controllers and 
and up to 250 units to be serially linked 
to a single computer. Retail: $2,295. 
Circle 216 on Reader Service Card 

SABINE ADF-4000 
Sabine (Aluchea, FL) introduces the 
ADF-4000 Adaptive Digital Filter Work-
station, a two-channel filtering and 
equalization device that includes auto-
matic feedback control. The 20-bit 
ADF-4000 incorporates 24 digital, pro-
grammable parametric filters, switch-
able to operate in Sabine's FBX 
Feedback Exterminator mode. Func-
tions include dual 31-hand graphic 
equalizers, a full-featured RIA, Clip-
Guard"' adaptive level control and au-
tomatic room EQ. Controls include a 
data wheel and hot keys, easing on-
screen filter editing and automatic filter 
tracking. Remote control is possible via 
MIDI or RS-232 
Circle 217 on Reader Service Card 

111•11111 
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Vol/Love Them 
ForTheirLive 
Performance. 

They Love 
Shure 

UHF Wireless 
ForThe Sanie 

ReaS011. 

SHURE® 
The Sound of Professionals. .Worldwide' 

Shure Brothers Incorporated, 222 Hartrey Avenue Evanston, IL 60202-3696 
Phone: 847-866-2200 Fax: 847-866-2279 Web Address: http://www.shure.com 
In Europe. Phone: 49-7131-72140 Fax: 49-7131-721214 
Outside Europe and the U.S., Phone: 847-&66-2200 Fax: 847-866-2585 

FOR PROOUCT INFO, EISE READER SERVICE CARD 
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cI  
BY TOBY MOUNTAIN 

ENHANCED CD 

REMAINS A MYSTERY 

TO MOST CONSUMERS, 

MUSICIANS AND 

AUDIO PROFESSIONALS. 

ITS UNCOORDINATED 

LAUNCH, LACK OF 

FORMAT DEFINITION 

AND CONTINUAL 

COMPATIBILITY 

PROBLEMS 

HAVE HAMPERED 

THE FORMAT 

FROM 

THE BEGINNING. 

Despite the poor start, Enhanced CD is actually a 

significant milestone on the tortured ten-year record 

industry quest to fuse music with multimedia. More 

than 200 Enhanced CD titles have been released so 

far, and the number is steadily increasing. Though the 

press pronounced the format "DOA," a small but 

growing cult of artists, multimedia developers and 

record companies seem determined to blaze new trails 

with this format. 

The purpose of this article is to familiarize audio 

professionals with the Enhanced CD format and 

demonstrate various strategies to premaster Enhanced 

CDs. Before launching into a "hands-on" discussion, 

I'd like to review some compact disc history to illus-

trate the bizarre journey that Enhanced CD has taken. 
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MUSIC PLUS "SOMETHING ELSE" 

When Sony and Philips created the 
Red Book compact disc standard al-
most 15 years ago, they hardly envi-
sioned the plethora of CD "offspring" 
that would emerge. In 1985 a consor-
tium of computer companies called 
the High Sierra group laid the ground-
work for the Yellow Book CD-ROM 
standard for storing computer data on 
a CD. Within a few years, publishers 
were not only putting text on CD-
ROM, but also color graphics, anima-
tion and even video. 

Having witnessed the huge success 
of MTV, record executives couldn't 
help hut notice the impending explo-
sion of multimedia. They were eager 
to come up with a way to add extra 
information to their CD releases. Early 
experiments in stuffing lyrics and low-
resolution graphics into the unused R-
W subchannels of the Audio CD 
resulted in CD+ and CD+G. More elab-
orate formats like Commodore's CDTV 
and Philips' CD-Interactive interleaved 
music with video and graphics. All 
were flops with consumers. 

Early failures of such proprietary for-
mats forced record companies to refo-
cus their efforts on the personal 
computer to deliver multimedia with 
music. The obvious solution was to 
fuse two standards, Red Book and Yel-
low Book. The first incarnation was 
Mixed Mode CD-ROM, which consists 
of a ROM track followed by any num-
ber of Red Book audio tracks. But 
Mixed Mode has two problems. First, 
the CD-ROM track can be accidentally 
accessed by some audio players, caus-
ing an ugly static-like sound and poten-
tial speaker damage. Second, retailers 
don't know whether to sell the discs as 
audio or CD-ROM discs. Despite sever-
al impressive music titles, like Sarah 
McLachlan's The Freedom Sessions, 
Mixed Mode has had a limited appeal. 

The inadequacies of Mixed Mode 
led to some clever solutions. One of 
these, known as Pregap, actually 
"hides" the computer data at the front 

File Edit Disc Recorder Options 1:5 8:2 I PM 

F-] Mystic Template2 48161111 

I 
N 
r 4 Ifflr FIZZY 1-M17-

p.... Start 

D 1 oo oa oo 00 oo oo E 
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A screen displaying an assembled track list 

The Many F 
of Compact 

"RED BOOK" 

TOC LEAD AUDIO 
IN TRACK I .. 2 

AUDIO, 

I V/ZA  

"MIXED MODE" 

TOC LEAD CD-ROM 
IN TRACK 1 OUT TRACK 1 .... 2 . 

"PREGAP" 

TOC LEAD CD-ROM:Index 0 AUDIO:Index I 
IN PREGAP DATA 

LEAD 
OUT 

A 

LEAD 
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SEZIEM 

TRACK I .... 2.... I 0 ... 
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"CD EXTRA" 
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ThE TRAdirioN 
CONTiNUES... 

FollowiNci TI1E SUCCESS 

of 

"THE GENERAL' 
SERIES 6000 

SOU ' ID EFFECTS 
LIBRARY 

SOUNd IdEAS IIAS 

CREATEd ITS pERFECT 

pARTNER... 

20 All NEW CDs, 

3,200 SouNd EFFECTS, 

All DiciiTAlly REcondEd 

SOUND IDEAS 

105 WEST BEAVER CREEk Road 

SuirE 4 

RiclimoNd Hill, ONTARi0 

CANAdA L4B 106 

TEL: ( 905) 886-5000 

FAX: ( 905) 886-6800 

U.S. 1-800-387-3030 

CdN. 1-800-665-3000 

E-MAIL: iNFoesouNd-idEAs.com 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARD 

of the audio CD between index 0 and 
index 1 of track one. A CD player still 
thinks it's an audio CD, while a com-
puter is fooled into thinking that it's a 
CD-ROM. Pregap improves upon 
Mixed Mode by not allowing the audio 
user to access the Enhanced CD track 
directly, but other problems exist. In-
tense controversy has erupted over 
who owns the patent and receives roy-
alties for Pregap, so developers are 
staying away from it. Worse still, a 1996 
revision to Windows 95 mysteriously 
made the Pregap track inaccessible to 
PC users (Billboard 8/17/96). 

The best solution to date, CD Extra 
(formerly CD Plus) inverts the track 
structure of Mixed Mode by creating 
two separate sessions: first audio, then 
data. Major players in the computer and 
record industry have already endorsed 
CD Extra under a new compact disc 
standard called Blue Book. Blue Book 
is fully compatible with Red Book in 
that it works safely on all CD-Audio 
players. It also establishes a minimal file 
structure within the data track that will 
be used by smart CD-Audio players and 
future DVD Players. CD Extra's one 
drawback is that its dual session format 
makes it inaccessible to first-generation 
CD-ROM drives and out-of-date soft-
ware drivers. Within the context of this 
article, I have chosen to focus on the 
CD Extra/Blue Book standard because 
it appears to be the most viable solution 
for Enhanced CD. 

MASTERING CD EXTRA 

Cl) Extra 11`,et, a multisession" format, 
with the following disc geography and 
formatting. Session 1: Red Book 
Audio. Session 2: Yellow Book CD-
ROM-XA, Mode 2. CD Extra/Blue Book 
imposes a minimum file structure re-
quirement within Session 2 in addition 
to any stand-alone multimedia appli-
cations. We'll discuss the specific re-
quirements of Blue Book later. 

It is possible to send the music and 
data separately off to the CD plant and 
assign them the task of putting it to-
gether. Several plants are capable of 
doing this, but I don't recommend this 
route. It is very important for the artist, 
producer and label to receive and ap-
prove both programs on one disc be-
fore replication. The CD Extra Master 
should be done in premastering to ei-

ther CD-R or Exabyte (DDP), to avoid 
expensive extra steps at the plant. 

MISSION 1: AUDIO 
When the audio tracks of a CD Extra 
are written to a CD-R, the session must 

be "unfixed" or "unfinalized" to allow 
the second data session to be written. 
Incredibly, none of the major audio 
premastering workstations allows the 
creation of an unfinished audio CD-R 
that can be used for CD Extra. Sonic 
Solutions has long promised but never 
delivered on Enhanced CD audio ca-
pability. Ron Franklin, director of mar-
keting, explains, "We have no current 
plans to support CD Extra directly 
within SonicStudio. We do not cur-
rently support Session-at-Once in our 
current Version 5.1 software. We plan 
to provide support for other CD-R de-
vices [that can create Session-at-Once] 
by having the SonicStudio system 
write an image file which can then be 
used by Astarte's Toast software to 
write to most every CD-R machine in 
existence." 

Digidesign also has no immediate 
plans to update its MasterList CD soft-
ware to write multisession CD-Rs. 
I asked Ted Hayton of Studio 

Audio if his company had plans to im-
plement Enhanced CD features for the 
SADiE3 System: "No, not at present," 
he says, "although this may change. As 
the SADiE3 can write to a variety of 
formats which include .WAV, there are 
no specific problems that would make 
Enhanced CD difficult to implement." 
He also pointed out that SADiE3 will 
soon support CD Text, a new exten-
sion to Red Book (see below). 

This lack of support forces the mas-
tering engineer to turn to one of the 
popular CD-DA computer software 
packages like Toast or Gear (see 
below). Such packages can create an 
unfinished audio session in Disc-at-
Once mode with a SCSI-compatible 
CD Recorder, a fast SCSI HD and a 
reasonably fast CPU. Disc-at-Once or 
Session-at-Once means that during the 
write session, the laser never turns off 
or leaves a gap—an important 
prerequisite for most CD plants. All 
CD-DA software requires that digital 
audio tracks must first be converted to 
computer files, like .WAV or AIFF files. 
There are three different ways to do 
this conversion, each with relative 
merits and risks 

DAT OR CD TO SOUND CARD 

I lie most Lommott ‘Sa), l() convert 
audio to a computer file is to pipe it 
directly into a sound card from a DAT 
or CD player. The hardware and soft-
ware for this can differ greatly in qual-
ity, so test your system thoroughly 
first. Use the digital transfer mode via 
the S/PDIF interface, make sure that 
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"Check's in the mail." 

"My dog ate it." 

"Use a live board for recording..." 

"No such thing as a quality recording 
console for e1699." 

Breakthrough: You Can Buy 
an 8- Bus Recording Console 
for $ 1699 

It's funny that some companies will 
try to fool you into believing that their 
4-bus mixer designed for live gigs and 
sound reinforcement will be o great console for your per-
sonal or project studio. We know you're much smarter 
than that. Fact is, you can buy a quality 8-bus recording 
console for a lot less — from TASCAM. 

Live Boards Waste Inputs When Used 
for Recording 

Don't depend on your salesperson to know, but for 
every track of your recorder, a live board wastes 1 input 
(8 tracks = 8 wasted inputs). Not very efficient. A true 
recording cHnsole, like the ti11600, has dedicated 
ins/outs specifically for your multitrack, so all input 
channels remain available for necessities like guitars, 
keyboards, mies — whatever you need. 

No Patching and Repatching 
Another thing a recording console will save you is 

hassling with cables. That live board has only 4 sub-mas-
ters. So, if you want to send multiple signals to any of 
the 8-tracks, you'll need to patch and repatch. And forget 

about soling that submaster. Can't do it! With the 
M1600 ¡ust push buttons. It's that easy. 

Killer Mic Preamps and the 
Sweetest EQ 

The M1600 has the El you need. Three bards 
including a semi-parametric mid sweep with more range 
than anything in its price class. Plus, the M1600's next-
generation mic preamps are optimized for digital record-
ing. Much cleaner and quieter than those on a live board 
Check out the specs. 

Serious Monitoring. Inputs a Plenty 
You d be hard pressed to find the M1600's moniror-

ing capability on another mixer — let alone a live 
board. With 6 AUX sends you can create stereo we 
mixes end still have plenty of AUX power to spare. Plcs, 
you get 4 fully assignable effects returns. Thanks to its 
inline design the M1600/16 gives you 32 inputs at 
mixdown. 
FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

You Can Expand It, Too! 
Best part is you can buy the 

M1600 and its optional meter bridge 
for about the price of a basic live 
board. How can TASCAM do it? By 
not making you pay for stuff you'd 

never use — like mic inputs. When 
was the lost time you used more thon 

8 microphones simultaneously for recording? Chances 
are never. Bot if you ever do, you con easily expand 
your M1600 with the optional TASCAM MA8 eight 
channel mic preamp — giving you 8 more killer mic 
preamps. 

You're smart. So buy the right tool for the job. For 
gigs and sound reinforcement, get the live board. But 
for recording on a tight budget, get 
the TASCAM M1600. At only 
$1699* for 16-inputs; or for 
more bang get 24-inputs — FAX-BA C« 
only $2199 You won't find a ,.0A1111kg, 
better value Want to know more? 00-821-e 

Read the M1600 story. Call TASCAM FaxBack today. 
Document #6610. 

TASCAM® 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR EXPERIENCE . 

'le Input model glee: ou 32 MIX posdrans, 24 Input ,,dei are» you 4A Heouloorees suggested HI ones, Si 699 lot I routs cod S2,199 lot 2d inputs 
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SONY HAS ELEVATED ITS STAr•PDAPOS ONCEAGAIN 

Have you ever seen such a heavenly DAT? 

0 

Doyoirthir—ir—che Big Guy will let us keep it? 

Only in my dreams... 

o 

Hell have a devil of a time taking it back! 

THE DAT STORE INTRODUCES THE PCM-R500 DAT RECORDER 
liatutins 

SONYS LEGENDARY 4D.D. MECHANISM WITH 4 DIRECT DRIVE MOTORS, SUPER BIT MAPPING 
RECORDING, MUL77PLE ANALOG AND DIGITAL INS AND OUTS. ... AND A PG/SHUTTLE WHEEL! 

ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE DAT STORE: COMPACT DISC RECORDERS • DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS • DIGITAL 

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS • HARD DISK RECORDERS • MINIDISC RECORDERS • BLANK MEDIA AND ACCESSORIES 

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD • SANTA MONICA • CALIFORNIA • 90403 
PHONE' 3 1 0.82 8 648 7 • OPEN WEEKDAYS 9... 6 AND SOME SATURDAYS • FAX: 310.828.8757 

' E DAT ,ir DELIGHTS 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

sic 

Liquidkx comes on a disc-
sounds like a custom score! It's the OneMusic 
Production Library post-scoring system that gives you four 
stereo submixes. In an hour you can come up with your 

own custom results. Take it to whatever level you want— 

it's your art, your mix. 

Call 

1-888-OneMusic 
For Demo 

Trade Mark 19% OneMusic Company, 33 Music Sq. W., Sle. 100, Nashville IN 37203 (one@aol.com) 615.2424452 • 695.242.4453 (Fax) 

your computer is locked to the incom-
ing signal and disable any signal pro-
cessing on the way in. Remember to 
save your file to a format your CD-DA 
software can handle. There are a 
plethora of formats: Sound Designer II, 
AIFF, .WAV and .snd to name a few. 
During the transfer, monitor with 
headphones. When you finish record-
ing, edit off the silence at both the be-
ginning and end of the file, leaving, of 
course, the appropriate offsets. 

DIGITAL AUDIO EXTRACTION (DAE) 

The process of capturing CD-Audio 
tracks digitally over the SCSI bus (not 
possible over IDE or EIDE drives) 
from a CD-ROM drive to a hard drive 
is called Digital Audio Extraction. It 
can be conveniently done with a com-
puter software package like Astarte's 
CD Copy" or OMI's Disc to Disc- (see 
below). 

Your finished audio CD-R should 
be placed in the CD-ROM drive. Make 
sure that you've disabled any exten-
sions or other applications that might 
interfere with the track copying 
process. Any interruptions to the CPU 
can jeopardize the flow of data from 
the CD-ROM drive. 

Depending upon the application you 
are using, carefully select the correct pa-
rameters or preferences. Again, make 
sure that you are saving to a computer 
audio file format that is compatible with 
your CD-DA application. Other parame-
ters will determine how accurately you 
can re-create the PQ subcode of your 
source disc. For Astarte CD-Copy users I 
recommend selecting the following 
Audio track options: 1) Delete Silence at 
End Ni; 2) Read Q-Codes Ni; 3) Read in 
Single Speed Ni; 4) Create CD-DA File Ni; 
5) Format: Sound Designer 11/44k/16 
bit/Stereo Ni; 6) Save tracks as Multiple 
Files For OMI Disc-to-Disk users, I 
strongly recommend selecting the Over-
lap Reads option. The reason will be-
come apparent from the following. 

Since you can't monitor the copy-
ing process, it's more or less an act of 
faith. If all goes well, your software 
should successfully reconstruct an ac-
curate linear sequence of 16-bit audio 
samples from the interleaved EFM 
(Eight to Fourteen Modulation) data of 
the audio CD. Let me now explain the 
intricacies of this process. 

Copying computer files from a CD-
ROM to a hard disk seems like a rather 
straight-forward thing. The laser starts 
reading the sectors 1-n of a file, 
buffers the data into RAM and then 
writes it into appropriate sectors of the 
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triple DAT 

master port 
THE Audio Card 

The ideal choice when searching for a caric for your M DI / Audio sequencer. 
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The complete solution CreamWare's MosterPort hafd combined 
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Digital Fludio 

www.creamware.corn 
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LEARN AUDIO RECORDING 
The Conservatory of Recording Arts & Sciences can teach you the skills you 
need to become a successful Recording Engineer. You will receive 22 weeks 
of instruction by Gold and Platinum Award winning professionals. After our 
program of study and a real world internship, you will be prepared to make 
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Up until today, great 
original music was expensive. And library 
music was...library music. That's all changed. 

OneMusic LiquidTrae comes on a disc— 
sounds like a custom score. Four of the 
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hard drive. The data is checked and 
verified before the laser returns to the 
next sector where it had left off. 

Unfortunately, an audio CD has a 
larger sector size (2,352 bytes) than 
CD-ROM (2,048 bytes), which means 
the CPU has to work about 15% faster 
while decoding the audio data. Unlike 
CD-ROM sectors, CD-Audio sectors 

have no headers, just Q subcode in-
formation. When the laser searches the 
Q subcode to start reading its previous 
location, there can be an error of ±5 
CD frames! This must be compensated 
for by smart copying software which 
performs 'overlap reads' by collecting 
redundant audio samples and deleting 
the ones that have already been writ-
ten to the hard drive. As you can see, 
Digital Audio Extraction is not a sim-
ple linear process. 

SONIC TO AIFF 
If you're a hard-core Sonic user and 
the DAE process seems a bit unset-
tling, there's another way. A future 
version of SonicStudio presumably will 
enable you to write a CD-R image file 

(with TOC) to an HFS hard disk that 
Toast or some other software can 
write directly to CD-R. In the mean 
time, I can only suggest a lengthy but 
useful workaround. 

Open up your final EDL and recap-
ture your entire audio program with or 
without Desk Automation to a new 
soundfile. Be sure to enable output 
dither or SBM, if appropriate. Place your 
IN and OUT points about 5 to 10 
SMPTE frames before and after your 

first and final fades to create appropri-
ate offsets. When the recording is done, 
follow these recommended Sonic steps: 
1) Open the Sonic Manager. 2) In the 
Sonic Manager, click on the Sounds li-
brary button. 3) Click to select the Sonic 
sound file you want to export. Shift-
click or command-click to select multi-
ple files. 4) Click on the Utility button. 
5) Click on the Export button. 6) In the 
resulting dialog, choose an HFS volume 
(hard drive or Jaz drive) on which to 
save the exported sound file. 

Since SonicStudio to AIFF can take 
up to four times real time, I recom-
mend leaving this process for 
overnight. When you return in the 

morning, you should have a single in-
terleaved stereo AIFF file on your HFS 
volume compatible with several CD-R 
applications. 

Some Sonic engineers prefer to 
capture each audio track individually 
and then use Toast CD-DA to create 
various gap lengths (CD pause) be-
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of the Month. 
Add one of these machines to your staff 
and you will find that they work faster, 

harder, and longer 

The CD-2510 delivers both simple 
operation and unattended duplication 
of up to 25 CD-Rs. The CD-4400 
is the accepted industry standard 
for manual duplication. There is 
no more reliable, effective or 
efficient way to make CD-R 
copies... and for less than 

minimum wage! 

CD-2510 Standalone 
CD-R Autoloader 
This machine is what you have been looking 
for to simplify your CD-R production by 
delivering both simple operation and unattended 
duplication of up to 25 CD-Rs. The system 
combines the quality of a production proven 
autoloader, the performance of the industry stan-
dard Yamaha 4x CD writer, and the multiformat 
intelligence of MediaFORM's networkable 
controller. The result is the most cost effective 
CD-R duplicator available, with the speed and performance 
your production requires. Simply stack the input hopper and walk away. 
Separate accept and reject bins make for easy identification of successfully recorded media. 

CD-4400 Manual CD-Recordable Duplicator 
The MediaFORM CD-4400 (right) combines a user friendly interface with multiple format capability. With support for multiple 

units and autoloaders, the CD-4400 offers the most complete desktop CD-R publishing system available. CD-Rs can be dupli-
cated in nearly any format, from standards like ISO 9660, HFS and CD-Audio, to complex game formats like Sony PlayStation 
and Sega Saturn. For audio production the CD-4400 is available with an internal DAT drive, allowing for direct DAT to CD-R 
duplication. Up to ten CD-4400s can be networked together. Given a full master, 120 CD-Rs can be burned in one hour. 
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tween the tracks. This can be done but 
will make seamless transitions be-
tween tracks rather difficult. 

PREPARING THE AUDIO TRACKS 

The above transfer scenarios should 
yield a bit-accurate computer audio 
file of your program but may leave 
you with no timings for PQ subcode. 
If you have one big AIFF or .WAV file, 

you can resave it as a Sound Designer 
II file with Sound Tools and then de-

fine Audio Regions to re-create sepa-
rate tracks. This process requires 
special care, especially if you have any 
seamless transitions between tracks! 

You will write the unfinished audio 
session using an audio CD-R software 
package such as Elekroson Gear (V.3.3 
or >), Toast CD-DA (V.2.0), CeQuardrat 
WinOnCD (V.3.0) or JVC Personal 
ROM Maker depending on the plat-
form you're using. When you assem-
ble a track list, you are also re-creating 
the Table of Contents and PQ codes of 
your original program. Use a cue sheet 
from your original CD-R to adjust tim-
ings and the correct pause lengths be-
tween tracks. Toast CD-DA 2.0 will 
allow you to designate sections of one 
large audio file as tracks, so you can 
pretty much plug in the times from 

your cue sheet. Once you make all of 
these fine adjustments, you should 
have a virtual disc that is the same 
length as your original, give or take a 
few CD frames. Most CD-DA software 
will allow you the luxury of full audi-
tioning before writing. 

Computer audio packages for writ-
ing CD-Audio are abundant, but be 
aware that some software programs 
and CD recorders cannot write an un-
finished session in Disc-at-Once mode 
without an obligatory 2-second pause 
between tracks. Before you invest in a 
package, also make sure that the soft-
ware works with the specified recorder. 

Some CD recorders with session-at-
once and zero pause capability in-
clude Yamaha CDR-100 (V.1.1 or >), 
Philips CDD 2000 (V.1.25 or >), JVC 
XRW 2001 (V.2), Philips CD 522 and 
the Kodak PCD 600. 

DATA VIRIFICATION 
Regardless of the transfer method you 
use, you need to have peace of mind 
that the copying process did not com-
promise the audio. When comparing 
the source and copy programs aurally, 
be sure to audition them through the 
same CD player or DIA. This will mini-
mize the varying jitter characteristics of 
different digital audio media (CD, DAT, 
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It's ready. Rich, custom-
scored results with the OneMusic production 
library system you can remix: LiquidTrae 
Layer it, blend it, tweak it, mold it to your own 

unique custom score. Liberating freedom and 

technology. In an hour. 
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HD) and transfer protocols (AES, 
S/PDIF, optical). Without fueling the al-
ready contentious Digital Clone debate, 
let me just say this: To me, a digital 
audio copy pretends to be nothing 
more than a list of numbers with a 
generic sampling rate but with no ex-
plicit control over how evenly the num-
bers are played back. Perhaps future 
"jitter-free" playback devices will correct 

this. Until then, my first priority is mak-
ing sure the data is identical. There is a 

quick-and-dirty method for doing this. 
Load both "before" and "after" pro-

grams into your digital audio worksta-
tion at 16 bits with all input DSP 
disabled. In your Edit window syn-
chronize the two programs to the 
audio sample. Play the four channels 
through a stereo output mixer but put 
one of the stereo programs out of 
phase. If the files are identical, they 
will cancel each other out. If you're 
blessed with an output to 1630 and a 
video screen, look for pure black. 

CD EXTRA TRACK 
If you've survived the first round of 
audio premastering for CD Extra, then 
you're ready for round two: adding the 
CD Extra track. Although you may be 
spared the agonies of creating the 
multimedia, somewhere along the 
way, the artist or developer will ask 
you one essential question: After the 
audio, how much room is left for the 
CD Extra track? Here's a simple formu-
la: 650 MB - total audio minutes x 10 
MB = MB available for Session 2. 

The developer can provide you 
with the CD Extra data on any of sev-
eral storage formats. Using an En-
hanced CD-compatible CD-R package 
(see below), your job is to format and 
write this data on a CD-R. Usually, 
you'll be given data for both Mac and 
PC and asked to create a Shared Hy-
brid session, which will consist of an 
HFS directory and an ISO 9660 direc-
tory with common files. 

Don't expect the developer to fully 
understand cross-platform issues. Mac 
developers are often ignorant about the 
file naming restraints of DOS or ISO 
9660. It's important that any shared files 
employ the ISO 9660 naming restraints: 
8 characters with a 3-character exten-
sion, same case, no symbols, to run on 
a Windows 3.1 system. 

Also, Mac and Windows systems 
have different properties in terms of 
displaying files and icons. If you un-
derstand these, you can configure 
each directory so that the CD Extra 

track will mount properly and have a 
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Your final mix is your 
final mix with OneMusie's Liquicrfrair" system. 
You have control of four liquid stereo sub-mixes. 

Pour with care and, in an hour, take your art to 
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professional look on each platform. 
After dealing with these issues, your 

Shared Hybrid CD-R software should 
guide you the rest of the way. I recom-
mend writing the CD Extra track first to 
a blank CD-R so you don't ruin one of 
your precious unfinished audio CD-Rs. 
You can test it out in a limited way, but, 
more importantly, you should provide a 
copy for the developer first, so they can 
test more thoroughly for bugs. This is 
an important step, since the majority of 

multimedia projects get revised after the 
first write to CD-R. 

Session 2 should actually be written 
as CD-ROM-XA or more specifically, 
CD-ROM Mode 2, Form 1 format. XA 
stands for Extended Architecture. This 
technical variant on Yellow Book CD-
ROM includes subheader information, 
allowing interleaving and decoding of 
different forms of media (audio, video) 
within the same sector. You can check 
to see if your software properly wrote 
the CD Extra track in this format by 
analyzing it with a utility like Astarte's 
CD Copy. 

BLUE BOOK 

Blue book specifies a clearly defined 
file structure that must exist within the 
CD Extra track in addition to any multi-
media applications. One root-level file 
is mandatory: AUTORUN.INF, which 
jump-starts the multimedia application. 
Two root level folders or file directories 
are mandatory: CDPLUS and PIC-
TURES. 

CDPLUS contains three mandatory 
files. INFO.CDP includes album title, 
artist, record company and catalog 
number. SUB_INFOlc contains track 
titles with pointers to lyrics and MIDI 
files and optional files for each track, 
including LYRICSnnic with lyrics and 
sync information of each track (nn). 
TRACICnn.MID contains MIDI data of 
each track (nn). PICTURES contains a 
mandatory JPEG file of the album 
cover: JACKET01.00J, and other op-
tional files for the back cover and each 
track: TRACK2.02N. 

Developers are finally getting some 
help in the creation of Blue Book files. 
Apple recently released the Apple Inter-
active Music Toolkit 1.0 which can be 
downloaded for free from http://foot 

hold.cotn/-premise. With this Hyper-
card-based application, developers can 
assemble a database of text fields and 
graphics and save it as an Apple QuAC 
(QuickTime Album Container) file. 
Toast CD-ROM Pro 3.0 can then convert 
the QuAC file into the Blue Book struc-
ture described above. 
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You already have part 
of the system in your digital-audio workstation. 
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way you want. 
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As part of the Toolkit, Apple is also 
beta testing a cross platform AppleCD 
Player software controller that can read 
and play back Blue Book graphics and 
text, including scrolling lyrics. Seeing 
this reaffirms the belief that a smart CD 
or DVD player connected to a TV or 
computer monitor is not far off. 

CD TEXT 

Although CD Text is not officially En-
hanced CD but an extension to the Red 

Book Audio CD, it seems appropriate 
to mention it here. A new generation of 
CD-Audio players has been introduced 
by Sony and Philips to display alpha-
numeric information on an LCD of the 
player. Sound familiar? 

The CD Text specification is rather 
flexible. In its most sophisticated appli-
cation, it supports a color display of 21 
lines of 40 characters each and the pos-

sibility of displaying simple bitmaps or 
encoded JPEG pictures. Several levels 
of menus can be selected all the way 
down to scrolling lyrics for each song. 
Initially, the format will be used in its 

most basic form: displaying album 
name, artist and titles to help people in 
cars or radio stations sort through the 
multitude of discs in their CD changers. 

Studio Audio has already announced 
a CD Text Editor and PQ Encoder for 
SADiE3. Will Sonic and Digidesign fol-
low suit? My guess is that Astarte will 
beat them all to the punch and release 
CD Text capabilities in its next big Toast 
CD-DA updatc. 

CD EXTRA REPLICATION 

The CD Extra format has presented a 
real challenge to the mastering facilities 

at CD plants. Standard software/hard-
ware for the LBR (Laser Beam Recorder) 

has been traditionally set up to do strict 
single-session mastering. Because the 
two sessions of a CD Extra CD-R are 
written at different times, there is a crit-
ical "link block" area of bad data where 
the second session overlaps with the 
end of the Lead Out of the first. An or-

dinary CD-ROM drive might skip over 
such errors, but a fussy LBR reader at 

the plant will abort the whole mastering 
process unless preprogrammed to ig-
nore such errors. Add in all the odd 
CD-Rs created with different non-Red 

Book software and hardware and 
you've got a recipe for a mastering en-

gineer's nightmare. Sound familiar? In 
the mid-'80s, plants used to complain all 

the time about non-spec 1630 tapes. 
The Doug Carson Associates software 
that most facilities employ for disc cut-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 255 
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L.A. GRAPEVINE NY METRO REPORT 
by Maureen Droney by Dan Daley 

This month L.A. Grape takes a trip up to 
Northern Southern California—namely, 
Santa Barbara County. With studio designer 
and SB resident Chris Pelonis as guide, we 
spent a day checking out the burgeoning 
recording scene in that beautiful coastal re-
gion. The area is similar in feel to Norcal's 
Marin County, and creative types have 
been making their way up the coast from 
L.A. to Santa Barbara for a long time, with 
Jackson Browne, Kenny Loggins and Jim 
Messina as longtime residents. Lately, oth-
ers have continued the migration, leading 
to a music business boomlet. Projects re-
cently completed or in the works include 
a screening room for actor Jeff Bridges, 
and studios for producer David Kershen-
baum, Mariah Carey's songwriting part-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 231 

Producer David Kershenbaum (1.) in his Santa Barbara studio with designer Chris Pelonis 

Bon Jovi keyboardist David Bryan at 

the new Yamaha 02R digital console 

in his home studio in New Jersey. 

Sony/ATV Music Publishing 
opened a new studio in Sony's 
headquarters at 550 Madison. 
The studio, equipped with a 
Yamaha 02R digital console 
and Sony PCM-800 8-track 
digital recorders, is intended 
for use by in-house clients, 
although considering Sony's 
girth, that includes a lot of 
people: writers and produc-
ers signed to the publishing 
company, producers and 
artists at any of Sony 
Records' labels like Colum-
bia and Epic, and any of 
the myriad custom labels 
that the parent label has 
signed. 

"The interesting part 
was building and outfitting a 
recording studio in a corpo-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 236 
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NORTHWEST 

San Francisco's Coast Recorders had Geffen 
artists Big Blue Hearts in for five weeks 
recording their debut with producer T-Bone 
Burnett and engineer Susan Rogers. The stu-
dio recently extended its vintage Neve to 72 
inputs. The board features 3-band selec-
table EQ on all channels and 56 GML-au-
tomated faders...Producer Bill Stevenson 
(of Black Flag and The Descendants) 
tracked a new album with The Lemons at 
Soundhouse Recording in Seattle. Greg 
"Greedy" Williamson and John Nevins en-
gineered. Revolution Records artists The 
Cunninghams were also in the studio 
tracking a new project with producer 

Newcomers Black Lab worked on their Geffen debut at San 

Francisco studio Toast. Smiling are bandleader Paul Durham (L) 

and producer/engineer David Bianco. Standing are studio 

assistant foc quire King, bandmember Michael Urbano, studio 

co-owner Craig SiIvey (who produced one track) and 

bandmember Geoff Stanfield. 

me— —107.9.---
lre-mmelgill 

Producer/composer Wayne Horvitz and his Four Plus One 

Ensemble recorded for the German Intuition label at Bear Creek 

Studio in Woodinville, Wash., with engineer Joe Hadlock. Horvitz 

Venture 
repre•ented by Bear Creek Management, the studio's newest 

L.A. band Freight Train spent a week at Carmel Digital in Carmel, Calif., tracking for an 

upcoming project. At the studios Yamaha 02R are (I. to R) guitarist Mark Roth, producer 

and studio owner Roger Masson and vocalist Blake Cusack. 
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Don Gilmore...At San Francisco's Toast, 
Philip Steir produced the first single from 
chanteuse Lori Carson's Restless Records 
release and remixed the Moby single 
"Revolver" for Elektra. Chris Haynes en-
gineered on both sessions. Also, pro-
ducer Rob Siefert mixed tracks for Tanya 
Donelly's new Reprise release with as-
sistant Jason Canner... 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
At Canyon Studios in Laguna Beach the 
Mike Reilly Band worked on a new 
project with engineer Allan Blazek and 
second Billy Pierce. The all-star ses-
sions included contributions from Elvin 
Bishop, Taj Mahal, Garth Hudson and 

Joe Walsh ... Rumbo Recorders in 
Canoga Park had Warner/Reprise 
artists Kara's Flowers in with pro-
ducer Rob Cavallo, engineer Jer-
ry Finn and assistant Tony 
Flores. Brett Michaels of 
Poison fame record-
ed for the Poorboy 
label in a ses-
sion that reunit-
ed him with 
original Poi-
son guitarist 
C.C. DeviIle. 
Jim Farachi 
produced and 
engineered, 
assisted by 
Mark Agostino... 
Producer Derrick 
Garrett and engi-
neer Rob Chia-
relli mixed Bobby 
Brown's "Ghetto 
Jam" for an MCA 
release at Lar-
rabee Studios in 
West Hollywood. 
Steve B. assist-
ed...Former Po-
lice guitarist Andy 

Summers was at 
Ocean Studios in Burbank recording a 
project with drummer Greg Bissenette 
and bassist Tony Levin. Eddie King pro-
duced with assistant Ken Van 
Druten...Producer Randy Nicklaus and 
engineer Jimbo Barton mixed a new re-
lease for the inimitable Meatloaf at The 
Enterprise in Burbank. Dave Hancock 
assisted...At Grandmaster Recorders in 
Hollywood, The Gain tracked and 
mixed their new Mighty Records re-

lease with producer/engineer Bradley 
Cook, co-producer Blag Dahlia, and as-
sistant Todd Burke...The Mechanical 
Bride recorded and mixed a song for 
the Pop This compilation with produc-

er/engineer John Bird at Parking Lot 
Studios (Studio City)... 

NORTHIAST 
Junior Brown was in working at Pilot 
Recording Studios (New York City) with 
Will Schillinger and Jerome Fox engi-
neering. Yoko Ono and Sean Lennon 
were also in compiling live tapes of 
shows with their band Ina. Jerome Fox 
engineered...At Coyote Studios in 
Brooklyn, NY, Andy Shemoff produced 

Peruvian punks Metsadona for Roto 
Records with engineer Albert Caiati and 
Grace Falconer...Dutch melodic rockers 
Bettie Serveert overdubbed for their 
next Matador release at River Sound in 
New York City with producer/engineer 

During the past two years, composer and conductor Anthony Marinelli has created music for numerous film 

and W projects at his Los Angeles home studio, including music for the feature Two Days in the Valley. The 

studio, dubbed Music Forever, is equipped with a Euphonix C52000. 

Bryce Goggin and assistant Anthony 

Gillis...Acoustic Johnson wrapped up 
their next Capricorn release with pro-
ducer/engineer Danny Bernini at Sound 
Techniques in Boston. Ted Paduck and 
Tom Richards assisted.. Ian McGaughey 
recorded a self-produced independent 
release with engineer Robert Turchick 

at Cotton Hill Studios in Albany, 
NY...The Robert Charels Blues Band 
tracked their debut release, Deception In 
Your Eyes, at Electric Samland Studios in 

Queens, N.Y. Charels co-produced with 
Rhett Tyler, and the album is due in 
June.. Maggie Estep tracked and mixed 
for an upcoming Mouth Almighty/Poly-

Gram release at Bass Hit Recording in 
New York City with producer Knox 

Chandler, engineer Steve Lyon and as-
sistant Dan Yashiv...The Loft Studios 

(Bronxville, NY) had Perfect Thyroid in 
working on a Shanachie release with 
producer Joe Ferry and engineers Matt 
Baxter and Roy Matthews...Bluesman 
Bobby Kyle mixed his new album at 
Philadelphia landmark Sigma Sound 

with producer Cesar Diaz, engineers 
Michael Tarsia and Arthur Stoppe, and 

assistants Gordon Rice and Rick Rid-
path...Mary J. Blige worked on an MCA 
release in Studio C at New York's Giant 

Recording with Georgie Grirnstead at 
the controls of the Neve BCM 
10...Boston studio Zippah Record-
ing had the Gigolo Aunts in recording a 

single with producer/engineer Brian 
Charles. Also, producer/engineer 

Pete Weiss and assistant 
Peter Linnane worked on 

Charlie Chesterman's 
new solo album on 
Slow River/Ryko. 
The studio re-
cently added 
a Studer A80 
MkIV 2-inch 
24-track... 

CZNIIIRAL 
At Perfor-

mance Record-
ing in Orland 

Hills, IL, Dustin 
Parker mixed his 
latest album, titled 
Centerville, for 
M.A.D. Records. 
The studio was 

scheduled to break 
ground this month 

on its new facility 
in Lemont, IL, de-
signed by studio 
bau:ton...H.O.D. 

recorded their J-Bird Records debut at 
Too-Relaxed Studios in St. Louis, 
MO...Blue Moon Ghetto mixed their 
new CD at Chapman Studios in 
Kansas City, MO, and The Digital Liv-
ing Room in Omaha, NE, with pro-
ducer/engineer Eric Medley...Produc-
er Bobby Z and engineer Todd Fitzger-
ald tracked Anna for her upcoming Ra-
dioactive/MCA release in Studio B at 
Oarfm Studios in Minneapolis. In Stu-
dio A, Z brother David Z tracked 
bluesman Jonny Lang for A&M with 
engineer Tom Tucker and assistant 
Dave Streeby... 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 238 
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I-
n ttooddaayy'sprofessional project studio, you may be mixing 
music_on.Monday. cutting audio-for-video on Tuesday and 
spend Wednesday creating sounds and voiceevers for 

multimedia projects. That's why the Alesis Point Seven' 
Shielded Reference Monitor is designed as thr best option 
for all Of-these applications. 

.Why Use A Shielded Monitor? -. 
To your computer/Video display, a speaker is a big, powerful 
magnet in a box. The magnetic field from typical near field 
monitors will cause your video display to become permanently 
damaged. "lb prevent this problem, we combined our newest 
driver/cabinet design with a proprietary, highly-effective 
shielding scheme. "Ile result? 'hie l'oint Seven's tally-shielded 
design allows it to be placed directly next to any computer or 
video display without causing magnetic interference. 

Great, Accurate Sound 
Of course, the l'oint Seven's most important feature is its 
excellent sonic quality. We made every effort to emulate the 
accurate sound of our studio-standard, TEc award-winning 
Monitor One Reference Monitor, so the l'oint Seven offers 
a frequency response from 85Hz to MHz, ±3dR. Plus, its 
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ingenious dual front-ported design enables it to deliver 
powerful, flat low f-equency response, even when positioned . 
lush against a walt.. And unlike most small speakers, the Point 
Seven handles high power like the big lioys: 70W Continuous 
program and 100W peaks. 

.)rivers, Start Your Engines 
The Point Seven's proprietary 545" woofer uses a unique non-: 
*oven carbon fiber cone that produces incredibly punchy bass 
response in spite of its small size. The all-new ferrofhtecooled 
high-frequency driver is silk-domed for pure, natural response, 
and helps to avoid stridency and ear fatigue. Together, they 
create extremely accurate phase response, wide imaging and 
an exceptionally large sweet spot. 

Got The l'oint Yet? 
Unlike speakers whose shielding design was an afterthought, 
the l'oint Seven was built from the ground up to provide the 
great sound you expect from Alesis monitors in a fully-shielded, 
very affordable package. If you want to get pointed in the 
right direction, see your Alesis Dealer and listen to the l'oint 

Seven today. 

4. Alesis is a registered! trademark. Pliild Sewn and Monitor One are trademarks of Alesis Corporation. 
For more, infarmation on the Alesis Point Seven Shielded Reference Monitor. see your Alesis Dealer or call &N)S-ALESIS. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 800-5-ALESIS alecorpelesistusa.com 
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ner Ben Margulies, singer/songwriter 
Christopher Cross, Terminator 2 music 
composer Brad Fiedel, and Toad the 
Wet Sprocket's Glen Phillips. The 
common thread running through all 
these studios is Pelonis, who likes to 
describe what he does as "complete 
studio design for the whole person. 
Besides designing the physical aspects 
of studios," he comments, "I'm also 
very involved in 
the choice of 
equipment and 
monitoring sys-
tems. Because of 
my background 
as an engineer, 
a producer, and 
a songwriter, I've 
got thousands 
of hours of ex-
perience. I con-
sult with people 
on the type of 
music they want 
to record—I look 
at my clients' 
recording style 
and their con-
cepts, and we 
develop a plan 
together." 

This style of 
working has made 
Pelonis much in demand locally, while 
also keeping the projects coming in Los 
Angeles and beyond. On the sunny 
weekday that I made the 70-minute 
drive up, he took time out from con-
struction and phones and we dropped in 
on two of his clients. 

Our first stop was producer David 
Kershenbaum's new home studio, set 
high on a green hill with a 360-degree 
view of the countryside. Kershenbaum, 
known for his production work with 
Joe Jackson, Tracy Chapman, Duran 
Duran and Kenny Loggins, as well as 
on film soundtracks such as Robin 
Hood, Prince of Thieves and Last of the 
Mohicans, has recently relocated to a 
bucolic ranch where he's constructed 
his pristine little jewel of a workspace. 
Although it's as high-tech as can be, 
with 48 tracks of hard disk recording 
and a sharp equipment setup, a cozy 
atmosphere prevails, with signal pro-
cessing housed in custom wood con-
soles, comfy chairs upholstered in 
deep colors, and lots of candlelight. 
The room evokes the image of a Euro-
pean bed and breakfast hotel that 
somehow also boasts computers and 
Manley logos. 

Christopher Cross at work in his home studio 

"How it came about," explains Ker-
shenbaum, "was I took a little break 
from producing and did Morgan Creek 
with two partners for a few years, 
working on film music and signing tal-
ent. But in my heart I missed produc-
ing records and I wanted to do it full 
time again, but I wanted to do it differ-
ently. I'd owned studios in Los Ange-
les, but the pressures of operating a 
studio, and having that kind of corn-

mitment, vs. having something that's all 
yours where you can do just what you 
really want to do, led me to look for 
something that was individual. And at 
this point in my life my wife and I 
were really into getting something that 
was beautiful and peaceful. So we 
thought, 'Why not put it all together in 
one place?' I had worked at Montserrat, 
and at Caribou Ranch, and some of the 
other famous out-of-the-way studios. 
So when I decided to do this, I knew 
what I was looking for. I wanted it to 
feel homey, like recording in a house, 
but to have the technology so that it 
didn't sound that way. We found this 
ranch, built in the '40s, and we started 
moving things in last May. Then we 
met Chris, who's become our technical 
sound guru and audio advisor, and put 
it all together. I reunited with Sandy 
Roberton, who is handling manage-
ment for me again, and since we've 
started up here it's just been project 
after project. Now we are already 
thinking of some major expansion, 
possibly adding another location with 
a large tracking room. 

"Artists can stay here, and we have 
the horse ranch a few miles down, so 

they can go riding. We serve lunch and 
dinner for them, and there's a Jacuzzi. 
We really set out to make it as much 
like a retreat as possible. It's worked out 
great—everybody likes to be up here; 
they seem to feel at home. So far Peabo 
Bryson and Color Me Badd have been 
up, also Kim Hill who is on EMI, and 
right now we're working with 
pianist/singer Josh Kadison." 

Kadison was set up in the booth 
with a nine-foot 
grand piano fit-
ted with Disklav-
ier. "The booth 
sounds like a 
room much big-
ger than it actual-
ly is—it has some 
serious bottom 
end." says Pelo-
nis. "We set it up 
using a loft that 
goes over the 
next room with a 
multi-chambered 
bass trap. The 
low end escapes 
into there be-
cause of the 
chambers and the 
cavity, and there-
fore sees the 
room as larger 
than it is. In addi-

tion to that, the RPG Quadratic diffusers 
on the wall help create apparent sonic 
size and space." A demonstration of the 
piano's lower octaves proved the point, 
and then there's that view from the 
piano bench looking out over the val-
ley—well, it's easy to imagine feeling 
creative at the keyboard. 

Much thought went into the er-
gonomic arrangement of gear in the 
control room, which is wired through-
out with Mogami cable and includes 
Manley Pultec EQs, preamps, and the 
variable MU compressor; GML com-
pressors, a TC M5000 and the John 
Oram Hi-Definition EQ (which both 
Kershenbaum and Pelonis call " re-
markable." Says Pelonis, "I can get 
them if anybody wants one. It is the 
most happening—it's got size and 
character.) Mics include a pair of 
matched Manley Gold Reference and a 
Sony 800G. 
On the day I was there, the two 

were finishing extensive A-to-D filter 
auditions, planning to make the choice 
for that final piece in the puzzle. "We'll 
use the highest-end filters we can find," 
Kershenbaum says, " both for recording, 
going A-to-D, and for what we are giv-
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ing to the mastering engineer. Out of 
the hard drive, into the D-to-A, that's 
what we listen to, and that's real impor-
tant. Most of the hard disks' filters are 
very average, common filters where you 
end up losing a lot of the dynamic 
range, so we are putting the highest-rate 
filter that we can find at the end of the 
chain, before it gets to analog, listening 
to it, processing it, then we go back to 
digital. 

"In a sonic environment like this, 
you can really hear a two-percent dif-
ference," he continues, "and we've 
done a number of tests on filters and 
heard radical differences between them. 
It's really key to the process, because 

AUDIBLE 
RESULTS. 

the biggest drag is going through all this 
and hearing something wonderful and 
then transferring it to something that 
loses it—that just makes it sound all 

packed in. What we are striving for is 
that when you flip between the mix and 
what you are hearing in the speakers 
from our analog chain, you will hear no 
difference at all. 

"We want to be way out on the edge 
in the direction that things are going," 
Kershenbaum concludes. "By the end 
of the year, High Definition CD and 
higher than 44.1 resolution will be the 
norm, and the records we are making 
here will be ready for that." 

Onward, next, to the home studio of 

NEW BELDEN® DIGITAL AUDIO CABLES... 
110 OHM IMPEDANCE DESIGN PROVIDES 
ERROR-FREE TRANSMISSION OVER 
EXTENDED DISTANCES. 

Suppose you need a digital audio cable that meets the 
latest AES/EBU standard? Simple! It has to be high flex? 
Or NEC rated? You got it! A patch cable? Or snake? 
No problem when you specify Brilliance* from Belden. 

Belden has developed three new Brilliance cable lines to meet the digital 
audio needs of your television, radio, post-production or recording 
studio. And each offers tight impedance tolerance and low ISO 
capacitance unbalance to minimize signal reflections and jitter. NEGISI.t1• 

• High Flex Cable (Belden No. 1696A) 

• Cables available in 1 pair CM rated (Belden 
No. 1800A), 1 pair CMP rated (No. 1801A). 
and 2 pair Zip-style CM rated (No. 1802A) 

• NEC Rated Snake Cables in 4 pair 
(Belden No. 1803A), 8 pair (No. 1805A), 
and 12 pair (No. 1806A) 

Get winning results every time. Call 1-800-8ELDEN-4 
and request New Product Bulletin No 105. 

Copynght 1994. Belden Inc 

' I eadename of the Natrona' he Protean Assonabon. Quaxy, MA 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARD 

singer/songwriter Christopher Cross. 
Cross started the building process with 
his recording room, originally the 
garage, now filled with guitars and 
amps, and tuned by the way, as he ac-
tually sat inside playing and listening. "If 
you feel the walls," says Pelonis, "you'll 
notice there are all sorts of different sur-
faces behind them from the different 
materials that we used to make it right." 

The rest of the studio has been 
growing in stages, filling the garage and 
another building that once held a sauna 
and now houses 32 tracks of ADAT, a 
Pro Tools system and two Yamaha 02R 
consoles. "For the way I work, this stu-
dio makes a lot of sense," Cross says. 
"Everything is electric guitar, acoustic 
guitar or vocal, which this room can do 
just fine. Of course, I think there are 
down sides to working at home, but 
you compensate if you cut right. I think 
that I make quality records in terms of 
sound; I've always been conscious of 
that, and the two keys to making a 
quality record in this sort of environ-
ment are getting the room treated right 
and getting the right outboard gear to 
cut with. So you've got a good mic, say 
a B&K, to a 1073 and Neve compressor 
onto tape, then you know you've got 
something great. Also, I use Tannoy 
AMS 10 monitors, which are key for me. 
Then as long as you are using a fairly 
decent tape source like an ADAT, 
which is pretty affordable, and the room 
is treated right so you know what you 
are hearing, I don't know that there is 
that much difference between that and 
recording at a major studio—at least 
when you are recording like I am, 
which is one thing at a time, at most in 
stereo. My last album I did half on 
ADAT and half on analog 24-track, and 
you'd be hard pressed to tell the differ-
ence—and that was on the old ADATs. 
The new ones sound a whole lot better. 
I tend to do a lot of things stereo or 
doubled, so I end up with a lot of 
things in the same harmonic register, 
and in a way I think the digital actually 
gives it a little more separation." 

Cross had accumulated a lot of 
recording equipment over the years, 
including an API console, (now for 
sale, if anyone's interested) which he 
had been keeping in a studio in Los 
Angeles. "I'm at a place right now," he 
says, "where it really doesn't make any 
sense to be in there, so I brought all 
the gear up here except for the con-
sole. It's probably the nicest API in the 
world, and some people don't believe 
I'm really selling it. Emotionally, it is 

hard to sell it, but it's like owning a 
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The 168RC is the first truly 

affordable, fully digital, 8 bus 

recording console. Use it with 

your ADAT or other digital 

recorder equipped with the 

ADAT optical interface to 

create the best sounding 

recordings you've ever made. 

168R Digital Recording Console 
The heart of a neui, component- based Digital Recording System from Soundlinh 

The 168RC is the first 
digital console to feature two ADAT optical interfaces 
(yielding 16 channels of digital inptc) and eight analog 
inputs as standard equipment. It makes the creative 
control and sound quality of an all tIgital, fully auto-
mated recording system an affordable reality. 

Powered by Korg's proprietary MSP processor, our 
SoundLink DRS 168RC offers instantanecus control, 
processing and routing of all 24 inputs, 16 channels of 
mixing and 8 bus outputs. 

With its combination of analog. ADAT optical and. 

S/PDIF 1/Os, the 168RC easily funcjons as the heart of 
a fully digital recording system while interfacing with 
any of your existing analog gear. 

The 168RC is equipped with three-hand EQs 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #S5763 

SoundLink DRS brings the 

reality of all digital, fully 

automated, component 

based recording to every-

one working on the next 

great recording. For more 

information about the 

168RC Recording Console 

or any of the SoundLink 

DRS components, just call 

(516) 333-8737. 

featuring st mi-parametric high and low hands, fully 

parametric mid bands and 30 memories for EQ setups. 
The 168RC also boasts two internal effects proces-

sors that 7U11 some of the finest algorithms available. 
Choose Wan 32 effects types lnd 50 preset programs. 

The :68RC eY'en provides automation functionality 
that lets ,tots save and recall console settings or record 

and playback dynamic parameter changes. 
Atfoulable, fully integrated digital recording is 

finally here. So check out SoundLink DRS and the 
168RC today. Yoti can't beat .This system. 

SoundLink  CI  R  
Ongital litcr rang Systfins 

Affordable fully integrated digital recording 

Down to a Systent. 

KORG 996 Korg USA • 316 South Service Road. Melville. NY 11747» ADAT is a registered trademark of Nees Corporation. 
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thoroughbred and then riding around 
your yard. The API needs to be in a 
big tracking room where it can do its 
thing. It's all ebb and flow, and my 
career has settled into a place where 
this is right for me at this time. I guess 
you could call it a state-of-the-art 
singer/songwriter project/house studio. 
I have the 1073s and the Avalon EQ, 
what else do I need?" (Not much, I 
think, looking out the window of his 
control room onto two kittens happily 
playing in the vegetable garden. This is 
a pretty nice place to work.) 

"I remember when I went to Joni 
Mitchell's," Cross continues, "and she 
had natural lighting in her home studio. 

I questioned her about it...because peo-
ple have always told us you can't have 
glass in a studio, and, so, when I saw 
her place, I thought, `I can make this 
work for me.' All the rules are changing. 
I think Chris (Pelonis) is of the new 
guard; he's a progressive kind of de-
signer. His magic is that he takes the 
space you give him and makes some-
thing that's affordable that works, with-
out having to tear your whole place 
apart. A lot of designers just want to rip 
everything out from the get-go, but this 
is my home, and I wasn't willing to start 
blowing out walls and completely mak-
ing over my domicile. The aesthetics of 
my house are more important to me 

UnconventionaMsdom for 
The 21st Century 

- EIGHTEEN-STUDIO MEDIA COMPLEX 

- EXTENSIVE HANDS-ON TRAINING 

- LEARN FROM TOP INDUSTRY 

PROFESSIONALS 

• FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE TO 

THOSE WHO QUALWY I 

- JOB PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE 

• ACCS/CT ACCREDITED 

than having a giant studio—it needs to 
work dynamically with the way I live. 
So if Chris had come to me and said, 
'This just flat won't work the way it is,' 
I wouldn't have done it at home, I 
would have gone to Plan B, and put a 
studio in another facility. But I didn't 
have to." 

Cross is, not surprisingly if you're 
familiar with his music, a thoughtful 
and candid person, who sees many 
sides of an issue, and he realizes he's 
part of a trend that has major reper-
cussions for the recording business. "I 
hate to work against the studio busi-
ness because it's part of our liveli-
hood," he says, "and the reality is a lot 
of them are dying on the vine because 
of cottage studios like this. But we are 
being forced to [do this] because re-
cord budgets have shrunk, and rates 
are prohibitive. I don't think people 
should be running commercial studios 
out of their homes and putting com-
mercial studios out of business; that's 
wrong. But on an artist basis like I'm 
doing it for myself, I think that is dif-
ferent. I'll spend some money on this 
next album recording drums else-
where, but the money I spent mixing 
(at a commercial studio) on my last re-
cord, I'm afraid I've got to put it in my 
pocket this time. I just can't justify it. 
Especially when I can get just as good 
a product at home. 

"And it is nice working at home. I 
can take songs right after they are 
written and turn them into tracks. 
I've started getting some film pro-
jects...and being able to package 
things, I can do them here and make 
a decent amount of money. There's 
also the luxury of being able to live 
with the music, to be able to leave it 
up, and then with the Marantz, to 
print the mix on a CD and then go 
ride around in the car and listen. 
That's a big plus. And especially with 
the 02Rs, to have the capability to 
completely recall, and then be able 
to go back—I'm really excited about 
this." 
We would have headed off to a few 

more studios but passing the beach we 
noticed the surf was up, and Pelonis 
got an eager surfer's glint in his eye that 
he politely tried to hide. So I let him off 
the hook for the rest of the day and 
hopefully he hit the waves instead of 
the phone after we said good bye. As 
for me, I hit La Superica for a late lunch 
and headed back down Highway 101 
to L.A. 

Fax your LA. news to 818/346-3062. 
FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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Surround Yourself With $.4/1)14 
The requirement for Surround Sound in the traditional Music Recording and Post Production facility 

has created new demands technically and financially. Dedicated Post Production consoles supporting Multi- bus 

formats* are expensive and in many cases unnecessary. The addition of PicMix to a standard audio console 

provides the features and functionality necessary to mix-to- picture. This at a fraction of the cost of replacing 

your console. If you find your console on this page you are PicMix 

ready. Even if you can't, chances are if you have CS3001 

8 busses, you're on your way. 

Learn what the movie 

professionals already know and 

contact Otan i for the name of your 

local " PicMix Pro" because, 

"You've gotta be in pictures." 

* Dolby Surround- 5 I. SDDS- DTS 

Rembi d 

3tatusvvestar 
324 e Mozart SY dip oni 

'errere eé"R 1 80CAlviR24 
90 

Hendrix 
80B 

1280 

CS2000 
Scorpion Secii.e 

MÁKJOOOJIVIIY 
BRange 

VR 02R Angela Vector 

Products are sold and serviced worldwide by Emig® 
Otan, Inc. Otan i Corporation Otan i Deutschland GmbH. Otan i Singapore Pte., Ltd. Internet: http://www.otari.com 
Japan USA Germany Phone: ( 65) 284-7211 
Phone: ( 81) 4-2481-8626 Phone: ( 415) 341-5900 Phone: 49 ( 0) 2159-50861 Fax: ( 65) 284-4727 
Fax: ( 81) 4-2481-8633 Fax: ( 415) 341-7200 Fax: 49 (0) 2159-1778 

L.A. Sales: (818) 972-3687 
S.E. Sales: (615) 255-6080 

Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation DIS is a trademark of Digital Theater Systems. SIDS is a trademark of Sony Cinema Products Corporation. 
All other trademarks belong to their rightful owners The Otan logo is a registered trademark of Otan Corporation e Copyright 1996 Otan Corporation. 
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—FROM PAGE 226, NY METRO 

rate environment," says William Garrett, 
the studio's in-house engineer (who 
has operated an in-house recording fa-
cility for Sony Music for the past six 
years). "The first thing we realized was 
that most of the publishing company's 
writers and producers by now had bet-
ter equipment at home than we had 
purchased for the original studio over 
five years ago. That was the motivation 
to build a new room." The new studio 
is based on a design that Garrett and 
engineer Bradshaw Leigh (who also de-
signed the lobster shack studio used by 
Billy Joel for his River of Dreams re-
cord) had come up with several years 

earlier. With a budget of $20,000, Gar-
rett chose equipment from a pool of 
possibilities that had significantly 
widened since the first writer's studio 
went in, but he also had to keep in 
mind that Sony has a few side busi-
nesses, one of which is equipment 
manufacturing. Hence the PCM-800 
decks. "There were a lot of equipment 
requisition protocols and hoops you 
have to jump through, the same as in 
any corporate environment," Garrett 
observes. "But there are also some ben-
efits—you could say I got the digital 
tape decks at a good price, and that 
helps you stay on budget." Despite the 
large pool of potential users, Garrett 

IMPROVE & PROTECT 
Metal, Conductive Plastic, and Carbon-based Connections! 

Wanes 

ir 

amine 
Enhancer & Protector for conductive 

plastics & carbon-based connections. 

• Lubricates Faders, Switches, 

Potentiometers & other Mechanisms 

with Sliding Surfaces 

• Maintains Optimum Signal Quality 

• Reduces Wear & Abrasion 

• Maintains Tactile Feel 

• Imp Conductivity 

This Se/VICe group here at RANE has found, to date. the CAIG Cadube MCL 
formula lobe the most effectrve lubecanttorpreservongelectrdal properttesof 

Potentiometers CAIG developed thisproduct. opait byresearctung samples 
that roe prowded from high-use commercial apphcattons This thorough 

consrderation of real world applicatton problems insuresthatthe MCL product 

be the standard for some hme to corne RANE Corporation 

saw- Igee 

1.1ie 
LABORATORIES. 

16744 West Bernardo Drive 

San Diego. CA 92127-1904 

TEL: 619 / 451-1799 
FAX 619 / 451-2799 

E-Mail: caig123(i-z)cml com Internet: http://wwwsolgsom 

1-800-CAIG-123 

• Improves Conductivity 

• Reduces Noise & Distortion 

• improves Definition & Clarity 

• Extends Dynamic Range 

• Seals & Protects Surfaces 

• Reduces Abrasion k Tarnishing 
"Corrosionproblams on very sensdt ve connectors have been an 

annoying problem tor us. We have tried nony products **lout 

s,xxess unt# we !rod CAIG's ProGoldd Deed T. ProGrad&DanyIT 

are the celyproducts thaf have workesdpertecay. Wehighlyrecom-
mac:teem. Xerox Corp. 

lbeProGold works great vendarest:mace tube equipment 

ilellminated a loud hum tha t I thoughtwas something more se 
ProGoidalso gal ad of the recurring contact noise ins rotary 

.11:at usually returned after using other sprays. Even 

ngoxidation from metal panets and knobs.' 
News/Studio Seas 

CJUO Products ... used bygone wbo doomed lb. best! 

Ampex General Electric McIntosh Labs Tektronix 

Diebold, Inc. Hewlett-Packard Motorola Texas Instruments 

Dolby Lab. Honeywell RARE Cora Wayne-Dresser 

nuke Mtg. Co, .10i. Mc. Switchcratt Xerox Corp. 

Juliana Hatfield mixed for a Mammoth/Atlantic 

release in the Neve Suite at Boston's Sound 

Techniques with producer/engineer Tim O'Heir 

(seated at the board). Bandmembers Mikey Welsh 

(foreground) and Todd Phillips stand by. 

has a protocol to follow in this aspect, 
as well: Writers get first crack at the stu-
dio, followed by publisher/producers 
and then "everybody else." 

Room With a View owner Alessandro 
Cecconi said he plans to open Room Ser-
vice, a Pro Tools-equipped digital edit-
ing/sequencing suite, as an adjunct ser-
vice for the mix-and-overdub-oriented 
studio. Room With a View also had its 
new SSL 9000J console installed in early 
February, bringing to seven the number 
of Js floating around New York "The 
point of Room Service is that it will help 
keep more of the mixing clients in the 
studio, doing their post-mix editing and 
sequencing," Cecconi explains. "In a 
way, the name says it all—you have to 
offer more services to keep more clients 
in the studio longer." 

Acme Soundworks had a partial own-
ership change recently with the addition 
of new co-owner Fritz Lang (loved Nos-
feratu, Fritz) following the departure of 
Todd Miller, one of the studio's two 
original co-founders along with Jondi 
Whitis. The studio, which is now posi-
tioning itself to more aggressively pur-
sue corporate and industrial produc-
tions, has installed a DAR Soundstation 
DAW system with 16-channel Sigma-
Plus add-on. Acme also maintains tie-
lines to nearby Chelsea TV Studios, 
which has been a major source of pro-
jects for the audio facility. 

Bon Jovi band keyboardist David 
Bryan installed a Yamaha 02R digital 
console in his home studio in New Jer-
sey (no, I don't know what exit). The 
studio is used for pre-production for the 
band's projects, for composing projects 
with bandmates Richie Sambora and 
Jon Bon Jovi, and for a recent project 
with Dr. John. The studio also houses 
Tascam DA-88s and a Yamaha ProMix 
01 for submixing duties. 

Send New York news to Dan Daley at 
danwriter@aoLcom orfax 615/646-0102. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. USE READER SERVICE CARO 
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THE NEW STANDARD IN 
DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA 

MO 2.6GB 

1.3 E. 2 63B PROFESSIONAL 

MAGNETO OPTICAL DISKS 

DAT12 

If you work with digital audio, video or 

multimedia, you already know the 

importance of reliable, high quality recording 

media. At HHB, we've drawn on 20 years 

of professional recording 

experience to specify the highest possible levels 

of performance and long term security across the entire HHB 

Advanced Media Products range. It's therefore no surprise that HHB DAT Tape is 

CM= 

CDR74 

CDR 711; er 
--n ( 40101W 

VIRE111111= 
PROFESSIONAL CD— R CISC 

(PRINTABLE ALSO 

AVAILABLE) 

independently proven to be the best that money can buy*. Or that the archival security of our new improved CDR74 

recordable CD is unsurpassed, thanks to an uprated Phthalocyanine Gold 

PROFESSIONAL ZAT TAPE IN 

15, 35, 50, 65, 95 g 125 

M I NUTE LENGTHS 

ADVANCED 
PIMA 

PRODUCTS 

f or Preleemrai 

ADAT.45 

recording layer and a revolutionary matt coated protection layer. Or 

that our ADATe tape is fully approved and recommended by the Alesis Corporation. 

And as the random access formats of the future emerge, HHB is there already with a MiniDisc that 

sets new standards of performance and a range of MO disks so reliable, that we're confident to 

back them with a lifetime warranty. 

Don't take chances with digital recording media. Make sure it's HHB. 

»1E1111 
= E Media Recogmbon System 

Digital Audio Tape 
II 

COMPACT 

Recordable Rtro.. 

74 MINUTE 

PROFESS I ONAL 

M IN IDI SC 

HHB ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTS • THE FUTURE IS SECURE 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1524 North Hall 

*Studio Sound 'DAT On Trial' 

HHB Communications Inc • 43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA 
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 • E-Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com 

HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 • E-Mail: sales@Mhb.co.uk 

Studer Canada Ltd 1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3, Canada • Tel: 416 510 1347 • Fax: 416 510 1294 

Visit HHB on line at: http://www.hhb.co.uk 
ege isawstereduadmark of Alesis powol 
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—FROM PAGE 228, SESSIONS& STUDIO NEWS 
SOUTHEAST 

At Miami's Criteria Studios, Bob Dylan 
tracked for his upcoming Columbia re-
lease with producer Daniel Lanois and 

engineer Mark Howard, assisted by 
Chris Carroll. Mexican star Juan Gabriel 
was also in overdubbing and mixing a 
self-produced effort with co-producer 

Vavy Lozano. Eric Schilling engineered, 
assisted by Chris Spahr...Suzy Bogguss 
mixed songs for a self-produced Capi-
tol release with engineer Steve Mar-
cantonio at The Sound Kitchen in 
Franklin, TN...Grammatrain tracked 
and mixed for Forefront Records at Ar-
dent Studios in Memphis, TN, with pro-

Do You liNow WHO REALLY 
MAKEs YOUR CD's? 

Probably not. 
Your project is important. So why order from just anyone? 

Don't ask for surprises, call Europadisk. We do everything in-house, 
on-site for guaranteed quality, dependable delivery and cost efficiency. 

We pride ourselves on personal service and support unique in the industry 
and offer attention to detail. So don't take risks, know who your dealing with. 

Call EuropaDisk. 

CD ROM • CD-Audio • Cassette • Vinyl 

COMPLETE SERVICES • ON PREMISES 

Replicating 

Duplicating 

Pressing 

Glass Mastering 

Graphics 

Fulfillment 

Everything is done in-house, on-site for guaranteed 
quality and cost efficiency For a free catalog or quick quote, 

call 800-455-8555, ext.30. Major credit cards accepted. 

Discs with No Risks. 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013. 

(212)-226-4401, ext.30 FAX (212) 966-0456. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

îiîuncio, 

Noceda recording artists VAS mixed their debut 
release at Music Grinders in L.A. Pic-Mred (L to R) are 
bandrnembers Aram Ah and Greg Ellis, engineer 
Dan Harjung and assistant Rudy Haeusermann. 

ducedengineer John Hampton and as-
sistant Matt Martone. Supergroup Oak)-
en Smog also tracked and mixed a new 
project at the studio. Brian Paulson co-
produced with the band and engi-
neered, assisted by Pete Matthews...Jo-
Jo and K.C. Haley of Jodeci worked on 
vocals for their upcoming solo release 
on Universal Records at Reflection 
Sound in Charlotte, NC, with engineer 
Kelvis Reid...Producers Javier Garza 
and Pablo Flores mixed a single for 
David Lee Roth at Crescent Moon Stu-
dios in Miami. Garza engineered, as-

sisted by Chris Wiggins and Macelo 
Afiez...At his Catalyst Recording Studio 
in Charlotte, NC, Rob Tavaglione co-

produced and engineered projects for 
Velocet and Saltlick...Rowdy artist 

Caron Wheeler tracked a new LP with 
producer Dallas Austin, engineer Leslie 
Braithwaite and assistant Carlton Lynn 
at Atlanta's Darp Studios...At Master-
fonics in Nashville, Beth Nielsen Chap-
man mixed for a Warner Bros. release 
with producer Rodney Crowell, engi-
neer David Thoener and assistant John 
Thomas... RCA recording artists Illu-
sions worked on their debut release at 
Doppler Recording in Atlanta with pro-
ducers HOP Productions and engineer 
Alex Nesmith... 

SOUTHWEST 

At Rivendell Recorders in Houston 
hard rockers Atticus Finch tracked for 
a new project with engineer Brian 
Jones and assistant Casey McPherson. 
The studio recently added 16 tracks of 

Alesis ADAT XT...Dallas studio Future 
Audio Recording hosted sessions for 
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more fedures and higher-resolgion 
11/fl conver[eris..." 

Mix rilagerê. Oft 1199R 

"...more 'hack panel poas [hiar n a 
wine cellar." 

En Magen-i.. Jult; • 99E 

"...the price vs. performadcie fid -10 is 
keg and Panasonic has [ hie surer" 

Magaiine Jfflij 19':J: 

..11re mid: wow!" 
Radio and Peuclion., Man 11993 

Sold out 
Performance! 

We knew we had a winner with our new SV-3800 Pro-DAT Recorder/Player. Better sound. greater flexibility, and 
easier to use. We just didn't know how big a hit it would be. 

Now you can find them everywhere from the high-end recording facilities to the local project studios. Perhaps the only 

place you might have had trouble finding the SV-3800 was at your Panasonic dealer. No wonder—the SV-3800 

Pro-DAT Recorder comes complete with remote. at S1.695. 

Don't worry however. new shipments are headed this way. Don't miss the next 

performance of the SV-3800. Call 1-800-777-1146 for your local Panasonic Dealer 
and n-nun n 

Officlal Broadcast Equrpment Suoplter of the 1996 Olymprc Can,, 

CO(9 Panasonic 
&Tele, snn S rn 



Rocket Records artists 

Jimmie's Chicken Shack 

tracked an upcoming release 

at Oz Recording in Baltimore, Md. 

Using the band as an ottoman 

is producer/engineer Steve Haigler. 

Vanessa Bell Armstrong, pro-
duced by Kirk Franklin. 
Funkmeister George Clinton 
was also in tracking for a 
forthcoming independent 
project... 

STUDIO NEWS 

'Flic new Hum studio, own 

ed by composer Jeff Koz, is 
now under construction in its 
new location, a warehouse in 
Santa Monica, Calif. Designed 
by Walter Meyer of Meyer Ar-
chitecture and slated to open 
in June, the 5,700-square-foot 
renovated facility will house 
two studios, iso booths, pro-
duction offices, client lounge and sup-
port functions...A&M Studios newly re-
built Studio C is slated to open next 
month. The room, designed by Vincent 
Van Haaff, will feature a Euphonix 
CS3000 with the Hyper Surround multi-

channel mixing option...Vintage moni-
tors—Curb Records added completely 
refurbished JBL 4435 monitors to its 
new Nashville studio...Sound Image 
Studios continued to expand its Van 
Nuys facility with the addition to Studio 

B of a tracking and overdub room. Re-
cent clients include Polydor artists Saga 
tracking and mixing their 20th-anniver-
sary record with producer Jim Crichton 
and engineer John Hennng, assisted by 
Raul Mora. 

FROM THE PRODUCER OF THE BEST-SELLING KILLER DEMOS VIDEO 
AND THE 12PART HIT SOUND RECORDING COURSE, COMES... 

THE AUDIOPRO HOME RECORDING COURSE 

Hot off the presses, this first 
volume of a two-volume set 
from MixBooks will familiarize 
musicians with the funda-
mentals of studio recording 
using explanations and 
examples that are easy to 
understand for the beginning 
and intermediate student. 

Accompanied by two CDs 
full of information and audio 
examples and hundreds of 
illustrations to make learning 
as painless as possible. 

MIXBOOKS 

MIX 
PRO 
AUDIO 
SERIES 

1\[i lorni Home Recording rrin 
by Bill Gibson 

Order 
The AudioPro Home 

Recording Course from 

the Mix Bookshelf catalog 

Today! 
(#8016 for $59.95) plus S&H 

And look for the second 

book in this series in Mix 

Bookshelf catalog soon! 

Available from your local 

book or music retailer 
exclusively through: 
Hal Leonard Corp. 

HAL•LEONARD 

CORPORATION 

Call (800) 233-9604 from the U.S. and Canada • Fax (908) 225-1562 • International orders call (908) 417-9575 
Mail to Mix Bookshelf c/o Wintehurst & Clark Inc., 100 Newfield Avenue, Edison, NJ 08837-3817 

Internet — http://www.rnixbookshelf.com 
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WORLD TRADE CENTER 
JUNE 4 - 7, 1997 
MENCO CITY 

iLdatimareiricismi 
IPro Al&ittwiLlo Alp Mattesic lEeLpo 

YES, WE'RE DOING IT AGAIN! MEMICO '96 
WAS AN OVERWHELMING SUCCESS. THE 
DEMAND FOR A YEARLY SHOW BY THE LOCAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS AND VISITORS 
ALIKE WAS SO GREAT, THAT WE ACCEPTED 
THE CHALLENGE BY SCHEDULING A REPEAT 
PERFORMANCE FOR THE SHOW IN 1997. 

GREAT POWERHOUSE OF A MARKET IS 
G FROM ITS. ECONOMIC INSTABILITY, 
UNDOUBTEDLY BE IN FULL SWING IN 
OUR SECOND EXPOSITION. 

THE AND CLINICS. WILL CONTINUE 
TO SSI WILL BRING IN MORE 
WORL INTERNATIONAL AND LOCAL 
PROFES BEFORE. 

DO NO 
BE PART 
INDUSTRY MAR 
FORWARD TO C 
FUTURE #1 TRADI 

T OPPORTUNITY TO 
'S PRIMARY MUSIC 

P6 AMERICA LOOKS 

gideo 

- 

Web Address: E-mail 
http://www.ssiexpos.com c hris.a ssiexpos c om 

Official -io`els: 

ROYAL 

Contact: Chris Adams 

SR 400G High Point Dr. Hartsdale, NY 10530 USA • Tel: C914) 993-0489 Fax: ( 914) 3.28-8819 

Specify if Exhibitor or Visitor Information 



• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Gallery 
Recording Studios 

132 West 22nd Street, 6th Floor 
New York, NY 10011 

(212) 366-6640; Fax (212) 727-7187 
e-mail: gallery@bbhinc.com 

It's a recording studio and an art gallery! 
A beautifully designed new, spacious 
facility with outstanding acoustics. 
based in the heart of Manhattan. The 
best in vintage/modem gear and an in-
spiring atmosphere enhanced by ever-
changing exhibits of striking modern 
artwork. Built to spoil the most de-
manding engineer, producer or musi-
cian. Some names: 148-in Trident 90 
console with moving faders, Snider 
827s, Lexicon, Quested, Pro Tools, 
DA-88s, Focusrite, Neve, Summit. 
Pultec, TC, Neumann, Steinway. 

Record Plant Remote 
109 Pinecliff Lake Dr. 

West Milford, NJ 07480 
(201) 728-8114; Fax (201) 728-8017 

Record Plant Remote has been an in-
dustry leader in location recording for 
over 20 years. We've kept abreast of 
new developments in audio technol-
ogy without sacrificing our sonic in-
tegrity. Some of our recent clients in-
clude MTV, Aerosmith, Elton John, 
Michael Bolton, Spin Doctors, REM., 
Live, Meatloaf, Wynton Marsalis, 
John Mellencamp, Keith Richards, 
Chuck Berry, Guns N' Roses, Whitney 
Houston, Pavarotti,INXS, James Taylor, 
Emmylou Han-is, Shawn Colvin, Billy 
Ray Cyrus, Mary Chapin Carpenter, 
Trisha Yearwood and Harry Connick 
Jr. Our reputation speaks for itself? 

HARBORSOUrib 
180a CENTRAL STREET 
SAUGUS, MASS. 01906 

16171 231-0096 Fa. 9317) 231-0296 

Harbor Sound 
Studios 

180a Central Street 

Saugus, MA 01906 

(617) 231-0095; Fax (617) 231-0295 

Harbor Sound Studios. Beautiful 
tracking facility designed and built 
by Acoustech, featuring custom 
Neve console (1073/1066), Studer 
A800 MkIII, Pultec, Teletronix, 
Genelec, vintage mics and the 
latest in new gear. Second room 
to feature Neve 8108 console and 
AMS Audiofile for mix and over-
dub. Located 10 minutes form 
Boston and 15 minutes to Cape 
Ann beaches. One minute from 
U.S. Route 1. 

Carmel Digital 
PO Box 2834 

Carmel, CA 93921 

(408) 622-0522; Fax (408) 622-0660 

e-mail: rmasson@cormeldigital.com 

http://www,canneldigital.com 

Not enough $ for 
professional mastering? 

THINK AGAIN! 

Send your clients to 
CARMEL DIGITAL 

We're always 
within YOUR budget. 

• ---
Arniabrild —jr--"--
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Paradise Sound 
Recording 

PO Box 410 

Index, WA 98256 

(360) 793-2614; Fax (360) 793-7713 

MAKE TRACKS IN PARADISE 
At the base of the Cascade moun-
tains, overlooking the North Fork of 
the Skykomish River, you will fmd 
the ultimate in recording environ-
ments. Paradise Sound Recording's 
superb acoustic design is comple-
mented by an SSL 4056 G console 
and two different hard disk record-
ing formats. Current projects include 
ongoing work for 21st Century Audio 
(3-D Sound), Camelot Records, 
Liquid City Records and other dis-
cerning artists. Call (800) 877-MTNS 
(6867) for more information. 

Triad Studios 
4572 105M Ave. NE 
Redmond, WA 98052 

(206) 881-9322; Fax (206) 881-3645 
http://www.triodstvdios.com 

e-mail kyasi@triodstudios.com 

We make terrific recordings 
within reasonable budgets. Our 
acoustically fat studios have 
everything you need for a great 
sounding record including scads 
of vintage tube microphones 
and compressors, stereo Dolby 
SR for mixdown, extensive MIDI, 
DAWs and we're ADAT com-
patible. Recent clients include 
Narada Records, Music for little 
People, Muzak, hundreds of 
Seattle area bands. 
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Atlanta Digital 
500 Means Street, Suite E 

Atlanta, GA 30318 

(404) 522-4777; Fax (404) 522-3723 

Atlanta Digital provides CD Mas-
tering and post-production. The 
studio features Sonic Solutions 
with NoNoise and CD printer in 
an audiophile monitoring envi-
ronment. Outboard processing is 
by Focusrite, Manley, Apogee and 
TC Electronic. Video formats in-
clude Beta SP and h". Supported 
audio formats encompass Time 
Code DAT, Sony PCM-800 (DA-88) 
and analog tape. Recent credits in-
clude Arrested Development's 
Speech and Headliner, Vagabond 
and post-production credits from 
Bigelow and Eigel, Harcourt Brace 
and Optical Data. 

Troposphere Studios 
One Naylon Place 

Livingston, NJ 07039 
(201) 994-2990; Fax (201) 994-2965 

http://www.gorden.net/users/iroposphere 

tropospherestudios@garden.net 

Conveniently located in northeast 
NJ, just 20 miles outside of NYC, 
Troposphere Studios offers its clients 
a huge, 7,000 sq.-ft., acoustically tuned 
facility designed for tracking, mixing 
and film or video lockup. We feature 
an SSL 4048 G Plus series console 
with lots of new and vinatge outboard 
gear to satisfy every artist, manager 
and producer. Spacious iso booths 
offer comfort to the performer, and a 
15,000 sq.-ft. warehouse can easily 
be adapted as a live room. In short, 
Troposphere is one of a kind. Call for 
a brochure and information. 

HOWCASE • 

Different Fur 
Recording 

3470 19th Street 

Son Francisco, CA 94110 
(415) 864-1967; Fax (410)864-1966 

25 years of recording all styles of 
music. Custom service in a cre-
ative atmosphere featuring Solid 
State Logic 4056/E/G TR and Stud-
er800 & A80s, renown acoustic 
sound. Excellent selection of mi-
crophones & outboard gear, Sonic 
Solutions digital mastering. Clients 
include such cutting edge artists 
as the Kronos Quartet, Primus, 
George Winston, Harvey Mandell, 
Robert Cray, Charlie Hunter Quar-
tet and a host of Windham Hill 
artists. Contact Susan Skaggs, VP/ 
General Manager. 

The Hook Studios 
12623 Sherman Way, Suite B 

North Hollywood, CA 91605 

(818) 759-4665; Fax (818) 759-0268 

"The best overdub facility in LA." 

With a focus on vocals and over-
dubs, The Hook is a facility dedi-
cated to serving one client. Our 
goal is to provide a no-compro-
mise microphone choice for each 
vocalist and instrumentalist. We 
feature a Neve 8068, a Studer 
A827, and 50 microphones in-
cluding AKG C-12s, C-24s, New 
maim U47s, U67s, M-249s, SM-2s, 
582s; Schoeps C-22 is, Telefunlcen 
Elam 250, 251. We are confident 
that we can meet your needs. 

The Saltmine 
945 E. Juanita Ave., Suite 104 

Mesa, AZ 85204 

(602) 545-7850; Fax (602) 545-8140 
hltp: //www.primenet.com / sa Ihnine 

(Fifteen min. from Phx. Sky Harbor 
Airport) The SALTMINE is the 
coolest tracking/overdub facility in 
Arizona...We feature a classic dis-
crete NEVE console w/ 36 33114 
modules and 8 33314A compres-
sors; a STUDER A827 24-track and 
40 tracks of ADAT; Pro Tools, a 
dozen Synths, samplers, vintage tube 
mie pre's and mies and outboard 
gear galore!!! We tune up a sick col-
lection of 40 CLASSIC GUITARS 
and VINTAGE AMPS in a comfort-
able "LIVE VIBE" atmosphere for the 
band, producer or label on a budget. 
CLASSIC & MODERN RECORDING. 

Sound/Mirror 
76 Green Street 

Boston, MA 02130-2271 

(617) 522-1412; Fax (617) 524-8377 

We are a fully digital location 
recording, post-production and 
CD-mastering company specializ-
ing in classical and acoustic 
music. We do extensive field re-
cording around the world and 
have been involved in complete 
recording projects for nearly 
every major classical label over 
the past 20 years. Full location 
recording with PCM-9000; post-
production with Sonic Solutions, 
Lexicon Opus and Sony DAE-3000 
and more. Your recording may be 
our next Grammy nominee. 
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PRO CASSETTE DECKS 

TASCAM 
202 niK111 / 302 

Provides high-fidelity sound reproduction and a wide fre-
quency response, as well as a host of batanes to help 
you easily dub, edit, record or playback using 1 or2 cas-
settes. 
• Dual Auto Reverse, Normal and high-speed dubbing. 
• 4-second autospacer. 
• Dolby HO Pre extends high frequency performance 
and minimizes distortion. 
• Auto sensing forNormal, Metal and Cr02 tape. 
• Functions like Intro Check, Computerized Program 
Search, Blank Scan and One Program quickly find the 
beginning of tracks you want. 

302 Advanced Fealuru-
The 302 is 2 independent decks, each with their own set 
of RCA connectors, transport control keys, auto- reverse, 
and noise reducing functions. 
• Individual/simultaneous record capability-both decks 
• Cascade and Control I/O let you link up to 10 additional 
machines for multiple dubbing or long record and play-
back. 

112auc11/112Ftautll 

A classic "no frills" production workhorse, the 112 1.1s II 
is a 2-head, cost effective deck for musicians and pro-
duction studios. Extremely rugged and reliable, the 112 
Ms II is ideal for production mastering and mixdown. It 
also features a parallel port for external control and an 
optional balanced connector kit means it is flexible 
enough to integrate into any production studio. 
11211 MKII Advanced Features-
• Three-head transport with separate high-performance 
record and playback heads. 
• Precision FG servo direct drive capstan motors. 
• Hysteresis Tension Servo Control ( HTSC)Viaruouy elim-
inates wow and flutter by maintaining consistent back 
tension on the tape all through the reel. 
• Auto Reverse mode plays or records in both directions. 
• Continuous Reverse mode allows you to loop the 
tape during playback up to 5 times, or record in both 
directions. 

HEADPHONES 

1(240M 
The first headphone of 
choice in the recording 
industry. A highly accurate 
dynamic transducer and an 
acoustically tuned venting structure 
produce a naturally open sound. 
• Integrated semi-open air design. 
• Circumaural pads for long sessions. 
• Steel cable, self-adjusting headband 
• 15Hz-20kHz, 6005a 

gri •ZENNHEISER. 

HD 265/HD580 
The HD-255 is a closed dynamic stereo 
HiFi/professional headphone offering high 
level background noise attenuation for 
domestic listening and professional 
monitoring applications. 
The HD 580 is a top class open 
dynamic stereo HiFi/professional 
headphone that can be connect-
ed directly to DAT, DCC, CD and 
other pro players. The 
advanced design of the 
diaphragm avoids resonant f re-
quenciesmaking it an ideal 
choice for the professional 
recording engineer. 

KR-a Rib et itulit Ax 
CDR615 / CDR620 Compact Disc Recorder 

Both next-generation stand-alone write-once CD recorders they 
offer built-in sample rate conversion. CD/DAT/MD/DCC sub-

code conversion, and adjustable dB level sensing. 
Additional features include adjustable fade in/fade out, 
record mute time, and analog level automatic track incr-
menting. A 9-pin parallel ( GPI) port and heaphone output 

- with level control are also included. - 

C011620 Additional Features-
• SCSI-II Port • XLR (AES/EBU) Digital In/Out and Digital cascading 
• 2x speed recording • Index Recording and playing' 
• Dot eatable copy prohibit and emphasis' 
• 34 key. 2-way wired remote (RC620) 

•Ava liable on CDR615 w/optional Wired Remote ( RC6201 

PMD Series 
Portable Professional Cassette Recorders 
The world standard for field recording, the PMD line is also the value leader. They 
all feature RCA line input/outputs, 1/4-inch headphone jack, built-in speaker, pause control, 
audible cue and review, tape counter, full auto shut-off and low battery indicator. 

• All models except the PMD-
430 have 1/2 speed play-
back/record dttability. With 
1/2 speed playback, musi-
cians can slow down com-
plicated pansages for analy-
sis. At 1/2 speed the pitch 
is lowered by exactly one 
octave so the notes are still 
musically correct. 
• By recording at 1/2 speed, a 
three hour meeting can be 
recorded on a single tape. A 
built-in mic and automatic 
level control make operation 
simple, and built-in speaker 
makes transcription conve-
nient. 
• Three standard 'D' cell bat-
teries provide up to 7-1/2 
hours of operation and the 
optional RB430 recharge-
able battery delivers up to 
5-1/2 hours. 

General 
Stereo/Mono 
Heads 

 Mono  
2 

Pa10-101 
 Mono  

2 

Ple0-201 
Mono 
2 

Miniplug 
Built-In 

Ple0-221 
 Mono 

3 

Miniplug 
Built-In 

PAID-222 
Mono 
3 

Pli1D-430 
Stereo 
3 

Inputs/Outputs 
Mic Input 
Condenser Mic 

 1/4- inch 
Built-In 
1/4-inch 
Built-In 

Mini/XLR 
Built-In 

1/4-inch 
— — 

Remote Jack 
Modular Tel Jack 
External Speaker Jack 

Record Controls 
VU Meters — 
2-Speed Recording 
Dolby B NR/dbx NR_ 
MIc Attenuation 

 —  
— 
— 
— 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

 — 
— 
— — Yes Yes Yes 

-- 1 
Yes 

1 
Yes 

2fIlurninated) 
— 
Yes 

0,-150. -30dB 

Yes 
_ — 

Yes 

— 
Yes 

— 1 
Yes 

— 
— 

— 
0-10dO -200 

— 
COO& -2008 

— 
0-10d0 -20dB 

Yes 
— 

Ambient Noise Cont._ 
MPX Finer 
Manual Level Control _._ 
Limiter 

— 
— 
— 
— 

Yes 
— 

_ Yes 
_ 

 Yes  
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

__ Yes 
Yes 

ACC Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Peak Indicator _ — — Yes Yes — 
Playback Controls 
Pitch Control *20% 120% *20% w6% 
Bias Fine Adj. — — — — Yes 
Tone Control Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Memory Rew.nd — — Yes Yes Yes 

ACC2000/4000 
Cassette Duplicators 
Designed for high performance and high production, Telex duplicators offer 
easy maintenance and operation. The ACC2000 is a 2-channel monaural 
duplicator, the ACC4000 is a 4-channel stereo duplicator. Each produces 
3 copies from a cassette master at 16X normal speed and with addi-
tional copy modules you can duplicate up to 27 copies of a C-60 origi-
nal in under two minutes. And they copy both sides at once! 

Telex 

ACC2000XL / ACC4000XL 
The XL Series feature "Extended Life" cassette heads for increased performance and wear character's-
tics They also offer improvements in wow and flutter, frequency response. S/N ratio and bias. 

Easy Maintenance: 
• Slanted work surface and "heads-up" cas-
sette platform prevent oxide build up on the 
heads and makes cassette loading and 
unloading easier. 
• 3 point tape guidance system eliminates 
skew problems and prevent unnecessary 
wear and tear on the tape head mechanism. 
• Audio and bias along with head adjustments 
are made easily from the top of the unit. A 
switch on the back engages the head and 
pinch roller for convenient cleaning. 

Fingertip Operation 

• Individual rotary audio level controls, Peak' LED indicators 
• Side A or A./8 select button 
• Stop all tapes instantly, at any point during the copy or rewind 
cycle. 
• Short tape indicators alert you if a tape stops before the origi-
nal does, identifying incomplete copies caused by jam or short. 
• Automatic or manual selection of rewind and copy operation: 
-Rewinds tapes to the beginning or end automatically (AUTO 
mode) or manually. 
-In AUTO mode the copy button activates the entire 
rewind/copy/rewind sequence. In manual mode, it starts copying 
immediately. 

Telex Copyette EH Series Duplicators 
The Copyette series produce high quality. low cost cassettes in large quantities at approximately 16X normal speed. 
The 2 versions are capable of duplicating Bd her 1 or 3 cassettes at a time. Available in both mono and stereo. 

Stereo Copyette1•241 
Weighing only 8 lbs. (3.6 kg), this unit has a durable, 

impact resistant housing 
and includes a removable 

power cord, carrying 
handle and protective 

cover. Optical, 
non- reflective 

end-cf -tape sens-
ing system pro-.. 

vides gentle tape 
handling. 

Stereo Copyette 1424 
This duplicator copies both sides of three cassettes at 
once, yet it's as small as 
the 1•2•1. It weighs only 
12 pounds (5.4 kg) 
and includes a hard 
cover to protect 
the unit while 
not in use. It 
uses all DC 
Servo motors for 
the ultimate in reliability. 

MICROPHONES 

C414B/ULS 
A reputation for flawless perfor-
mance and uncommon flexibility 
in the most demanding studio 
and concert sound applications 
• Dual Gold-sputtered 
diaphrams. 
• Flat on-axis response. 
• 126dB dynamic range. 
• Switchable 10d8 and 20d8 pad. 
• 20Hz-20kHz. 

Der-

Studio Condenser Mies 
The "bench mark" for cost and performance, the Equi 
series of microphones incorporate a unique servo 
design and exceptional flexi-
bility to provide extraordi-
nary ballistic capability and 
exceptional transient 
response. 

E-300 
A multi- patterned side 
address mic that combines 
vintage capsule design with 
advanced head-amp elec-
tronics, the E-300 has an 
unusually wide frequency 
response of 10 Hz to 20 
kHz and an exceptional 
dynamic range of 137 dB. 
Also extremely low self 
noise oft1dB. Ideal for the most critical application 

Shown iv 
optional 

Shockmo 

Unique powering of all mics is accomplished with a 
pair of rechargeable nicad 9-volt batteries in combina 
tion with 48-volt phantom power. This overcomes 
inherent current limiting associated with most phan-
tom power supplies and can supply 10X the current. 

E-200/E-100 
The first member of the Equitek family, the E-200 is al: 
a dual capsule side address multi-pattern condenser n 
but with lower specifications than the E-300. The E-10 
uses the same electronics as the E-200, but with only 
one of the same capsules in a supercardioid pattern. 
• Frequency response of 10 Hz to 18 kHz. 
• Dynamic range of 137 dB • Low self noise of 16 dB. 

*audio-technica. 
AT4033 

Cardioid Capacitor filicrophont 
The AT4033 is a transformerless, studio microphone 
designed for use in the most demanding applications. 
• Gold-plated, aged-diaphragm condenser element wit 
internal baffle plate to increase S/N ratio which, coupl 
with low-noise transformerless electronics, makes thi 
AT4033 ideal for critical digital recordings. 
• Dynamic range is 123 dB without built-in attenuator. 
• Accepts up to 140 dB SPI without distortion above 1' 
T.H.D. A built-in switchable 10 dB ( nominal) pad 
increases it to 150 dB. 
• Internal open-cell foam windscreen. 
• Integral 80 Hz hi-pass filter for easy 
switching from a flat frequency 
response to a low-end roll-off. 

AT4050/CM5 
The AT4050 multi- pattern condenser 
expands upon the AT4033 to set the stan-
dard for studio performance mics. 
• 2 capacitor elements. 
• Cardioid, Omnidirectional, and Figure 8 polar 
pattern settings. 
• Vapor-deposits of pure gold on specially-contoured 
large diaphragms are aged through 5 steps to ensu 
optimum characteristics over years of use. 
Transformerless circuitry results in exceptional trae 
oient response and clean output even under extrem 
ly high SPL conditions. 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 
OR FAX 24 HOURS 

soo 947-2215 • 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 
Store 8•Mail Order Hours 

Sun 1.0 4 45 • Mon & Tues 96 • Wed & Thurs 9 7 15 • Fri 9-1 • Sat Closed 

BUSINESS LEASING AVAILABLE 

PROCESSING 

BEHRINGER 
DX 1200 Autocom 

ttack/Release times, with Intelligent Program 
election. 
oise gate, switchable Soft Knee/Hard Knee char-
cteristics for varied sound pressure levels. 
right, illuminated LEDs show gain reduction. 

DX 2100 Composer 

.t 

ntegrated auto/manual compressor, expander 8 peak 
imiter. 
:Iompresses "musically" in dynamic range without any 
iudible " pumping" or " breathing". 
flack 8 release times are controlled automatically or 
manually. 
nteractive Gain Control ( IGC) combines a clipper and 
peak limiter for distortion-free limitation on signal peaks. 
Servo-balanced inputs and outputs are switchable 
petween +4dB and - 10d13. 

' API-(EX 
107 Tubessence 
2 Channel Mic Preamp 

he 107 delivers outstanding sonic performance, as well 
s a great degree of presence, detail, openness and 
nage. 
2 independent channels with front panel XLR inputs 
Up to 64dB of gain available 
20dB pad with red LED indicator, 2 LED input meter 
Full 48V phantom power with red LED indicator 
Low cut filter with red LED indicator: 80Hz, 
12dB/octave 
Polarity inversion switch with LED indicator 
Individual channel remote mute capability 
Switchable +4d8/-10dB output with 1/4* TRS phone 
jacks 

l'UBESSENCE combines the best attributes of both tube 
ind solid state circuitry to provide performance 
inmatched by conventional designs. The solid state 
root end is transformedess and only high end capaci-
ors are used in the signal path. The tube circuit 
mparts the sonic characteristics of tubes without the 
ixtremely high voltages, heat, fragility, and short life 
;pan of conventional tube circuitry. 

109 Tubessence 
Parametric EQ 

he Aphex 109 is an extremely versatile and high perfor-
lance parametric vacuum tube E0 with unique features, 
exibility and sound. 
Great tor "warming up" digital signals. 
True tube circuitry in the output stage. 
Dual ( stereo) 2 band or mono 4 band ED configuration 
offers flexibility from general sweetening to critical 
problem solving. 
Operates in the ED flat mode yet still passes signal 
through the Tubessence vacuum tube stage. 
1/5 octave to 2 octave bandwidth adjustment. 
Switchable - 10d13)//.4d8u operating level 

t.c.electronics 
Wizard M2000 

Studio Effects Processor 

'he M2000 features a " Dual Engine" architecture that 
iermits multiple effects and 6 different routing modes. 
'here are 250 factory programs including reverb, pitch 
lelay, chorus, flange, phase, E0. dc-nosing, compres-
;ion, limiting, expansion, gating and stereo enhance-
next, The M2000 also features 20-bit A/O conversion, 
1ES/EBU and S/PDIF digital inputs/outputs, "Wizard" 
ielp menus, 16-bit dithering tools, Tap and MIDI tempo 
nodes and single page parameter editing. 

• 

HIGH-END MIC PRE-AMPS 

Focusrite 
Red 1 / Red 8 Mic Pre-amps 

Aft • ab • iia• • 
r.e. • 

The Focusrite Red Series is instantly recognized by leading engineers worldwide 'or its fidelity, musicality, pre-
cision and control. The Redl is a 4 channel mic pre while the Red 8 has 2 chanrels. Both are ultra-high quali-
ty for use in digital recordings, and with high-quality ribbon, valve, and condenser microphones. 
Each channel otters— 
• Phantom power 8 Phase reverse 
• Warm. and crystal-clear. 
• Easy-to-read, accurate illuminated VU meters. 

• Low noise floor with high gain bandwidth. 
• Mic gain has 66dB rarge. 

• ISA. 215 Dual Mono Mic-Pre 81 ED 

Engineers, producers, and musicians woldwide are familiar with the legendary ISA 110 mic pre/ED that forms the 
heart of the Focusrite Studio Connie. Frequent requests for a 19' rack unit with the samecircuitry have led to 
the development of this high-quality studio device. 
• 2-independant mic pm amp & ED. 
• Microphone inputs feature variable gain and switchable phantom power. 
• lndependant HF and LP shelving sections. 
• Overlapping Upper and Lower Mid ED w/variable bandwidth. 
• lndependant High and Low pass filters. 
• Integrated PSU 
• Large, easy to use control knobs and switches. 

Focusrite Green Range 
NOW AVAILABLE!  

ALEsus 
3630 Compressor FMS/Peak 2Ch.Comp/LimIter/Gate 

The 3630 is a dual-charinel compressor that offers Ratio, ihreshold, Attack and Decay contrits to handle the tough-
est signals. It also offer: a choice tatween RUS and Peakcompression styles, plus Hard and Soft Knge dynamic 
curves for every application from subtle gain control to in your-face punch. Ideal for use in applications from studio 
recording and mixing to live sound -reinforcement and broadcast. 

M-EQ 230 Dual 1/3 Octave/Precision Equalizer 

Used extensively in recording studios since 1989. the M-E0 230 provides 2 independent 30-band 1/3 octave graphic 
EO'sin a single rack space. Coverirp every band from 25 ilz to 20 kHz in 1/3 octave increments the M-E0 230 is ideal 
for tuning the monitors in your project slab° or even getting the most out of a home stereo setup. 

MidiVerlb 4 2 Ch. Parallel Processor w/Auto Level Sensing 
INI10111111111111 
IMO RUM 11111 

•11 

The MidiVerb 4 extends Alesis' line of affordable professional multi-effects processing. It provides the sonic quality 
and programming power required 'or studio recording and live sound reinforcement at an affordable price. 

• Wide variety of dense, natural-sounding reverbs, rich 
chorus and flange, vesatile delay, rotating speaker 
simulation, pitch shift panning and more, 
• Auto Level Sensing feature automatically sets your 
input signal to the optimum level to take advantage of 
the MidiVerb 4's wide dynamic range. 

• 18-bit oversampling digital converters add to the excel-
lent audio fidelity, with a reseting 20 kHz frequency 
response and a dynamic range over 90dB. 
• 128 preset and 128 user-editable programs. 
• Mono or Stereo single effects dual-mono effects, and 
multi-chain configurations for 2 or 3 effects at once. 

QuadraVerb 2 2 Ch. Master Effects w/DIgItal I/O 

IIM 

Abois' most powerful ,ignal processor, the OuadraVerb 2 offers the amazing audio fidelity cfl a high-end dedicated 
vocal reverb while providing powerful multi-effects capabilities, 
• 300 programs ( 100 preset and 200 user-editable) , • 5 seconds sampling, triggerd pan, and surround sound 
• Octal Processing allows use of up to 8 effects simulta- encoding are also built in, 
neousty in any order. Choose between over 50 differ- • Selectable - 10 dB and +4dB levels, servo-balanced IRS 
not effects types for each block, including reverb, inputs and outputs. 
delay, chorus, flange. rotary spealier, pitch shift, graph- • ADAT Digital Interface allows you to work entirely in 
ic and parametric ED overdriver and more the digital between the 02 and an ADAT XT. 
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MIDI 

OPCODE 
Studio 5 LX 

Macintosh MIDI 
Interface 

The Studio 5 LX is arguably the most advanced MIDI 
interface on the market today. It incorporates a MIDI 
patchbay, MIDI processor, and SMPTE synchronizer with 
it's interface functions, all in a 2 rack space unit. 
• 15 lndependant MIDI ins and outs. 
• SMPTE reads and writes all formats— 24, 
25/29.97/29.97DF/and 30. 
• Network multple units, 240 MIDI channels each. 
• 128 patches, unlimited virtual instrument controls 
• 2 assignable footswitch inputs, 1 controller input 
• 8X speed when used with OMS 
• Internal power supply. 

Studio 3 & 4 MIDI Interfaces, 
and Vision sequncing software 

also available. 

Mark of the Unicorn products now available 

PROCESSING 
INV \— 
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4200A, 4400 8, 4700 
IA Series 1/3 Octave Active Equalizers 

• The 4200A (active, cut only graphic ED) and 4400 
(active graphic E0) provide 28 1/3-octave filters on 
I.S.O. centers from 31.5 Hz to 16kHz. Hand-tuned 
inductor/capacitor ( L-CI resonant circuits provide the 
ultimate in performance and reliability. 
• Better than 108 dB signal-to-noise ratio with no degra-
dation even when filters are used. 
• Continuously adjustable high and low-pass filters band-

limit unwanted subsonic and ultrasonic noise. 
• 3 outputs and powered accessory crossover socket 
facilitate distribution and level control to three subsys-
tems. (Bi-amp or tri-amp operation with optional 2-way 
and 3-way plug-in crossover networks. 
• The 4200A has a - 15 dB control range, the 4400 has a 
±10 control range. 

The 4700 is similar in specifications to the 4200A/4400 
E0s. the difference is that all functions of the 4700 are 
digitally controlled. 

DSP 5024 
Digital Signal Processor 

• 2 input, 4 output signal processor with 107 dB ot 
dynamic range. 
• Crossover can be configured as 2-way, 3-way, 4-way or 
dual 2-way. 
• Adjustments can be performed in frequency 1Hz steps, 
slope (6, 12, 18, 24 dB/oct.), shape (Butterworth, 
Bessel, Linkwitz-Riley). 
• Parametric fillers include boost, cut, high pass, low 
pass, rising shell and falling shelf, adjustable in 1 Hz 
steps, 1/10 dB steps and bandwidth from 1/70th octave 
to 4.8 octaves. 
• Delay up to 680 ms on each output. 
• Ten non-volatile memories and presets with password 
security. 
• Remote preset select interface includes PA422. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 
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STUDIO MONITORS 

UHL 
Control 5 
Compact Control 

Monitor Loudspeaker 

The Control 5 is a high performance. wide range control 
monitor for use as the primary sound source in a variety 
of applications. It's smceith. extended frequency 
response combines with wide dynamic capability to pro-
vide acoustic performance that's ideal for recording stu-
dios. NV control rooms & remote trucks. 
• 6-1/2" low frequency driver provides solid, powerful 
bass response to 50 Hz aed a pure titanium 1" dome 
handles high frequency response to 20 kHz. 
• Magnetically shielded tor ase near video monitors. 
• Choice of black, gray or White finish. 
• A host of mounting systems including ceiling, rack and 
tripod allow positioning in exactly the right spot. 

4200 Series 
Near-Field Monitors 

Il
The 4200 

42comeoOOSerie insnear field 
monitors  
6.5(4206) and the 8" 
(4208). Both offer excep-

1  tissai sonic performance, 
setting the standard for 
today's multi-purpose stu-
dio environment . 
• Multi-Radial baffle directs 
the axial output fir opti-
mum summing at 
approximately 3 to 5 ft. 
• Curved surface of the ABS 
battle virtually eliminates 
baffle diffraction distortion. 

• Superb imaging and greatly reduced phase distortion. 
• Vertical alignment of the transducers across the baffle 
center produces natura. mirror- Imaging. 
• Pure titanium diaphragm high frequency transducer 
provides smooth, extended response. 
• Magnetically shielded for use near video monitors. 

6208 
Near-Field Monitors 

SI 
An internally bi-amplified neer field studio monitor. the 
6208 provides excellent reference in a small, portable 
package. It combines optimtzed electronics with an 8. 
two-way speaker system on a Multi-Radial baffle that 
aligns acoustic centers of hieh and low frequency trans-
ducers. The transducers are magnetically shielded to 
allow safe placement near sensitive equipment such as 
tape recorders and video monitors. 
• XLR or 1/4' inputs are compatible with both -10 dbV 
and +4 dBu nominal operatng levels. 
• 2.6 kHz electronic crossover with discrete circuitry. 
• Low feedback design, with no slew rate limiting and 
extremely low distortion. 
• 8', low frequency transducer delivers a long, linear 
excursion resulting in a smooth extended bass output 
with low power compression. It is coupled to a one 
inch titanium diaphragm, high frequency transducer 
with patented "diamond pattern surround' exhibiting 
flat response, +/-2 db from crossover point to 20 kHz. 

EURODESK 
MX 8000 

24 Channel 8-bus Console 
- 

MIXING BOARDS 

BEHRINGER 
nri à ee• 48 input channels with dedicated E0. Mute, Pan, & Level. 

....:'...: - - -- -- • ' ' ,...... • Channel, Subgroup. and Mix insert points. 
» • - • '-'..-.- - • ' ' • ' • Direct Outputs, 24 balanced tape ins/outs 

. , .. • 4 band E0 with sweeps. - 
• 6 Aux sends, 6 stereo Aux returns w/extensive routing. 
• Optional MB-11000 Meter-bridge. 
• Optional Cybermix automation software for Windows. 

CR-1604 VLZ 
16-Channel Mic/line Mixer 
A hands-down choice for many major touring groups and 
studio session players as well as broadcast and sound 
contracting. The CR-1604 VLZ features everything you would 
expect from a larger console. and then some! 
• 24 line, 7 AUX, 3-band EC) w/ mid sweep, 10-segment 
LED output meter. 
• 90 dB S/N and 108 dB dynamic range. 
-16 studio-grade, phantom powered mic preamps. 
• AFUPFL solo & mute w/ overload and signal indicators. 

• Rear panel features 1/4-inch/ 
XLR connectors, inserts on every channel, and RCA 
tape inputs/outputs. 
• Rotary I/O ' pod' allows3 different postions for set-up. 

MS1202VLZ and MS1402VLZ IN STOCK!  
The new MS-1202, 1402 and 1604 all include VLZ (Very Low Impedance) circuitry at critical signal path 
points. Developed for Mackie 's acclaimed 8.80s console series. VIZ effectively reduces thermal noise and 
minimizes crosstalk by raising current and decreasing resistance. 

M-1600 
16/24 Channel 
8-bus Console 
Great for modular Digital 
Multitrack setups and hard disk 
recording, the M-1600 is part of 
Tascam's next generation series 
of recording consoles. It fea-
tures multiple option for inputs 
and outputs and uses the same, easy to 
install D-sub connectors as Tascam's more expensive 
console, all in a compact design. 

• XLR Mic inputs w/phantom power on 8 channels. 
• Signal present/overload indicators on each channel. 
• Balanced/Unbalanced tape returns and Balanced 
Group/Direct outputs using 0-sub connectors. 
• TRS Balanced Line Inputs on all channels. 

• 3-band EO with sweepable 
mids. 
• 5 Aux sends (1 stereo) 
• 4 assingable aux returns. 
• Perfect for use with DA-88 and ADAT setups. 

Di ¡tal Multi-Track Recorders 

TASCA M DA-88 
• Hi-8mm tape format. 
• ATE system ensures no tracking errors or syn-
chronization loss on up to 16 cascaded decks 
• 16-bit D/A, selectable 44.1 or 48KHz 
• Flat 20Hz to 20KHz, 92dEr dynamic range 
• Seamless Punch-in and out, for programmable 
digital crossfade and insert. 
• Individual track delay for special effects and timing 
correction, 

SONY 
PC M-800 Digital 8-Track In Stock: 

ALESIS adat xt 
S-VHS DIGITAL 

The ADAT-XT sets the standard in modular 
digital multitrack recording. The ADAT-XT 
operates up to four times faster than the 
original ADAT and offers an intelligent soft-
ware-controlled tape transport as well as 
provides onboard digital editing and flexible 
autolocation. 

• IncludesLRC remote control with transport and locate 
functions 
• Advanced transport software continuously monitors 
autolocation performance. 

• 56-pin ELCO connector operates at +4dB and - 10d8 
• Built-in electronic patchbay 
• Flawless copy/paste digital edits between machines or 
within a single unit. 

STUDIO MONITORS 

ALEsis 
Monitor 1 

Near Field Reference Monitors 
• 6.5" low frequency drive' prevides excellent image 
transient reproduction, powerful bass, and smooth. 
extended high frequency detail. 
• Exclusive SuperPort speaker venting technology eiir 
nut es the "choking" effect of port turbulence for sol 
high-power bass transients and extended low 'feu: 
cg response. 

Monitor Two 
Mid Field Studio Reference Monito 

Today's popular 
music demands more 
bass at louder vol-
umes than a small 
near field monitor 
can possibly pro-
duce, the Monitor 2 
delivers. 
• 10" three way 
speaker design with a unique asymmetrical crossove 
maintain the same accurate tonal balance and imagin 
of the Monitor One—but with a much larger sound ti 
• 5" mid frequency driver offers exceptional mid 
frequency detail 
• 1" silk dome high frequency driver delivers a broad 
natural frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz. 
• Covered in a non-slip rubber finish, the Monitor Tva 
comes in a mirror imaged par for mixing accuracy 

à ' 

Point Seven 
• Shielded reference monitor. 
• Front ported venting system for 
great bass response. 
• 50 watts 
RKAS-
100 watts 
peak W 4t.Z. 

• 85Hz-27kHz: e3dB. 
• 2kHz crossover for accurate 
phase and a wide sweet spot" 
for mixing. 
• Accurate flat sound reproduc-
tion. 
• Great for studio and multi-
media applications. 

PBM Series II 
Near-field Reference Monitor 

The P8M II Series is the industry standard for fete, e• 
monitors providing true dynamc capabdity and real 
world accuracy. 

PBM 5 II 
• Custom 5" injection-molled bass driver 
• Woofer blends seamiesey wits the 3fir polymide se 
dome ferro-fluid cooled tweeter providing extended 
bandwidth 

PBM 8.5 II 
• 6.5" lowfrequency driver and 3+4" tweeter 
• Fully radiused and ported cabinet design reduces re: 
nance and diffraction while previding deep linear 
extended bass. 

PBM 8 II 
High tech 1" soft dome tweeter and 8" driver capabl 
of powerful bass extension under high SPI demand: 
Hard wired crossover features true bi-wire capability 
Full cross- braced matrix medite structure virtually 
eliminates cabinet resonance as a factor. 
• Ensures precise low frequency tuning by incorporati 
a large diameter port featuring laminar air flow at hij 
en port velocities. 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OP FAX 24 HOURS 
800 947-2215 • 212 366-3738 

1 1 9 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, 
Store 8. Mail Order Hours 

Sun 10-4:45 Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9-7:15 • Fri 

BUSINESS LEASING AVAILAB 

. 10011 
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' ORTABLE DAT RECORDERS 

TASCAM 
DA-P1 

Mary 2 head design 
id 2 direct 
ive motors. 
_Ft mid line 
puts 
//phantom power) 
lalog and S/PDIF (RCA )digital I/ 
!/44.1/48kHz sample rates 8 SCMS-free recording. 
Jilt in MIC limiter and 20dB pad 
IS jack w/ level control for monitoring 
dudes shoulder belt, AC adagter. 8 battery. 

DR1000/PDR1000TC 

head Direct Drive transport 
'lanced XLR mic and line analog inputs and two RCA 
ralog line outputs. Digital inputs and ou:puts include 
PDIF consumer (RCA) and AES/EBU XLR 
ift/Right channel mic input attenuation selector(OdB/-
la) 
ly phantom power, limiter 8 internal speaker. 
uminated LCD display shows clock and counter, peak 
vel metering, margin display, battery status. ID nom-
sr. tape source dams and machine status. 
ickel Metal Hydride battery powers the PDR1000 for 
co hours. AC Adapter/charge included. 

R1000TC Additional Features: 
II standard SMPTE/EBll time codes are supported, 
cluding 24, 25. 29.97 (drop 'rame and non-drop 
ame) and 30 fpn. 
eternal sync to video. field sync and word sync 

STUDIO DAT RECORDERS  

FOStex 
D-251D-30 

1 • 
7_1 

ro DAT master recorder featuring confidence monitor-
ro and insert editing with a 4-head transport. 
ync functions include the ability to chase sync to a 
raster timecode. Resolves to VVORDNIDEO/DAT 
ame signal WORD. 
idependent left/right recording. 
crub from tape or buffer. Jog/ Shuttle 1/20 to 16X. 
MPTE/EBU IC generator/reader 
n board chase/lock sync, RS-422 slot. 
-head 4-motor transport. 
6 MBit RAM bufferforinstant Start 8 Edits. 

30 Additional Features: 
awe, high resolution backlit ..CD display which shows 
II parameters at a glance 
Ituitive menus from 10 dedicated soft keys 
/ RS-422 ports for added flexibility. 

FOSTEX D-15 TineCode DAT 
NOW AVAILABLE! 

Panasonic. 
SV-3800/SV-4100 

SV-3800/SV-4100 feature highy accurate and reliable 
wort mechanisms with search -peeds up lo 400X normal. 
Muse 20-bit 0/A converters to satisly the highest proles 
sal expectations. The SV-41N lsalures instant start, pro-
rn and cue assignment, enhancel system diagnostics, multi-
digital interfaces and more. 

allow you to send cont•ol commands to your entire 
MIDI setup without changing the balance between con-
nected units. 
• Sequencer Control Section lets you control song selec-
tion, tempo and other parameters quickly. 
• The keyboard can be uplit into eight zones and features 
20 different controls and connectors. 

Superb Sound 
• 2 types of stereo-sampled grand pianos, various 
acoustic and electric pianos ( including a great classic 
Rhodes). 

JV-2080 

li•-2Rolande 
A-90EX Master Controller for the Next Century 

The A-90EX is an 88- note, weighted master controller with the best keyboard action currently on the mar-
ket—bar none. It oilers incredibly realistic piano sound:, powerful controller capabilities and 'virtual' program-
mable buttons which can be configured to operate your software and other devices. The A-90€X combines the 
majestic sound of a concert grand, the expressive ache of a fine acoustic keyboard and the comprehensive 
MIDI functions of a master controller—all in a portable stage unit. 

Keyboard Controls • 128 patches selected from Rolands extensive "JV" and 
• Master Volume Slider and Global Transpose features "JD" series library. 

• 64-voice polyphony. Built in erects 
Extensive Performance Configurations 

• Stores up to 64 Performances.(128 w/optional M-512E 
card) which may consist of up to 4 preset Patches 
along with various user-configarable parameters such 
as zone, effects. and MIDI channel. 

88 Key Keyboard 
• Proprietary 88- note hammer-action, velocity sensitive 
keyboard w/attertouch offers he natural resistance and 
rebound of an acoustic piano and control of a synth. 

64-Voice Synthesizer Module 
Roland resets the standard with the incredi-

IÈ 3 1 ' bly expandable J\'--208064 2080 -Voice 
Synthesizer Module. This amazingly 
powerful package offers unprecedent-

ed expandability, digital signal process 
E ng, and remarkable operational ease. all 

Features 
• 64-Voice polyphony / 16- part multitimbral capability. 
• 8 slots for SR-JV80 series expansion boards. 
• 3 independant effects sets plus independant 
reverbidelay and chorus. 

housed in a 2- unit rack-mount desigi 

• 64-Voice polyphony/16-part muttitimbral capability. 
• NEW patch finder and Phrase Preview functions for 
easy access to the huge selection of patches. 
• Large backlit graphic display 
• Computable with the JV-1080,.XP-50, and XP-80. 

NEW SR-A/80-10 "BASS & DRUMS" EXPANSION BOARD NOW AVAILABLE! 

DM-800 
Digital Audio Workstation 

A compact stand-alone multi-track hard-disk, recorder that provides 
an amazing array of features at an unbelievably low price. Used music 
production post production and broadcast, it performs all digital mix-
ing operations from audio recording and editing to rotation track-
bouncing and final mixdown. It supports SMPTE and MTC and fea-
tures a boil-in Sample Rate Resolver for sync with any time code. 

VS-880 
Digital Studio Workstation 

The VS-880 V-Studio Digital Workstation. is now even more versatile with the release of the 
VS-830 V-Xpanditt. This new version incorporates powerful additional functions that allow you to 

get the most out of the VS-8 Bit's incredilbe creative Medial. 

NEW FEATURES 
Mixer Section 

• Auto Mixing Fuction records and plays back song data 
in realtime including ader movements and panning 
positions. No external sequencer is required. 
• Easy recording with an inserted effect in " INPUT-
TRACK" mode.• 
• Process the master output with a specific inserted 
effect such as total compression.' 
• Scene change by MIDI program change message. 

Recorder Section 
- Simultaneous playback of 6 tracks in MASTER MODE 
recording. 
• Digital output with copy protection. 

Effects Section' 
•10 additional effect algorithms (311 total) including 
Voice Transformer, Ma Simulator 19-band Vocoder. 
Hum Cancelor. Lo-Fi Sound Processor, Space Chorus, 
Reverb 2. 4-band Parametric EO, 10-band Graphic Ea 
and Vocal Cancellor. 
• 100 additional preset effects patches. 
• Effect change by MIDI program change message. 
• Effect edit by MIDI control chafe message 

And Mom.. 
• Additionally, over 20 powerfu and convenient features 

in editing/sync sections have seen added. 
The functions matted • require the optional VS8F-1 

Effect Expansion Board 

VS-880-S1 SYSTEM EXPANSION KIT 
Current owners of the VS-380 now enjoy unprece-

dented support from Roland with the release of this 
System Expansion Kit. Supplied on a ZIP diskand 
including a new owner's manual. the VS-880-Si will 
provide current version users with all of the benefits of 
the VS-880 V-Xpanded at a fraction of the cost. 

HARD DISK RECORDING 

ATTENTION MAC USERS— I 

PROTOOLS PROJECT, 
AUDIOMEDIA III, 
MASTERLIST CD, 
& POWERMIX DAE 

NOW AVAILABLE!  

SOU NDSCAPE 
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD. 

SSHRD-1 
Hard Disk 
Recorder/ 

Editor 

A professional Multitrack Digital Audio Workstation 
for the PC, the SSHDR1 combines the highest quality 
processing hardware with easy-to-use Windows-based 
software for the most complete and affordable solution 
for high quality digital audio recording and editing on 
the PC. The SSHDR1 has over 50 powerful editing tools 
and is expandable from 8 to 128 tracks, with up to 32 
inputs and 64 outputs. Ideal for a wide range of applica-
tions ranging from, recording music in project studios 
with an 8 track system, to multiple unit 32. 48 and 64 
track systems used by major TV and film studios for 
audio post productionlinked to video. 
• All audio processing, disk handling and sync. is carried 
out by the powerful DSP or the hardware, so any PC 
can be used, Even a 386!!! 
• Up to 64 virtual tracks all with Move, Copy, Trim, Slip, 
Solo, Repeat, Delete, Cut. Glue edit functions. 
• Solo/Multi-track audio scrubbing, 999 named markers 
• Realtime fade In/Out (8 selectable curves). 
• Automated Punch In/Out, Volume contouring. 
• All SMPTE formats, including 29.97 and 29.97 DF. 
• AV file support w/full sync. ( Req.Video forWin.V1.1). 
• Optional EDL File support w/full auto conform via RS422. 
• Volume and Pan controls, assignable lader grouping. 
• Reverse/Phase Invert/Compute tempo. 
• Optional Time Module features limo stretch/Time com-
pression Pitch shift and Sample rate conversion. 
• 8 physical output channels, selectable for each PART 
• Non-destructive sample- resolution editing. 
• Cycle record mode with stacked TAKES and pre- roll 
(like analog mufti-track tape recorders) 
• AND MUCH MORE... 

IINEThe latest in the Fostex HD recording family. the DMT-8 VL truely brings the 
familiarity of the persona multi-trac to 
the digital domain. 

• 18 bit ND, 20 bit D/A conversion. 
• 8 channel mixer, CH. 182 feature both mic 8 line level 
• 2 band E0 and 2 AUX sends per channel 
• Cut/Copy/Move/Paste within single or multiple tracks. 
• Scrub from tape or buffer. Jog/ Shuttle 1/2X to 160. 
• Built-in MIDI Sync., 6 memory locations 
• Dual function Jog/Shuttle wheel provides digital scrub' 
without pitch change. 
• Divide the drive into 5 seperate 'virtual reels each with 

it's own timing information 
• NO COMPRESSION! 

DMT-8 VL 

Minimum Shipping USA (Except AK & HI) $7.00, up to 3 lbs. Add 60c for each xdditional lb. For ins. add 40c per3100. ID 1997 138,11 Photo Video. Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices valid subject to supplier prices. 

FOR PRODUCT INFO. tnE READER SERVICE CARD 
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—FROM PAGE 69, JOHN MEYER 

Then Mark called his friend Roger 
Nichols, who came up and listened to 
this prototype. Roger thought they were 
wonderful and wanted a pair. He took 
our alpha systems for a Rickie Lee 
Jones album he was doing. He said that 
we shouldn't keep knowledge like this 
to ourselves—that we had to release it 
and that he'd help us. And that's how it 
actually happened. 

The HD-1 got us into the studio 
monitor field through the back door. 
We're now thinking of building more 
products for that market, and have 
some new designs we're working on 
that are more powerful that the HD-1 or 
HD-2. 
You also developed the SIM—Source 
Independent Measurement—system for 
evaluating your own products, and 
which you then offered for sale. Were 
you surprised by SIM's success? 
No. I had pretty good intuition that our 
industry would like a measurement tool 
if it wasn't too hard to use, and would 
work with music itself. We built a really 
good tool that confirmed data the way 
people are used to seeing it. That's one 
of the reasons we did it as a frequency 
and a phase response, with correction 
filters rather than doing it in a time do-
main, which was proposed by some 
colleagues at Stanford. That would have 
made it very unfamiliar for our world; 
users wouldn't know how to do a com-
plex correction. But correcting the fre-
quency responses is pretty intuitive. I 
didn't think that we would build as 
many as we have, but some people re-
ally like the tools. These things always 
go further than you imagine. 
The latest developments—your self-
powered MSL-4 and MTS-4 full-range 
systems—appear to be natural exten-
sions of what you've done before. 
Actually, the MTS-4 is pretty sophisti-
cated because it's three tuned boxes, 
each with its own driver. The MIS-4 
integrates three cone drivers, a high-
frequency horn driver and quad am-
plifiers in a single cabinet under 57 
inches tall. The MSL-4 features a cone 
driver, an HF horn driver and an am-
plifier for each transducer in a cabinet 
only 36 inches tall. We use air sum-
mation to combine the energy so it 
can get quite high, peak powers by 
having it distribute over multiple dri-
vers. The self-powered designs allow 
us to try things that you probably 
wouldn't attempt in the field, in terms 
of quad amping or something that 

would be very difficult with a separate 
amplifier. As soon as you change the 
level, you change the crossover 
points. So the concept really lends it-
self to amplifiers without individual 
level controls. It's one thing on a bi-
amp system when they turn the low 
up or down, but multi-way systems 
become more complex. You have to 
figure out ways of controlling the 
sound through equalization. We creat-
ed a virtual crossover called the VX-1 
that acts intelligently so you can lower 
the mid range or the lows or the high 
drivers with shelves. 
You also incorporate IntelligentAC that 
automatically handles automatic volt-
age selection, EMI filtering, soft current 
turn-on, surge suppression and dual 
circuit breakers for each speaker. Was 
that intended to make life simple for 
system designers? 
Yes. During a concert the voltage levels 
can change dramatically over the course 
of an evening. We had to have some 
way to handle that, plus generators and 
bad power. And if the tour moved out-
side of the U.S. or England—like China 
or Japan—you're likely to see anything! 
We also wanted the system to be im-
mune from hum, so that if you have dif-
ferent power feeds on different phases 
it wouldn't be a problem. Lighting peo-
ple know more about all of this because 
they deal with it all the time. I felt that 
we needed something that you didn't 
have to think about; you just plug it in. 
You remove a lot of problematic vari-
ables by offering self-powered systems. 
You also developed the RMS (Remote 
Monitoring System] that allows the user 
to interrogate each component and 
make critical adjustments. Is this where 
Meyer Sound's thinking is heading? 
Yes. In fact RMS seems to be becoming 
more and more popular. We've devel-
oped it into what we call Icon Modes, 
with [computer-generated] pictures of 
speakers with lights on them so you 
can see the way the system is set up. 
We also put in mute/solo functions as 
an option; there's a jumper inside the 
RMS module [provided on each RMS-
capable cabinet] that you have to phys-
ically put in place. Some of the 
Broadway designers didn't want any 
possibility that the system could be 
muted accidentally! 
We just can't afford to offer digital 

control and make it more difficult for 
people to use—fighting computers and 
protocols. RMS is intended mainly to 
read the status of each cabinet—to de-
termine the temperature, and make sure 
that everything looks okay, if your dri-
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Your best choice is JRF... 

ficuids Donee 

MAGNETIC SCIENCES 

201 579 5773 FAX 201 579 6021 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARO 

AKAI MPC60 OWNERS 

NEW FOR 1997: UPGRADE 

TO MPC3000 SOFTWARE! 

LONG SAMPLING UP TO 26 SECONDS! • 
STEREO SAMPLING! • MIDI FILE SAVE AND 
LOAD! • SOUND COMPRESSION DOU-
BLES SAMPLE MEMORY! • VOICE RESTART 
FOR SOUND STUTTERING! • LOAD ALL 
MPC3000 FILES INCLUDING STEREO 
SOUNDS! • 4 PAD BANKS! • 8 DRUM SETS 
IN MEMORY! • CUT AND PASTE SAMPLE 
EDITING! • HIHAT SLIDER DOUBLES AS 
REAL TIME TUNING FOR ANY PAD! • ONE 
BUTTON SEARCH FROM NOTE TO NOTE 
IN STEP EDIT! • HARD DISK SAVE & LOAD! 
(REQUIRES HARD DISK INTERFACE) • 
FOUR GREAT SOUND DISKS INCLUDED! 

GET ALL THIS AND MORE WITH NEW 
VERSION 3.10 SOFTWARE UPGRADE. 
PRICE: $195 ($95 UPGRADE FROM V3.0x) 
OR $445 WITH MARION SYSTEMS HARD 
DISK INTERFACE! CALL TODAY TO ORDER! 

î DESIGN 

FON 408.479.3692 SaleseRlinnDesign.com 
FAX 408.475.5478 www.RUnnDesign.com 
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Tele Music Production Music Library 

Over 100 CD's to satisfy 
all your production needs. 

Contact us for a free demo: 

JRtmusic 
622 Broadway 36 

New York, NY 10012 

1.888.JRT.MUSIC ( 578.6874) 

Fax: 212.353.9317 

FOR PRODUCT INFO, USE READER SERVICE CARD 

The Line 

VelV1C 

studio 
consultants, 
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PMC Professional Monitors achieve low 
coloration, neutral yet dynamic performance, 
balance at all levels, and high SPL's without 
distortion or compression. These designs 
include the best materials, the best drivers, and 
painstakingly designed crossover networks, but 
what truly sets them apart is the use of trans-
mission line loading for the bass drivers. 

Transmission lines are difficult to design and 
build, but, once thoroughly mastered, the result 
is exceptional, realistic low frequency extension 
in reasonable size cabinets. Very small to very, 
very large. 

PMC monitors are distributed here by Bryston, 
and who would know monitors better than the 
premier professional amplifier manufacturer? 
Not coincidentally, PMC and Bryston make a 
perfect match. In the New York area, call SCI 
for information and a demonstration. 
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vers are in there or not, or the power 
you're putting out. It gives you more in-
formation than you normally have; you 
don't have to see the lights on the am-
plifier. What we want to do is bring 
back all the information you need and 
still have the amp in the flown array. 

Some people argue that if the ampli-
fier is up in the air, what happens if it 
breaks? But, statistically, the drivers— 
because they're mechanical—break 
more often than the amps! No matter 
what you do, you have to go up in the 
air to replace the drivers. All of these 
problems are reduced if you don't over-
power the woofer. 
What are you currently working on? 
Actually, we're building projectors for 
sound beams—a parabolic-type projec-
tor that will go from 600 to 14,000 cy-
cles, to project sound 600 feet away. It's 
going to be used for a concert in Japan 
that shoots sound across an open air 
tent. They are going to use four or five, 
so we'll have 40 degrees by 10 degrees 
[propagation); they produce 130 dB at 
100 feet. We're also starting to develop 
a high-powered version of our main 
studio monitors. 
What other future plans do you have? 
Probably refining things. We're working 
on a very powerful array program that 
can measure each component and 
show their propagation patterns and in-
teractions with each other. This is even 
difficult to do on a Pentium, so we're 
looking at maybe a Pentium plus some 
RISC engines for the real-time process-
ing power necessary to calculate the re-
sponse of sound systems in rooms. 
Looking back over your long and var-
ied career, what was your greatest chal-
lenge? 
For a company like us, speaker evolu-
tion is a long road. To be able to devel-
op the HD-1 we were fighting against 
the theory that it couldn't be done; 
that's always hard, because I only have 
my intuition and belief that man can do 
anything. 

Of our 100 full-time employees, 
around a third are in the engineering 
department; we have a lot of people in 
R&D. It's a big commitment, but we 
have a very good bank. They under-
stand that we're in the entertainment 
business and if you don't entertain with 
what we're doing, and create excite-
ment, then nobody's interested. • 

Mel Lambert currently heads up 
Media&Marketing, a consulting service 
for pro audio firms and facilities. 
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—FROM PAGE 23, NEXT YEAR'S GEAR 

that produces results that are never 
what you expect, and often bear little 
resemblance to the original, but are 
nevertheless always valuable. Features 
have evolved over the years it has been 
in development: Some prototypes have 
very sharp, angular filter slopes; some 
produce a weird type of spatial distor-
tion in which all signals seem to come 
from the same side; and some boast a 
distinctive blue front panel. 
Warhol—A brilliantly designed, 

very expensive vocal filter that looks 
like two soup cans with a string be-
tween them, but sounds just like two 
soup cans with a string between them. 

Dali—When in the course of human 
events, the cat in the hat strikes back. 
While you were sleeping, I boiled a 
three-minute egg, but the plum of my 
aunt is on the stove of your uncle, and 
time is also a relative. Meeslca-mooska-
mousketeer, ask what you can do for 
your country. 

Siskelandebert—An unusual dual-
channel double-acting expander/lim-
iter, with ability to make sound either 
very thin with a "shiny" top, or some-
what stodgy and "phat." Power supply 
runs on AC, DC or popcorn (with extra 
butter). Has two modes, "Thumbs Up" 
and "Thumbs Down," and correct 
choice of mode can make or break 
any program material that passes 
through it. 

Seinfekl—Waveform generator with 
four modes: basic Sein (simple wave-
form with little or no resonance), 
Kramer (a spiky sawtooth, very unsta-
ble), Elaine (spunky, high-pitched and 
annoying), and George (phat, whiney 
and really boring). Output signal is very 
low—in fact, it's just about nothing. 

StCroix—Snazzy, oddly appealing, 
oversampling, high-output, multipur-
pose workstation/musical instru-
ment/game design engine/media 
analyzer/time machine/exhaust tuner/ 
food processor with a keen sense of 
history and a well-developed sense 
of its own importance. Doesn't take 
well to tweaking, although it loves to 
do so to other equipment. Extremely 
popular and durable, even though 
users have yet to figure out exactly 
what it does. 

Paul Lehrman, writer, compose-, edu-
cator and prognosticator, takes this sort 
of thing very, vey seriously. Thanks to 
Marty, Mike, Al and the rest of the gang 
at LLP&P. 
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illustrations, and concrete examples 
of this book convey the fundamentals 
of sound reinforcement theory in an 
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level users, it outlines all aspects of 
PA system operation and commonly 
encountered sound system design 
concerns. 

Foreword by Bob Bralove 
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MIXBOOKS 
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—FROM PAGE 62, STEVEN EPSTEIN 

or the '70s, when the approach of clas-
sical recording was to use multitracks 
and a lot of mics, the musicians, and 
particularly conductors, felt that, "Okay, 
the trombone's not loud enough, but 
we can bring it up later in the mix." 
Some conductors still have that philoso-
phy, or mentality. Now, for the most 
part, what we're doing is minimal mik-
ing, although we will also set up many 
mics, so we're not caught short. Nor-
mally we hone and refine our two- and 
three-mic pickup, and in the proper cir-
cumstances that's what gets put on the 
final CD. Going back to the trombone 
example, my inclination would be to 
say, "Can you have the trombone play 
up a little more?" An instrument playing 
more loudly will generate more har-
monics and excite the room to a greater 
degree. This more intense sound is dif-
ferent than just turning up the level of 
an instrument to make it sound "loud-
er." It's not natural. 
Do you have certain engineers you like 
to work with? 
I've been with CBS and then Sony Clas-
sical since 1973, and up until about four 
years ago, a fellow named Bud Graham 
did a lot of the classical work with me. 
Now, I work with four fine engineers: 
Richard King, Charles Harbutt, Rob Rap-
ley and Mark Wilder. I enjoy experiment-
ing with different mic setups, especially 
refining the two-microphone technique. 
This only works in a good acoustic envi-
ronment with an ensemble that is well-
balanced to begin with. In classical, the 
room is so important, particularly with 
digital, and if you're using fewer mics. 
To what degree do you keep up with 
the technical side of recording? 
I'm very excited about technological ad-
vances. As a producer, I'm probably 
a little more involved than some of 
my colleagues in the technical end of 
things, just because I'm interested in it. 
I derive much satisfaction from se-

lecting microphones for my sessions, in 
conjunction with the engineer. My fa-
vorite mic for several years has been the 
B&K 4003 omni (4009 matched pair). 
The 4009 usually serves as my main 
pickup for orchestral and smaller en-
sembles alike. Sometimes I've used the 
B&Ks in a "tree" configuration. The 
mics are characterized by a very open, 
natural bass response, complemented 
by an extended, very smooth high end. 
The new Neumann TLM 149 has very 
fine sound in the tradition of the classic 
M49 and M50. Depending on the situa-

tion, I might select the Schoeps MK-2 or 
2s for an overall pickup. I'm still partial 
to the Neumann KM84 cardioids for 
string spots if we need them. 
Did you embrace digital early? 
I did. Fortunately, working for Sony 
you're on the cutting edge of trying out all 
this wonderful new equipment. What we 
like to do when possible is take along 
prototypes of different pieces of equip-
ment on sessions and run them in tandem 
with our normal setup. Then we listen 
later on and evaluate the equipment. 
What are your favorite places to record? 
For classical I prefer a good-sounding 
hall. I love the Musikvereinsaal in Vien-
na, the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam. 
In Baltimore there's a wonderful place 
called Meyerhoff Hall that has great 
acoustics for recording. Heinz Hall in 
Pittsburgh has fine acoustics; I've done 
a lot of work there. 

As far as studios are concerned, 
Abbey Road [in London] is still my fa-
vorite. To me, it's like The House That 
Elgar Built, because he opened it with 
the first recording. It's a great-sounding 
room. The stage at Skywalker Ranch 
[Novato, Calif.] is a lovely, good-sound-
ing room. It can be tailored really nicely 
with absorptive and reflective panels on 
the walls, and it's a big enough room— 
along the lines of Abbey Road, maybe 
not quite as big—where you can get a 
really fine sound, from a chamber 
group to a reasonably sized orchestra. 
I used to love the old [CBS] 30th 

Street Studios. It was such a tragedy 
when they tore that down. You walked 
in there and you had this incredible 
sense of the history of the place and all 
the great music that had been recorded 
there, from Stravinsky to Broadway 
shows. To this day, I avoid that block 
when I'm walking in the area. As far as 
I'm concerened, it's still there. [Laughs] 
Where do you do your mixing? 
I do all my mixing, jazz and classical, 
here at Sony. Most of our mixing is 
done on a Harmonia Munch digital con-
sole, but if it's more than 24 tracks, such 
as in jazz, we'll use the new SSL 9000, 
which is a wonderful board, or we'll 
use the Neve 8068 in Studio B. 
Where do your own musical tastes lie? 
You've been all over the map, produc-
ing baroque music as well as Schoen-
berg and Ives and other modern 
composers. 
That's a tough one. Frankly, whatever 
I'm listening to at the time becomes my 
favorite. Charles Ives is one of my fa-
vorite composers. I love Dvorák and 
Tchaikovsky. Bach is a musical god, of 
course, and Mozart. I'm also very much 
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an Anglophile. I love Elgar and Vaughn 
Williams and Delius. If I were to just go 
out and listen for my personal enjoy-
ment, I'd probably say the English 
school and Baroque. 
Have you recorded much modern clas-
sical music? 
Yes. In fact when I first started, we had a 
series called The Modern American 
Composers Series, and we did the music 
of George Crumb, which I found quite 
interesting. Just reading the scores was a 
fascinating experience. And there are 
various other people—Morton Feldman, 
Peter Leiberson, Richard Danielpour. 
It's certainly a different aesthetic. 
It's a different aesthetic, but it's still the 
same idea—to capture on tape what the 
artists are doing. Part of what's wonder-
ful about this job is the diversity. I can 
do the Crumb work, which is this very 
interesting, highly percussive chamber 
piece, and then turn around and do a 
Haydn string quartet. It's been a won-
derful education. 
I would think it could be a full-time job 
just keeping up with Wynton. 
[Laughs] It almost is. He's so prolific. 
And so versatile. He can go from hard-
core traditional jazz to playing Baroque 
music on the piccolo trumpet, and you 
listen to that and you never think, 'Oh 
this is a jazz player trying to play picco-
lo trumpet.' With Benny Goodman, 
who was a great, great musician, you 
knew when he was playing the Mozart 
clarinet concerto that he was still a jazz 
player, with that vibrato of his. 
What do you think when you look at 
the Billboard classical chart and you 
see that the Number One album for 
months has been the soundtrack for the 
Beethoven biopic, Immortal Beloved? 
I feel good because I was involved in 
that recording! [Laughs] But I know 
what you're getting at. That album has 
already gone Gold, and for me, if it 
takes a film to let people know that 
there was such a person as Beethoven, 
so be it. A lot of people have discov-
ered his music through that film, and I 
think that's great. It's rather discomfort-
ing to think that it takes a film to do this 
now, because there isn't as much ap-
preciation in the culture of the great 
composers as there used to be. I think 
the state of musical education in this 
country is abysmal, and that's very sad. 
The Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing and A&E [the Arts & Entertainment 
cable network] have done a lot to ex-
pose people to classical music, but it's 
just about stopped being taught in the 
schools. So I'm for anything that expos-
es people to classical music. 
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—FROM PAGE 170, OFF THE BEATEN TRACK 

The Hobo's Last Ride was tracked and 
mixed in a just a few days, Emrich says. 
"Typically, they'd come in, rehearse a 
song maybe once, and then we'd 
record it. Most of it went like that. 
They like it to be fresh. They don't like 
beating something to death, because 
the spontaneity and life disappears 
when you play something over and 
over again. I agree with them com-
pletely." 

Jim Emrich's Web address is www. 
cedarhouse.com. 

God Street Wine: Red (Mercury). Be-
cause they are known for the strength 
of their live performances, and have de-
veloped a fairly large, rabid hippie fol-
lowing on the East Coast, God Street 
Wine have been frequently lumped in 
with Blues Traveler, Phish, Aquarium 
Rescue Unit, Black Crowes and the 
other so-called "HORDE" bands—none 
of whom sound very similar to each 
other in my view. One invariably hears 
that these bands are best enjoyed in a 
sweaty club, where they're able to cut 
loose and really jam. Records, the rap 

goes, don't do these bands justice. Hav-
ing not seen GSW live, I can't comment 
on their JQ (jamming quotient). But I 
can say that Red is a helluva record, def-
initely one of my favorites of 1996. The 
band's rock is fairly straightforward, 
with touches of Dylan, funk, gospel, 
Pink Floyd and reggae thrown into the 
soup; it's hard to pigeonhole (and that's 
good). It's also a great-sounding record, 
one that's not bound by the limitations 
of how the band comes across live. The 
band and engineer Malcolm Springer 
did a great job of making a disc that's 
loaded with interesting vocal and in-
strumental textures, giving the album as 
a whole a rich and varied sound. Lo 
Faber and Aaron Maxwell's guitars are 
big and beefy, and keyboardist Jon 
Bevo manages to make the B-3 sound 
downright sumptuous. A fine effort all 
the way around. 

Red is actually the group's fourth 
album; in eight years together, they've 
put out two independent records, a 
criminally overlooked album called 
$ 1.99 Romances on Geffen, and the 
Mercury release. The group decided to 
eschew traditional studios this time 
around, choosing instead to record in 
a house three members of the group 
were inhabiting in Ossining, New 
York. Malcolm Springer, who assisted 
on the Geffen album, and who has a 
long engineering history in Nashville 
and Memphis, put together the studio 

God Street Wine, L to R: Lo Faber, Jon Bevo, Aaron Maxwell, Tomo, Dan Pifer 

for the project along with Brian Duffy, 
bringing in a Mackie console and a 
collection of Neve modules-1073s, 
1070s, 1066s. "The main tracks were 
Mackie, though," Springer says. "I 
would run things like the kick and 
snare through the Neves, and every-
thing else on the drums would be 
Mackie. Then I'd bounce each individ-
ual track through a Neve module. 
Some people probably think that's 
crazy, but I think it sounds great." 
Springer used four ADATs for a total 
of 32 tracks. "We had one LA-2A and a 
bunch of Behringer compressors," he 
adds. 

"The equipment was set up all over 
the house," Springer continues. "They 
set the control room up in the living 
room. They got a grand piano there, a 
B-3, the whole works. The main track-
ing area was Lo's bedroom, which is 
huge. Lo's bed sits in the corner, and 
the whole floor is brick and the ceiling 
is probably 14 to 16 feet high. In the 
cellar we put the Mesa Boogie [amp], 
right under the control room. And 
we'd put his guitar amp in my bed-
room. The bass was in the attic, three 
floors up. We tried everything—on 
'11U4 Real,' I couldn't find a good-
sounding vocal room for that song, so 
we recorded it in Lo's van. 

"Every song on the record has its 
own personality, and that's what they 
set out to do," he adds. "We wanted to 
get different drum sounds, get differ-
ent guitar and keyboard sounds, so 
that every song had its own story and 
its own feeling. Like 'Get on the Train' 
sounds like it was done in 1960 or 
something. Then you hear 'Which 
Way Will She Go,' and it's got this in-

credible bottom end and everything 
sounds so fat. The snare drum on that 
song was miked to a Fender Twin, 
which was a nice sound. The lead 
vocal is triple-tracked—two of them 
are through a Leslie, left and right, and 
then there's slap-back on each side to 
make it sound even more watery. The 
vocal in the center is dry. Our work-
horse mics were TLM 170s and U87s. 
Some of the guitars were close-miked 
with 421s." 

Much of the record was cut live, 
though some of its sonic depth is the 
result of prudent overdubs. Springer 
says that about half the album ended 
up being his rough mixes. Signal pro-
cessing used during the mix included 
AMS RMX, PC2290, SPX 990 and 
REV5s. 

When Springer and I spoke last 
summer, he noted, "I had already cut 
30 new tunes on the band before the 
record even came out. And we've also 
now got some nice tube gear—a Man-
ley stereo compressor and an Imperi-
on tube mic, which is super. It's hand-
made in Pennsylvania and it's the best-
sounding mic I've ever heard, period." 
The group is incredibly prolific, with a 
catalog of 600-plus original tunes, 
Springer says. "They're just extremely 
creative people, and I think you can 
hear that in the record. We went in de-
termined to do something different; 
not the same-old, same-old. And even 
if we don't sell 10 million records, at 
least we can hold our heads up and 
know we made a cool and different-
sounding record." 

God Street Wine has a Web site 
that's packed with info at www.net-
space.org/gsw. 
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-FROM PAGE 224, ENHANCED CD 

ting has been custom tweaked almost 
on a weekly basis over the past year to 
deal with such problems. 

But things are looking up. A year 
later, CD plants are now much better 
prepared for multisession. Doug Car-
son is also about to update his DDP 
(Exabyte) package to include CD 
Extra, CDText, and DVD. This will 
give plants the option of using the in-
terim step of writing to Exabyte rather 
than directly to glass. 

VIEW FROM THE TOP 
Despite initial difficulties, the commit-
ment to CD Extra from several labels 
seems to be firm. "The major labels 
failed to orchestrate a unified market 
launch for CD Extra," says Mark Finer, 
consulting gum for Sony. "Also, record 
companies have been a little frustrated 
by CD Extra's dependency on comput-
ers and multiple operating systems." 
Still, Finer reaffirms Sony's commit-
ment to both CD Extra and CD Text, 
pointing out that the company has al-
ready released more than 20 titles, 
with many more on the way. 

The marketing of CD Extra has shift-
ed from a "value-added" commodity to 

a "bonus" commodity. In other words, 
labels have abandoned plans to charge 
extra for the format. Instead, they hope 
to stimulate sales with the added media. 
This has always been the strategy of 
Rykodisc, an indie well known for ven-
turing into uncharted waters. Rykodisc 
released the first ever multisession En-
hanced CD (Sugar's Besides) in August 
1995 and is about to release a new Mi 
Farke Toure CD Extra with full-blown 
multimedia and Blue Book files. Lars 
Murray of Ryko says, "Our policy from 
the start has been to try and provide 
worthwhile multimedia for the fans, but 
not to let the multimedia drive up the 
price of the disc or confuse the public 
with a separate SKU. It took some labels 
longer to figure this out. We started sim-
ply, with full-length videos, and kept 
the budgets down so we could provide 
the goodies for free. As developers 
work out the kinks, I expect enhanced 
discs to become more commonplace, 
and less risky to produce and market." 

WHAT NOW? 
Premastering facilities need to know if 
they should upgrade their systems to in-
corporate Enhanced CD services. They 
certainly don't want to invest in new 

equipment and witness a repeat of the 
DCC and MiniDisc fiasco. Fortunately, 
it's not a difficult decision. Enhanced 
CD will continue to grow steadily and 
the demand will surely increase. 

Although the investment to author 
Enhanced CD can be great in terms of 
time and money, the investment to 
premaster Enhanced CD is rather 
small. The extra tools needed to create 
CD Extra masters require a small in-
vestment: less than $2,000! I hope this 
article will help lower the amount of 
time and patience needed also. 

• • • 

Many thanks to the staff at NDR, 
Anne Shepard, Laurie Flannery and 
George Kawamoto, for their assistance 
in writing this article. Thanks also to the 
contributing editors at Emedia Profes-
sional, particularly Dana J. Parker and 
Robert A. Startrtt, for their insightful ar-
ticles on CD formats. 

Toby Mountain is owner and president 
of Northeastern Digital Recording, 
which has mastered more than 3,000 
audio CD projects since 1984. Most re-
cently, he has done 20-bit mastering for 
David Bowie, the McGarrigle Sisters 
and the Discovery Channel. 
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SOUNd ANCi1OR STANdS 

our system win- peiform to its 
dpotentiat when y0u get your moniton 
off the meterÑ pnypedy positioneeí 
and supported 

SOUND 

L_ _J 

ANCHORS 

• STABLE • RIGID • 
• DAMPED • 

SOIJNd ANCI1ORS INC. 
(407) 724-1237 

1LW - WINTER SPECIALS 

7 - 

CDR - 620 $2995.00 
CDR - 615 S2195.00 

PMD - 500 $499.00 

ffliniemailtz 

DA - 20 

DA - 30 

DA - P1 

TASCAM. 

CALL FOR 
FREE DAT TAPE 
TASCAM DATWITH 

ECORDER PURCHAS 

TELEX 
DUPLICATE ON 
CHROME OR 
FERRIC 

CASSETTE TAPE 
WITH THE 

ACC 4000 XL 
Replica 
S279.00 

IN STOCK! CALL Now 
(216) 398-0022 or 1-800-445-8273 or Fax (216) 398-9980 

THE LITTLE WAREHOUSE, INC. 
4705 VAN EPPS ROAD I BROOKLYN HTS., OH 44131 

e ¡MI 
OMAIN 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
in Orlando, FL ( 800) 344-4361 * 

(407) 831-0233 

MASTERINCI... WiT1-1 A cApiTAI M 
Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and software, 
128x Oversampling 20- Bit A to D. Unique Digital Processors. Sonic Solutions 

Editing. Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 

CD Mastering is an art. Levels, fades, equalization, spacing... 
everything is important to you and to us. 

CD-ROM Pre-mastering, Replication - CD-R Data Storage & Archiving 
Transfer Macintosh or IBM disks ( hard drives or removables) to CD-R 

CD REPLICATION... 
1000 CDs at $1.55 wiewel, shrink insertion 2500 at $ 1.50 and free Glass Mas:er 

CD Booklet Printin and Gra hic Desi n 
1000 4- Panel Booklets S0.37, e, Full Color Outside & Tray , B&W Inside 

Internet CD mastering websile - http://www.digido.co 

Design, Print and Apply 
CD Labels for '79" 

JEWEL CASE CASE 
INSERTS TOO! 

1 Create your own artwork 
On Your Computer with 
NEATO' Templates. 

2 Print on Any Laser or 
InkJet using NEATO 
pressure sensitive labels. 

3 Using the NEATO Label 
Device, apply labels... 
PERFECTLY EVERY TIME! 

Kit Includes: 
• The Amazing NEATO CD Label Applicator 
• Set of Assorted Labels and Inserts 
• CD-FACE including Design Software (Mac/PC) 
and Background Art for Labels and Inserts 
• Disc and Jewel Case Templates for Popular 
Graphics Programs (Mac/PC) 

NEATOtic 
250 Dodge Ave • East Haven, CT 06512 
800-984-9800* 203-466-5170 • Fax 203-466-5178 
Europe: +44 (0)990 561571 • Fax +44 (0)181 932 0480 

See us at: http://www.neato.com 

41111tPluellill› 

VISA/MC/AMEX 
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MARKETPLACE  

CD and Cassette Prices 
That Are Out Of This World! 

CD Packages include: 
PMCD & Glass Master 
2 Color On CD Printing 
Full Color 2Poge Booklet 
And Much More... 

COMPACT 

DIGITAL AUDIO 

CD's Cassettes 

Call Toll Free 500 $1075 906 
1-800-928-3310 1,000 $1637 $'752 

American Clients: No Tax * No Duty * No Problem! 

Grace Design 

1-110.H FIDELITY. 

201 

6 

microphone 

preamplifiers 

reveal all the 

subtlety and 

detail found 

an music. 

€» 

e, 5 

Boulder, Colorado 303.443.7454 fax 303.444.4634 
http://www.gracedesign.comipre 

c -1- Li í E F c1 F" 

CDs and CASSETTES 
CD REPLICATION - 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

DIGITAL MASTERING - 

GRAPHIC DESIGN - 

PRINTING - PACKAGES - 

ONE OFF CD s - 

DEAL DIRECT AND SAVE! 

Professional Service 

FREE CATALOG 

You'll Hear and Feel 
the Difference 

/ASk at/Mil / 

FREE WEB PAGE/ 

800-289-9155 
OUTSIDE U.S. 51 6-2 , 4.0800 
Hrre://www.PB.NET/ccMu51c 

1-800-999 HAVE 
4 2 8 3 

Call for our 

NEW 
CATALOG 

HAVE, Inc. Dept. MX2 
Hudson, NY 12534 

State-oft/re-Art Studio t'utirorrincot 

IAC Acoustically Rated Components For 
All Your Studio Requirements 

FROM Noise-Lock® Doors and Windows; 
Tranquil-Aire® Ventilation Systems; Walls, 
Ceilings; Vibration Isolated Floors; 
SoundAbsorber and Diffuser Elements... 
TO Complete TV/Radio, Recording & Music 
Studio Systems custom-designed to your 
needs. 
PHONE OR FAX FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY 
WEB SITE: HTTP: / / WWVV.INDUSTRIALACOUSTICS.COM 
1160 Commerce Avenue, Bronx New York 10462 ac 

718.931.8000 • Fax: 718.863.1138 

NEW PATENTED 

ANT1-JAM SELF-CLEANING 
ENDLESS LOOP 

6 .,LOU LOOP 

(1)100111T 

CHEATING YOURSELF? 
Most likely you are - If you're not producing 
"ON HOLD" telephone tapes. BIG PROFITS 
bang made, just ask AT&T for thelr monthly 
prices. Call cr fax fa- HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new 'ANTI-JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer Lead Program. 

MANN ENDLESS CASSEITE INDUSTRIES 
3780 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415) 221-2000 
FAX: (800) 683-7569 or (415) 387-2425 

APRIL 1,),17 MIX 257 



MARKETPLACE 
• 

LOW Prices! ; 

FREE Brochure! 

MAJOR Label Quality! 

FRIENDLY Customer Service! 

Compact Disc& Audio Cassette Manufacturing 

(802)453-3334 FAX (802)453-3343 
email - PROTOSOUNIMPaol.com 
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AUDIO CASSETTE • CD AUDIO • CD ROM 

Your Fans Will Be 
Impressed 

SAS is a Full Service House for high quality Audio 

Cassette Duplication and Compact Disc 

Replication from a single 'reference' copy to 

several thousand copies, combining competitive 

pricing, superior quality and quick turn-around 

on all orders with responsive service. 

Your Standard Pre-Recorded Audio Cassette has 
never matched your CD sound quality until you 
listen to your Cassette after we've reproduced it by 
incorporating the latest DIGITAL technology pro-
cessing, combined with State-of-the-Art Amplifier 
Circuitry and the most Advanced Manufacturing and 
Quality Assurance techniques. 

(800) 727-7181 
Call today for your FREE Catalog or just simply to à 

discuss your future duplication requirements. 

Dupe, Delivery & Satisfaction in'> 
3 

07.Lic.1 CT), GUARANTEED! (i) 
o o 0 

t. e SAS Industries, Inc. 
(800) 955-7271 
VA Sales Office 

Fax: 804-525-3575 
Manufacturing Facility 
Centrally Located in 

St. Louis. MO E l
a
u
.
m
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AUDIO CASSETTE • CD AUDIO • CD ROM 

«D_J_ (IfNYL Peofrio 
100 12" VINYL $749.00 

(in WHITE JACKET by/ HOLE) $ 1.20 nod, for additional LP, 

1000 7" VINYL 45'5 (WITH WHITE fIEEVE) $719.00 REORDER S379.00 

500 7" VINYL 45's (WITH WHITE SLEEVE) $599.00 REORDER - 5269.00 

1000 12" VINYL (in WHITE JACKET w/ HOW $1,699.00 REORDER - $I I49.00 

500 12" VINYL (in WHITE JACKET w/ HOLE) $1,199.00 REORDER $649.00 

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: MASTERING / FULL PROCESSING / TESTS / ' 
2-COLOR LABELS / SHRINK WRAP / QUICK TURN AROUND 

IN-HOUSE CD, VINYL & CASSETTE REPIJCATING & PACKAGING — ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 • (310) 829-3476 • fax (310) 828-8765 

PROTAPE  
NORTHWEST 

sime QUEENSRYCRE 
PEARL JAM 

clime. SOUNDGARDEN 
ALICE IN CHAINS 

BLANK TAPE 

AND MEDIA 

FOR AUDIO, 
VIDEO AND 

DATA STORAGE. 
EVERY MAJOR 

BRAND AND 
FORMAT. 

TOLL FREE: 800-331-6107 or (206) 441-8273 

2412 2nd Ave., Seattle, WA 98121 1114 Clb Jai 

500 CD's $ 1070/1000 CD's $ 1450 

500 CASSETTES $555/1000 CASSETTES $745 

1000 CO's $ 1190 (no inserts) 
V 

Mastering at $ 55/hr 
CD packages itxlude: 

Glass Master • Color 4 Page Booklet 
2 Color CD • Shrink Wrap • Jewel Box • And much more... 

UNCLE ALBERT'S 
AMPLIFIER, INC. 

Handbuilt kidio Electronic ,, 

VACUUM TUBE DIRECT BOX 
VACUUM TUBE M1C PRE AMP 

DISCRETE CLASS A MIC PRE AMP 

AMPLIF ER REPAIR • RESTORATION • MODIFICATION • 
SPECIALIZING IN VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIERS • 

CUSTOM ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT • 
GUITAR • REPAIR • RESTORATION • MODIFICATION 

UNCLE ALBERT'S AMPLIFIER, INC. 
8103 E. 47TH STREET, BUILDING B • INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46226 

(800) 416-2444 (317) 546-7674 (317) 546-0035 FAX 
AVAILABLE AT:VILLAGE AUDIO-HAWAII • IRC AUDIO-INDPLS.• PARADOX AUDIO-SARASOTA 
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MARKETPLACE 
• 

Mgt ail 
eggiVea. 

DA 
Originator in DAT tape storage systems. 

DATRAX bo solid oak MEW for (0 s also 

Nylon OAT t4 8mm tape carrying cases 

DAT tape storage drawers ( available tor (D 8mm) 
Plastic Line DATIVO 40, DATIVO 8, Video 8mm RAX ( ind PRO )ormat) (D faX (dine W 

800 
•9• 

DATRAX 

Tel: 310.305.0317 

Fax: 310.305.9167 

• CD 
• 8mm 
• MD 
• Cassette PAT' 

PAX, 

8701 Falmouth Ave., Suite 201, Playa Del Rey, CA 90273 brycoeprimenet.com 

PROBLEM S 11E , 
High performance rechargable battery systems 

for audio and video professionals. 

Porto-broce products 

Etc, Coaø, 

111111816 
- - - 

Min.111 

• 

PO BOX 956 • Boulder, CO 80306 
INFO 303.449.5761 • FAX 303.449.1545 

ORDERS 800.361.5666 
http://www.eco-charge.com/pro 

• • h 

Pelican Cases 

500 Tapes/500 CDs only $2,130 
Includes DeSiefl - Printing - Duplication - Packaging 

• complete retail-ready packages • 

Call Today For Our Free Somplerlogue"q 

1.800.458.6405 
CD. & Cassettes ,n quoorrhes horn 100 - 100,000 

Klaritlr Packages  

/Free Macintosh' Design 

/Top Quality Duplication 

.'Finest Materials 

/Fast Turnaround 

/Satisfaction Guarantee 

CET IT 19/57 
Don' trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 
Internet prgmus@aol com 

4111"'\ 
Avail VISA & 
master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 

FAX. ( 813) 251-6050 

Toll Free: (800) 421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
4-color Plq.N. Printed In,ert,. (Inn 
Tape, from your DAT or CDr & Filin 

500 CD'S 
500 CASS 
MOO CD'S 
1000 CASS 
500 CD'S + 500 CASS 
1000 CD'S + 500 CASS 

Sq90.00 

SOI000 
',1375 .1111 
9,905.00 

SI600.00 
51985.(X) 

CD labeling?...PressITT1 

We guarantee: 
• No fingers sticking to la els 
• No label alignment problems 
• Won't damage CDs 

COMPARE US T 

THE COMPETITION! 

Patent Pending 

PressITTm the quickest, easiest and most 

accurate way to create, print and centre 
labels on CDs using laser and inkjet printers 

Kit Includes; 
• PC label design software plus templates for PC and Mac 
• One hundred white, 118mm diameter CD labels 
(two per A4 or 81/2 x 11 sheet) for laser and inkjet printers 
• The original, one piece, PressITTm CD label applicator 

Additional labels available in: white, gold, silver, red, yellow, blue, 

crystal clear for inkjet printers and crystal clear for laser printers. 

ROCKY 11110ÚNTAIN TRACrERS 

$7995 N1o6rHt Helaine i nec America:ourt o 
r a n8g0e (15)u r5g4 7N 914091612 

(Plus 58 S&H) tel: 914 359 0689 fax: 914 359 0396 

The Wireless Connection 
JCI vice of Hi Tech Audio 

The Shure UHF microphone system is now 
available. Finally, a UHF wireless mic with the 

right features, the right capsules (SM58, 
Beta 58, SM87, Beta 87) and the right price, 

for rental or purchase. Call us. 

IT (415) 742-9166 
Reducing audio stress since 1983. 

HFTÈIH 
AUDIO 

trim mtx 259 



CLASSIFIEDS 
M1XClassified Ads are the easiest and nwst economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you huy wisely; mail-order consumers 

have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well 

as various state laus. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertisements. 

For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

Acoustic Foam, Sound Barrier, 
Fl r Floaters, Diffusors & Morel 

STUDI0f0AM SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 
With all the time & money you've invested in sound. why let too many room reflec-
tions ruin it? We have a wide variety of products to solve virtually ANY acoustical 
problem. Studiofoam's proprietary anechoic wedges kill flutter & slap echo so well 
you'll be amazed at how good your place can sound! It's the perfect choice for 
control rooms, studios, iso. booths or wherever hard, reflective surfaces are caus-
ing problems. Available in r, 2", T & 4 thicknesses in Zx2' or Zipf sheets & 9 
colors from mild to wild. New item: Sunburst' Broadband Absorbers. Gorgeous 
to look at. they perform like a dream and are a great way to get a lot of absorption 
without a lot of surface coverage. Check into 'ern today! 

LENRO" BASS TRAPS 
Room boundaries, especially where two walls come together and 
meet the ceiling, can boost the apparent amount of bass in your room 
by 9dB! This is one of the reasons the 'million dollar room guys' 
build studios out of square and install lots of bass trapping. Trouble 
is. most of us don't have the floor space or money to do it the way 
they do. The perfect solution? LENRD Bass Traps from Auralex! 
They're unbelievably effective, easy to install, super affordable (you 
get 16 lineal feet of LENRDs for under $200 delivered!) & in stock for 
immediate shipping. Industry veterans love 'em & so will you' 

Users: James Taylor • Clint Black • JBL • NBC Sports !summer games facilities). erklee College Of RUSICe AT&T. 
NASA Sony . Shure . ABC Radio Network • NPR • Ford • ShowCo. Kodak • Warner B s • 20th Century Fox ' Universal 
Studios* Maury Povich Show . Ensoniq • Commundy • Hitachi . KC Royals Gen I Dye mice . Toshiba . Dennis DeYoung 
(Styx). Mark Lindsay (P Revere & The Raiders). Baldwin. Skid Row* Ed itel • Paramou t• Mike Wanchic (J MelWncamp) 
• Rockwell • US Gov t Opryland • Carvin * Pat Duke Mice of McDonalds & Miller Br wing). Martin Marietta • Manley 
Labs • D Ervasti Mice of Sports on Fox)• Folks Who Do Work For Microsoft. Disney, ABC News/Sports, NBC News. 
ESPN.Fox Television Late Show wl D Letterman Cellular One Texas Instruments St vie Nicks The Outfield. Kurzweil, 
Turner Broadcasting. Walblart. Sports on Fox, Coke. Taco Bell. Levis Mattel AppN Records 7UP Why not join em, 
Auralex • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 46038 • e-mail a uralex feaurale x.com 4110 
www.auralex.com • Info 317-842-2600 • Fax 24 Hrs, 317-842-2760   

1-000-95-WEDGERsii AMERICAN EXPRESS 
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SILENT 
F. 

on 

IWO 
I•13, !Kn. 

se Nonoisykly St. Ncelharrom, MA °ice 

(800) 583.7174 
silent@crocker.com • httpliswhy.crockercom/-silenU 

Acousticon Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 

Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 

Silence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 

Melaffex • S.D.G. Systems • Hush-Foam 

R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

STUDIO DESIGN 
CONTROL ROOMS A sTuDiw: 

SYSTEMS • TURNKEY PROJECTS 
ARCHITECTURAI, ACOUSTICS 

ROSAT! ACOUSTICS 
INNOVA'TIVE DESIGN & t . 0NSULTING 

18 YEARS • BOSTIrs, MN 

617-423-5546 • 800-423-5505  

SIM() i)CS.Igll 

Dugruni•\(HLI,',1( 
uNticti(I 1)(11(1 C 

NEW CONSTRUCTIONS & INIPROVE1IENTS' 
' PROJECTS OF .111 SIZES 

ANZIG COL S1 I( 
(330)887-5693 (800)723-0647 

Business 
Opportunities 

HOME STUDIO FOR SALE 
Soundproofed penthouse condo. 
Great views, indoor garage, 
24- hr. security, indoor/outdoor 
pool, gym/sauna-$210k. Amek 
Magnum, Otan i MX- 70, JBLs 
& more, all in mint cond. 
Westchester Country, NY. 
(914) 993-0489. 

Music Business Opportunity 
Beautifully built & functioning 
recording facility in Boston area. 
2 studios, prod, room, kitchen, 
office & spacious recep/lounge. 
Have long lease; will sell fully 
equipped or as build out. Serious 
inquiries only. PO Box 187, 
Somerville, MA 02143. 

For Sale: 32-track mobile 
recording studio. 34' truck 
designed for remote events. 
TV-compatible, has monitors 
and video inputs. Serious 

inquires only. (512)255-4136. 
email: benro@eden.com 

SITUATION WANTED 
Industry awards, 48in Auto. 24tk 
AID Studio. Seeking mutually 
beneficial Business Share or 
Sublease w/Video Co., Adv. 
Agency, Multi-Rm Studio. Steve 
(516) 669-1872. 

SOUND EFFECTS 
WANTED 

Company looking for original 
SFX in the following categories: 

extreme weather, animals, sports, 
European, cartoon & 

other. Leave message 0 
(415) 459-7743 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $800,000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-0270 
(NL3). 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING 
STUDIO FOR SALE, FULLY 
EQUIPPED, BIG LIVE ROOM. 
N.Y.C. BEST LOCATION, OVER 
5,200 SQ. FT. SERIOUS IN-
QUIRIES ONLY. CALL ( 917) 
855-9299. 

Highly Regarded Los Angeles 
Recording Studio—Acquirer 
or Joint Venture Partner 
Sought. Annual cash flow 
$1.2M plus. Qualified Parties 
Contact: Jesse @ (310) 445-
1777. 

Classified 
Ad 

Deadlines 

JUNE 15, '97 deadline for 

AUGUST '97 issue 

JULY 15, '97 deadline for 

SEPTEMBER '97 issue 

Call 

Robin Boyce-Tnabitt 

MOO) 544-5530 
Fax (510) 653-8171 

Employment 
Offered 

Need Ace Tech. Asst. w/exp.in 
circuit design, prod. eng., proto-
typing, resource & parts sleuthing, 
technical writing, test design and 
QC, trblshooting & repair. Send 
resume and salary req. to: LR 
Beggs, 483 North Frontage Rd., 
Nipomo, CA 93444. 

Pro-Audio Technical Sales 
A growing entrepreneurial company supplying high 
quality, professional audio products nationwide 
is in search of a career-minded individual with 
sales/technical experience. Responsibilities in-
clude pro-active in-house sales & some field sales; 
conducting product demonstrations & technical 
training, and resonding to technical inquire. Please 
send resume and salary requirements. 

111111b 
HHB Communications Inc. 
295 Forest Ave. Suite 121 
Portland, Maine 04101 
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Equipment Financing 

We Specialize in Audio/Video Equipment 

E S UIPMENT FINANCING 
Fast, Easy Qualification To Apply or Request - 

No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call 

True Lease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. 

3111 FLEX LEASE Inc.  
• COMMERCLAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

Loans By Phone: (80 (21 
0)  578-0944  

Euulpment leasinil 
DIRECT LENDERS 

SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

No Down Payment 
Application Only For Up To $50,000 

New ez Used Equipment 
U.S. Et Canadian Businesses 

CALL: (800)626- LFCI 

VISIT OUR W EB Sm.: http://www.lfci.net 
APPLICATIONS, QUALIFICATIONS, THE LEASE PROCESS 

ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $10,000 CREDIT CARD / LEASE  

E 141 ment Financin 
* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

to apply or request information contact-John Mcmindes 

1-800-477 LEASE 

MERICOM 
LEASING, INC. 

Equipment 
for Sale 

For Sale: 2 Road Cases with 
wheels for Allen & Heath GL 
3000/40. Never used, $325. Call 
(800) 421-0898. 

Check ail 
MIX Online 

http: //www. mixmag. corn 

ASTROALIN London-Los Angeles-www. 
SELECTED vintage at recent recording equipment 

NEUMANN-STUDER A800 / 827-TELEFUNKEN-SIEMENS 

Illitli-NEVE-FAIRCHILD-ECIIMILLER-TUBES/CAPSULES 

> WESSITE UPDATED DAILY < 

http:/ / www.oneastroman.com 

FAX : USA 213-477 2108 

E-MAIL: feedbackeoneastroman.com 

Studer Post:Trio 

Dyaxis Ill DAW w/digital .video. 
All options plus CPU, monitors, 

drives and console. 
$56k/B0. Call! 
(612) 373-2220. 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
super clean used, as well as new 
products from Tascam, Alesis, 
Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, 
Genelec, Lexicon, Fostex, 
Yamaha, Korg, and hundreds 
more. Discount pricing and 
Worldwide Delivery! 66 years in 
business. Trade-ins welcome. Visit 
our new 22,500-sq.-ft. location. 
Call, write or fax us today for price 
quotes and details. Also, find 
us on the Internet at sales@ 
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today! Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (203) 442-9600. (203) 442-
0463/fax. 

AIS Booth/Faraday Cage. 
From CSU Hayward Psych Dept., 
Audio Isolation Systems booth 
provides 85-100 dB of acoustic 
isolation/electro-magnetic isola-
tion. Self-contained electrical and 
cooling. Four available, $5k each. 
(415) 239-5738. 

You're Not Going To Pay 
A Lot For Used Equipment!! 

Call us! We list over 260 boards, 
100s of speakers, amps, P.A.s. 
We can help sell your used 

equipment, too! 

• SSL 4032 B/E -25 p, $44k 
• Neotek Elite 40x26, $59k 
• EAR Orlon 96 ip, $23k 
• Drawmer 'Er Stock,cheap, Call 

Call now for details & FREE catalog. 
H.T.I.C.S. 

(610) 865-9151 
Fax: (610) 758-9999 

Email: HTICS@aol.com 

NEVE FOR SALE 

1081, 1073 modules 
ATR 102 1/2" 2 track 

CALL Mike (516) 489-6177 

Neve 8058 24x31102 EQs 8x 
1883 line rtn 10-chn. 
Neve submixer to mix 

32 chn. $70k. 
A80 MkIV 5,600 hrs., $22k. 

(416) 633-9830. 

NEVE 8108 PARTS FOR SALE. 
Also, complete NECAM ' 96 
system, NECAM 1 system. 8108 
modules and many assorted 
parts. Call for prices and 
specifics. MAD DOG STUDIOS. 
(818) 557-0100. 

HUGE SELECT ION OF 

V 1 NTAGE EQUIPMENT 

.SSL.TRIDENT.AK 
' TELEFUNKEN SONY 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 
of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 

inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 

All work guaranteed 
We can redo the following diaphragms: 
U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 

SM2, KM54, KM56, KM84, CMV563 
& many more! 

We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 

Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 

Custom Racking 

Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy & Trade Equipment 

e afac 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

DATRAX 
Ongelator in WU lape storage systems 

800 
.9. 

DATRAX MR91111111111 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 259 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component- level upgrades for 
mixing consoles, tape machines, 
mics & all outboard gear. Also, 
high-speed high-quality mic preamps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 346-2308 
http://home.earthlink.net/Hwiliams3/ 

TRUE STEREO! 
Rent the amazing Sound Field 
ST 250 stereo mic and hear 
what you've been missing. 

(415) 742-9166 

Hi-Tech Audio 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 259 

MCI-536 C console, 32 10's, 
plasma display and 2 Hardy 

mic-preamp upgrades, expanded 
patch bay with mic-pre patching 
with Automation, $18,500, obo. 

Call (305) 947-6841 

Professional 
R Audio 

Design 
Inc. 

Premier Dealers for: 

AKG • ADL • API 

Aphex • Audiomate 

Avalon • Beyer 

Bruel & Kiaer • BSS 

Calrec • Chord 

Electronics • Coles 

Daking - dbx • DDA 

Drawmer • Dynacord 

Dynaucho Acoustics 

E- Mu • Eventide 

Focusrite • Foster 

GML • Groove Tubes 

Hatter - KRK • K/T 

Lexicon • Mackie 

Manley • Microtech 

Gefell • Milab • Nec4ek 

Otan i • Quested 

Rode • Sennheiser 

Soundcraft • Shep 

Shure • Soundtracs 

Tcrtnoy • TC Electiorec 

Tasccrn - Timeline 

T L Audio • Trident 

Tube Tech • Uptown 

Vac Roc • White 

In-Ear Monitoring 

1 • Systems Sales 6 Rentals • Professional Custom Ear Molds 

Leabody Systems 

1-800-532-2849 

Studio mic. collection 4 Sale 
Neumann U47 FET, KM54 tube, 
U87, AKG 414, 451, D112; Senn. 
421, 441, EV RE20, Shure 
SM57, Direct boxes, Head-
phone boxes, Fostex T20, many 
of each. Yamaha PC5002M amps. 
Tannoy D15, Seguerra NFM Pro 
mon. Ausperger sub woof. Tas-
cam 122 MK2, DA30. Ampex 
MM1000 2" 16-tr. Complete SSL 
studio wiring system Mogami 
DL, Neutrik gold XLR, mic and 
tie line panels etc.—as new. 
Fax for detailed list (203) 961-
9982, or call (203) 348-8773. 

CAD Maxcon 24x8 Console 
Nonsmoker, Great condition 
Never taken on the road 
Great sound, super quiet 
Extremely low distortion 
Currently in studio use. 

Al schematics & manuals 
(903) 592-7677, $8k obo. 

OTARIMTR-100 24-trk. recorder 
w/internal "SR" & "A" Dolby cards, 
remote, mint cond., $30k (obo). 
Also, KRK model 15A-5 studio 
monitors, dbl. 15" 3-way, like new, 
$4k. (818) 566-8555. 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE EQUIPMENT SALES 

• REPAIR, REFURBISHING AND MAINTENANCE 

• NEVE CONSOLE RESTORATION SPECIALISTS 

• WIRING & CABLING SYSTEMS, STUDIO INSTALLATION 

• MICROPHONE REPAIR AND RESTORATION SERVICE 

• CUSTOM RACK SYSTEMS FOR VINTAGE MODULES 

EQ UIPMEN T SPEC IALS 

API 550B $1049 API 34 $65K • NESS V-11148FF 5150K • NEVE 8108 
$75m • NEVE VR60 FF 5285K • SSL4080GiaT $350m • SSL 4056G 
5185K • AMEK MOZART RN56VD 5125K • Sow MXP3036 $38K • 

TRIDENT 80E 30x24 w/E0 535K • NEOTEK ELAN 40-at. $23K • NEOTEK 
Etin 40-04. $5fx • SouKrociooFr DC2020 CALL • TUBE-TECH LCA-2B 
CALL • Muter VARFMU CALL • TC ELECTRONIC M2000 $1600 • 
SOUNOSGWE WORKSTATIONS • DYNAUDIO Acousncs BM15 $1495 • 
MACKIE 324- IN STOCK • UREI LA-4 $1600 PR. • UREI LA-3K 52400 PR 
UREI 1176, 1178 CALL • E-Mu SP1200 $1750 NEW • RODE NT2$659 
SHEKINEw 1073 52K • Nas 1073 $2800 • AKG C12 VR$3500•AKG 

C12 $7K • NEue.wei U47, U48, M49, U67, KM54, KM56-CALL • AMS 

RMX16 54.5K • EVENTIDE H3000DSE $2500 • LEK PCM60, PCM70, 
PCM80,PCM90 PCM42, 480L-CALL • TELEF.:, . V72 RACK SverEms 
FROM $2K • CALL FOR UPDATED STOCK L - • DJR GEAR 4 SAL F 

acoustics' 

Specialists in high end active 
and passive monitoring 
systems for recording 
studios, post-production 
surround & mastering. The 
ultimate in high resolution low 
distortion monitoring systems 

see us or-lime at WWW ProaudlodesIgn corn 

Professional Audio Design, Inc. 
tel 617 982-2600 fax 617 982-2610 

357 Liberty St. Rockland, MA 02370 e 

GET SMART! 

The New Alan Smart Stereo Compressor 
Now available in the U.S. exclusively from: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (213) 469-1186 

• Sales ( 800) 446-7677 • 

STUDIO LIQUIDATION 
SALE! 

Amek, Lexicon, Meyer, Eventide, 
Digidesign, Alesis, Mackie, 

Neumann, Crest, AKG & more. 

(505)246-8041 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SEW AM Mr 1.49011 fetINFSTSINŒ 1982. 

LOTS Of ROC Of. DI 1111191.SIPAIrlf VC SOIEVERYFIAKYPIECES 

AVAIABLE.LIST F00 UNDFAUSED EOUPIENT FREE ONOWDATABAk 

THE LARGer USED EV1P1ICTUST8'6,S LS' THEIVORIP 
(310)459.2743 OR FAX (310)4544043 
(303)44m322 OR FAX (303)4494558 

(deoltA013918401.0m) or (Mdlerclimenimm) 

Now Internet Listings 
http://www.visionwork.comiocesnaudio 

tired of tape-based automation ?? 
interested in a low-coui alternative ?? 

roomer, rape bawd automaiwn Po MIDI a.m.,. Malt We 

ARMS lito MIDI-CONVERTER 

only $1495.00 
30-41,n rmone, bad guarani,, 

more maornanon un any seytenuer and unkash the armor 
disk-based computer automation 

ararlo "nth MC I. HARIUSON and SOUND WORKSROP ouvelre 
Sou OSL ELECTRONICS (9721869.1122 ha (9721869.111S 

Used Cadac A type Console 
44x8x10 plus 6 auxes and 2 

effects, power supplies and flight 
cases, one of the finest-sounding 
boards ever! Excellent condition 
Photos available on our web 

page!, $25k; Masque Sound & 
Recording (800) 307-8666 x32 

Fax (201) 939-4704, 
www.masque-sound.com/ 

STUDIELTE01 
_MUM/ 

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY—COMPETITIVE PRICING 
SALES*SERVICEINSTALLATION*CONSULTATION*LEASING 

AKG AMEK/Langley API Audio-Technica Avalon Behringer Beyer 
B&K Brainstorm Bryston Calrec Canare Demeter Digidesign Dolby 
Drawmer Dynaudio Equi=Tech Eventide Fairlight Focusrite Fostex 
Genelec Haller KRK Lexicon Mackie Manley Microtech-Gefell 
Mogami MRL Neutrik Nil Otan Pro-Co RODE Sonex Sony-Pro 
Soundfield Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio IC Electronic 

TimeLine TL Audio Tube-Trap Tube-Tech Vac-Rac 4000 
Yamaha 02R Z Systems and many more. 

AUTHORIZED SERVICE 
AMEK/Langley DDA Fostex Mackie MCI Otani Soundcraft Tascam 

9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 
PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 

AUDIO VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEMS 
Your szouroe for Professional Audio and Video 

equipment new and used. 

-ICJ SET> Gre.24,1Z 

*HUNDREDS Of QUAUTT USED AUDIO, 
VIDEO AND MUSICAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE 

•WE BUY, TRADE AND LIST YOUR rTEMS FOR FREE* 

'OVER 100 LINES OF "NEW" 
PRODUCTS' 

BOSTON HARTFORD 
(617) 924-0660 (860) 289-9473 

372 MAIN. ST. WATERTOWN, MA 02172 resi 

TEL (617) 924-0660 FAX (617) 924-0497 

CONNECTICUT ( 860) 289-9475 FAX (860) 291-9760 
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MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES • D.A.T.• MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 

Orders (800) 334-8187 
Info (309) 346-3161 
Fax (309) 346-6431 

www.dpc.net/-milamaud 
e-mail:milamaud@dpc.net 

The RACKIT'" System 
Modular, stackable oak units 
hold all recording formats 

New: Racks with mounting rails' 

Free mail-order brochure 
plea.. mention Mix, 

Per Madsen Design 
S22-4853• PO BON 882464 
,an Francisco, (..21 04188 

CONSOLE FOR SALE—AMEK 
MOZART. GML automation, 40 
Rupert NEVE input modules, 12 
stereo effects returns, $90k. 
(800) 333-7859, ask for Jeff 
Wood or Chad Evans. Fax: (317) 
724-8292. 

MARQUETTE 
AUDIO LASS 
* RECORDING EQUIPMENT • 

V-72. V-76, NEVE, AUD1X. (ANGEVIN. 

CI.NTOM RACKING (W VINTAGE (WAR 

15101264-1144 liii,, liipq 

Guitar-Equipment Shows and 
Musician Swapmeets in the 
Northeast. Buy, Sell or Trade. 

Next show: April 13, Central New 
Jersey. Check out: http:// 
www.guitarshows.com. 

(908) 359-0124. 
Tristate Music Fairs, PO Box 
296, Flagtown, NJ 08821. 

CIMIVIFFAUC 
STUDIO FURNIM_JRE 
NItelbation /08181:1 

Custom Design 
and 
Modifications Available 

800.332.3393 
FAX 415.332.2607 
(lobe. U.S. 415.332.3392 
WAW.01INIRAX.COM r o so 1792 Seede111e, CA91100 

Available kw 
All Mackie 
84lie mein. 
!moduli 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality recording 
equipment 

Buy, Sell & Trade * 

Consoles*Tace Machlnes*Mice 

•Outboard*Vintage*Tube*Classic  

Quality & Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Now Available! Audio 

Technologies Tubellnk-ALL 
Tube Compressor/Limiter 

Tel: (508)744-2001 

MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

http://odysseyprosound.com 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
li FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 348-4838 
516) 563-8326, NY 

II  (516) 563-1390, Fax 
Custom or stock sizes. 

Our peces can't be beat! 

Discount Distributors 

The award-winning AD-500E 
Now you can own Apogee 
quality at an incredible price! 
For a limited time only, we are 
offering brand new AD-500E 
18-bit A/D converters, with 
table-top PSU, for just $1695. 
Quantities are limited: don't 
miss this unique opportunity! 
Contact us for full details. 

The digital masters. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
tel 310/915-1000 fan 310/391-6262 

info@apogeedigital.com 
http://www.apogeedigital.com/ 

UPGRADE YOUR VOCALS 
cith VariameAcme nreeMme 

User List: Westlake Audio. Sony Music, MCA Music, 
Masterfonics, Paisley Park, CBS, ABC, Fox Broadcast... 

• ti or 35 inch diameter screens $32. 
• with gooseneck 14 mu: clamp $54. ttrLES.r.,, 
• washable, replaceable screens ' plus VOICE SCREENS eI7 

• money back guarantee shipping PO Boa 1014, New Palo NY 12%1 

call, fax or writs for FREE brochure (800) 252-1503 Or (914) 255-3367 

3 

position 

screen 

holder 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 
• • .4. .. 
. 4. 4  

$989 Single w/p.s. $1659 Two channel w/p.s. 

VINTAGE NEVE-3405 PREAMPS with DJ. (PRE FROM NEVE 1081 EQ) 
$749 Single w/p.s. $1249 Two channel w/p.s. 

VINTAGE API PREAMPS with DJ. (MADE FROM API 312 CARDS) 
;1349 Two channel w/p.s. ;499 Plug-in module 

POWERED RACKS FOR VINTAGE APT` PREAMPS AND EQ'S 
$499 6-Module portable $539 6-Module rock mt $799 11-Module rock mt 

glx4.4 Ael/kal 
ENTE Fr, IV ISES 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

818 784.2046 FAX 818 784.0750 
1anwe brentaverlIl com 

NS-10M TWEETER 
* PROTECTORS! * 
Mike your NS10Aftweets virtually blow-up proof! 
5minute installabon! Protect your pair for less than 
the cost of replacing just 1 blown tweeter! $49 
+$4 USSI. Call Auralex e 1.800.95-WEDGE! 

Neumann U48 w/new orig, stock 
capsule, shk. mnt, $Call; Mic-pre 
racks (phantom, phase, gain pot, 
pwr. supply); NEVE 1073 pr., 
$Call; NEVE 1272 pr., $ 1,450; 
Telefunken V72 pr., $ 1,950; V76u 
pr., $ 2,900; Tascam RC848, 
$950. Make offers. (919) 493-
0495. 

REMOTE CONTROLS FOR 

DENON 
02.13mists 

ON-951FA DN-961FA DN-650F 

Audio Cassette  
1)14-720R ON-770R ON-7909 

Ma Dive Recorders and Players 
DN-980F ON-981F ON-99011 

DN-995R ON-1100R 

10 Key Hot Start Remotes 
for MInIDIsc Players 

_.. •"11,, kwele"" 1631 King James Drive 

Pittsburgh, PA 15237 

I Ph (412) 369-8770 

TareCOMM Inc. 

AT R  
Service Company 

The AMPEX Source 

• ATR100 sales and complete 

restoration services 

1/2' Two Track Mixing and 

Alestering conversions featuring 
performance selected Flux Magnetics 

precision heads Performance plots 

prowled with each conversion 

Recontour arid wear tracking 

services for all heads we sell 

• Introducing HDV-2 Modular 

Tube Electronics tor the ATF1100. 

• Ultra low flutter mastering grade 

Urethane Capstan Assemblies for 

ATR100 and ATR124. 

Contact: Michael Spitz 
Voice or Fax: 415-574-1165 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD- 235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: 
(212) 929-9082. 

Amok Einstein SuperE 80 inputs 
Supertrue PB, $35k; 9098 mid/ 
EQ, $1.5k; Neve 20x8 Line Mixer, 
$3k; Neve 24-ch Monitor Mixer, 
$5k; 33609c, $3.2k; Soundcraft 
762 II 2724 w/dbx, $ 10k; U87, 
$1.6k; Studer A8ORC 1/2", 920 
hrs, $5.5k. Tel: (847) 249-3467. 

Neumann TLM50 Mics (3) 
Mint & Perfect, 2 w/consecutive 
serial numbers. Under 8 hrs use. 
$3,950 each. (914) 686-1818. 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

da.audioComternetMCI.com 

SSL Console 4000E 
with G automation. 

Installed 1986, upgraded late 1989, 
48 input/output modules, 8 stereo 
input modules, 64 inputs, producer's 
desk, TT patchbay on right side, 
Black EQ, VU meters. Great history 
with many hits, perfectly maintained. 
Call Jeff Greenberg or Jay Antista 
(310) 478-8227. 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otan i Cl 4032, Yamaha 02R, 
API 1200 rack system, Dynaudio 
Monitors, Alesis ADAT, Tascam 
DA-88, Sony PCM800, Otani 
Radar 24TK, Pro Tools Ill, All 
Digidesign Plug- Ins, Mackie 
8- Bus, Apogee AD1000, Lexi-
con PCM80/90, TC Elec. M5000, 
CD Recorders, API, GML, ADL, 
Summit, Focusrite, Demeter, 
Lucas, TL Audio, Neumann, AKG, 
Microtech, RODE, B&K, Genelec, 
Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

»Jr-rJ•r1JJ. • HI <JiJ 

" TI \ 

IMF ELECTIMICS 
VACUUM TUBE DIRECT BOX 

The legendary sound and quality 
construction that has travelled 

millions of tour miles, and made 
multi platinum studio albums. 

************* 
Stocking vintage refurbished 

Neve and API consoles, modules. 
U-47 tube replacement for low 
noise, plug in installation $175 

212-343-0265 

Cu!,,dc 
PC; • RI 3. Hoy 437.1..A • 05,55 ;1,, 5, 5. 55 .5 ,,, ,, 5,5,5 

rg osyconsol e .00111 

NSO HOUSI GS FOR 

VINTAGE TUBE MICS 

from 
RUSSIA 

AKG, Telefunken 
Neumann, LOMO, etc. 

Tel 011- (7-095) 299-8808 
Fax 011- (7-095) 299-1161 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE souno 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 

SlAndARd &Custom Moduls ANc"°" 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

I BEE OUR AD II MARKETPLACE pg. 256 j 

Every major brand of 
everything. Millions of dollars 
of musical gear in stock. ALTO 
MUSIC. Guitars, recording, 

keyboards, amplifiers, drums, 
pro sound, new & used. One 
of the largest selections in the 
country. We ship everywhere! 

(914)692-6922.680 Rt. 211 
East Middletown, NY 10940 
Ask for Uncle Freddy-He loves ya! 

VINTAGE USED 
CONSOLES: SSL 4056, 47 E modules, 9 G modules, G computer, 
Total Recall, latest 4.0 software*Bernulfie's 3.5" floppy, right patch bay 
G+ hardware cards added to center section, summing busses and pro-
gram compressor updates w/G+ software, $20k, rebuilt 2 years ago 
w/many pots & switches replaced, call*Neve 8048 32x16x24 loaded 
(24) 1064 modules"Necam 96 auto, call*Neve 26x8x24 (26) 1064, 
call"Euphonix CS2000 56 in, call'DDA DMR12 56 in w/auto, $491e 
Neotek Elite 40 in. w/auto, call*CAD Maxcom 56 in, call*Tascam M3500 
32x8x32 w/auto, call*MCI JH636 36 in, $11k*TAC Matchless 28x24, 
$8,500'24 Tracks: Studer A80, 800, 827, 820*Otari MTR9011/MX80* 
Sony APR 24/JH24, call for prices*MICS: Neumann U87, 67, 47, 49, etc.' 
AKG, C414, 12, 24"Elam 251, call for prices' COMPRESSORS: UREI 
1176, LA3, LA4, LA2A*Neve 2254, 32264' Drawmner 1960, call for 
prices' WE BUY AND SELL VINTAGE NEVE AND API MODULES 

WE BUY USED 480Ls/Neumann and AKG mics/Eventide/etc. 
NEW EQUIPMENT IN STOCK-MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

HARBORSOUNb 
180a CENTRAL STREET az VIDEO 
SAUGUS MASS 01906 

Ph: (617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 

AUDIO WORLD 
INC 

New, Used & Vintage 
MICS,PREAMPS 
COMPRESSORS 
CONSOLES, 
RECORDERS 
& MORE! 

NEVE 

NEUMANN 

TELEFUNKEN 

LEXICON, SSL. STUDER, 
ADL & Much More! 

Now In Stock: ADL 200G DI 

• 
f The Best Gear On Earth': 

We Buy Gear 
We Rack Modules 

  Call or Fax 
Sales: (818)884-8400 or (310)275-4277 

Fax: (8181 340-4331 

Our Task Force Prouides The Finest 
In Pro Audio Equipment! 

• Major Brands • Nev Used Ei Vintage 

• Huge Inventories • Studio Liquidation 

• Authorized Dealer • We Buy Gear 

We're Here To Scrim. You! 
Tel. 818.887.6600 Fax 818.887.4700 

AMEK EINSTEIN CONSOLE 
Super E Frame-Supertrue Auto-

mation 32 positions fitted, 64 
automated channels w/EQ @ mix. 

Like new! Used for 1 album, a 
Grammy winner! Original cost 

$62k; +harnesses and patchbay, 
$4,500. Sacrifice for $30K or BO! 

Call Christina at Living Music. 
(860) 567-8796 or 

Fax (860) 567-4276. 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERV,CED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-17'8 
Visa/MasterCard 

http://www micshop.com 

Trident 80-C console for Sale, 
$35k; Extended frame, 80+ 

returns. Excellent Condition/Never 
smoked around. Call Mark Patrick 

Ph (601) 562-7714 
Fax (601) 562-9191 

SONY 3324 
Digital 24 Track 

MINT!!! 

1,000 HOURS. $17,500 

Call Jackie (201) 420-7848 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818)222-4522 
Fax: (818)222-2248 

1994-SSL 4000 G PLUS 

100 Inputs 
Fully Configured, Remote 

Patchbay, Ultimaton Faders, 
Total Recall, Curved Frame, 

$378k 

(212) 944-5770, ext.11 

96- pt., TT-BALANCED PATCH-
BAYS. Switchcraft D1634B. 
Not the cheaper imitations. For 
a limited time, available at AVR 
for $239 ( cash price only). 
Quantity pricing upon request. 
Call ( 617) 924-0660 or (860) 
289-9475. 

MAJOR STUDOO SALE 
Sony V05800 3/4" VCR w/rack 
mount, 100 hours, $2,328; Sony 
PVM1271Q 12" Prc Video Mon-
itor, 100 hours, $399; UREI 539 
Graphic EQ's, $499; Valley Peo-
ple Keepex Ils & MaxiQ's, $2-0; 
Dolby A (Cat 22) cards, $225; 
Studio Technologies AN2 Stereo 
Simulator, $ 360, plus more 
gear in superb shape. For a 
complete listing call (802) 862-
5184 from your fax machine. 
Questions? (802) 658-1270, 
Ext 201. 

Otani 54-P Custom 2- Man 
Automated Surround Film 
Mixing Console S219500 (310)399-8393 

How BIG Is Yours? 

HARD DRIVES 

CD RECORDERS 

MEMORY CHIPS 

SOUND CARDS 
BIG DISC 
(451) 4‘).0S55 MIDI SOFTWARE 

Digital Audio 

Specialigs! 

http://www.bigdisc.com 
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SINGERS 
Unlimited Back_ m grounds 
From Standard Tapes. Records, & CDs 
'AO the Thompson Vocal Eliminator.' 
Call for Free Demo Tape. 
Phone (404)482•4189•5418. 
LT Sound, Dept MX41 

7988 LT Parkway_ 

24 Hour Demo/InfoLnhonia. GA 30058 • Artie 

Line (404)482.2485 Ext 8 
Best Vocal Eliminator", Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

REMOVE 
e VOCALS 

Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, U73, 
Telefunken Tubes UF14, EF14, 
EF804S, AC 701. Neumann mics, 
many more; for actual list, 
call Christian (212) 674-5712 
or Akzent Audiotechnik. Germany. 
0049 (0)721-373622. Fax 
373611. 

absolutely the best available 

STUDIO AIR PURIFIER 
dust smoke odors static 

protect your investment 
please your clients 

BREATHE CLEAN FRESH AIR 
quirt-no niters-30 day mineVISA/MC 
NRTURRLRIR 888-295-7199 

Roland DM-80 8-Track Digital 
Audio Workstation with Track 
Manager Software. IN GREAT 
CONDITION!!! Package deal 
includes Macintosh Quadra 800 
computer, and two external 1.2 
gigabyte hard drives for storage. 
Price $5k. Contact: Paul Turner 
at (610) 668-2858 or email: 
PTP@PaulTurnerProd.COM 

SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
Dallas, Texas 

We Sell the MAJOR BRANDS 
of NEW a USED 

SOUND EQUIPMENT as Used by 
TOURING SOUND COMPANIES 

and LIVE MUSIC VENUES 

We Have WHAT YOU WANT 
at DISCOUNT PRÉCIS 

Our SALES ENGINEERS ore 
EXPERIENCED SOUNDMEN ond 
can RELATE TO YOUR NEEDS 

If you are a SOUNDMAN, get 
on our MAILING LIST for your 

SPECIAL DEALS 

Call Today and Find Out Why We 
Are #1 in Sound System Sales 

Day/ actions 
gICD 

z IMP 
800-203-5611 

(214)351-5373 • Fax 2141351.0752 
Web Paso: http://www.soundpro.00ni 

sodprodaleaol.com 

THE SOUNDMAN'S CONNECTION 
SINCE 1973 

Neve 8128 32-ch recording 
console newly recapped, $55k; 
Neumann TLM 170 anniversary; 
2 Ampex ATR 124s w/large parts 

kit; 2 ATR 104s; 2 ATR 102s 
(407) 933-2796 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES 

$10.99 (24") 

3-Yr Warranty! Qty Discounts 

REAN 96 pt TT BAYS 

(615) 366-5964 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

IN STOCK! Neumann U47, U48, M49, U64, U87, SM69 tube-fet: 
M269, KM53-56; AKG 012, C24, D20, D25; Scheopps 211b; Sony 
038; B+K; Calrec 32x4 (pq-15 portable); API 18x8x8, 550 eq; API 
18-ch preamp rack; NEVE 8014 frame; BCM10, 1066, 1073, 1074, 
1079, 2074,1081, 33114, 33115, 1271, 1272, 1279, 2254, 32264, 
33609; API 325; BEATLE tube boards: 12x4, 8x2, 6x1; V72, V76; 
Focusrite Red 2; ISA 215, new; Alan Smart SSL comp, new; ADR 
Compex/ Calrec pq 14-15, 1161 am6-17; Audix 35102, am6-17; 
Dolby XP/SR; Studer A800 MkIII, A827; Quad-8 Pacifica; SSL 4048, 
4056; Amek; Calrec 64-ch UA8000; Shep/Neve. 

BUY-SELL-TRADE! 
VINTAGE KING (313) 965-0645p (313) 964-3338f. 

Sound LÀ 
thinkig 
Digital Audio: 

It's What We Do! 
digidnesigro 

...and more 

B&K 4006, matched pair, $1,850; 
Fostex G24s, low hours and per-
fect, $5,500; Yamaha DTR-2 
DAT, fully balanced ins and outs, 
barely used, $600; Korg A-1 fx, 
$500; Drawmer DS-201, $400; 
Compellor, $500. (206) 521-
6405. 

Vintage API Console 
40 input, 48 monitor, 16 bus, 10 EFX 
return. Built in 1979. Comp. refurbished 
by Brent Averill. Neve Flying Faders on 
40 inputs & 16 buses. 40 550A eq's. 
1,000 point TT bay & spares. 88 inputs 
in mix mode, $250k. (805) 969-1399, 
fax: 969-2949. Email:CC@Christo-
phercross.com. 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. R o AUDIO SUES 11,I1) SERVICES 
"Good Sound Is the Absence of Bad Sound" 

I.800.FOR.KLAY 
2054 SO 2300 EAST • SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84121 

VOICE 801 94 AUDIO • FAX 801 942 3136 
HOMEPAGE hop /trey* klay torn 

(8) JBL SR4732 exc. cond. $1,250 
ea.; (8) JBL SR4719A demo, 
$1,150 ea.; (4) JBL Control 
8SR/70 new, $250 ea.; (6) JBL 
E120, $ 125 ea.; (2) JBL 712 & 
644, $250 ea.; Ramsa WRS4424 
mint, $ 1,900; EV Vector 8 mixer 
new, $500. Montana Sound (406) 
259-0250. 

Hard Disk Soles800.801.015.3 
770.5990681 

Recording F 770,599:6469 

iSSionrec com 
WWW.  

EVER RUN INTO HEADROOM 
PROBLEMS WITH YOUR "MODI-
FIED" V72s??? With our mod you 
won't. Pair in cute lunch box, incl. 
phase/48V, $ 1,465. Hi shelf & DI 
available! SONIC BOOM (415) 
642-8586, fax 8589. 

Down Town Sound 
Looking for the newest equipment 
for your recording studio? We 
carry Soundcraft, Panasonic, JBL 
Pro, Ramsa, TC Electronic, Shure, 
Audio-Technica, Hafler, dbx, Lex-
icon, Rane, KRK, Mackie, Beyer 
Dynamics, Fishman, AKG, Fostex, 
and many more top brands. Call 
or Fax us for price quotes and 
information. 

Down Town Sound 
290 West Water Street 
Toms River, NJ 08753 

(800) 836-5555 Fax (908)349-0475 

SORNOTRONICS WIRELESS 

STUDIO LIQUIDATION. 
Mics: C12, M249, (2) B&K 4006. 
Outboard: 200, PCM 70, KT 
DN780, H3000SE, 1176, 165A, 
550Bs, etc. Misc: Synclavier, 
Sound Workshop 26x24x2, 
MTR-9011. Contact Jon (312) 
337-2208. 

FOR SALE 
STUDER D-827 48TK 
Excellent condition 1000 hours 

Motivated seller. Serious inquiries only. 

Contact: Bill Tesar at: 212-333-2206 

Trident 8013/30x24x24, 54-input with 
all sends and EQ on each chan. 
Bought new in 1991. A reissue 
model made after 80C was in pro-
duction 3 yrs. Quiet, solid pots and 
switches, looks great, this is the one. 
24-chan. Mega mix incl., $40k. (213) 
461-2070. 

Soundcratt SM12 40x14 
Monitor Console 1 year old, 
excellent condition, new 1/2 ATA 
roadcase with doghouse, 2 PSUs, 
$16k. (404) 355-7943. Jay Rabbitt 
or Stu Hirsch, In Concert Produc-
tions Inc. Atlanta. 

Check Out the 

MIX 
Marketplace Section 

for 

New Equipment, 

Duplication Services, 

Maintenance 

-You Name It! 

II STARTS ON PAGE 256 

Equipment Rental 

YOUR WEST COAST ALTERNATIVE 
SPECIALIZING IN 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE RENTAL 
ON-LOCATION TECHNICAL SERVICES 

CONSULTING & SALES 

200 N. Orchard Drive • Burbank, CA 91506 

818/848-8670 • 800/869-6801 
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Equipment 
Wanted 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC- LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 

We want your used keyboard, 
recording and audio equip-
ment. We'll airmail you $$$ or 
take your stuff in trade toward 
over 350 brands of new and 
used products. Come in or do it 
all through the mail. 66 years in 
business. Worldwide delivery. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. loca-
tion. Call, write or fax us today 
for price quotes and details. Also, 
find us on the Internet at sales@ 
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today. Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (203) 442-9600. (203) 442 - 
0463/fax. 

WANTED: PHASE LINEAR 
700 AMPLIFIER 

in good condition 
Call (415) 662-2046 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

WANT TUBE EQUIPMENT 
RECORD CUTTING LATHES 
HEADS, AMPS, LIMITERS 

Neumann, Westrex, Haeco, WE 
Fairchild, Ortofon, Cybersonics 
Grampian, McIntosh, Marantz 
Gotham, Scully, UREI, PULTEC 

dBx, etc. (612) 869-4963 

Instruction 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
>4 ee *TRAIN AT HOME * 

Easy Come- Study practical trai ing in 
Multi-track Recording. Join our su cessful 
working graduates or build your ow studio. 

Careet Guidance. Diploma. Acc edited. 

CRU IllflIRAMIWN: 
.Ludio Institute of America 
22584 Unan St. Ste AL San rennin, CA Bit 

Film Scoring 
Recording 
Engineer 
No . 
experience 
required! 
On-the-job-training 
in local major 
Recording Studios 
Part tune. nights. N.,•eherldS • IIFree vdeo and brochure tell how 

1-800/295-4433 
Ask about our Record Label! 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros 
Expand skills and earn certificate 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 338-1373. 

ThunderBird 
RECORDING 

SCHOOL 

Extensive Training in the 
Recording Arts 

Hands-on, Apprentice-
Style Programs 

Limited Enrollment 

Call for Video & Brochure 

1-800-914-8004 

BOOKSHELF 
Books, instructional videos and software 
for musicians and industry professionals. 

Call for our free catalog 

(800)233-9604 • (9081 417-9575 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repairs 

VINTAGE GEAR REPAIR 
Tubes, Transistors, (yes even 
ICs), Mic pre's, limiters, amps, 
consoles, tape machines. We 

repair & restore it all! 
Field service too! 

retrospecTTROUBLE REPORT 
Ph: (914) 688-7329 

Bismeaux ADAT Repair 
Receive a complete cleaning and alignment 
and replacement of the idler wheel for only 
$70. This service fixes 90% of ADAT problems. 

2-3 day turnaround Guaranteed for 60 days 
Factory Authorized non-warranty repairs 

512-444-2088 
4023 Menchaca Rd Austin TX 78704 

DAVID KULKA 
STUDIO ELECTRONICS 
818-843-1260 

DA-813 SERVICE 

Factory Trained & Authorized 
Repairs. Overhauls & Upgrades 

....MP inn 
SO 4,) 

"Studio Installation, Maintenance Si Consultation ... Since 1 980* 

0 Maintenanceeenter 

Experts on DA-88, ADAT, 
XT, RD-8, CX-8, and DA-38. 

Fast 1-2 day tun around, Icrge pats 
stock and reasonable rates. 
Example: DA-88 head replacement 
$595 Includes labor. Ou lochs have 
repaired over 2000 ADATs.  

655 Dubois St. San Rafael, CA 94901 

800-918-3300 / 415-485-6048 
.vww.studio-maint.com 

Free return shipping. 
Wcrranty for 50 braids e 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

ifebrn. 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

FIMT Machine 
3 3 Service 1,,tal 1.1,0 1.4, 

Fast, expert repa irs on a II DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 

Warranty Service on Most Brands 

Over 2000 Machines Serviced! 

UPS Pickup Service Available 
Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAT Recorder Service Specialists 

(610) 353-2400 

DAls 
Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and models 

• Experienced. factory-trained techs 

•Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls. parts 

"The DAT ¡Wine is in!" 

NXT 
GENERATION.. 

201-579-4849 Fax 201-s79-6021 

Midwest Digital Services Inc. 
(Chicagoland Area) 

Premium DAT Service 
Sony Pro Specialists since 1985 

Quick turnaround time 
Phone: (708) 448-7539 
Fax: (708) 448-7678 

[ Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530  

Recording 
Services 

Looking For 

We Offer It ... affordably 

CD Recording 
as low as $25 ea. 

CD Duplication 
1000 CDs = $1250 

Mastering Editing 
24 bit all digital on 

Sonic Solutions-' 

Call NOW for FREE Brochure 
(800) 524-5706 

Ext. 115 

SOUND CONCEPTS% 
943 Manhattan Beach Blvd. 
Suite C 
Manhattan Beach. CA 90266 

0 10101000 

Affordable single copy CDs 
starting at $20. 

$5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL (800) 850-5423 
FAX (800) 203-1725 
Contact us on the Internet at 

46Fewiera.com. Visit our Web page 
at httpltwww beaches net/4€P 

CD& CD-ROM Manufacturing 
CO REPLICATION... 
CO BOOKLET PRINTING... 

See us in Display 

Orlando, FL (800) 344-4361 ' OITA 
http://www.digido.com OMAN " 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 256  

Sound Restoration/ 

CEDAR Processing 
7S, LP, Acetate, Open Reel 
transfers/Reasonable Rates 
Allen Lowe Archive And Sound Service 

60 Hillside Ave. South Portland, Me O4106 
Phone:201-741-2846 Fax:207-741-2847 

REAL-TIME DUPLICATION 
BLOWOUT SALE! 

300 Chrome (up to 45- min.) Full 
color insert, imprint, shrink, boxes 
9599.994ship. We'll beat any price! 
ACCURATE AUDIO LABS INC. 
(800) 801-7664. 
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TAPES & DISCS 

You Do The Math... 

$795 500 CDs $990 1000 CDs 
280 jewel box, $395 4-pg color insert/tray 

from film We can output your Mac/PC disk' 

Call and we'll crunch the numbers! 

1-800-243-3522 

EUROPADISK specializes in full service 

compact disc replication. Everything is 

done in-house, on-site for guaranteed quality 

and cost efficiency. Major credit card accepted. For 

a free catalog or estimate, call: 000455-8555, ext.30 

*CD-Audio •CD ROM *Vinyl *Cassette 

COMPLETE SERVICES: replicating • mastering • pressing • graphics • fulfillment 

Discs With No Risks. 

75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013. (212)-226-4401, ext30 FAX (212) 966-0456 

Ai Free Full Color Catalog I Toll Free 1,888.88XTRAX 
OU 15118E flit. USA (7)3) 237-8636 

1000 CD'S 

Express CDs 
Next day CD-Rs as 

low as $16 with labels 
Order as few as 200 retail 
ready CDs wkolor inserts 

CD Mastering • Digital Editing 

DB Plus DigiTAl SERVICES, INC. 
250 WEsT 51Th STIEFT, %v./ YoRk, NY 10101 

ITED 212 397 4099 IRO 212 397 2207 

LLL VISA 1111ge 

CA 
L1CATIO 

W S $999 

BIG HEAD 
PRODUCTIONS 

Complete Digital Editing 
& Remix Stolle 

• Digital Masteriro 
• Graphic Des*, & Printing 
• Complete Pell/Joust 
• Remixes (Club- House 
Techen. Acid. etc1 
• Free Consulting 
• Fast Turnarouni 
• State of the Ail Gear 

24 Hr. 
502-584-4779 1-800-882-0753 

CD'S & 
CASSETTES 
1000 CDS 
starting at 

$999 

Let us paewe the 

ULTIMATE REMIX 
Of your emstog trads 

How to Reach MIX Classifieds 

Call Robin Bovce-Trubitt or Debi Mapp 
(800) 544-5530 

Fax ( 510) 653-8171 

Your music on 

Cassettes & Vinyl 

CDs frormt to a million • 
Low prices • fast, friendly service 

Everything included, no hidden charges 
Mastering. Sound Enhancement 

847-945-6160 
Dig Dreams Studio 

TUBE BAR STUDIOS 
$1.79 Cassette Copies includes 

High- Bias Chrome Tape, Laser 

Labels, Norelco Boxes and duplica-

tion. No Job Too Small. Also, CD 
Packages and Recording Supplies. 

(718) 768-4723. 

Mix Classifieds are your best 

advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

1,000 CD S 

$1,199! 
" 

2 color 
rap 

• RAW DISCS 
'COMPLETE PAC 

-ONE-OFFS 

-SONIC SOL 
-AWARD WINN 

• FAST TURN AROUND 
•GREAT SERVICE 

• HIGHEST QUALITY 
• VISA/MC/AMEX 

-TOLL FREE 1-888-DISC-MFG 

1-888-347-2634 

AUDIO a VIDEO CASSETTE 
COMPACT DISC • CD-ROM 

DUPLICATION  
NOW FEATURING THE 

THE LATEST LATEST IN DIGITAL BIN 
TECHNOl 00se FROM 

gauss 
111/1Kno" 
WW-1-1.8, INC. 

6737 E. 30th Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219 

317/549-8484 FAX 317/549-8480 

%USS suAirep 

"OUR 29TH YEAR OF FAST GUARANTEED SERVICE" 

FREE CATALOG c). £3,00,10._ em. to a  421114fH AVENUE • ertoonmptf. i1210 tn.A- do. 

AUDIO PRODUCTS lar— USTOM LENGTHS FROM 
1-126 MINUTES 

CD-RS, HI- 8, 
INI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 
PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 
NORELCO , SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES 8. SLEEVES 
SINGLE 6 DOUBLE CD BOX 

DCC, MOD, 0052 
AND IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
mcni_E,„&.. • CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS & .1-CARDS • 

IN NYC 718-435-7322* 800-221_6578.24 HOuR FAX 718-853-2589 
FREE LABELS WITH EVERY CASSETTE ORDER 

ROUND EDGE OR STANDARD NORELCO BOXES $ 012 EACH 

LENGTH " 

C-10 C•20 C-30 C-M C-S0 C-60 C-70 C-10 C-90 

.25 . 30.35.39.44.49.53 . 56 .63 

TYPE 

TDK 
SA 

MAXELL 

100 PIECE 
MINIMUM 

XLII ' 27 32 36 44 47 52.67 .70 .76 eierDK 
BASF 

CHROME .30.38.47.56.63.69 .80 .87 .89 

SUER 

ri BASF 
AMPEX 

maxell 

ijOIVIPà 

DIGUALAUOM 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 

DIGITAL EDITING & MASTERING 

E S P 

1-800-527-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 14228 
(716) 691-7631 8 FAX (716) 691-7732 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 
THESSORT-RUN.116AL-TINtsoccmitsr 

Ask About PUS Color I•Cards 

100 Supplied J-Care $ 173.01.1 
500 Supplied J-Card 8599.95 
100 W B&W J-Card* S199.00 
300 W B&W J-Card $546.00 
100 W'Full-Color J-Card*S249.00 
300 IV/Full-Color J-Card S615.00 

CD's 39." rand Less. W'Order S10  
CHM TAPE r..* REALTIME DUPE DUALITY 

SHELL PRINT"r2. FREE GRAPHICSWRAPPED 

M.R. Productions 1800) 831-6686 
Every Tape Direct Fm DAT 

• Paper Late on runs under 300, Available for extra charge 

erl ri ShAPPIrre-TVIS. 
I/WC> re IL 

.111■14A/M 
_F. __I 

AT FACTORY DIRICT PR! 

_ 

if .•x' 

el WE DO IT ALL! Package - COMPLETE EL COLOR CD PE 

'GRYor your catalogue 

ii30.0•582•DISC 
308 

500 CD's: $1299.°° 
CD package includes. Graphic design, film, 
color / page booklet, 2 color CD Label, 

all mastering, jewel box. shrink wrapping, 
graphic insertion, 

500 CD's: '9992° 
CD Package includes. Color page booldet, 
2 olor CD Label. all mastering. jewel box, 

shrink wrapping. graphic Inserdon. 
f'dm supplied by client, 

3472) 
a+r 961 e a 4, 

Record Se Tape Mfg., Inc. 

902 N. Industrial Blvd. 4'1 
Dallas. DC 75207 kr 

214-741-2027 
1-800-527-3472 
CD's Starting at 

$900°° 

MAJOR LABEL 
QUALITY cZ SERVICE 

* VINYL PRESSING 
SPECIAL RADIO dr PROMO PACKAGES 

* COMPACT DISCS 
* CASSETTES 

v,dedde,e eue41 

_300 CC's $750 
500 Ces _.$"XS-C) 
MASTERING & DESIGN AVAILABLE 

(PROTAPE  NORTHWEST 

11.1, THE 

liLANK 

IAPE 

YOU 

COULD 
800-331-6107 EVER 

206-441-TAPE NEED 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 258 

• CO'S 

0111111%.  

• QUICK 

• BEST DUALITY 

• DIGITAL CASSETTES 

• PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 

• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST' 

Zen (813) 446-8273 «". 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland St / Clearwater. FL 34615 

HEALEYdisc 
Manufactunng 

COMPACT DISC slit CASSETTE 
kg:mimes 

COMPLETE FULL COLOR COMPACT DISC PACKAGES: 

500 CD's $ 1164,J 1000 CD's $ 1664 
CD Package includes: GOO?' pnnting, pre- master & 

glass mastering, jewel box, shrinkwra cies not include film or typesetting 

Package includes: 40-50 master, on cassette printing, set-up, 
Norela5 tide film or typesetting 

4. 

• 

American Clients: No Tax... No Duty... No Problem! 
Combination Packages and CD ROM Available! 

TOLL FREE 1-800-835-1362 
Professional Meeting Available at Affordable Rates: 

FREE! 
GUIDE TO 
MASTER TAPE 
PREPARATION 
Fird out how to 
prepare your audio-
m2ster for error-free 
manufacturing. A must 
to recording artists and 
studio engineers. 

147.95- Veele, 
7> DISC MAKERS 

1-800-468-9353 • http://www.discmakers.com 

CD-ROM 

CD-Audio 
CD-I 
Mined Mode 

CD-ROM 

Audio 8i Video 
Cassettes 

600 

Graphic Design 

Printing 

Interactive 
Media 
Slides 

Floppy Disk 

Toll Free 1.888-CD SONIC (237-6642) 

CD Sonic Tel: (617) 424-0670 
Fax: (617) 424-0657 

RECORDING 
DUPLICATING 
SUPPUES 

0 TDK AMPEX 3M 
ARCA" BASF MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 
C-O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd, Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX (415) 389-7446 

Visit our web site: http://www.arcal.com 
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THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 

HIGH BIAS BULK-BLANK AUDIO TAPES 
UNBOXFD-UNLABELED 

LENGTH 
*11:»C 
pRo-86, 
COI1ALT 

maxell 
Xl. II 

("BASF 
CHRONE 
PWS 

0 BASF , 
0680612 
SUNII 

C-10 244 25 t 251 280 

C-13 264 27 t 300 310 

C-20 284 301 31 t 35 t 

C-30 334 361 350 45 t 

C-46 404 451 420 580 

C-62 47 t 500 50 e 68 c 

C-80 S60 680 650 85 t 

C-92 62 8 750 72 t 871 

C-100 700 83 c 76 t 95 t 1 

FUU. UNE OF RECORDING I 
AND DUPLICATING SUPPUES 

DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 

CUSTOM LABELS AND .1 CARDS 

ALL LENGTHS AVAILABLE - 1 MINUTE TO 126 MINUTES 

...FROM THE COMPANY YOU KNOW AND TRUST 

764 51h Avenue, 145 law° Pineo Ave., 3: 
Brooklyn, New York 11232 RS Cebo, Puerto Rico 00735 
In NYC Tel: (718) 369-8273    C51 In Puerto Rico Tel. 

24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 Notional Recording Supplies Inc (809)885-2316 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

DUPLICATION 
•COMPACT DISCS 

W es •CASSETTES 
*VIDEOS 

1-800-365-TAPE 
ii„ria 8 2 7 3 

[ASTOR PRO 
AudioNideo Corporation 

www easlcopro corn 

*Complete Graphic Design, 
Printing & Packaging 

FREE „ —:`• *500 CD Pkg's 
COLOR ,. -,,, *Blank Tapes & Accessories 
CATALOG',.., .' .100% Guaranteed 

500 CI» 61 500 Poster 
Complete Retell Illemely 
'Graphic Design Included 

300 CD Singles 
'Gloss muter A Z Color CD Label Printing Incl. 

Serving THE WARI'll(YS1' Since You E 1975 

Studio Sales 8L ServiceS 
Full color CD 8L Cassette Album Packages Fast 

1000 full color CDs, all-inclusive $1,899 

CDRs overnight CDR blanks Rt(4R • DATs • ADATs • HI8 • VHS 

Blank cassettes ( BASF & Maxeln 

Small to large orders • Warehouse prices 

Call 800-483-TAPE for FREE catalogue 

fax: 904-398-9683 • Internet: warehous@jax.jaxnet.com 

Visa • MasterCard • Discover 

2071-20mx Emerson st., Jacksonville, FL 32207 • 904-399-0424 

Your 
Choicer 
CD REPLICV1.10\ 
CIssETTE DI PLIC11.10\ 

isIISINC, 
Git 11111C DWG\ & PRINT! \ C, 

1-800-553-8906 
1 - 2 0 6 - 2 8 5 - 2 6 4 2 

1219 Westlake Ave. N. Suite 2I8-A, Seattle WA 98109 
I produchon ready OAT and plate ready Illm Freight charges are add' , 

MARTIN 
A11.1111.1,0110 

Facto ry 

Direct 
Pric es! 

500 COMPACT DISCS 

$1295 
FREE CD PROOF! 

,00k 
. ,101 CD 

1000 CDS S1795 

CD 84 CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 
FEATURING THE SOUTHWEST'S FIRST & ONLY DIGITAL BIN 

CASSETTE SYSTEM & LARGEST REAL TIME CASSETTE FACILITY! 

PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN • KINK CASSMES • MASTERING 8. EDITING • ONE-OFF MRS 

PACKAGES AVAILABLE! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND/TAPEMASTERS 

1 8 0 0 . 8 8 0 0 0 7 3 

4 9 P M US IC 

MANUFACTURING 

SERVICES 

CDs • CASSETTES • VINYL 

• Best Price! 

• Best Service! 

• Fastest 
Turnaround! 

• example: 1000 CDs, 2 color label, 

jewel box, 4 page full color insert, 

all mastering, assembly & poly wrap 

$1499.00 (no sales tax anywhere in USA) 

• from client supplied film & CD ready master 
Manufacturing for the independent music industry since 1986. 

1-800-MMS-4CDS (1-800-667-4237) 

DRT Mastering 
You will have the big, high-impact 
maior-label sound that sells discs 
or the work is free' Custom signal 
chains. First class results. Outraileous 
replication prices. Free brochure. 
800-884-2576 

PROTOSOUND 
Compact Disc & 

Audio Cassette Mfg. 

(802) 453-3334 
Fax: (802) 453-3343 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2581 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE! 
MK PRO SA BULK MAXELL XLII BULK 

C-60 C-90 C-60 C-90 

$0.58 $0.78 $0.61 $0.83 
MaS ,ER 0,5 ',ea., TOPS OF 341 AWE> • BASE • DENON • DIC 

Fl.j..11.41.4(ELL • SONy • MK. TE Ev 
TELEPHONE 212 MN 11102 OR ZOO SY API 

FAX 212 YU 170 

MIX Classified Dept. 
e-mail address 

boycemr@cardinal.com 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

KYRIC Corporation 
23 Years of Excellence 

300 CDs for $695 
1000 CDs for $850 
Ready in 7 Working Days 

1-800-221-0503 

ENDLitel 00P 

(P M 

RELIABLE 
"ON HOLD" 
TAPEreLAYERS 
'MADE N USA 

CALL OREN( FOE 
SAMPLE TAPE 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST , SF, CA 94118 

TEL: (415)221-2000 FAX ( 800)683-7569 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 257 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything in stock 
Wholesale distributors cf 

AMPEX • AGFA • 3M • SONY 
• Audio video tape 
• Assorted reels and boxes 
• Splicing/leader tape 
• Prepackaged cassettes 
• We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths 

Coil or vente for FREE ,• , 
(800)854-1061 

TEL (619) 277-2540 • Fax (619) 277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
8859 Bolhoo Ave Sr. E Sc, Diego Ce, 

• so cr,a Mare•COrd OCCeD'ec 
vo- 0,5•.E 

--' ca ii tOddy. 

577-0089-
MASTERING 

DIGITAL EDITING 

1630 transfers I, 

cd replication 

individual cds 
nulti•nedia 

digital noise 

reduction and 

restoration 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

CDs and CASSETTES 
CD Replication Ask about our 

FREE WEB 
and Cassette Duplication pAgE 

Professional Service 

111111-2811-8155 C4C 
0,611. LI.., I 6 344.0000 I M U S I C 
MTIn/iWV/Ve.P•.MCT, CCMOISIC 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 257 

lndie Label Service 
439.00 

500 CrO, cassettes 
P':/ Ready Irom your marier when you procree -(aids 

CDst Cossettes n maintalesImm 100 100,000 

A '4 ..p:`,7 ettl 4.41.ey éve 

1 1 jue Sawyereempar.1 

I. too.a5r.6405.1 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 250  

Our CD & Cass's are 

BITTER [11:1U11 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE  OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 250  

Good Vibrations— RJR Digital 

MIR CD PRICES INCLUDE ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING 

• SONIC SYSTEM MASTERING ICAU. RC REFERENCES) 

• CONITIETE rvns(1ni505pyf5 CUSTOM DESIGN . 

• I ILM SEPARATIONS AND ((SOR MATCH PRINT PROOf 

• PRINTING Of 40 RUIN TT SRI WHURT WITH 4A) TRAY 

• REIS II ATI, IN. I 111R11 ColiN OVIRWRAP 

1000 CDs - $2175 retail ready! 
futp://www.diabloweb.com/goodvikeralions 

1.800-828•6537 . 619-267-0307 . FAX 619-2674339 

Media 
W—rld 

RETAIL READY CO PKGS 

500CD $989 • 1000CD $1489 

TOLL FREE 1-888-793-8569 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-60g) 
We'll beat on • ice 595 SHIPPING • FREE CAT 

TAPE WORLD no SWING SI BUTLER FIS 1640) FAX 803.3224273 
MIR 500 DIFFElif NI SAME DAY SHIPPING /A-F 8-5 

Studios 

Busy S.F. 24+ track studio 
for sale. $100,000. Estab-
lished 20+ years. Serious 
inquiries only. 

(415) 584-3874. 

200-Acre Ranch in S.W. Oregon. 
Remote Valley, river running 
through it. 5- room recording 
studio, 2,000 sq. feet., 60-foot 
waterfalls. Perfect artist retreat 
residence. 5- bedroom house, 
huge, all rooms fully wired, barn, 
$575k; (541) 572-4901. 

Las Vegas World Class Studio 
Waterland-designed facility. Most 
luxurious studio in Nevada, 1.5 
miles from The Strip. 7,000 sq. 
ft. freestanding building; 3,290 
sq. ft. recording studio. For lease 
or sale. Call (702) 650-5711 for 
info. 

What Are You 
Looking For? 
Buy it — Rent it —Sell it 

THROUGH MIX CLASSIFIEDS 

(800) 544-5530 

Great Studio Sale! Ramsa WR-T820 
20- Input, 8 bus mixing console 
w/meter bridge, $ 1,500. (2) Otani 
MX55-N 1/4" 2-trk analog recorders, 
$900 ea. (2) Otan MX-5050 1/2" 
4-trk analog recorders, $750 ea. 
Sanford; M-F 9am-6pm. (818) 
955-5515. 

Miscellaneous 

fetal 

NEW FREE 
CATALOG 
Audio/Video/Data 
Cables & Tapes! 

HAVE, Inc. Dept. MX 1 

1-800-999-HAVE (4283) 

j SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 257 

Video Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 

VIDEO vriTC FOR LOCKUP. 
Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Controls. 
SONY VP-5000, 5600, 5800, 
5850, BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 
9850. Four-Month Warranty. (212) 
580-9551 or (212) 206-1475. 
Fax: (212) 929-9082. Michael 
Temmer. 

MIX 

boycemr@cardinal. corn 

TOTAL CD, CD-ROM, E- CO & CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

•- c 
s Lis r s tç 

330 WEST 58th ST, NY, NY 10019 

Grammy® Award Quality at an Affordable Price 

Feel the "Power of Excellence" 

call for POWER PLAY 

the DIGITAL FORCE Sampler 

and Studio Reference Disc 

212 333-5953 
digitalforce@morebbs.com 

MASTERING - MANUFACTURING - PRINTING 

coep 
CD-AUDIO - CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 

COMPLETE PACKAGES • CD-ROM STRIKE-OFFS • GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 
CD-ROM PRODUCTION & ARCHIVING • 1 TO 200 DISCS DUPLICATED OVERNIGHT 

F9 
(800) 815-3444 

(212) 730-2111 
vvvvvv.ffigirom.corn 

130 Weest 4.2174,1 Strapast "laver, Yc.rfc. NV 10036 

Marketplace For roles & deadlines call Robin Boyce "[ robin (800) 544-5530 Reps on pare 156 
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MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: $100 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $100 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on a 
per- insertion basis. 

Display rate: $130 per inch ( 1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column 
widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 
cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should be 
underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to 
poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not liable for the 
contents of advertisements. 

The small print: 

Send coupon 
payment to: 

No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce-Trubitt, 6400 Hollis St., # 12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 
or 1510) 653-3307; fax 1510) 653-8171. e-mail: boycemr@cardinal.com. Payment must be included with copy: check, 
Visa, MasterCard or American Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE • 

Acoustic Consulting 

J Business Opportunities 

J Employment Offered 

J Employment Wanted 

J Equipment Financing 
& Insurance 

J Equipment for Sale 

J Equipment Rentals 

J Equipment Wanted 

J Instruction 

J Internet Services 

J Music Products/Software 

J New Products 

J Recording Services 
& Repairs 

J Records. Tapes 
CO Services & Supplies 

J Studios 

J Transfer Services 

J Video Equipment 

J Miscellaneous 

Attach Your Classified Ad Copy on a Separate Sheet. Typed 
Double-Spaced or Printed Clearly in Capital and Lower- Case Letters 

Company Name 

Name 

Address no PO Boxes) 

City 

State Zip 

Phone ( 

Signature 

Display ($130 per inch) 

Text ($100 per inch, 
one- inch minimum) 

Bold @$U additional 

Border W $10 

Reverse W $25 

Screen W $15 

Blind PO box W $25 

TOTAL PAYMENT INCLUDED 

Visa J MC 

J Check/Money Order # 

Card # 

Exp 

$   

$   

$   

$   

$  

$  

J AMEX 

MIX 
Reader Service 

For more information 

about products and 

services advertised in this 

issue, fill out and return 

Mix's postage-paid reader 

service card! You'll receive 

information directly from 

the advertisers whose 

products interest you. 

UPDATED EDITIOA 

The Studio Business Book 

This updated edition of 
the informative, wide-ranging 
guide presents all you need 
to know about: 

Writing a business plan 

U Getting funding 

CI Roving equipment 

Determining expenses 
and rates 

U Bidding on projects 

Developing new income 
and contacts 

Cl Advertising and PR 

Scheduling 

Managing, hiring, and firing 
personnel 

.3 And more 

Fax (908) 225-1562 
International orders call (908) 417-9575 
Mail to Mix Bookshelf: 
c/o Whitehurst & Clark Inc., 

100 Newfield Avenue, 

Edison, NJ 08837-3817 

Revised Ed. by Jim Mandell 

If you need 

in-depth, detailed, 

specific information 

on all aspects of 

putting together 

and managing 

a recording studio, 

then this book is for 

you! 

You can 

order it right now 
from the 

Mix Bookshelf 
catalog.: 

(#1319 for $34.95) 
plus S&H 

Call (800) 233-9604 
from the U.S. and Canada 

MIXBOOKS 
Internet - http://www.mixbookshelf.com 

Available from your local 

book or music retailer 

exclusively through: 

Hal Leonard Corp. 

Pi 
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FEEDBACK 
PRESERVING OUR 
AUDIO HERITAGE 
Thank you for the "Focus on Mastering" 
issue ( December '96), especially St.Croix's 
"Original Audio Archives" and Paul 
Lehrman's "Short Cycles." I wonder how 
many of your readers appreciate the sig-
nificance of the views presented or how 
closely related the two subjects are. 

In this regard, I would have liked to 
see someone raise the question of digi-
tal audio and the headlong pursuit of 
new digital technologies vs. analog 
within the context of audio preserva-
tion. For example, does a pass through 

the digital domain compromise a pro-
gram from the "raw, unaltered, dirty, 
popping, distorted, original" state that 
Mr. St.Croix has proposed is our obliga-
tion to preserve? Will the "next-genera-
tion Clean-up 2000 machine" be as 
effective on a 16-bit, 44.1k Apogee 
UV22 digital source as it would he on 
an analog copy? CDs don't meet the 
needs of audio historians for a myriad 
of reasons, and it is unlikely that a sys-
tem employing the same basic technol-
ogy operating under tighter tolerances 
(DVD) will, either. As I await the next 
round of hardware obsolescence, I 

wonder what is going to happen to the 
thousands of original, irreplaceable his-

torical recordings under my care? Ana-
log tape and equipment manufacturers 

obviously aren't considering such is-
sues, but somebody needs to. 

Kevin Itelan 
Fallshuig. N.Y. 

THE CUSTOMER'S ALWAYS RIGHT 

I read the article "Short Cycles .. by Paul 
D. Lehrman (December '96 Mix). It pro-
vides some interesting points about 
dawning technology.. eventually. Why 
are you so sure that the world is going 

to come unglued if/when DVD is pre-
sented to the public? You must consider 
that technology is cheaper than ever be-
fore. DVD will be manufactured in vir-

tually the same digital environment in 
which digital disk media has been 
pressed for almost 20 years! The cost of 
CD players is merely 20% of the intro-
ductory price, and the world knows 
how to use it! 

I agree that the world is going a mil-

lion miles per hour. The only problem 
with DVD is that we can't record on it 
as consumers! What kind of ignorant 
person thinks that the world is going to 
throw away all of our brand-new VHS 
players for a "play only" climate? The 
makers need to read this in print: We 
want to play and record! I am not talk-
ing allout $3,000 CD-R machines, I am 
talking about $300 to $400 DVD 
recorders. 

Finally, I feel comparing an "implant 
chip" to DVD is superfluous. I will put 
my hard-earned bucks where I want, 
when I want, and the makers of new 
technology better know this. They must 
sell to me, and that means impress me 
with desirable technology. 

Doug Anderson 
A/V Purchasing Agent 
Keller: Texas 

LES IS MORE 

It was good to see Blair Jackson give 
credit to Les Dudek's contribution to the 
Allman Brothers' classic song "Jessica" 
(Classic Tracks, Jan. 1997). Although not 
a household name, Les Dudek has been 
heard by everyone who has heard Jes-
sica" and "Ramblin' Man." The bridge 
from "Jessica" came from Dudek, but he 

was never given songwriting credit, and 
most of the overdubbed leads at the 
end of "Ramblin' Man" were his. 

And even though he was an excel-
lent match for the Allmans, Dudek was 
never asked to join the band, but he did 
go on to record five solo albums and 
perform and record with Steve Miller, 
Boz Scaggs, Cher, Stevie Nicks, Dave 
Mason and many others. And judging 
from the fan mail from around the 
world in response to his latest album, 
Deeper Shades of Bhies, Dudek is better 
today than ever. It's too bad the Allman 
Brothers never fully appreciated his 
contribution. 

Steve Missey 
G'eoSynchronolis Records 
geosync@pall.COM 

CHEMISTRY CLASS 
In respunc i, 11 le Computer Checklist 
given by Charles Maynes in the Febru-

ary '97 issue, a word of caution is ad-
vised for those using compressed air to 

remove dust from electronic equipment. 
Compressed air is usually safe to use 
when cleaning your electronic gear, but 

under certain conditions, you might be 
doing more harm than good. As most of 
you know, air contains hydrogen gas. 

When hydrogen is mixed correctly with 
oxygen, you get water—not a good 
thing for electronic components. Com-
pressed air, along with many other 
gasses, is known as a wet gas and has 
the potential to leave small traces of 
residue (water) on the items being 
"dusted." 
A better solution is to use nitrogen 

gas. Nitrogen is a non-flammable, "dry" 
gas and will not leave any residue on 
your gear. Although compressed air is 
virtually cost-free, nitrogen is not very 
expensive. You Can usually find cylin-
ders of varying sizes to meet your needs 
at your local welding supply shop. 

Leland Gruber 
COBi Digital 
Medford, Om 

CORRECTION 
There were some errors in the October 
1996 Field Test of the Jensen mic pre-
amp, made and sold by The John Hardy 
Company. The product's proper name 

is Jensen Twin Servos 990 Mic Preamp. 
Our area code is now 847, so call 
847/864-8060 or fax 847/864-8076. 
Jensen designs are not based on limit-
ing the audio bandwidth to 25 kHz, 
as stated in the article. The Jensen data 
sheet states a -3(1B down point of 
140 kHz, much higher than 25 kHz. The 

copper heat sinks are 'A inch—not 
inch—thick. And the four ground lift 

switches (one for each channel) discon-
nect pin #1 of the output from the au-
dio—not chassis—ground. A separate 
ground lift switch near the power sup-
ply disconnects the entire audio ground 
from the chassis ground. 

John W. Hardy 
Evanston. 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. *12, Emeryville, CA 94608; fax 

(510) 653-5142; or mixeditorial 
fkardinal.com 
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REALITY FOR sl5DO*A PAIR. INTRODUCING 
THE HR824 ACTIVE MONITOR. 

f you've been 

trusting the quality 
f your creative prod-
ct to passive monitors 

>sting $400-$600 a 
air, there's an aston-
&Ling revelation 

siting for you. In our 

pinion, the active, 
iamplified H12824 is 
le most accurate 
tear-field monitor 
vailable — so accurate 

hat it essentially has no "sound" of its 
van. Rather, Mackie Designs' High 

tesolution Series" HR824 is the first 
mall monitor with power response so 
lat that it can serve as a completely neu-

ral conductor for whatever signal you 
end it. 

SCIENCE, NOT SNAKE OIL. 

Internally -Inamplificd, seno-con-
rolled speakers aren't a new concept. But 

o keep the cost of such monitors reason-

tble, it's taken advances in measurement 
nstrurnentation, transducers, and rice-

ronics tedmology. In developing the HR 
kries, Mackie Designs sought out the 
nost talented acoustic engineers and then 

nade an enormous commitment to ex-
aic technology. The HR824 is the result 

if painstaking research and money-is-
ao-object components, not to mention 
housands of hours of listening tests and 

ens of thousands of dollars in tooling. 

FLAT RESPONSE... 
ON OR OFF—AXIS. 

One of the first things you notice 
about the HR824 is the gigantic "sweet 
pot." The detailed sound field stays with 

you as you move back and forth across 
the console — and extends far enough 

behind you that musicians and produc-
ers can hear the same accurate playback 

The reason is our proprietary ex-

ponential high frequency wave guide. 

Without it, a monitor speaker tends to 
project critical high frequencies in a 

narrow beam (Fig. A) — while creating 
undesirable 

edge dif-
fraction as 

ActiVr 

Monitor, 
accept 

balanced 
or unbal-

anced ' 
and Xl_R 

inputs. Jacks & 
removable WC potter 

cord face dayvatv.ard that 
the speaker-can br pl.as rd 
close to rear wall unlatry 

Mackie acoustic engineer David Rie on 
scanning laser vilinimetry to map MR824 

tweeter dome vibrations. Film at u. 

sound waves 
interact with ...— 
the edges of 

maiim‘te— \), 
the speaker. 

Imaging /111" ..1 
and defini-
tion are 

compromised. The 
"sweet spot" gets very 

small. 
Like biamped 

speakers, wave guides 

aren't a new concept. 

But it takes optimized internal elec-
tronics and a systems approach to 

make them work in near-field appli-
cations. 

The HR824's wave 

gticle (Fig. B) maxi-
mizes dispersion, 

time aligns the acoustic 
center of the HF trans-

(H2824> ducer to the LF 

transducer's center, and 

avoids enclosure diffraction (notice 
that the monitor's face is perfectly 

smooth.) The exponential guide also 

increases low treble sensitivity, en-
abling the HF transducer to handle 

more power and produce flat response 
at high SPLs. 

CLEfi N, ARTICULATED BASS. 

Seasoned recording engineers can't 
believe the HR824's controlled low 

bass extension. They hear low frequency 

accuracy that simply can't be achieved 
with passive speakers using external am-
plifiers. Why? 

First. the HR824's FR Series 150-

watt bass amplifier is directly coupled 
in a servo loop to the 8.75-inch min-
eral-filled polypropylene low 

frequency transducer. 
It constantly monitors the LF unit's 

motional parameters and applies ap-
propriate control and damping. An 
oversized magnet structure and extra-

long voice coil lets the woofer achieve 
over 16 min of cone excursion. Bass 
notes start and stop instantly, without 
"tubbiness." 

Second, the HR824's low frequency 

driver is coupled to a pair of alumi-

num mass-loaded, acoustic-insulated 
6.5-inch passive drivers. These ultra-

rigid drivers eliminate problems like 
vent noise, power compression, and 

low frequency distortion — and couple 
much more effectively with the control 

room's air mass. They achieve the 
equivalent radiating area of a 12-inch 
woofer cone, allowing the HR824 to 

deliver FIAT response to 42Hz with a 
38Hz, 3dB-down point. 

Third, the woofer enclosure is air-

displaced with high-density adiabatic 
foam. It damps internal 

midrange 

reflections so they can't bleed back 
through the LF transducer cone and 
reach your ears. The typical problem of 
small-monitor midrange "boxiness" is 

eliminated. 

A TRUE PISTONIC 

HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIATOR. 

We scoured the earth for the finest 

high frequency transducers and then 

subjected them to rigorous evaluation. 
One test, scanning laser vibromehy, gives a 

The Mackie HR824 Active Monitor. 
±t.5dB from 42 to 201tflz. 

true picture of surface vibration 
patterns. Two test results are shown in 

the upper right hand corner of this ad. 

Figure C is a conventional fabric dome 

tweeter in motion. You needn't he an 
acoustic engineer to see that the dome 
is NOT behaving as a true piston. 

Figure D shows our High Resolu-
tion metal alloy dome at the same 

frequency. It acts as a rigid piston up to 
22kFlz, delivering pristine, uncolored 

treble output that reproduces exactly 
what you're recording. 

I \ \ ! DU \llY OPTIMIZED. 

We precisely match each 
transducer's actual output via elec-

tronic adjustments. During final 
assembly, each HR824 is carefully 

hand-trimmed to ± 1.5dB, 42H7 
20kHz. As proof, each monitor 
comes certified with its own serial-

ized, guaranteed frequency response 
printout. 

The 

HR824's 
front board 

has 
"radiused" 

edges to fur-
ther eliminate 
diffraction; 
an "H" brace 

bisects the 
enclosure for 

extra rigidity. 
Mackie is 

one of the 
few active monitor manufacturers 
that also has experience building 

stand-alone professional power 
amps. Ow. HR824 employs two 

smaller versions of our FR Series 
M.1200 power amplifier — 100 watts 
(with 150W bursts) for high frequen-
cies, and 150 watts (200W peak 
output) for low frequencies. Both 

amps make use of high-speed, latch-

proof Fast Recovery design using 
extremely low negative feedback. 

Librit dome 
r.reter motion distorts high 
I rrytencies. 

I lg. D. 11K82.4 
dome's uniform. accurate 
proionic mmion. 

TAILOR THEM TO YOUR SPACE. 

Because control rooms come in 
all shapes, sizes and cubic volumes, 

each HR824 has a three-position Low 
Frequency Acoustic Space control. It 
maintains flat bass response whether 

you place your monitors away from 
walls (whole space), against the wall 
(half space) or in corners (quarter 
space). A low frequency Roll-Off 
switch at 80Hz lets you emulate small 
home stereo speakers or popular small 

studio monitor,. 

CONFRONT REALITY AT 
YOUR MACKIE DESIGNS DEALER. 

‘1e've made ,ortie pretty audacious 

claims in this ad. But hearing is 
believing. So bring your favorite demo 
material and put our High Resolution 
Series monitors through their paces. 

If you've never experienced active 

monitors before, you're going to love 
the unflinching accuracy of Mackie 

Designs' HR824s. 
If you've priced other 2-way 

active monitors, you're going to love 
the HR824's $1498/pair price* AND 

its accuracy. 

*S14.98 suggested U.S. retail price per pair. 

©1996 Mackie Designs Inc. 

All rights reserved. 
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Series 

Most Tour Sound Systems 
Take Years to Become Classics. 
Some Are Just Born That Way. 

Introducing The Revolutionary 
New HLA Series Loudspeakers. 

UBL 
1>it OFE s gap I 

8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge, CA 91329 

Www.jblpro.corn 
H A Harman International Company 

Cl Copyright 1997 JBL Professional. Printed in the U.S.A. 




